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I en9lose for yoja. cOnsideration VOlume I of ERDA 7671, "101a4onal'
Plan for Ener6 Research, Development, and Dem nstratibh.- CrCating

1LN

Energy Choices'for,rhe Future" containing the P
i n.

'Vollime,f4the
.

'PrograrkiMplementation (including both nonnuclea and nuc1ear-067 1,
grams) Will be fc*warded under sieparate cover at a later date,
expected to be withifi she,next A daYs.

This is the first,annual update of the initial report,submitted tb yo
in June 1975 (ERDA-48), and complies With the requirements of SeCtion
.15 of the Federal.NonnucIear Energy Research. ahd Development Act of
1974.

This.report represents aVo1ution4 sproach Over the previous
document..,ERDA's proposed:National' las 'be& expanded in scope
and depth of coverage and the basic and strategy are refined,
but.remain essentia4y.intatt.. The ivarizes ERDA's current
viks on the energy technolOgies tha7NStio00141 need to achiev4
loRkev-term energy,independence,

o The paramount role oU-the private seCtor in the developmEnt
and commercializatif new.energy technologies is addlebss d.

o Consetliat (energyleffiCiency) technologift are singled
out for increased attention and are now 5anked with several
supply technologies as being of the highest priority for
national action:

o The Presi dent's 1977 budgetrequests a, large increase 30%
over 1976 -A.n.fUnding for energy RD&D.with particaar

,
emphasis on:

accelerating energy RD&D'programodir d at achieving'
greater long-term energy indepe

.

0.



- encouraging 'coat-gharinkWith 'piivate ,inaustry and
avoiding the undertaking of.:RD6Dmore/apOropriately
the responsibilitylof the priiiare sector.,'

- ,

supporti4 the Commercial deMonstration of synthetic
,

juel production by prOVidini loan/guarantees beginning.
in FY:76.

o Federal:programs to asiist: industry in accelerating the
marketj'enetration 'of jenergy,technologies with near-term
potential are a key element/of the Plan.

,:,-

':-:The-Executive Summary Outlines,apecific conclusions and recommendations
.het are presentel.moref011y.iri the.body-of the report..

, . .

-
I believe it'is important\that we aChieve extensive Congreasional and
public disduiaion-of: the national-energy research,.developMent and
,Aemonstratibit considerations and recommendationi contained in ERDA-48
4ind.deicribed in further detail in the. Present-report. Such public
'.40e4ssiqn s an esaential part of the comtorreffort to arrive.at an

,

fectiveiapprOach7.to the solution of our energy:problem -,an approach,
ftat in.terMs oFriSearch, aevelopment and demoastration is'basgt,on
the concept of creating energy choices for the future.

Sincerely,

ONAF.C." "Cali IMOD It 1. r
Robert C..Seamans, Jr.

Administrator
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intlbe 1975 State of the Union ,message, Presi-
dent Fold enunciated three, natiOnal energy policy
goals necessary ' for the Nation , to regain energy
independence. These goals are reiterated in the 1976
Energy Message:

"First, to halt oiir growing dependence on im-,
ported oil during the next few critical years.

"Second, tb attainenergy independende by 1985
by achieving, invulnerability to disruptiots
caused by oil import embargoes. Specifically,
we must reduce oil imports to between 3 and 5
million barrels a day, with attaccompanyiag
ability to offset any future embargo with stored
petroleum reserves and emergency standby
mensures.

4.,

Prefa

-,"Third, to mobilize our tech.nology and re-
.. soured to supply a significant share of the -free

\timid's energy: needs beyond 1985."

The following principlei guided the development
of the program, These princiPles are still sound
today: G

"Provide energy to tile American consumer at
the lowest possible cost, consistent with fhe need
for secure energy suppliet.

"Make energy . decisions / consistent with our .
overall econoinic goals.

--:"Balance environmental goals with energy re-
quirements...

"Rely upon the private sector and market forces
as the most efficient means of achieving the Na-
tion's goVd.% but \act through the, government
where the private sector is unable co achieve our
goals.

7--"Seek equity among all our citizens in sharing
Of benefits and costs of our energy program.,Coordinate our ener0 policies with those of
other consuming nations to- promote Interde-
,pendence, as Well as Independence."

° "

qu res, in turn, 'a ,major' national effort in researg,
de elopment and demonstration (RD&D), Carried out ,

lar ely in the private sector but supplemented by
go ernment-sponsored RD&D where necessary.

IrOune 1975, the Energy Rearch qél Devel-
op ent Administration (ERDA submitted to the .

Pi sident and 'the Congress a refort entitlid.A Na-
tio al Plan- for Energy Research; Deyelopment and

nstration; Creating Energy Cholcps for the
Fa (ERDA-48). . .

Within the context of the President's goals for
en rgy independence, the 197,5 plan:

Recommende.d energy R&D goals and Qbjectives
for the-Nation. .

Examined the potential timing and contribution
of majoi energy technology options.
Ranked major technologies and related/hem to
their potential energy contributkin In the near,
mid and long-term.
Discussed Feaeral and private sector -rold in"
energy RD&D and describeadthe Federal energy
RD&D effort.*
The Plan also served as an impo ant input to

th development of the President's aiended 1976.
d the 1977 budget requeit for energy RD&D fund-

.

in . .

While ERDA's proposed plan, is national in
pe, the Federal GoVernment can neither_ unilat-
Ily plan the course 'of national action nor accom-

sh-all the necessary actions defined by such a plan.
is-planning proetss is i ugeful mechaniam because

th Federal Ciekernment can use such an approach
context for its own actions ind as a wayo10

omote consensus on the Nation's apprbach to ea-
r RD&D. In this regard ERDA-48 contributed

this planning process in the following three ways:
1. Ely establishing a likely order of technology

introduction from the near to the long term'.
ERDA-48 identified current major guideposts
for measu*g and assessing the rate of tefhnol-
ogy introduation. These guideposts can be use-
ful in evaluating Whether enough neW technol-
ogies are being introduced to solve the Nation's

.1

sc

oe

New technology that will help ekpand domestic
energy supplies and improve the efficiency a energy ,
usA is an essential tool in ickdevitg die President's
energy goals. The introducticukof new technology re-
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energy problem, and in identifying possible.
compensatory government action.

.2. ERDA-48 proposed national energy RD&D
priorities lin
nolOgy
are intend
ing the na
ticu(ar, the priorities bear on the allocation of
government RD&D reiourcei.

3. It stimulated debate on the teclinological op-
tions open to the Nation in the eontext of the
tothl energy problem. ERDA beliaves this con-
text, which forces the weighing otIll alterna-
tives together, facilitates the obtaktiVe evalua-
tion of individual. technologies. It is a debate
that should be encouraged. ;

Accomplishment of the activities identified in
proposed national plan needs: 1) 'agreement of
private sector and thq public on the planning

approach, and 2),acceptan4 e of both the role and the
-lets of actions set forth in the plan to be carried outs
by these °entities. Thus, the development of a national
planning approach must be iterative ang dynamic.
Newly discovered energy supplies, changes in energy
policy, scientc successes and failures, economic
conditions, acrahl progress. in introdueing new tech;
nologyall these /and more will change the Plan.
Recognizing these dyniinics4e1Congress instructed

ed directly to this order of -tech-
uctiocThese national priorities

to be generally helpful in evaluat-
al energy RD&D effort. In par-

the

The next two chapters present the revised Plan
and program. Chapter II describes the Plana likely
ordering of technology introduction and the relapd
national RD&D priorities. This revised Plan is hot
much different from ERDA-48. Substantively, the
higher national priority assigned to conservation is
the majoi revision. Additionally, this chapter restates
nd attetnpts to clarify some of the ERDX-48 mate-

riajte

Chapter III summarizes the Federal energy
,RD&D program, which, of course, is only one part
of the, national, activity under way; This chapter de-
velops two important points. First, it discusses Federal
RD&D program strategies, emphasizingorograms
nearing the point of market penetration.Whe inter-
adt4on of Federal RD&D with the private market is a -
unique aid cpicialsaspect of ERDA's-mission.-Set-
ond, this chapter presents the, FY 1977 Federal en-
ergy RD D budget. (Volume II of tiiis Plan, pub-
lished separately, contains more detail on last year's
progress and future prospects for each of the energy

4...RD&D programs.)

Chapters IV and V turn to the -institutional
mechanics necessary to implement the Federal RD&D
and program. Chapter IV discusses the interactions
between ERDA and the public, the private sector,
state and loca government agencies, other Federal
Government agencies, and other countries. SuccesshilERDA to report annutillponits progress during qie .

past year, and to revise annually its Plan and pro- interaction will increase 'the hicelihood ot early
gram. development and iinplementatton of new energy tech-

This document is the first such annual report nologies and-realization of 'the Nation's ensrgy
and Plan revision. Because it ranges widely, although Chapter V describes the key elements of the anilysis

and planning system being...developed and imple-ncit exhaustively, across the' energx, problem and
energy RD&D, this reyised Plancarries many thanes. mented by ERDA.
However, it returns repeatedly to the central theme r The final chapters of this report.will be of spe-
that the 'development and introduction of new energy cial interest to those who want to follow closely the

analytic fonndations of °the Plan. Chapter VI -dis-
cusses the events, pnblic cluinnents, and new analytic
results that have impact on or have shaped the Plan,
and explains Why Plan revisions were made; similar'
material will be included in all future editions of the
Plan. Chapter VII looks to the future, presenting

technology requires the interaction of many prof
ims, institutions, and individuals.

Aecordingly, Chapter I of ERDA 76-1 presents
an overview of the energy, problem and the major
requirementOor its solution. It then describes at
some lengththe relative rol s of the participants in
the solution and hyand howthe ,players must. ERDA'.8 current views of priority matters to be .
work together. . qo, treatedrin greater depth in the 'nexl Plan update.

f



4.
Executive Summary

-
Key Points of The Summary

Representing an evolution in approach over
initial planning of June, 1975; this National Plan
expands ,the scope and depth id coverage of tbe
earlier Pism/rbe basic goals and strategy are refilled,
but remain essentially intact.

Significant points of emphasis in this report are
as follows:

The paramount role of the private sector in the de-
velopthent and commercialization ofilew energy
teonnologies is addressed.
Conservation (energy efficiency) technologies are
singled out for increased attention antl are now
ranked 'with several supply-technologies as being
of th&highest priority Yor national action. The
primaT9 responsibility for.developing and bringing
sinto use improved technologies for energy ,effi-
ciency rests with the private.sector but the Federal,
Government is increasing its funding for this area
to provide encouragement and stimulus to the
total 'national effort,
Federal programs to assist industry in accelerating
the ma ket penetra ion of energy technologies with
near-terilrpetentialj are a key element in the Plan.

'The close coordina -on of technology development
with socioeconomi and environmental factors, at
regional as well as national levels, is provided.
The President's 1977 Budget recognized the-high-
priority Oy energy RD&D by proposing a greatly
expanded program at a level appropriate to the
respomibilitilei of the Federal Government. Spe-
cifically, it:

f

--re-Accelerated energy RD&D programs di-
6!!"rected at achieving greafek long-term energy

independence.
Expanded efforts"to assure the safety,
reliaiility, and availability of cdmmer-
cial nuclear power plants.

greatest funding on technologies--
with the highest potential payoff in

9

terms of recoverable resources (i.e.,
'4

nuclear and fossil).
,4Greatly increased the Federal invest-

ment in conservation technologies.
44=-Continued to expand the investigation

of other technologies where they caw
make significant contrilptions to meet-
ing the long-term energy .requirements
-of the U.S. (i.e., solar, and fusion).

Encouraged. cost-sharing, with private indus-
try (e.g., coal liquefaction -demonstrations)
and avoided undertaking RD&D more ap-
propriately the responsibility of the -private'
sector (e.g., in areas of conservation tech-
neology).

z--Supported the dommeitial demonstration of
synthetic fuel production from coal, oil shale,
and other dbmestic .resources, by providing I

loan guarantees beginning in FY,1976.
A new short-term, five-year-forward p miring cate-

N,Azy is. added to the Plan to focus ttentron
opportunities for .technology develOpment that
may have effect within five years.

, National priorities for energy RD&D are not the
same as priorities ,fos, the allocation of Federal fund's
for eNs4y RD&D. In many cases, Federal spending
for the development of a paiticular energy tech--
nology may not be justified because:

the RDB,r.D function can better be performed
by the private sector,

the objective can better be a chieved by some -/ means other than RD&D, or
(I the funding required is not sufficiently high in

'priority compared to other demands for Federal
funds. . *

, Furthermore, the level of Federal resource com-
thitment for any particular area,of_energy technology
is also influenced by". the itage of technology devel-

' opment as a tecTnology,moves finm the less expen-
sive research phase to the more expensive pilot 'and
demonstration plant phates.

, While ErtIM's proposed plan is national in
scope, the Federal Government cap neither uni-

,
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. .
laterallX, plan the course" of' national -action nor ac-
complish all the necessary actions defined by such
a plan. This planning prdcess is a useful mechanism
because the Federal Government can use such an
approach as one context for its own actions and as
a ova)/ to promote consensus on the Nation's ap-
proach to energy RD&D.

-NN

Background of Ihe Plan

The Nation faces a serkai aitd continuing
diergy prehlem characterized by limited energy
chqices and increasing dependence int diminishing oil
and gas resources. This probleni is currently exempli-
fied by an undue relfince upon imported fuels.

This serious energy problem" has come about
because rfibst of the fuel currently used by the Na-
tion is in the form of petroleum and natural ps,-and

Actions must be initiated to prepare for a tr ition
these fuel resonrces are becoming rapidly

from dependence on oil andegas to'reliance on alief-
native energy sources,., particularly coal and nuclear
in the,near and mid term. Historically, howevei,
such transitions, as il4!strated in Figure I, have re-
quired more than half a century..

To provide alternatives, to undesirable depend-
ence ok oil and gas, theNationl must undertake a
program of technology 'development wbkh will be

30

18150 f1880 1900 20, do 80

. CALENOAR YEAR

SOURCE: HISTORICAL STATISTICS OF THE UNITED
STATES BUREAU OF THE CENSUS; U.S.
01,44eU OF MINES. 1974

techno oThTalpdiflicult and costly, . and will require

Figure I U.S. En

time.
The pr,oblems of transition .to new energy

.sources are difficult. New domestic, energy sources
.

are potentially avapableindeedo solar energy and
'nuclear fission (bleeder) and fusion represent essen-
tially inexhaustible energy sourcesbut there are
significant econoinic, environmetital, iociat and tech-':
nological problems to 6e,,iolve4/ before these new .
energy sour "can'become adequate supplements for
oil and gas. eanwhile, existing domestic alternating
in such forms as abuntjant coal resources, and the
ftill benefit of nuclear" light water reactors cannot
bef-completely realized without further technological:
improvements. '. ,

Figure II presents current potentially. recoverable
.resource estimates for key doiliestic fuels. Shaded
areas indicate ihe 'additional.resources that max be-
come recoverable if the -necessary technology and
uiiliza Iv teehniques tan be developed. In addition,
Figure illustrates the relative paucity of domestic
oil gai resources 'Compared to the 'estimated
cumulative energy demand from now until the end

, of the century. Coal and nuclear represent the major
exploitable resources to supplement oll-and gas over
the next several decades. Geothermal, oil shaleoand
solar energy in the form of sj;:dar heating and cooling
represent supporting resourifealo ease overall supply
problems in that same,tiraelieriod. Nuclearbreeders,
solar electricxant NS ':3 *present technologies diet
can exploit iiiiiiit;,---.tkce$ Pr the next century. 4.

The4e latter 'fftrei4f. echnolOgies differ significantly as
to the status of their'-deyelopment; and demonstra-
tion, the severity of ffie economic, environmental,
social and technological challenges to be overcome
and their potential for meetingienergy needs within
given time frames. With respect to the litter point;
the first two of these have the- potential te contribute
to meeting eneru needs dpring theltater part of this
century. . .

, Irksummary, req, though the Natkm. is blessed
with. abundant energy resources, it is currently de-
pendent upon a narrow base cit diminishing resources.

'This...Plan is designed to describe likely options
for the introduction of new technology that will assist
the changioVer from dependence cef this narrow batie
of diminishing. domestic resOurees to reliance on a
broader range of less...limited alternatives.

. . The transition ,,,to less timited reiources poses
substantial technological and environmental prob-
lefts. 'Of equalimportanceare the difficult economic,
social; and institutional problemi that will be ago!
ciated with this transition: These problems must be

t - addressed more intensively than ever before and a
RD&D prograt, however suecessful technically, can

5' fail because of failure to solve any. ,one of these
Consumption Patterns/ prOblems.

1 1

I



EXECUTIVE 'SUIA MARV

/ ENERGY AVAILABLE AND REQUIREMENTS IN QUA4(1015 BTU) SHOWN GRAPHICALLY BY AREA

U.S. CUliolULATIVE ENERGY
IREQUIREMENTS, 1975-2000

2900 QUADS WITHOUT
COitISERVATION

4.

2400 WITH
CONSERVATION

1975 REQUIREMENTS
(71 QUADS-1

.

LOW
_._ YIELD ITU7 ..A

(:::::: IN !' a

HYDROTHERMALI464 ORE

.-

A 320MA

ENTERC V Y
CED

RE

GAS PETRO- GEO-

LEUM THERMAL
1.030 1,100 3,434

OIL COAL

SHALE
5,800 13,300+ ,

URANIUM'

130,000

SOLAR USION

43,0005R 3 TRILLION

Figure II Potentially Recore

Technology development is mA ade more difficult
: by uncertainty as to how the future will evolve with
rellpect to energy demand, eneigi costsand many'
other factOrs.,There is, today,' unceOintY*, to the
future of enelgy. demand; the relit e aCOnOrnics of
energy iechnologies;, de interplay 11 te°...environ-

rable Domestic Energy Resources,

ment; the c
dateOf intr
of a- particula
aspects 'of the world-wide energy problem; and Other
factors affetting solution - to ;,the domestic energy
problem.

'ce of preferred enete4's'yitems; Ihe
uction or ibe rati)of implementativ.

technology; the internation

WNile technological development is a necessity
for -almost every aspect of the energy problem, the

..desigtvof a program for technology development must
remain responsive to such tactors as:

' How much domestic oil and gas is actually found
and produced

' The availability of imports from secure solaces,
plus the backup protection against supply disrup-
tion that tan .be gained from stOckpiling policy
'Tfie rate of implementatiOn and level of de\relopv
ment of both existing and emerging new technol-
ogles
The degree of protection afforded human health
and the physical enitironment

The slegree of modification of life stylerkhich the
Nation finally adopts
The end-use energy efficiencies that may be-finally
attained
The level of effort that can be placed in the deveb:
opment of flew technology -

The -economic and technical,..success finally
achieved by new_technologies .
The impact of econothic and sociopolitical consid-

..
erations.

Even though thiS list is apt exhaustive, it is
itinstrative of the.,difficulties in dealiniwith the en-
ergy problem, Dfcisions on thig devilopment must hp,
made today in th& face of uncertainty,.withOut fore-
closing (inure:Options. Indeeat the basis for 'imder.

, taking a progrsim of energy ItD&Dis to broaden the
Nation's-range of aVailable energy options-4o erhate

111 /
energy choices for the future. ,

While RD&D.is clearly needed, an instifficient
amount is being conducted in the private sector be-.
cat& of uncertainties with respect. to future profit- .
ability; environmental standards and other regulatory
policies; the magnitude of technological risks being-
faced; the lack of present institutional organizations
to Undertake the effort; or simply because of the
Meer size 'Of 'the effort or investment. Stine RD&D

12
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; .

LS one 'element of the tOtal Nationalt-policy whic
must seek to reduce these, risks and uncertaintiAs an
improve athe economic afid Agulatori climate ,for

private.actian.° .

Tbe :Starting point fotths 1.11;_ f r .technology-
develorviient is- the liroadei cakept.of national en-
ergy goals and

Ultimately, decisions:as ta which technologies
are found to be acceptable'hOi wide-ranging impli-
cations for the country's sgarity, and involve the
future environmental and:econoinic well-beitig of all
citizens.. The, process of devel6ping alternatives to

. ..4he present energy system needs to be carried out in
a context which coptiAtially considers the broader
issues of public conce4-x...

_The programs to achieve priergy Independence
were &uided by the following Principles: These prin-
ciples are still sound today:

Provicie energy to the American -consumer at the
>.

lowest possible cost consistent with the need for
secure energy supplies.
"Make-energy decisions consistent with our overall
economic goals.

A° "Balance-environmental goals with energy require-
ments., °

"Rely upon private sector and market forces as
the niost efficient means of achieving the Nation's
gals, but act through the government where the

. ,private sector is unable to achieve our goals.
!`Seek equity among all our citizens in sharing
-casts and benefits of our energy prograM.
"Coordinate our energy policy with those other
consUming nations to promote interdependence4 as
well as independence.

In keeping ivith the above principles, the Presi-
dent set forth the following goalS bor a comprehen-
sive national energy effort in the 197-'6 Energy Mei-
sage.

First; to halt our growing dependence on im-
parted oil during the next few critical years.

,--Second,:to attain energy independence by 1985
by achieving invulnerability to disrUptions
caused by oil import embargoes. Specifically,
we must reduce oil imports to between 3 and 5
million barrels,a day, with an accompanying
abilify to dffset any future embargo With stored
petroleum reserves and emergeng standby
meawes.

Third,-to Mobilize our technology and resources
to supply .a significant share of the free world's

-'energy'needS beyond 1985.

It is the pUrPose of the National Plan for En-
ergy RD&D to translate these. Principles and goals
into specific Federal programs for technology devel-

. opment, recognizing that industry initiatives in imple,
.menting thiS deVelopment will be of paramount un-

*-
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portance and that the public's support as citizens and
consuMers is essential.

A basic premise in niltional energy policy and
planning for RD&D Is that the Private sector has the
primary role in creating new energy alternatives; the
Federal Government's role is to assist the private
sector in the developnient and market penetration of.
new energy technologies:

With feW exceptions, the private- sector is the
main producer and consumer of energy. The role of
the private sector igt -therefore paramount in the
accelerated introductian of energy technology, and
in the solution of the Nation's energy problem.

In part,this is so becauke the private sector is
motivated and prepared,to take the risks involved in
developing and introducing new energy technologies.
In addition, the private sector has the inherent flexi-
bility to act; the preponderant share of new invest-
ment funds; and the managerial capabilities for carry-
ing out most of the RD&D and virtually all of
technology introduction. Moreover; market forces as
they are perceived by decision-makers in the private
sector will determine the economically optimal mix
of alternative energy technologies to displace the un-
due reliance on petroleum and natural gas.

Therefore the establishment of the Federal pro-
gram and activity levels, the objectives are:

-To assist and reinforce private sector actions
,rather than to compete with them
To ensure relevance of governmental activity by
achieving extensive private sector involvement at
the earliest possible moment in the 'development
cycle.

An important theme Of this repcirt is that the
private sector and market forces are the most effi-
cient means of achieving the Nation's, energy goals.

- The role of the public sector, especially that of
the Federal Government, is therefore' suppleMen-
taryto do what cannot otherwise be done privately.
The Federal role, in turn, diVides into three parts:
Government can establish an appropriate policy cli-

' mate for private sector action, share risks, and con7
duct a complementary RD&D profram.

In general, a preferred role of governMent is to
establish an appropriate climate for private introduc-,.
tion of energy technology, such as:

Leadership and assistance: establishing a con- -

sistent and stable policy and regulatory network.
. Management of energy resources located in Fed-

eral lands: inaking available these resources for
use over time, with due regard to environmental,
aesthetic, conservation, land-use, or other factors
of national interest.
Economic and anti-trust regulation: making energy
decisions consistent with national economic goals;
providing energy consistent with' the need for
secure energy supplies; and assisting in the devel-

13
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opment of standards, criteria, and certification
procedures.
Human health, safety, Atill environmental Pro-
tection: ensuring the protcio t the. Nation's

h and safety:
ur energy pol- ,

l'aiironment and the public's',
International policy: coordin
ides with those of other cons ng and producing
nations to promote interdependence as well as
independence.. .

Within the Federal Government, ERDA has
specific leadership responsibility in energy RD&D.

Energy RD&D is an important component of
the total Federai role, and ERDA plays a leadership
role here in three ways.

First, ERDA develops.and updates the National
Plan for Energy RD&D. This Plan cannot, and is
not intended to, represent technology as a total solu-
tion to the energy problem, nor can it predict cer-
tain success for any partieular program, ensure im-
mediate results, or preselect a single energy future.
Rather, the Plan performs three principal functions:

1. Establishes a likely order of technology intro-
duction from the near to the long term; and
identifies current major guideposts for measur-
ing and assessing the rate of technology intro-
duction. These guideposts are useful in deter-
mining whether enough new technologies are
being introduced to solve the Nation's energy
problem, and in identifying possible compen-
satory government action.

2. Proposes national energy RD&D priorities
linked directly to the &der of technology in-
troduction.'These priorities are intended to be
generally helpful in evaluating the national
energy RD&D effOit. In particular, the prior-,
ities bear on the allocation of government
RD&D resources.

3. Stimulates debate on thi technology options
open to the Nation in the context of the total
energy problem. ERDk believes this context,
which forces the weighing of all alternatives
together, facilitates the objective evaluation of
individual teChnologies. It is a debate that
should be encouraged.

Second, ERDA has,the responsibility to monitar
and report on the entire Federal energy RD&D
effort. In this way, a coordinated, program aimed at
common objectives is more likely to emerge. Volume
II of this Plan summarizes the activities of 23 Fed-
eral agencies as they relate to the total RD&D pro-
gram.

Finally, ERDA is itself the principal sponsotr of
Federal energy RD&D, including programs involving
risk-sharing with the -private sector.

, I

Fundamentals of the Plan
To propose effective solutions to, the Nation's

current energy problem, the National Plan for Energy
RD&D addresses technology development from the
standpoint of both private sector and Federal Gov-
ernment activities, and also proposes approaches to
incorporate pertinent nontechnological considers-
dons which can affect the results of RD&D.

The National Plan for Energy Research, De-
velopment and Demonstration is an integral part
of an overall approach for addressing the Nation's
energy needs. It is responsive to the hational energy
policy goals and principles enunciated in the Presi-
dent's 1975 State of the Union Message, and reiter-
ated in the 1976 Energy Message. While its emphasis
is on technological development, it is consistent with
and reflects broader poiicy concerning import levels,
foreign relations, the needs of indastry and consu-
mers, fiscal policy, environmental protection, and
human health and safety concerns.

\-) In its initial response to the Nation's energy
needs, the Energy Research and Development Ad-
ministration (ERDA) formulated the first National
Plan for Energy RD&D, which proposed national
priorities for the devefopment of ,new energy tech-
nologies. That approach, published in June 1975, re-
mains the basis for this first annual update.

. the dual emphasis of thii.updated Plan is:
The further- refinement of priorities and strategic
approaches identified in the initial National Plan
for Energy RD&D
The integration of the critical nontechnologibal
aspects of energy development into RD&D con-
sideration.

Technological Emphasis

The overall emphasis of this Plan is to support
the private sector in the deve1opment and'implemen-
tation of energy technologies that can begin to re-
duce the demand for 911 and gas.significantly in the
balance of this centulith and, where' possible, in the
near term.

To accomplish this, the Plan:
Singles out conservation (energy efficiency) tech-
nologies for increased attention and ranks them
with several .supply technolokies as .being of the
highest priority for national action
Identifies six key supply technologies which can
enter the market penetration phase in the near
term

I Outlines initial program steps to overcome tech-
nological barriers to the rapid implementation of
key technologies with near-term potential
Adds a short-range planning category to focus at-
tention on opportunities for technology develop-
ment that may, have effect within five yeais.

14
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To balance these initiatives, the Plan also de-
velops in further detail the longer7range programs
given priority in ERDA's initial Plan. .

Noritechnological Emphasis

The nontechnological emphasis of this Plan is
to ensure that RD&D has taken account of all those
factors which can facilitate the rapid integration of
new energy ,technologies into the framework of the
society.

To accomplish this, tfie Plan Outlines approaches
to:

Government support to the private,sector to accel-.,
erate market acceptance of key technologies after
technological barriers fo mailet penetration have"
been removed
Integration of environmental planning at each stage
in the process of technology development
Interaction of public and private sectors at na-
tiOnal, state, regione and local levels to' ensure
appropriateness of eaergy RD&D
Development of a management process within
ERDA to provide overall guidanse and coordina-
tion of both technological ,and Tiontechnological
aspects of energy development. fl

These approaches will be stimmarized and the
basis for their emphasis will be explained in greater
detail below.

The foundation of the National Phsli is a set
of recommended national energy technology goals,
a strategy for achieving these goals, and a proposed
set of national priorities for energy technology devel-
opMent.

To provide a basis for setting priorities in tech-
nology development and developing strategies for im-
plementation, the Plan identifies eight national energy
technology goals:

I. Expand the domestic supply and economically
recoverable energy producing raw materials

II. Increase the use of essentially inexhaustible
domestic energy resources

III. Efficiently transform fuel resources into more
desirable forms

IV Increase the efficiency and reliability of the
processes used in energy conversion and de-
livery systems

V. Transform consumption patterng to improve
energy use

VI. Increase end-use efficiency
VII. Protect and enhance the general health, safety,

welfare and environment related to energy
VIII. Perform basic and supporting research and

technical services related to energy
The Plan then develops a strategy for attaining

these national goals:

15

NEAR TERM
(Now to 1985
and beyond)

MID TERM
(1985 to 2000
and beyond)

LONG TERM
(Beyond 2000)

Increase the efficiency of
energyased in all sectors of the
economy and extract more
usable energy from waste ma-
terials
Preserve and expand major do-
mestic energy systems: coal;
light _water reactors, and gas
and oil from new sources and
by enhanced recovery tech-
niques.
Accelerate the development of
new process for producing syn-
thetic fuels from CoaP and ex-
tracting oil from shale

. Increase the use of fuel forms
such as geothermal energy,
solar energy, for heating and
cooling, and extraction of more
usable energy from waste heat.
Permit the use of the essen-
tially inexhaustible resources:
nuclear breeders; fusion; and
solar electric energy from a
variety of options including
wind power, thermal and pho-
tovoltaic approaches, and ocean
thermal gradients
Provide the technologies to use
the new sources of energy,
which may be distributed as
electricity, hydrogen, or other
fo s throughout all sectors of
th econo

Initial ERDA analy s have led-to the prelimi-
nary conclusions that only successful development
and implementation of a nu r of .these technol-
ogies in a combination of app aches can provide
adequate solutioni to the present e ergy problem. All
the national energy technology g als must therefore
be pursued together. However does not mean
that every conceivable technology approach can or
should be pursued with equal vigor Or at all.

Although the proposed strategic approach is
broad in scope, it recognizes the existence of limited
resources, and consequently, the importance of set-
ting priorities.

All appropriate technologies will be drawn upon
to some extent in achieving the national technology
goals. However, the development of some tech-
nologies is absolutely essential, while the develop-
ment of others is more supportive and complemen-
tary. This distinction is based on six criteria:

How substantial an energy contribution would suc-
cessful development of the technology make possi-
ble?
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Table I Technologies Now Available for Pursuing Major Energy Technology Goals
The last column. of *is table presents data *from ERDA-48. It represents the maximum impact of tte technology in any scenario meas-
ured in terms of additional oil which would have to be marketed If the technology were not implemented. Basle for the calculation I.

xplained in Appendix B of ERDA-48. These data are being sleaze mined, and changers will be made when analysis I. completed. In a
number of camas, revised projections of Impacts will be lower.

Direct
Substitution" Impost In

For Oil staRDrus Year 2000
Technology in Quads

f Term of
Impact*

GOAL I: Expand the Domestic-Supply of
Economically Recoverable Energy-Producing
Raw Materials

Oil and GasEnhanced Recovery
Oil Shale
Geothermal

GOAL II: Increase the Use of Essentially
Inexhaustible Domestic Energy Resources
".. Solar Electric

&eider Reactors

GOAL III: Efficiently Transform Fuel Resources
Into More Desirable Forms

CoalDirect Utilization Utility/Industry
Waste Materials to Energy
Gaseous & Liquid Fuels from Coal
Fuels from Biomass

Near
Mid
Mid

Long
Long
Long

GOAL IV: Increase the Efficiency and Reliability
of the Processes Used in the Energy
Conversion'and Delivery Systems

Nuclear Converter Reactors
Electric Conversion Efficiency
Energy Storage
Electric Power Transmission and Distribution

GOAL V: Transform Consumption Patterns to
Improve Energy Utilization

Solar Heat & Cooling
Waste Heat Utilization
Electric Transport
Hydrogen in Energy Systems

GOAL VI: Increase End-Use Efficiency
Transportation Efficiency.
Industrial Energy Efficiency
Conservation in Buildings and Consumer Products

Nearnow through 1985
Mid-1985 through 2000
LongPost.2000
Assumes no change In end-use device.

ear
Near
Mid
Long

Near
Mid
Mid

.Long

-Mid
Mid
Long
Long

Near
Near
Near

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
-No--

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes'

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Pilot 13.6
Study/Pilot 7.3
Lab/Pilot 3.1-5.6

Leib
Pilot/Demo

Lab-

Pilot/Demo
Comm

Pilot/Demo
Lab

Demo/Comm
Lab
Lab
Lab

Pilot/Demo
Study/Demo
Study/Lab

Study

Study/Lab
Study/Comm
Study/Comm

2.14.2
3.1 '

24.5
4.9

14.0
1.4

28.0
2.6

1.4

5.9
4.9
1.3

9.0
8.0
7.1

In which time frame does the technology produce
its initial energy impact?
Does the energy output of the techhology sub-
stitute directly for oil and gas supplies?
What is the economic status and potential-of the
.technology?
What are the environmental and human health
implications of the application of the technologies?'
What is the stage of develOpment of the technology
in the spectrum from the labbratory to the market-
place?

Table I summarizes the key characteristics of
each technology with respect to some of these factors.

These considerations and the strategic considerations
discussed provide a basis for the priority ranking of
the technology, categories, listed in Table IL

Priority Ranking of Conservation
Now Significantly Increased

Conservation (energy efficiency) technologies are
singled out for increased attention and are now
raqiced with several supply techhologies as being of
the highest priority for national action. Thip rAnking
represents a major change from the initial Plan and
reflects observationst of only moderate progress to
date on supply technologies, evaluation of public

.16
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Table II Proposed National Rankink of RO&D Technology Categories*

tf,
,

A NATIONAL PLAN FOR ENERGY RD&D

HIGHEST PRIORITY DEMAkD

NEAR-TERM CONSERYATION (EFFICIENCY)
. TECHNOLOGIES ,

CONSERVATION IN BUILDINGS &
CONSUMER PRODUCTS

. INDUSTRIAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY,
'0 TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY \

STE MATERIALS TO ENERGY t .t
HIGHEST PRIORITY SUPPLY \,

NEAR:TERM MAJOR ENERGY. SYSTEMS

NEW SOURCES OF. LIQUID AND. GASES
Aft* THE MW TERM

:,1.,*(HAOSTII3LE'',.*SQURCES. F

. . .

OTHER IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGIES

4 NDER-VED ,(LIMITED 'APPLICATIONY p..:....
TER TECHNOLOGIES

.',sFtlt., .'. '. ', ' .' ',. ,..,' I. :. *rii;
i'.. "' l' Pi) 'I 1'1) ...TE IES SU ORTING IN li NSIVE..

,

ELE !CATION , '...,, : ...,

TECHNOLOGIES BEING EgnilittRED FOR
THE LONG TERM

°

DIRECT UTILIZATION IN ".
TY/INDUSTRY

.eNucL R-CONVERTER REACTORS.
"'OIL AND GAS ENHANCED RECOVERY

GASEd1JS AND LIQUID FUELS FROM ,

COALt
OILPALE .

BREEDER REACTORS
FUSION
SOtAR.ELECTRIC

GEOTHEUAL
,1 -1 SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING

# WASTE UTILIZATION
"1

LECTRIC CONVERSION EFFICIENCY*
. aik- LECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION .

ND DISTRIBUTION
-ELECTRIC TRANSPORT
ENERGY STORAGE

FUELS FROM BIOMASS
,

HYDROGEN IN ENERGY SYSTEMS

Individual technologies ere not ranked vilthin tcnoIgy categories.
1

A

comment on the initial Plan, and further analysis of
conservation- opportunities. Specific reasons for as-
signing this higher priority to energy, efficiency tech-
nologies are identified below.

Many of the 'technologies to improve energy
efficiehcy currently appear to share one or more of
the following characteristics:

A barrel of oil saved can result in reduced imports.
. It typically costs less to save a barrel of oil than

to produce Oae through the development of new
technology. ii-
Energy conservation generally has a beneficial
effect on the environment in comparison to energy
produced and used.

,

Cail requirements to inc ase energy use effi-
cient" are generally lower t an capital needs to
produce an equivalent amourk of energy from new
sources since most new supply technologies ire
highly capital intensive.

,q. Conservation technologies can generally be imple-
mented:at a faster rate and with less government
involvement in the near term than can new supply
techqologiea.

Energy efficiency actions can reduce the pressure
for accelerated introductian of new 'supply tech-
nologies. Since the actions persist ovei tfme, the
benefits are continuing.

These reasons deal generally with,cdnservation
technologies. The rate of application and introductionit
of conservation technologies in specific instances will
be determined by the comparati've economics and
social acceptability of the available alternatives.

Because conservation technologies 4111t charac-
terized by their large number, their dhcersity, and
the relatively small energy cont;ibution of any one
in, contrast to major supply technologiesa broad;
geieral strategic approach is required to stimulatb
the market introduction apd implementation of these
'more diverse technologies. Supportive of this ap-
proach, the new skort-range planning category, initi-
ated in this Plan is particularly approprinte.

tn addition to the near- (1985), mid- (1985-
2000), and long-term (post-000) planning horizons
established bi ERDA's enabling legislation, a new
planning horizon-0 to 5 yearswill be inclIded in
the National Plan, for Allergy', RD&D. The 5-year
forward focus is intendo roll forward each year,
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and will be institutionalized and monitored _for suc-

cesses and failures.
While opportunities to be considered within this

focus are sought throughout the entire ERDA pro-
gram, and nuclear, fossil, and solar and other tech-
nical arias are. being included, it is likely that the
predominant opportunities will be identified within

the rvation ,program. Opportunities for fuel
titit n are also being sought because of their

pact on oil imports and relief of' gas

i
'le ologies such as geothermal and solar

on Ong are assigned only a moderate
.tn4he ranking, becaUse of projected limita-

14 'qr. ibelr application, both technologies can have
an impact on the Nation's energy demand in the mid

term-if-the. institutional infrastructure& to support
their market penetration can be established. These
technologi are important because they are suffi-
ciently wel loped to be employed on a regional
;basis whe esources can be exploited econom-
ically. Thei4 ermal resources ',and technologies
included ifi category are limited to hydrothermal,
and geopresiu 'zed applications, and the solar heat-
ing and cooling technologies may be limited to areas
that enjoy high levels of insolation and experience
relatively high costs for alternative fuels.

The Plan and The Federal Energy RD&D
Program

Federal budget allocations are designed to en-
, .

courage and support privateictor initiatives in en-
ergy RD&D; national energy technology prioiities
do not, therefore, translate directly to the ERDA
energy budget foi any one: year for several reasons:.

Differences exist hi 'the scope of effort and the
extent of funding required at .different phases in
the maturing of energy technologies. In, general,

. earlier research efforts require a lower level of

, funding than, say, demonttration phases.
Many of the technologies will be. developed in the
jirivate sectoi and the distribution of necessary
effort between the private 'Sector and the Federal

.
Government will vary tremendously.
The nituwe of government involvement may differ

for different 'iechnologies. RD&D is only one
mechanisin foi government involvement.
Other government agencies also have responskbil.
ities in energy RD&D. These are reflected in the
total Federal, budget and In ERDA's planning
process, but do not appear in, the ERDA budget.

The 1977 Federal budget and the Administra-
don% lekislative.progiam provide strong mipport for
energy RD&D the total allocation forenergy RD&D
has been increased by more than 30 percent The
Federal budget for 1977 demonstrates the- Adminis-

1.6,--/ .9

tration's commitme' t to he importance of energy
research, developme t, and emonstration as stressed
in the Plan which v, as a key ut to the President's
budget process. In this year's udget, the amount
earmarked for .energy research, evdopment, and
demonstration represents a 30 pe nt increase iff
budget outlays over the previous y . Significant
budget increases this year occur in ny energy
RD&D areas.

Among the s cific budget decisions, th Presi-
dent has placed eniphasis on closing the fuel ycle
in the nuclear light, water reactor progrnm by o-

viding a substantial increase for management
nuclear waste and chemical reprocessing. The in-
creased funding in nuclear waste management repre-

o
sents a recognition the part of the Administration
that safe and_.envi nmentally sound nuclear waste
disposal, which is a responsibility of the Federal
Government, should be demonstrated on an expedited
basis. To encourage and enable private sector to
build, own, and operate additional U.S. enrichment
capacity, the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act was pro-
Posed to Congress in June 1975. The Act will pro-
vide ERDA necessary authority to negotiate coopera-
tive agreements with private firms which, after

proyide temporaryCOngressional approval,
financial assurances to thiss

Conservation, reconale in the Plan for ac-
celerated development, haslt received an increase
in FY 1977 over FY 1976 of 64 percent, or essen-
tially a rate of increase two times the overall pro-
grani average.

The budget also provides funds to initiate a
synthetic fuel program in 1976 as an essential part
of a national RD&D effort. Its purpose would be to
provide assistance to the private sector to encourage
the development of both conventional energy tech-
nology, (ei., fossil fuel and nuclear bpowei .plants)
and emerging technologies (e.g., synthetic fuel from
coal, oil shale, and other domestic resources).. -

Even with the energy conservation measures
outlined in this Plan, the demand for oil and gas is'
expected to outstrip the combined domestic supply
and the current level of imports. Moreover; the gap
between demand and domestic production is widen-
ing.* Over the next 25 years, synthetic fuels offer a
domestic energy alternative to imported oil and nat-
bral gas.

A program of legislative, budgetary, and admin-
--4
- istrative actions to undertake a Federally-supported

5-,nthetic fuels initiative was considered by Congress
in the fall of 1975 and, although the program was
not authorized during that session, the 1977 Budget
provides funds to implement during 1976, a $2 bil-
lion loan guarantee program in ERDA. With ,the

This relationship is'graphically portiayed in Figure III-3.

VAL
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enactment of EIA, this:program would be trans-
fdred to EIA and expanded &or% $2 to $6 billion
in loan guarantees, to meet the current 1985 objec-

'fives of 350,000 barrels of elfl per Clay of synthetic
fuel production capacity.

Ink Tables ill, IV and V, growth of Federal
energy gpect) programs is depicted. Tabk III lists

budget outiakof all Federal agencies performing
RD&D and Tables IV nnd V show ERDA budget
amounts. Figure III illustrates percentage increases in
ERDA'S major program areas.

Volume II of this Plan (published separately)
describes in detail the Federal programs for develop-

_ ment of the technologies.

Table III Federel

, FY 75,,

Energy R&D (iro

FY 76* . '
,FY 77 -

BA eo no IIA . -NO
Direct Energy R&D' '
ERDA $1,31.7.0 $1,011.0 $1,657.0 ! $1,427.0 $3,435.0 $2.009.0DOI 89.9 54.2. ,104.0 93.3 98.3 96:3
EPA 80.8 182 56.8 76.6 55.4 76.6
NRC 58.9 51.7 87.5 7649 104.0 98.2
NASA

,

b.8 0.8 e' 1.7 ; 1.0 -0_ . o.s.
Subtotal . 1,547.4 1,135.9 1,907.0 1,674.8 3,692.7 2,280.9
Supporting(R&D .- ,
ERDA 362.0 313.0 403.0 373.0 436.0 404.0
DOI "1 - 33.2 30.9 59.0 56.7 66.8 652
EPA 53.2 , 5.0 43.2 4,34 41.6 43.4
NRC 2.3 2.1 9.1 5.3
NSF 103.2 65.9 114.6 74.2 1214 106.9
Subtotal 553B . 416.9 629.4 556.4 667! 624.5

Total Federal
Energy R&D $2,101:3 $1,551.9. $2,536.4 $2,231.2 $1359.8 $2.905.4

Funds for FY 76 Transition Quarter are not included.

table IV ERDA Energy R&D Budget
(Outlays in millions)

.

FY 76 to
ry 77'

percent
FY 75 EY 76t ,FY77 changa

Direct Energy R&D

Nuclear Fuel Cycle'
and-Safeguards $ 120

:Conservation
'reeothormal
Fusion
Fission
Solar
Foss11

6nolironmental
Control Tech. 7

6?:

1 1,011

$ 163
21 55
21 32

isr 25g4
538

15
138 33

S. 282
. 91

50
304
709
1.16
442

73
64
57
36
36
35
33

12 '15 24

1,427 2,009

5up Irig Research

Basic Energy
Sciences 165 , 188

Environmental
Rtearbh 148 185

tubtiltal : 313. 373

'TotaI ERDA
Energy RD&D

206

199 7

404,

$1,324 $1,800 $2;413

t Funds for FY 76 TrensItlon Quarter are not Included.
Percentage change. calculated prior to rounding outlays.

Tabl V ERDA Energy R&D Budget
(Authority in mlillions)

FY 75

Energy RD&D Pedgrams

Nuclear Fuel Cycle
and Safeguards

Conservation
Geothermal
Fusion
Fission
Solar .

Fossil
Environmental

Control Tech.

Subtotal

Supporting Rises
Batic Energy

Sciences
Environmental

Research

Subtotal

Total ERDA
fnergy RD&D $1,629 $2,060 $2,865

FY 76tel
FY 77

percent
76t IY77 change' -

$ 118, $ 173
. 36 75

'28 31
183 250
567 602
. 42 115
`335 398

13

$ 347 101
120 60
100s 223
392 57
823 37 ,

160 39,
477 20

16 23
1,317 1,657 '2,435

191 210 - 227

193 203171

362 403 430

ear

t Funds for FY 76 Trarisft nal Quarter are not Included.
Percentage change cIcsJat.d prior to rounding authority.
Includes $po Million for Geothermal Loan Guarantee Program.

*
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PROGRAM

CONSERVATION

FOSSIL: ENERGY

SOLAR ENERGY

GEOTHERMALENERGY

FUSION POWER

FI;SSION REACTORS

NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE &
SAFEGUARDS R&D

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

SUPPWING RESEARCH

PERCENT INCREASE
OVER 1976

INCREASES FOR ENERGY R, D&D PROGRAMS

(64%)

(57%) TH LOAN
GUARANTEE

(8%)

(73%

10 20 40 50 60 70 80

Figure III Energy Research and Development Administration FY 1977 Budget

t This Plan focuses on a set of technologies
(involving both supply and demand) and a related set
of operational approaches. If successfully pursued,
these apprqaches could result in significant Market
penetrationrof technologies that could ease the over-
all energy problem within the next critical decade.

The Plan therefore identifies seven high-priority
technologies that have the potential for making sig-
nificant energy contributions in the near term and
mid term. They are:

Conservation (energy efficiency)._
Light water reactors
Enhanced oit and gas recovery
Direct utilization of coal
Synthetic fuels
Geothermal energy
Solar heating and cooling

The Plan develops a preliminary strategic' ap-
.proach for each, analyzing its marketability and a
strategic approach to support _its commercialization
by the private sector.

The Plan also identifies strategies for the devel-
opment of three high-priority programs with longer-

. terni potential:

20 ,

Breeder reactors
Solar electric
Fusion

To be effective in supporting the private sector
in the development and commercialization of energy
technologies, the Federal Government must take the
lead in helping to create mechanisms for interaction
between ERDA and other public and private Sector
groups. Introduction of new energy technologies will

-directly or indirectly touch all Americans and all pri-
vate institutions, -and will require the concrete actibn
of allCongress, Federal Government agencies, state
and local governments and regional groups, aiid the
privao ,sector.

An important, opieiational element Or the Plan,
therefore, is to ensure the participation' of each of 1

these groups and to promote interaction among them,
so that RD&D program planning can be responsive
tcf the international, national, regional, and local ob-
jectives. To this end, the Plan outlines initiatives de-
signed to:

Promote and support cooperative international ef-
forts to develop solutions to coiiimon energy
problems
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ImproveInteraction among Federal agencies in-
volved in energy RD&D
Strent sn interfaces between ERDA and indu-

1) try, st and local governments, universities, and
the public
Capitalize on ERDA's existing regional structure
to coordinate research, developinent and demon-
stration of energy technology with local economic,
environmental, and social concerns.

ERDA is developing an internal management
system for analysis, resource allocation, hnplementa-
don; and evaluation of ks programs to ensure the
most effort to complement the private sector in meet-
ing naffonal eneigy goals. The implementaffon of this
system will take time, will he ,difficult, and will re-
'quire the assistance of the private sector. It is vital
that ERDA develop a well-coordinated and inte-
grated system for program planning, budgeting, and
review (PPBR system). Such a system is needed to
provide a framework for:

Analyzing theNation's energy needs
Formulating Federal plans for addressing those
needs.
Designing programs to carry out specific objectives.
AlloCating -resources consistent with the Plan and

liregrams
Ensuring that the progranis are effectively de-
signed and managed.

For example, it is necessary in developing an
energy plan to be able to determine which tech-
nologies are likely to be developed by the private
sector with minimal government involvement and
which will require more spOcific government assist-

---!,..ance: To make these projections, planners must be
familiar with industry criteria for market penetration
and must be able to anticipate probable private sec-
tor behavior in terms of investor and consumer
acceptance of new technology. If a technology is
judged ,to be a.poor commercial risk in the private
sector, a judgment must be made as to whether the
potential public benefits are sufficient tO' justify a
government rde. Inputs là determine this must come
from interaction with industry and with_ the public
(e.g., consumers, local and regional entities, environ-
mental groups). This logic is presented in Figure IV.

Through the use of PPBR, the current process
of establishing priorities among technologies fit the
Plan can be vastly improved. The PPBR system' is
being designed to develop an energy system option
which can evaluate public and private rates of return
and develop measures of relative Value among tech-
nology programs.

It it anticipated that for each tenoC ogy pro-h I
gram, the system will develop five basic dociktnents:

I. Program Strategy: This document will explore
the need, if any, for a Federal role and the

effectiveness of RD&D and other potential
programmatic solutions as illustrated by Figure.
II. It will present a program strategy and estab- '
lish the major goals and 'milestones .for the
program.
Prggram Plan: The program plan will chart the
detailed course of the program, tyPically over
a several-year period loading to a major pro-
grammatic decision (e.g., should a demonstra-
tion phase be undertaken?).The bksis for-the

'program plan is the program strategy, Nit the
plan would be more 'specific in atsigninz pros
gram responsibility, and developing manage-
ment structure and will seek to define the most
cost-effective Federal program to achieve the
agreed objectival-

3. Environmental' Development Plam The plan
for environmental development white a 41101G
panion document to the program plan, detailing
the program of environmental -resesien that
must parallel technology development. Environ-
mental issues involved in developing the tech-
nology are identified and a program outlined
for resolving these issues in a time period con-
sistent with the rate of technology RD&D.

4. Program Approval Document: This is an in-.
ternal ERDA document that will present in
some detaii the activities to be conducted and
milestones to be achieved within approved
budgets for a given fiscal year. Its-purpose is
to provide a baseliae for monitOring program
operations.

5. Environmental Impact Statement (ES):
Within the structure of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act, ERDA intends to use the
EIS' as a major input to decision processes.
Where required, an EIS will be prepared to
illuminate a major "go/no go" program de-
cision. It summarizes the information devel-
oped by the Environmental Development Plan
and uses to address the issues raised. In this
way, :40 A hopes that these issues can be
identifi.. at the start of an appropriate pro-
gr , so that they can be systematically
addre

Developing the Plan
Because the nature of the energy problem I.

yamalc,, the annual revisions of dds Pin ca. he
expected to evolve I. response to damages mod to new

. Worn:Mk*
The National Plan for Energy RD&D is 're-

ifuired tp be 'updated annually to remain respon-
sive to Tntinuous changes in the external environ-
ment, both with regard to energy and non-energy
events rtnd policies. Technical and nontechnical

2r
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Figure IV Strategic Planning Logic' .

fac.tors which constitute these changes and influence
the evolution of thiS Plan can be characterized as:'

Assessments of international and domestic events
and their effect on the Plan
Assessments of the National Plan for Energy
RD&D based on the viewpoints and insights ofl

ments of the resulti of energy systems anal-
ysis studies and . their effect on the Plan .

Assessment of. RIAD activities in the priVate
sector.

An integral part of this Plan is a detdiled pro- T
gram for improvidg the informational bue for these

assessments, fadlitating ERDA's
inatioa, and developing the tools to
the ithplicatiOns of new enerfy
of 'economic groWth, envirenmental
lic policy. .

Decidosi on The adequacy of
program are 'bdag condom*
of ,.improved. aidyses end
being developed *Ma ERDA:,.,.

Successful-implementation of n
logiei will produce' changes in the

institutional. systems . of
Information ta the public as

to this infor-
better analyze
logies in terms
pact, and pub-

RD&D
the bads

inechmisms

enerly tech-
denying eco-

is country. To
basis for wise
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enetgy dhoices, analyses of energy systems attempt
to identify these changes and assess their: potential
impacts.

This update draws from preliminary conClusions
, from three selected areas of 'analysis aimed at:
..4), Understanding , the relationships among, energy,

econ6mic grqwth, aild environmental imriact as a
result of the introduction of new energy technol-
ogies and other energy policy initiatives

, Calculating the net energy aspects of energy tedh-.
nologies
Supporting market penetration initiativis through
specific market studies (e.g:,' the Electric Utility
Study ment6ned in Chapter VI). -

Most of .these studies are not yet complete. It
appears, however; that they will be useful in -select-
ing promising energy technologies, and in clarifying
the degree of Federal participationlf anyrequired
to develop and introduce new technologies. Analyses
to date do not Yet suggest the need for a sharp

's revision in the basic goals and strategies in this Min.
Although .it Ls too lady to state with certainly

what-will be included in fature reports, the reinittoi
three efforts essential to ERDA's own

probably be included and- help to shape the next
annual Plan.

Theie activities are: . 0

Developing-benefits and costs of energy RD&D
Establishing pricirities for component programs
Analyzing energy RD&D activities in the private
sector.

During 1976, it is 4ERDA's goal to apply 'the
tools of energy systems analysis to the quantificatiOn
Of costs and benefits of selected energy technologies
andlo report on this work in the next plan.

Using its developing PPBR System, ERDA ex-
pects in the coming year to be able to extelid the
process9of priority-setting to a much &rester level of
detail than is presently possible. The PPBR can make
program pri9rities and the bases f6r resource alloca-
tions' more exPlicit which, in turn, will, help to
delineate the implications of various alternatives.

Finally, as. an. essential, means to reinforce and
support private sector activities, it is ERDA's goal to
initiáte an analysis of ongoiuf ahd anticipated RD&D
lorts in the priVate sectOr ind lo provide an interim

reRbrt in the 1977 Plan,

a/.
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Chapter I--The National Energy Problem and
the Nature? of Its Solution

The United gtates is a nation rich in domestic
energy regouerceso yet 4depends on the importation of
large quqnfities of fossil fuels. This is.the essential
paradox of the 'Nation's 'energy problem.

Today, over 75 percent of the Nation's energy
demand is filled by petroleuM and natural gas. These
energy resources ere in dwindling supply domesti-
cally -and, ultimately, worldwide. Indeed domestic
productiOn Of these fuels has declined since the em-
birgo -of October 1973. On the other hand, coal, the
mosrabundant domestic fossil fuel, supplies less than
20 percent of Current energy needs, uranium provides
only about 2 percent Of the Nation's energy, and
alternative sources such as solar or geothermal energy
provide Jittle or,no energy. Clearly, the Nation relies
most on, the least plentiful dOmeStic energy resources
and least on-the most abundant resourCes.

The,present level of .petroleum and natural gas
use reflects their relative cost and abundance in the
past. As a result, .this. Nation has not sought, until
recently, as a niatter Of national policy either to ex:
plicitly limit tile rate of energy growth or to develop
an adequate range.of readily available alternative en-
ergy supply systems for the future. Instead, the Na-
tion has built up over the last half century a large
infratructure based on the production and .use of
petroreum and natural gas. The cOst of this infra-
structure excee4ed $150 billion, Enid the Nation can-
not afford to lobse tbe value of this investment.

As a. result of reliance on Petroleum and natural
gas and of the cOntinuing decline of domestic produe-
tion, the propOktion of energy needs met by imports
has Jemained at approximately 20 pereent.since the
oil embargo, even despite the decreases in U.S. energy
demand 'associated witb; the recent recession. The
annual cost of this imported energy has risen froth
about $3 billion ,in 1970 to about $27 billion today.
The difference in cost: is mostly attributable to in-
creases in price rather than absolute levels of im-
ports. Uost midge*, foreign sources of these
energy suppliet have .become less certain. Canada

has restricted its exports to the U.S.; the Oiganiza-
tion of Petroleum ExpOrting Countries (OPEC)
cartel has exhibited cohesion and,purpose in con-
trolling prices 'and production in the face of weals- -
ened world demand; and the Middle East remains
politically unstable.

But even if none of these things had happened, the
long-term problem of a diminishing petroleum and
natural gas resource base, both domestic and wo
wide, remains. As standards of living
throughout the world, the demand for petroleirin
natural gas will increase for many countries.
resource base will continue to decrease. The e
of the last few year; have servea, importantly, to
dramatize the resource problem. They create serious
present difficulties, but they are only short-term
manifestations of the longer term problem.

Solving the energy problem requires, broadening
the base of domestic energy resources and adapting
to the new resource base more quickly than ever be-
fore.

A variety of domestic energy resources should
be developed because it would reduce our excessive
reliance on one form of energya reliancerthat has
at times severely conifrained national policy--and
because social choice is likely torbe best served by a
range of energy choices. It is not possible to predict
what the Nation's interests and its. people's desired
life style will be at the end of this centufy. But what-
ever those interests and desires are, a sufficient sup-
ply of affordable energy should be available to serve
them.,The social decisions on which technologies will
be chosen for implementation and on the degree to
which they will be employed can best be made if
alternative energy forms are available.

The urgency of solution should also be stressed.
Historical perspectives (Figure I-1) show that in the
past it has taken about 60 years to move from tell-

; ance on one major energy resource to reliance on
another. Domestic production of petroleum and nat-.
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'
ural gas .now aivears to have reachedor passed-us
peak. The relative domestic market shares of these I
two?energy supplies aVe exiiected to' decrease with
time. A transition to new energy resource bases must
be accomplished, but this transition from dependence
on a narrow base of diminishing resources to rcliance
on a broader range of less limited or unlimited alter-
natives must be made more swiftly than' ever before.
The Nation does,not have 60 years this' time if
growth in the energy sector is to be supported with-
out undue reliance on foreign energy source's.

An aggressive national program of technological
development can expedite this process because broad-
ening the domestic energy resouree base requires
rapid expanded utilization of exitting rind new tech-
nology. Technology for using some resources other
than oil and gas, such as coal and nuclear, is alrAidy
available. Nevertheless, these technologies often re-
icuire economic, environmental, and technical im-
provements. Furthermore, longer term solutions to
the energy problem, which involve the ability to ex-
ploit very large or neatly inexhaustible domestic re-
soUrces, require specific technological advances that
de still decades from large:scale utilization.

But improving existing technologies and de-
veloping attractive new Axles require substantial in-
vestmentsinvestments that must be made in a cli-
mate of uncertainty. Today there are uncertainties
about future energy demand; the relative economics
of energy technologies; the interplay with the environ-
ment; the final choice of energy systems; the dale of
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infioduction or the .rate of imkilergentation of a par-
ticular energy techilblegy; developments that might
impact on the worldwiac energy probleth; and other
factors that affect the solutioq to the domestic' energy.
problem.

Despite these uncertainties, decisions Must be
Made today, withilut foreclosing future options, even
though important information may be unavailable or
analyses may be inc nffir)lete. Functioning effectively
in this environment necessitates continuous feedback
and readjustments. which are necessary element of
planning under conditions of Uncertainty.

The Role of the Private and
Public Sectors

With few exceptions, the private sector is the
main produce and consumer of energy. The role Of
the private ector is therefore paramount in the
accelerate introduction of energy technology, and
thus to the solution of the Nation's energy problem.

Specifically, the private sector is prepared to
take risks, has the inherent flexibility to act, controls
the preponderant share of new investment funds, and
possesses the necessary managerial capabilities for
carrying out most of the RD&D and virtually all Of
technology introduction. Moreover, market forces as
they are perceived by decision-makers in the private
Sector will determine the economically optimum mix

. of alternative energy technologies to displace the un-
due reliance on petroleum and natural gas. Thus, an
important theme of this report Is that the private
sector and market forces are the most efficient means

- of achieving. the Nation's energy goals. ,

The role of the public sector, especially that df
the Federal Government, is therefore supplementary
to do what cannot otherwise be done privately.
The Federal Cole, in.,turn, divides into three parts.
Government can establish an appropriate policy cli-
mate for private sector action, share risks with the
private sector, and conduct a complementary RD&D
program. Of course, all three may be required to
introduce any single technology.

Es)ablishing an Appropriate Climate

The preferred role of government is to establish
an appropriate policy climate for, technology intro-.
duction. In a few situationsnotably uranium en-
richmentthe government is the sole commercial
agent because of earlier activities growing out of its
national security responsibilities.-Current government
initiatives in uranium enrichment would decrease the
government's, control and contribute to commetcial-
ization efforts by the privati sector. In other skin-
dons, the iovemment's regulatory role greatly affects
the introduction of . technologies. For example,
changed government price regulations on.oil and gas

9 r;
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could Itiake conservation technologies and more ex-
pensive' enhanced-recOvery iques for oil and
gas more attractive. Simila lyf h ging. regulation
of nuclear plants and othe major ins. tions courd
speed construction and wer the c ,the tech-
nologies. Such activiti need to ntinually
assessed to enpre that a roper balance is maintained
among various governmental objectives.

Other examples of government toles that can
stimulate or inhibit private iCtion are energy pricing

v policy and strategic storage (Federal Energy Admin-
. istration); energy ,regulation (Federal Power Com-

mission); investmeM tax credit (Department of the
Treasury); environmental regulation (Environmentil
Protection Agency); Federally owned resource man-
agemeht (Department of the Interior); and siting
standards (state and local governments).

In general, then, the preferred role for govern-
ment is to establish an appropriate climate for private
introduction of energy technology by:

j Providing kadership and adsistance: Establishing
a consistent energy policy and regulatory network
Managing energy resources located in Federal
lands: Making these resources evadable for use
over time with due regard to environmental,
aesthetic, conservation, land use, or. other factors
of national interest
Establishing and enforcing economk and antitrust
regulation: M#king enerty decisions consistent
with national economic goals; providing energy to
the American consumer at the lowest possible cost
consistent with the need for secure energy sup-
plies; assisting the development of standards, cri-
teria, and certification procedures
Protecting human health and the environment:
Ensuring the protection of the Nation's environ-
ment and the public's health and safety
Coordinating Federal *policy with international pol-
icy: Coordinating the Nition's energy policies with z
those of other consuming and producing nations
to promote interdependence as well as inde-
pendence.

Sharing Risks
Even with a regUlatory and policy climate more

conducive to private investment, private action may
" fail to follow because risks remain excessive. Both

tedhnOtogical uncertainty and the difficulty of pro-
jecting future economic conditions contribute to ex-
cessive risk, even when technical feasibility is known.

In these cases, government can stimulate
private-sector action by sharing risksthat is, by
absorbing the greater-than-commercially-acceptable
risk of investing in erfergy technology.*

This relatively new government role has the

See Chapter V for a discussion of the criteria for gov-
ernment investment.
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advantage of ptoducingli seff-liquidating gOvernment
interest in suceessful projects. It is a technique con-
templated by the Federairisliannuclear Energy Re-
search and Development AR** and by other legisla=
tron administered by ERDA and other agencies.

At lent four specific risk-sharing ventures are
already in place or in the formative stage:

The proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act, de-
signed to move a hithyto Government monopoly
in uranium enrichment production into the, private
sector by temporary financial assurance to private
enrichment firms-7-
The proposed synthetic fuels commercial demon-
stration program, aimed at constructing a first
round ;of comthercial-scale synthetic fuel plants
(ERDA)
The geothermal loan guarantee program,*** which
will assist: both RD&D and introduction Of new
geotherrnil technology (ERDA).
The loati program to open new coal mines****
(FEA)

Beyond these specific 'ventures, the President
has proposed the Energy Independenee Authority
(EIA). The EIA would have at its disposal' a variety
of tools to share the risks on many types of energy
projects.

Conducting RD&D

Increasingly, RD&D is required to develop neiv
technology that can subsequently be 'introduced to
develop nal/ domestic energy resources, or to exploit
old resources more cleanly and safel,Y. Much of this
kind of RD&D is already being carried out by the
private sector. But the private sectott,canrkt conduct
all the necessary RD&D; Federal helPis necessary.
However, a Federal RD&D program sh uld nAther
act as a substitute for private fungls no invest too
heavily in speculative projects that may ri ver capture
a place in the market.

The choice is difficult, but the Federal Non-
nuclear Energy Research and Development Actt of
1974, one of the acts that;establishes the'basis for
ERDA's programs, addresses -this questi n. the
relevant text states: ,

"In deterthining the afpropriateness of Federal
involvement in any particular resiarth and devel-
opment undertaking, the Administrator shill give
consideration to the extent to whiCh the .1? posed
indertaking iatisfies criteria including, tit not
limited to, the folloWing:
(A) "The urgency of public need for the iotenfial

results of the °research, develop ent, or

*" Public Law 937577, Section 7. ,
Title 2, Public Law 93-410, "Geothermal Snergy Re-
search, Development and Demonstration Actbf 1974."
Public Law 94-163 "Energy Policy and Coniervation
Att."

- I Public Law 93-577, Section 5(b)(',21):
'



demohstration effort is high, and it is unlikly
that-similar results would be achieved in a
tiniely milliner in the absence of Federal
as si stance :.

(8)'. "The potential opportunities non-Federal
t interests to recapture- the in tment in the

undertaking through the normal commercial
utilization of proprietary knowledge appear
inadequate to encourage timely results.

(C) "The extent of the problems treated and the
objectives sought by the ,undertaking are na-
tional or widespread in their significance.

(D) "There are limited opportunities to induce
suppOrt of the pndertaking

through regulatory actions, end-use controls,
'. tax and price incentives, public education, or
'other alternatives to direct Federal financial

stance. 4

'degree Of risk of loss of investment
inherent in-the research is high, and the avail-
ability or risk capital to the non-Federal en-

.tines, which might otherwise engage in the
field. Of the research is inadequate -for the
tintely'idevelopinent of the technology.

(.#) "Themignitude of Ihe .investment appears to
excee4 'the :financial capabilities of potential
oon-Federarparticipants in the research to

!l..tapport effective efforts."

' This'. legislid.*- mandate fits closely with the
iiatini 'of the,--techMilogy7introduction problem dis-
missed In this chapter. Sections (A) and (B) of the
Act recognize;.the-Urgency of obtaining ths results
of RD&Dan urgenq that may mandate govern-
ment involvement. Similarly, Section (C) stresses the
importance' of the national benefits to be obtitintd
and recognizes that local efforts may not produce
them. Coal and nuclear energy are good examples of
na,ionally important energy sources that ma§Bot be
able to be tapped fully by local or regional efforts.
Section (F) notes that some energy technology de-
velopment is just too expensive for,the private_sector;
fusion power illustrates this case.

At the same time, the Act infers that ci;her ave-
nues should be explored before deCiding on direct
Federal involvement. Section (D) suggests that ob-
stacles to private action should first be removed, and
Section (E) recognizes the potential value .of risk-
sharing.

The ROle of Federal. Agencies .

When goxernment needs to play any of its three
roles, it requAs the action of numerous Federal
agencies:

Various Federal agencies are responsible for
recommending cOmprehensive national energy pol-
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icy that is in balance with other national policies
and priorities. Among these agenqies are:
Energy Resources Council
Council of Economic Advisers
Council on Environmental Quality
Domestic Council
Water Resources Council
Federal Energy Administration.
Various Federal agencies are directly inyolved in
managing the expenditures of energy or related
RD&D wsources. Among these agencies are:
EnergY Research and Development Administra-

tion
Departinent of the Interior
Environmental Protection Agency
Nuclear Regulatory commission
National Science Foundation
National. Aeronautics and Space Administrae

tion.
Several. agencies are involved in the regulatory
aspects of environinental protection and human
health and safety. Chief among these are:
=Environmental Protection Agency
National Institute of Environmental Health

Sciences
National Institute for occupational Safety and

-Health .

Department of Labor (Occupational Safety and
Health Administration)

Occupational Safety and Health Review Com-
mission.

Other agencies are involved in setting Standards
and regulations for energy-related organizations.
Among these are:
=Federal Energy Administration
Federal Power Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Department of Commerce (Nitional Bureau of

Standards)
Department of Transportation
Federal Trade Commission
Interstate Commerce Commission
Federal Maritime Commission.
Other agencies work with the prtvate sector to
assist the market penetration of key energy tech-
nologies. Among these are:
Department of Housing' and Urban Develop-

ment
Department of Commerce
Department of the Interior
Small Business Adniinistration
Department of Transportation
General Services Adndjustration.
Fmally, there are agenttes that deal with other
areas thit have direct energy implications. Among
these are: .

Department of State
Department of the Treasury
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Department of Defense
Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

The Role of ERDA
Energy RD&D is an important component of

the total Federal role, and ERDA plays a leadership
role here in three ways.

First, ERDA develops and updates this Plan.
The Plan cannot, and is not intended to, represent
technology as the total solution to the energy prob-
lems, predict certain success for any particular pro-
gram, ensure immediate results, or preselect a single
energy future. Rather, the Plan performs three princi-
pal functions:

I. Establishes a likely order of technologi intro4-*
duction froin the near- tO,,the long-term, And
identifies current major guideposts for measur-
ing arid assessing* the rate 1.f technology intr6-
duction. These guideposts can be useful in
evaluating whether enough new technologies
are being- introduced to solve the Nation's
energy problem, and in identifying possible
compensatory government action.

2. Proposes .energy RD&D priorities linked di-
rectly to the order of technology introduction.
These national priorities are intended to be
generally helpful in evaluating the national
energy RD&D efforein paiScular, the pri-

, orities bear oh the allocatiOn of government
RD&D resourcesi;

3. Stimulates debate*Ilit, technikogy options
open to the Nation ta thy context of the total
energy problem. ERDA believes this context,

- which forces the weighing of all alternatives,
together, facilitates the objective evaluation of
individual technologies. It is a debate that
should be encouraged.

Second, ERDA is responsible for monitoring
and reporting on the entire Federal energy RD&D
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effort. In this way, a coordinated program aimed at
common objectives is more likely to emerge. Volume
II of this Plan summarizes the activities of 23 Fed-
eral agencies as they relate to the total RD&D pro-
gram. ,

Finally, ERDA is the principal sponsor of Fed-
eral energy RD&D aS well as of several iisk-sharing
programs.

This chapter has examined the energy problem
and the nature of its solution, a sketch not so very
different from that drawn in ERDA-48. More im-
portantly, it has attempted to set forth the institu-
tional structure in which the energy problem must be
solved. Specifically, it has spelled out the division of
responsibility between the private and the public sec:

-Ators, as well as the three supportive roles played by
the Federal Government. Similarly, the functions of
the several Federal agencies, and especially ERDA, .
have been clarified, and the cooperation of the Fed-
eral energy RD&D erogram has been emphasized.
However, a discussiofi of the crucial role,to be played
by state and local governments has been postponed ,
until Chapter IV to simplify this discussion.

These assessments, which will be regularly included in
subsequent editions of this document, are based on:
How much domestic oil and gas is actually found and
produced
The availability of imports from secure sources, plus the
backup protection against supply disruption that yin be
gained from stockpiling
The degree and rate of implementation of both existing
and emerging technologies
The degree of modification of life styles the Nation finally
adopts
The degree of end-use efficiencies that may finally be at-
tained
The level of effort that can be allocated to the develop-
ment of new technology by the public and private sectors
The economic and technical success fmally achieved by
new technologies
Th6 extent of environmental, economic, and sociopolitical
considerations.

Chapter VI discusses such assessments mire fully.
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Chapter II Fundamentals of the Plan
The National Plan for Energy Research, Devel-

opment and Demonstration has been forniulated as
an integial part of the overall policy for addressing
the Nation's energy needs. It is responsive to the
national- energy policy goals and principles enunci-
ated by the President (see Preface). While its em-
phasis is on technological development, it is °con-
sistent with and reflects broader policy concerning
import levels, fioreign relations, the needs Of industry
and consumers, fiscal policy, environmental protec-
tion; and human health and safety.

This chapter presents the fundamentals of the
National Plan for Energy RD&D:

National policy goals related to energy
National energy technology goals
Strategy and priorities for RD&D.

In addition, the final section of the chapter dis-
cusses specific supporting technologies, basic energy
science, and environmental research.

National Policy Goals Related to Energy

The National Plan for Energy RD&D is based.
on five national goals formulated to guide the intro-
duction of new technology:

Maintain the security and Volley independence of
the Nation
Maintain a.strong and healthy economy, providing
adequate opportunities and allowing fulfillment of
economic aspirations (especially in the less affluent
parts of the population)
Provide for future needs sothat future life styles
remain a matter of choice and are not limited by
the unavailability of energy
Contribute to world stability through cooperative
international efforts in the energy sphere
Prot t and improve the Natioh's environmental
quali y assurin1 that the preservation of land,
water,, and air resources is giVen high 'priority:

These goals express ERDA's current under-
standing of the national interest with respect to
energy technologyAnd should therefore serve as the
basis for energy RD&D in both the private and:
public sectors. Because of their fundamental impor-
tance, these goals merit continued scrutiny and debate.

The Need for Choices..

To achieve the national policy goals related to
energy; the U.S. must have the flexibility of a broad
range of energy choices.

It is not possible to predict now what our Na-
tion's interests and i4 people's desired life style will
be at the end of this century. Whateveethose inter-
ests and desires are, however, eneigy should be
available to serve them. The present situation, in
which national policy and social choice are con-
strained by overreliance on incrasingly scarce forms
of energy, cannot be allowed to recur.

It would, be presumptuous 'now for the Nation
to select a single technological course of action
toward long-term energy independence. Me success-
ful exploitation of new energy sources and the reduc-
tion of the growth rate of energy demand require a
broad range of approaches. Central among die is
the development and deployment of new techningy;
that is the focus of this Plan. Because technology
development is uncertain, commitment now to one
set of technologies for the future would,ignore the .
possibility of failure. Even if technological success
were guarinteed, it would be impossible to ensure
that the resulting technology would be best suited
for future conditions. ,

Finally, it is reasonably certain that the Nation
would be better served by leaving to the future the
ultimate choices of how much energy is consumed,
Which technologies are actually implemented, and to
what degree. To provside Ignited options for the
future would undermine the strengths of the market
piace and individual choices of life style.

Responding to the Problem

In its immediate respire to .the*ergy situa-
tión, the Nation is curren t. limited to two choices:
importing,, more oil and natural gas or making do
with less eriergy. Successful achievemeni of national
goals, howe-ver, mandates a 'lore positive polky
aimed at exploitation of Clothestic resource& and re-
duction of unnecessary waste in energy consumption.

The 'Nation has several possible courses of
technologital development that can assist in solving
the energy problem. The first course of action is to
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produce more of the major fuels in use today. Sec-
ondly, new technologies, to expedite the transition to
resources that are presently under-used (e.g., solar
energy for heating, geothermal) or . essentially
inexhaustible (e.g., fertile uranium for breeding,
fusion fuels, solar energy for electrical generation)
can be developed and introduced. Thirdly, to make
better use of more plentiful resources, actions can
be taken to alter present patterns of end-use con-
sumption. These actions can facilitate the shift of
major end-use sectors from dependence on scarce
fuels to more plentiful resources. As an example,
electrification of land' transportation would terminate
present dependence on oil and gas and allow needs
to be met hy any of the basic resources, all of which
can be used to generate electricity. Finally, efficiency
improvements can be made, both in the conversion
of resources into energy and! in the end-use devices
that use thig energy to meet societal needs.

All these desirable courses of action, if they are
to achieve their full potential, require the develop-
ment and implementation of new or improved
technology.

National Energy Technology Goals -

The framework for organizing a onal Plan
for energy RD&D must be establishiein relation
to the five national policy goals and must permit a
positive.response to the energy problem. To provide
this framework, the four courses of technological
development discussed above have been expanded
into a set of national technology goals. Two addi-
tional goals have been added to cover activities that
support all technOlogical approaches. The set of
national energy tethnology goals is as follows:

I. Expand the domeitic supply of economically
recoverable energy-producing raw materials

II. Increase the use of essentially inexhaustible
domestic energy resouwes

III. Efficiently transform fuel resources into more
desirable forms

IV1. Increase the efficiency and reliability of the
procerses Used in energy conversion and de-
livery systems

V.' Transform consumption patterns to improve
energy use

VI. Increase end-use efficiency
VII. Protect and enhance the general health, safety,

welfare, and environment related to energy
VIII. Perform. basic and supporting research and

technical services Mated to energy.
These goals emphasize not only the develop-

ment of technologies related directly to the energy
supply, but also the development of technologies
that focus on the:

Crucial importance of reducing energy waste and
increasing the efficiency of energy use in all sec-

. i

tors of the economy through the application of
existing and new technologies
Major role of technologies in protecting and en-
hancing the quality _of the human and physical
environnient, a concept thlt must be fully inte-
grated int& all aspects of energy production and
use
Need foi basic research and technology transfers
from other high-technology areas to support and
Atimulate continuing innovation ii the energy
technology 'area.

The supply and demand technologies related to
goals I through VI are listed in Table II-1. The
table also shows the best estimates (developed last
year) of the energy impact in the year 2000 of an
aggressive but potentially attainable rate of introduc-
tion of each technology, and indicates the time frame 4
iii which eath technology would begin to have an
Impact. This table summarizes the, current spectrum
of technology options from which the Nation may
select and introduce new energy technology if eco-
nomic and other criterias are met. Before a strategy
for achieving these goals can be developed, however,
it is necessary to examine the Nation's energy re-
source basethe resources presently .available to
address the Nation's energy problem.

The Importance of Resburces

11 A crucial requirement in the develtzpment of a
1Iational Plan for Energy RD&D is an understand-
ing of the Nation's4rgy sesource base. That
understanding must knowledge of those
resources currently in widespread use and known to
exist, and those currently unused or under used.
Despite the great visibility 'of new and exotic energy-
forms in both general and technical literature, the
fact remains that the U.S.. currently depends on coal,
petroleum gaies .and liquids, hydroelectricity, and _

nuclear power to meet 99 percent of its energy
needs: More critically, 75 percent of these needs are
filet solely by Petroleum and, natural gas, both of
which are in limited domestic supply.

The. following discussion of the Nation's re-
sources will 'develop and illustrate two key points:

The Nation possesses irery large domestic fuels
resourcei that are under;used or not used at all.
The. manitude Of the' recoverable resources and,.
in many cases, even their availability are depend-

,
ent upon teamology.

Reiiance on a Narrow and Declining
Resource Base

The urgency of the need for .transition to new
energy sourtes emerges Clearly from . the intensive
rgappraisal of the Nation's oil and gas resources per-
formed by the United States Geological Snrvey
(USGS) and independently supported in a study by
the /*tonal Academy. of Science (NAS). These esti-
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Table il-1 'Technologies Now.Avallable for Pursuing Major Energy Technology Goals
The. last column of this table presenta eafe from ER110.-40. It represents the= mailmum Duped of the technology In any scenario mein-
urod In Writs of additional oil which would have to be Marketed If th. technology were 'hot Implemented, Basis for the calculation I.
explained in Appendix It of ERCIA-45...These dirta ate being reexamined, and changes will be mad. when analysh4M completed. In a
number ofeases, reVd proMctions piths impacts will be lower.,...

Ditect...4- .
.

4 Substitutiog
. ',. Temi of for Oil
Technology Impatt & Das"

GOAL Expand the Domestic Supply of
Economically Recoverable Energy Pioducing
Raw Materials ,

Oil and GasEnhanced, Recovery
Oil Shale
Geothermal

GOAL II: Increase the Use of Essentially
Inexhaustible Domestic Energy Resources

Solar Electric
Breeder Reactors

' Fusion

GOAL III: Efficiently Transform Fuel Resources
Into More Desirable Forms

CoalDirect Utilization Utility/Industry
%Waste Materials to Energy

Gaseous & Liquid Fuels from Coal
Fuels from Biomass

GOAL IV: Increase the Efficiency and Reliability
of the Processes Used in the Energy
Conversion and Delivery Systems

NUclear Converter Reactors
Electric Conversion Efficiency
Energi Storage
Electric. Power Tranirnission and Distribution

GOAL V: Transform Consumption Patterns to
Improve Energy Utilization

Solar HeW. Cooling
Waste HIIII/Utilization
Electric Trartsport
Hydrogen in Energy Systems

GOAL Vl: Increase End-Use Efficiency .
Transportation Efficiency -

Industrial 'Energy Ifficiency
Conservation in Buildings and Consumer Products

'Nearnow .through 1985
'Mid-1985 through 2000
LongPost-2000

" Assumes no charig in end-uso,devicm.

Mid
Near
Mid

Lohg
Long
Long

Near
Near
Mid
Long

Near
Mid
Mid
Long

Mid
Mid
Long
Long

Near
Near
Near

Yes
Yes

N.4

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
.Yes

No
No
No s.
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

RD&D
Status

Impact In
Year 2000
. In Quads

Pilot

:

136'
Study/Pilot 7.3

Lab/Pilot 3.1-5.6

.

Lab 2.1-4.2
Pilot/Demo 3.1

Lab

Pilot/Demo 24.5
Comm 4.9

Pilot/Demo 14.0
Lab 1.4

Demo/Comm 28.0
Lab 2.6

:Lab
Lab 1.4

Pilot/Defno 5.9
Study/Demo 4.9

Study/Lab 1.3
Study

.

Study/Lab 9.0
Study/Comm 8.0
Study/Comm 7.1

,

mates were used in ERDA-48 to project domestic
petroleum and;natural gag production.

The aMottnt of oil and gas considered to be
ecommitically recoverable is 'subject to wide varia.:
tions, reflecting different assumptions atiout undis-
covered resources, technology, and pOce. Responsi-
ble estimates of remaining recoverable'.resources vary
by a factor .of two or more. All . major estimates
agree; however, that at current levels of use, domestic
supplies of oil and gas cannot supPort piOjected
energy demands fOr very long.

The implication of the USGS and. NAS' esti-
mates is that current rates of oil and gas production
by Conventional methods will be difficult to maintain,

- even with additional Outer Continental Shelf and

Alaskan production. Without enhanced recovery, the
USGS estimates indicate that production of domestic
oil and natural gas will begin to drop rapidly in the
mid 1980's. It is unlikely that major new energy
sources will be ready by that time.

New estimates of domestic recoverable reSources
maY Present a more optimistic °picture. However; for
purpOses of planning for alternatiVe XD8cD pro-
grams, It is More prudent to Use the lovier band of
e/Listing- estimates. In either case, as rk. McKelvey,
Director of the USGS, has said: ,

. . . higher and lower estimates still carry the same
Message on several important policy questions. All
indicate that substantial amounts of fluid hydro-
carbons remain to be discovered if exploration- is
encouraged. All indicate that one of the largest

!A 9
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targets, for future production is the oil presently
remaining in place that might be available if re-eAv.overy,technology is advanced. All emphasize the

linportance of frontier areas-, and all show that it
necessary soon to develop Other sources of.

N- energy as the mainstay of our future energy
supply.*

FA

4 Spicific Changes An Resourct6Estiinates
.Since ERDA-48

Estimates of the majo;WCovetable donleitic
tesources are shown in Figure HA. The ihaded areas
in this figure indicate the additionil resources that
may become .Tecoverable if the 'teehnology can be
developed to make this feasible. The figure and
the eitimates are identical to those presented in
ERDA-48 with the following exceptions:"

An increase in the estimate of coal resources. The
recoverable resource level; estimated at 12,000
quads in ERDA-48, has been increased to 13,300
quads (an 11 percent increase) to reflect a new
resource assessment by USGS.** The new USGS
estimate showed, an overall 25 percent increage in

*Department of the Interior News release, May 1975.
*,Spe Chtipter VI for a more detailed assessment of this

new astessment.

total coal resources (including resources not c
rently considered economically recoverable).
The addition of solar energy to the recoverable
resource base. The estlinate shown in the chart
(+3,000 .quads per year) represents the average
solar flux incident on the US: per year, and indi-
cates the high conttibuti6n potential of this re- .
source. However, significant technical problems are
associated, With .the use a solar energy. Since
energy flux is 'relatively loW in energy value and is
intermittent in a terrestrial application, the prac-
tical application of solar energy requires the
availability of large collecting struitures and
energy storage. (For example, 20,000 to 30,000
acres of thermal collector area are required for a
1,000 Megawatt electric plant at today's collection
efficiences.) Furthermore; scilar energy technol-
ogies and their applications will require varying
degrees of further deVelopment before . they can
become economically viable. Some water and
space heating systems are-being introduced in the
U.S.; however;. considerable technologi414evelop-
ment is requited before rlar energy in other forms
can he used efficiently and economically.
The addition of talon to the recoveiable resource
base. The estiniate of 3 trillion quads reflects the

ENERGY AVAILABLE AND REQUI REMENTS IN QUADS (1015 BTU) SHOWN GRAPHICALLY BY AREA

U.S. CUMULATIVE ENERGY
REQUIREMENTS, 1975-2000

2900 QUADS WITHOUT
,(--CONSERVATION

2400 WITH
47- CONSERVATION

1975 REQUIREMENTS
(71 QUADS) . nw

. YIELD ki.irrui4
IN

HYDROTHERMAL I464 OR E

. 'MAGMA 320

ENHANCED
. FkkcovERV:

GAS PETRO, GEO- OIL COAL '
LEUM:jtileRMAL SHALE

1,030 1,100 - ,,..,3, 43 5,800 13,30e

URANIUM

, 130,000

SOLAR FUSION

43.000/YR '3 TRILLION

Figure 11-4 Recoverable Domestk Enerv

Q:q

esources
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potential energy that can be derived from the deu-, teriUm in the oceans. In theory, fusion energy is
capable Of providing all the energy'needed for an
indefinite period. Through the RIAD process,
scientists are attempting to translate that theory
into practtce. Difficult scientific, engineering, and
economic problems will have to be solved eyen
after success has been achieved, in producing the
necessary controlled thermonUelear reaction:
Nevertheless, .the, resource base is so 'large that
success will ensure a virtually limitless energy
source.-
The addition of geothermal energY to the recover.,
able resource base. The geothermal estimate is
based on a new assessment of resources* that
considers utilization of present or near-term tech-
nology without regard to cost. Most important cur-
rently is the recoverable heat portion of hydro-
thermal convective resources. In the Mid term
(1985-2000), the liquid-dominated hydrothermal
resources ,and the geopressured resources (includ-
ing dissolved 'methane) could become viable op-
tions, for both electric power, generation or direct
use as heat. The mid- to long-term (2000 and
beyond) geothermal potential of the total heat
resource within the earth's crust is undoubtedly
very large, in the forms of hot dry rock, heat flows
evidenced bilemperature gradients that are either
"normal" or enhanced by natural radioactive de-
cay, and ultimately even magma {molten rock).
The addition of energy demand estimates ,(1975-
2000) with and without conservation. Energy con-
servatidn is shown to reduce the cumulative re-
quirements by over 15 percent. The demand
estimates are based on the scenarios contained in
ERDA-48.

Implications of the Resource Estimates
Figure 11-1 shows the relativepaucity of domes-

tic oil and gas resources cpmpared to the estimated
cumulative energy demand from now until the end
of the century. Coal and nuclear represent the major
exploitable resources to supplement oil and gas over
the next several decades. Geothermal, oil shale, and
solar energy (in the Orm of solar heating and.cool-
ing) represent supporting resources to ease overall

. supply problems during that time period. Nuclear
breeders, solar electric, and fusion rePresent tech-
nologies that can exploit major resources for the
next century; these technologies also have the poten-
tial to contribute to meeting energy needs during the
lattet part of this century.

In summary, even though the Nation is blessed
with abundant energy resources, it is presently de-
pendent upon a narrow base of diminishing re-

gee Clmpter VI for aamore detailed discussion of this
new assessment,.

sources. Accordingly, the National .Plan for Energy
RD&D describes likely options for introducing new
technology that will assist the changeover from de-

, pendence on this narrOyi base of diminishing domes7
tic resources to-reliance on a broader ranges Of less
limited alternatives.
,t The transition to less limited resources poses

snbstantial technological and environmental prob-'
lems. Of equal importance are the difficult economic,
secial, and inStitutional problems that will he asso-,
ciated with this transition. An RD&D program how-
ever successful technically, can fail because of failure
to solve any one of these, problen* These prqblems
are, addressed in later seetionS of thi4 report:

Strategy and Priorities for_.RD&D

A National Ilan for Energy RD&D should be
guided by the polity and technology goals -estab-
lished. It must also reflect the reality of available
domestic energy resources and the developmental
status of technologies needed to use these resourees: .

.> To translate the understanding developed thus far
into an RD&D program, however, it is necessary io
compare the potentials of the wide spectrum Of teck
nology options currently under investigation. Dal,*
tions of major technological Options to be considered
in the Plan are presented in the Glossary. Twenty-one
major RD&D technologies and 14 supporting (ech-
nologies are described.

ERliX-48 examined a number of combinatiOns
from the spectrum o technology options to estab-
lish both. an overall strategy and specific energy .
RD&D priorities for the principal supply and demand
technologies. Subsequent analysis, deicribed in

-Chapter VI, has changed the strategy and priorities
of ERDA-748 in one important respect:

Priority Ranking of Conservation pow signifl!
candy increased. This major 'change from ERDA-48
reflects observation of only moderate progress to
date on supply technologies, public comment on ,
ERDA-48, and further analysis of copervation opr
Portunities. Specifie reasons for assigning higher
priority, to energy efficiency teChnologiei are identi
fied below. Many of the technologies to improve
energy efficiency currently apPear to have one _95
more of the following charactertstics.

A barrel of oil saVed can result in reduced imports.
Conservation combined 'with, fuel sulelption
forts reduces dependence on foreign o 1. The focus
is on cost-effective approaches since not everything
that :sayes energy should be implemented at this:-
tithe. Technology deVelopment shoUld ince the
number of cost-effective apprOaches avaikNe.
It typically costs less to save a barrel of oil than
to produce One through the develOpmeni of new
t2chnologY., '

34
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Energy conservation generally has a more bene-
ficitil effect on the environment than does energY
produced and used.
Capital requirenients to increase energy-use effi-
ciency are generally lower than capital needs to
produce an equivalent amount of energy from new
,sources since most. new supply technologies are
highly capital-intensive.
Conservation technologies can generally be im-
plemented at a faster rate and, with less govezn-
merit involvement in the near-term than can supply
technologies., ,

Energy efficiency alasions Ian reduce the pressure
for accelerated introduction of new supply tech-.
nologies. Since the actidns persigt over time, the
benefits are continuing in nature.

These reasons deal generally with conservative
technologies. The rate of application and introductio
of conservation technologies in specific instances w
be determined by the comparative economics an
social acceptability of the available. alternatives.

Stratea 'of Energy Technology/
With this revisioh, ERDA now views the likely

order ofqechnological chage in energy supply and
demand as follows: 3

For the near-term (now to 1985) and beyond,
' technology will help to:

Increase the efficienCy of energy used in all sectors -
,of the econoniy and 'extract more usable energy
from waste Materials
Preserve and expand Major domestic 'energy syt-
tems: coal, light water reactors, and gas and oil
from newa sources and by enhance4 recovery

niques.. .

For.the mid-tetin (1985-400(1) and'beyond, tech-
will helP

Accelerate the' development of new processes for
producing synthetic fuels frorriOal and extracting
oil from shale -
Increase the .use of fuel forms saph as geothermal
energy;' solar energy for .heating and cooling, and,
extraction of more titable energy, from waste heat.

Fokr the long-term (past 2090),LtecbnolOgy..will =
help to:

Permit the ose of the essentially inexhaustible re-,
iotitcgs: niklear breeders; fusion; and solar: eleC-
trie energy' from a variety of options 'including
wind power, . thertnal and: photovoltaic ap-
proiches, and ocean thermal 'gradients
Provide the technologies to die the new, sources of
energy, which maY be distributed as electricity,

. 'hydrogenuor Other forms throughout all seCtors 'of
the econoiny.

Table 11-2 presents the spectruna.,,of ,'technolOgy
options listed in Table II-I in these :strategic terms.

Time of Impact

Near-tarm
(now to 1985
and beyond)

Table 1172 The Strategy of Technology Introduction

Strategic Element

increase efficiency of enectrfiTuse
and Convert waste to enerr/\ ,

PrAserve and ex'pand Ai_ gas.
coal, and nuclear

Teehtielop
Impact In Tear 2000

(Quads)

Conservation in Buildings and 7.1
Consumer Products
Industrial Energy Efficiency 8.0
Transportation Efficiency 9.0
Waste Materials to Energy 4.9

Coal-Direct Utilization In 24.5
Utilitt/Industry
Nuoiear-Converter Reactors -28.0

& Gas Enhanced Recovery 13.6

Mid-Term Aicelerate deVelopment of synthetic I Gaseous And liquid fuels from Coat
(1985-200) ..fels from coal and shale
and beyond)

Use of under-used (limited
application) fuel! forms And extract

, more usable energy from watts heat'

. Oil Shale

Geothermal
Solar Heating & Cooling
Waste Heat Utilization. ,

, .

Develop the technologies necessary
tO use the essentially inexhaustible
fuel resources

Develip the technology.neceuary
to change the existing,distribution
systems to accommodate the
distribution of new energy sources.

Breeder Reactors,
Fusion
Solar Electric

Electric Conversion Efficiency.
Electric Power Transmission &
Distribution
Electric Transport
Eneray Storage
Hydrogen' In Energy Supplies
Fuels from BIOMass

14.0
7.3 ^

3.1-5.69
5.9
4.9
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Table 11-3 presents the strategy in more concrete 2. Under-used (limited application) mid-tett
termsthe &Hubert of energy facilities thar.would technologies such as geothermal and solar heating
be built if all the technologies were successfully and cooling are assigned only ainoderate priority in 00
introduce& These estimates are not additive, sinCe the ranldng. However, certainApplications of these
ncit : all technologies must be introduced fully to technologies can haVe an impact on the Nation's'en-
satisfy demand M the year 2000. . ergy demansi in the mid term with the establishment

While these tables are not prescriptive, ...theY of ah :industrial base..Thw technologies are impor-
potentially provide a set of yardsticks useful in at,- . tint because they are 'sufficiently well-developed AO.
sessing the actual ratepf technological introducticat be employed on a. regional basis where the resOurces
Such assessments are essential to shaping:the Federil 'can be exploited ,eccinoinically. The geothetmal re-
role in developing energy* technology to fit progress - sources -and technologies included in this category
being made in the private sector are limjted to hydrothermal add geopressurized ap-

National Oriorities
Based ,onan understanding of the strategic role

of technology in solving th Nation's energy prob-
lem, it is possible to sugge t what type of energy
RD&D is mosi important: eral observations are
helpful in understanding the nature and ute of these
priorities, presented in Table 11-4.

1. The highest supply and demand technology
priorities stem directly from the strategic assessment
described in the preceding section.

plicatiolis,. and the solar heating and cooling tdch--
RIXD nologies may be limited to areas that enjoy high

Table 11-3 Numbers of Major Facilltiet Potentially
Required by Year 2000

Type of Number of Equivalent Facilities'
Energy . Potentially

Facilities Required In 2000 Existing in 1975

Fbssil Power Plants
(1000 MWe equivalent)

Nuclear Power Plants
(1000 MWe equivalent)

Geothermal Power Plants
(1000 MWe equivalent)

Solar Electric Power Plants
(1000 MWe equivalent)

500-800 400

, 450-800 37
; .

\ 404-00 0:5

50-100 0
, 6

Coal Mines 1600-2370
,

(one million tons/year
equivalent)

Coal Liquefactio n or
Gasification Plants
(50,000 b/d oil equivalent)

Oil from Shale Plants 40-80
(50,008 b/d oil equivalent)

.

levels' of insolation , and experience relatively high
costs for alternative fuels.

3. A lower priority a assiped to technologies
supporting intensive electrification, and to hydrogen
and biomass systems. Electrification technologies,
and hydrogen systems are likely lo be very iniportant.
to an economy powered by breeders, solar electricity, ,f"
and fusion power. As the iMportance of electrifica-
tion increases over time, the priorities for theie tech-
nologies should also be increased. Further study may
alto reveal ipecific apPlications Within the bided
technologies that should. receive a high prioritY now.

4. Notwithstanding the differences in priori-
ties, some work on all the energy technologies is
appropriate now. A numbet of factors support this
conclualon:

A specific WAD Oen fail entirely; or can produce
results much later than expected. It would thut be
unwise to restrict the nuriber of 12134D efforti on
the assumption that anyone will be successful.
The long leid,times chiiracteristic of ihe teehnol-
,ogies for using inexhaustfhle resources reqUire that
RD&D, be undertaken now to ensure their timely
availability. Figure IV2-, sumnierizes this phiblem.".
Only the sucCessfuLdevelopment and implemen-
.tatio f number a technologies in a combine-

roaches can provide adequate solutionstion a
to the prese
Curtailthent f any major existing energy source

, (e.g., nuclear power) °places heavy demands on all
, 'the remaining options.

RD&D priorities have a number
welt as some limitations.'Bothotheir uses

and limitations are important to a proper' under-
standing of the priorities.

- The priorities help in assessing progress toward
the energy,, technology golds. RD&D is a pre-
cursor of technology introduction. Therefore,
RD&D pfogress, or lack of it, provides early indi-
cations / Whether the technological strategy ,is
proceeilingoas planned.

,The prirnitleagonn the basis for Federal action.
When any Of4the three Federal roles is justifiesd,
the priorities ,hdfp determine its urgency.

70-140 energy probleth.

Builaings (millions)
Solar Heated and Cooled

Heat Pumps
(millions)

Electric Automobiles
(millions)

13-22

13-26

10-20

negligible

, 0.2

negligible'

Notes
The list Is non-additive because different technologies serve
the equivalent energy markets in ..different scenarios.
Source for the date is the ERDA-48 scenarios.
MWe = megawatts electric
b/d =. barreleter day
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\ Table II-4 Proposed National Ranking If RD&D Technologles*
".

HIalEST PRIORITY DEMAND

NEAR-TERM CONSERVATION (EFFICIENCY). - CONSERVATION IN BUILDINGS &
TECHNOLOGIES CONSUMER PRODUCTS

INDUSTRIAL ENERGY EFFIdIENCY
TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY
WASTE MATERIALS TO ENERGY

HIGHEST PRIORITY SUPPLY " t'
NEAR-TERM MAJOR ENERGY SYSTEMS

' NEW SOURCES OF LIQUIDS AND GASES
FOR T)iE MID TERM

1'INEXHAUSTIBLE" SOURCES FOR THE
ONG TERM

'
OTHER IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGIES

UNDER-USED (LIMITED APPLICATION)
MID-TERM TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES SUPOORTING INTENSIVE
ELECTRIKitATION

TECH kOLOGIES. BEING EXPLORED FOR'
: THE LONG TERM

el,ndividuarTeehnologles ire not ranked-within the teOtinplogy,Oetegoiles.

COAL-DIRECT 'UTILIZATION lit
UTILITY/INDUSTRY
NUCLEARCONVERTER REACTORS.'
OIL AND GAS ENHANCEO RECOVERY

GASEOUS AND LIQUID FUELBTROM
COAL

' OIL SHALE .

' BREEDEk REACTORS
FUSION
SOLAR ELECTRIC

GEOTHERMAL
si SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING

WASTE UTILIZATION

ELECTRIC CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
AND DISTRIBUTION
ELECTRIC TRANSPORT
ENERGY "STORAGE

FUELS FRoM BIOMASS
HYDROGEN IN fNERGY SYSTEMS

the Prioritletiare not slittply related to the allo-'
catiokeof ERDA RD&D resources. As outlined. in
Chapter. I and discussed iii detail in 'Chapters III
and V, the chain of events froni national priori-
ties to ERDA prOgrains- is 'a long one: A Federal
role must firstbejustified, and the relative itnpor-
tance a Federal RD&Das opposed to'other Fed-
eral actionsassessed.. When Federal RD&D is
indicated, ERDA May not be the- appropriate.agencY
tO cOnduct the related programs. Further, 'the level
of ,ERDA resource commitnient is also influenced
.by-. the stage of technOlogy developinent and the
overall:Size-Of ERDA's budget.... °

Despite their lintitation& these'RD&D priori-
ties should serVe: as a useful tool ih 'linking both

-:private and publiC RD&D to the national intereSts
in'energy technology.

Specific .Supporting Techhologiet
Success0,implementation..of ,tha-RD&D strat-

gy to develond implement,the,.Prtiary RD&D
.

technologies requires the concurrent development of
technologies that prdvide specific support. The pri-
ority and status of these technologies, listed in
Table 1I-5, derive from the technologies to- wbich
they relate.

The following list, originally, included in
ERDA-48, presents specific supporting technology
activities:

More rapid and complete, assessment o- f domestic'
uranium resource&

Table° II-5 Supporting TecimOloglii

Specific Exploration Sod Resource Assessment
Supporting Mining and Beneficiation
Technologies: Environmental Control Techndlogy

Nuclear Safeguards
Support to the Nucleat Fuel Cycle
Uranium Enrichment
Fossil Fuel Transportation
Waste Management`
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1,BREE12ERS

!SYNTHETIC FUEL,S1

VOLAR -WIND 1

!SOLAR -THERMAL 1

SOLAR-VDLTAIC

GEOTHERMAL

IGEOPRESSUR ED/

FUSION

RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING PHASE

I PILOT PLANT INITIAL EXPERIENCE

L DEMONSTRATIONS

I LARGE SCALE COMMERCIAL

S°.

40.

ITECHNICAL FEASIBILITY NOT
DEMONSTRATEDI

1

-41!

416.

-411.
SIGNIFICANT

SHARE
OF

MARKET

AN HISTORICAL
EXAMPLE:
j1GI1TWATER'.
REACTOR DEVtLOPMENT

33 YEARS

FIRST CHAIN -AFIRST ELECTRICITY
REACTION 119421 TD GRID 1195'51

f f ., I
SHPPING PORT OYFTER CREEK NUCLEAR POWER

REACTOR GOES START OPERATES PROVIDES APPROXIMATELY

CRITICAL 119571 1!9641 119701 OF ELECTRICITY PRODUCED

NOTES: lib, APPROXIMATE STATUS OF TECHNOLOGY TODAY
FIGURE IS NOT INTENDED TO PREDICT TIME REQUIRED FOR MARKET PENETFIA, ION'IT DOES INDICATE

, THI VIPS THAT ARE EXPECT/0 TO OE FOLLOWED TO ACHIEVE SIGNIFICANT S ARE OP . TWE

., ACTUAL DATE ANO LEVEL OF MANKITPENETKATION WILL DEPENO ONDEORI OF TECHNICAL SUCCESS; '

THE LEVEL OF ROAD SUPPORT, AND THE ECONOMIGE.DF THE NEW TECHOLOG RELATIVE TD ,

ALTanNATIvEs.

Figure 11-2' Status of Longeriange Technologies
1

Expansion of Ovil availability and use through
improved mining and environmental control tech-
nologies
Increased effort toward understanding biomedical
and enyironmental consequences of wasfe prod-
.ucts generated and dispersed by fossil energy
technologies
Emphasis on resolution of nuclear safeguard
issues to strengthen the viability of the nuclear
option
Increased effort on light water reactor fuel cycle
fechnology where information and experience are
requiredto resolve issues of cheinical processing,
plutonium recycling, and waste management
Early expansion of the U.S. nucleai fuel enrich-
ment capacity throug1 diffusion, centrifuge, and
other techniques.

Basic Energy Science and.
Environmental. Research ,

Two of the enetgy technology goals do not in-
volve direct supply and demand energy technology.
Thel dO; however, encompass two critical techno-
logical activities: basic energy science and environ-
mental research:

Basic Energy Science
,Basic energy science provides the 4eeds for

future technological advances: The basic strategy of
the National Plan for Energy RD&D is that the Na- a
tion must rapidly change to new energy technologies
and new resource bases. Much of the research to
accomplish this massive task wAll be developmental
and applied, and will be performed by the private
sector or in certain cases by the government.

To develop new knowledge relevant, Co the Na-
tion's energy goals, an accompanying program of
logger range, more fundamental research must also._
be established. Only by gaining new insights can
majoi improvements be made in existing technolo-
gies, and entirety new concepts developed. Since the
results of reskarch cannot be predicted with any
certainty, the apropriate level of support is based on
subjective judgments of the possible future signifi-
cance of technology needs and. the nature of the
uncertainties to be resolved rather than on objective
analysis.

Fundamental research has to be supported
largely by public funds. The pritiate sector can and
does, perform excellent basic research in seleted
areas, .but in general there is insiiffitrient incentive
for it to invest heavily in activities that can pay off.
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only in the long thrm. The return from research is
unpredictable, and the results may not accrue to
those making the initial-investment.

A national prograin of basic energy science
must include two types of research. One type ad-
dresses topics where the results, if successful, can
be expected tovform the foundatioa on which neW
or improved environmentally acceptable technologies
can be built. For example, improved understanding
of the strength and corrosion of structural materials;
the fracture of rocks, or chemical reactiVities and
kinetics may have major impacts on many different
development programs. Within ERDA, the focus is
on thole areas where the development of future
energy. techhologies requires increased understand-
ing. .

The second type of research implicit in the
overall national program is'that directed vto ard 'the
discovery of fundamental laws and principl s. While
past experience has indicated thst -the resul of such
research will pitobably be useful ultimately, this can-

.

not be, predicted except in the most general terms.
The ERDA programs in medium and high energy
physics art of this:type. I3oth seek a deeper under-
standing Of matter and energy at the most funda-,
mental. level., The researeh seeks to enhance man's
culture and understanding of nature, 'which are
values of gfeat but intangible benefit.

_ Placing basic enerd science in agencies respon-
sible for meeting- development and demonstration
goals produces an element of conflict. Some feel that
basic research thrives in an environment not domi-
nated by'demands for short-range applications; how-
ever, the ultimate usefulness of basic research is
typically its primary justification. If rapid applica-
tion of reslilts is to 'occur, there must be a conscious
effort td transfer fundamental results and insights to
those responSible for development and demonstra-
tion.

To effect this transfer of results, each fedeially
supported technology program must have a, compo-
nent whose primary function is to.bridge the basic-
to-applied gap, drying as the point of contact
between programs and the basic research activity. In
this way, program requirements are transIhted imp°
/needed ftindamental knowledge by the researc 's.

.and new fundaniental knowledge is trathlated in
engineering concepth idthe development'lind demon-

..
stration programs:

L ,.

Environmental Research

duality of life is measured not only in ternt of
the goods and setvices Oat an abundant and cheap
energy supply van provide, but also in terms of
human health and a clean environment. An energy
future that .promises inexpensive goods and services
but that neglects the,cost'of damage to man and the
environment is a poor bargain. Generally, however,

the adverse impacts of technol gy can never be
totally eliminated. Thus, the ca11enge is to create
energy futures that km enviroáinetitàlly adceptable
as well as technologically and economically viable. .

"EnVironmental acceptability" implies a traile-off
between the',energy benefits' "sought, the consumer,. .1

cost of energy, and the social cost of damages to
humitn health and the environment. Environmental -

considerations are among the many factors that con-
tribine .to the need for alternative- technology 7-
approaches; accordingly, they must be weighed care-
fully In tile decision processes leaping to the adop-
tion, rejection, or modification of these alternatives.
This integration of environmental considerations
into the ERDA decision-making process is discussed
further in Chapter V of this report.- However, it
must be recognized that major environmental issues
will be resolved not through technology along, but
also through social processes. Hence, public dis-
semination of .the implications of technology alterna-
tives is mandatory to permiCsocially optimal choices. .

In general, at a' giVen Jevel .of energy produc-
tion, the direct cost of supplying energy fo the con-
sumer dec]reas1 as spch associated Processes awg7
land-rectimatiOn, waste disposal, and air and watiiiP
pollution control are rpinimized or neglected. Thus,
the direct cost of energy decreases as environmental
restrictioni are 4ased. At the same time, indirect
social and environmental costs (e.g., pollutant-
induced diseases, disabilities, shortenell lifespans,
deterioration of buildings, reduced productivity) in-
crease AS environaiental degradation increases. These
trends are shown in Figure 11-.3.

,0

TOTAL COSTS
TO SOCIETY
(TRADE-OFF CURVE)

INDIREC
ENVIRONMENTAL
DAMAGE
90STS

DIRECT
ENERGY

'COSTS ,

INCLUDING
POLLUTION
CONTROL')

ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
,

NOTE: DIRECT ENERGY COSTS + INDIRECT
ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGc COSTS TOTAL
COSTVO SOCIETY. .

7 Figure II-3 Conceptual Environment/Coat ,

Trade-Off Curve at a Fixed Level
of Energy Productlon
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The sum of-the direct energy costs amithe in-
dkeet social and envitonmental costs represents the

_total' cost to society. In theory, this curve shoukl
exhibit a minimum cost value. Society may choOse
to pay more than this minimum cost in one of twe
ways. The first, to the right of the trade-off curve,

historical approach in which the direct energy
-costs to .a particular consumer are minimized,. and
-the increased indirect environmental and .rcial costs .
are either spread over the whOle soCiety, or worse,
mid for ttV .acdifferent element -of the public. The
other appreaCh, to4he left of the ctirve, is_ when
society. decides :to-reduce environmental degradation
'still further. It seems'reasonable that.sOciety's thoice
would,be to the left of the minimum cost asilon as
sOciety believes that ,:the marginal benefit exceed Ait
equals the marginkl.cost.

While the curves shown itf Figtire II-3. are
illustrative only, they represent the technology/
environment trade-off relationship. The responsibil-
ity of energy RD&D is to change the shape IA the
trade-off curve oVer time to afford the public.greater
environmental protection for the tame,cost it. equal
protection at less cost. A nunibertif edetil%ngen-
'cies, ineluding ERDA, have been wigned iesponsi-
bility to pursue :RD&D to accOn1Nikh this, resylt.

Addressing the energy/environment trade-off
from the social rather than Rpm:, viewpoint, a
relationship can also be established among-the level.
of energy production, direct energy costt, and indi-
rect environmental costs. In brief, if either the direct
energy costs or indirect environmental 'cests become
too great, society can either.invest in new technolo-
gies and/or resource bases with loWer Penalties or
settle- for a lower level of energSr production.

This analysis highlights a teal responsibility io
identify available energy alternitives and to improve
knowledge of their envirimmental implications. Ex-
tensive research must be conducted if the Public it
to be informed of the true nature of trade-offs and
the implications of the various choices. This- ap-
proach is expected to be one, way in which envirdn-
mental perspectivee can be introduced into the
ERDA decision-making, process. Insights deriVed
.therefrom can affect ERDA's view of priorities in
_both technology development and, environmental re-
senrch.

Early identification and charactetization of the
environmental issues and publie concerns associ-
ated With the comthercidl operation of enerly
iystems .

' Establishment of standards of'enviromnental per-
formance for each technology concept to spur
innovations aimed at reducing the severity of
environmental impacts. and the cost of .their
control
Continuous inyraCtion with the public, private
organizations, and other governmental agencies
to ensure 'current aWareness of public concerns
regardingbnetgy developments and environmental °

RD&D, as well as wide dissemination of informa-'
tion on environmental problems and progresS. .

Within ERDA, the following operational philos-.
*gropht guides environmental*%D:

"Anvironmental performance is cotiaidered aiinte
gral part of energy technology performance and is

l'assigned competitive priority within,each techndl-
ogy prograrn.--Environmental actindes thereby
command sufficient resources to achieve Major
program milestones.
Protection of the health and safely of woittlks and *1

the general public from fktentia,y adverse inipacts
.1 of energy is a basic performt standard for all

'energy technologies.
r'e In Conformance with the spirit of the National

Environmental Policy °Act,* detailed environ-
mental planning focused on key deciiion 15oints
constitutes an essential part 'of every program

- plan. An agency-wide environmental and safety
overview function assesses changes in 'resource
prioritieg, scheduling, and environmental perform-
ance goals.
Public involvement ptograms and envirenmental
RD&D coordination activities at both,the agency
and the technical program level are conducted -to
ensure that: (1) technical and policy decision-
makers are fully informed about related external
activities, perceptions, and problems,,(2) envkon-
mental activities are coordinated effectively, and
(3) all outside groups gain a realistic view of
ERDA's and the Nation's enviionmental progress '4

and problems related to.energy:
It wi41 take some time before the enAronmental

RD&D sitategy is fully implemented either nationally..
or within-ERDA for all near-, mid-, and long-term
itchnologies:i First priority must: be ",issigned to
achieving market penetration of near-term technol-
ogles, as discussed in ChapterM In.redogqition that
decisions concerning the benefits arid. risks of the
immediate energy future must be made soon; en-
vironmental activities in ERDA ahd throughout the
Federal RD&D establishment reflect this near-term
emphasis. Chapter III includes a discussion of the

Strategic Elements of Environmental Policy

The overriding challenge to energy RD&D is
to establish ,a spectrum of technology Options

capable of significahtly reducing the social costs of
energy production while ,providing economically/
attractive benefits for energy suppliers, and con-
sumers. To meet this challenge, the environmental
RD&D. strategy developed must contain the follow-
ing elements: -- Public Law 91-190.
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major health and environtOntal problems affecting
/ market penetration of near-term technologies and

the approaches the Federal RD&D establishment is
- pursuing to resolve those problems.

Since knowledge sjf the identity, character, and
methods for mitigatin*ear-term environmental risks
is fac from complete, RD&D planning mutt place
heavy emphasis on the rapid acquisition of environ-
mental information and innovation in the near-term.
The planning process, however, cannot neglect mid-
and long-term environmental problems. Environ-
mental planning and implementation must therefore

p.

40,

ensure support for long-term environmental RD&D
in the face of pressures to turn full attention to near-
term demands.

To ensure that appropriate environmental
Rli&D priorities are maintained and that ERDA
resources are allocated to produce edvironmentally
acceptable energy technology options over the long-*
term, a formal environmental planning process is
being structured within'ERDA. Chapter V incluriei a
description of this ERDA environmental planning
process. ,

41 *.
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Chapter III The Plan and The Federal
r' Energy RD&D Program For FY 1977

Laying out the fundamentals of the Plan, as was
done in the preceding chapter, in terms of the objec-
tives and goals to be attained and the programmatic
priorities for action is the &it step in building the
National Plan for Energy RD&D. To be complete,
however, a plan'eeds to indicate how the objectives
it has set are tbe achievedi.e., how res6urces are
to be deployed, how problem areas are to be ad-
dressed, and how responsibilities are'to be assigned.

As indicated earlier, the private sector must play
the predominant role in market penetration of new
*Orgy technologies. The energy situation is thus
completely unlike the Manhattan Project or the
Apollo Program in that in those cases, virtually all
activities were undertaken or directed by the Federal
Government.

This chapter, therefore, focuses on the narrower
set of activities that the Federal Government can

appro ately undertake, within our Nation's free
enterpfse system, to carry forward its portion of the
total national effort. Accordingly, this chapter covers:
(1) the budgetary decisions made by the Federal Gov-
ernment to support specific energy technologies; and
(2) the overall programmatic approaches to be
adopted for each of those technologles. The two sub,
sequent chapters deal with the institutional mecha-
nisms and decision-makimp processes that appear
central to carrying out the Plan.

The FY 1977 Budget
The ERDA-Nitional Energy RD&D Plan served

as an important input to the development of the
President's amended 1976 and 1977 budget requests
for energy RP&D funding.

Table Ill-1 President's National Enerv.Progrfm FY 1977 Budget

Program Activities

Domestic energy resource developmeir
conservation and petroleum storage (e.g., FEA,
Energy Iiidependence Authority, TVA & power
administration, uranium enrichment)

v.Pliny resurch, development and demonstration
(e.g., ERDA,Anterior, NRC, et al.)

Regulation (REA, FPC, MESA, NRC)

Total outlays

Less: Receipts (TVA, NPR, uranium enrichment)*

Net outlays

t Funds for FY 76 Transition Quarter are not included.
Based on: "Seventy IssuesFiscal Year 1977 Budget," q

.

(Outlays In millions of dollars)
FY 1976 FY 1977t

Permed

5,516 69% 70%- +32%

'2,231 28% 2,905 28% +30%

234 3% 244 2% . + 4%
7,981 100% 10,408 100% - +30%

3.385 4,355 +29%
4,596 6,053 +32%

e
42
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Table Iii-lA

FY 75

Federal Energy
T

R&D (Dollars in millions)

FY 7215 - FY 77

1

1

BA BO BA 'BO BA i BO

Direct Energy R&D

ERDA
.

'DOI

, EPA
fNRC -....-

NASA

Subtotal

Supporting R&D

ERDA
DOI
EPA
NRC
NSF

Subtotal

Total Federal
Energy R&D

$1,317.0
89.9
80.8
58.9
0.8

$1,011.0
54.2
18.2
51.7
0.8

°

'16 .

$1,657.0
104.0
56.8
87.5

1.7

..

$1,427.0
93.3
76.6
76.9

1.0

$2,435.0
98.3
55.4

104.0
-0-

$2,009.0
96.3/
76.6'
98.2

0:8
1,547.4 1,135.9 1,07.0 1,674.8 2,692.7 2,280.9

362.0
33.2
53.2

2.3
103.2

313.0
30.9

5.0
2.1

65.9

403.0
59.0
43.2
9.6

114.6

373.0
56.7
43.4

9.1
74.2

430.0
66.8
41.6

- 4 5.3 .

123s4

404.0
65.2
434

5.0
106.9

553.9 416.9 629.4 556.4 667.1 624.5

$2,101.3 $1,552.8 $2,536.4 $2,231.2 $3,359.8 $2,905.4
6

Funds for FY 76 Transition Quarter are not included.

PROGRAM

CONSERVATION

FOSSIL ENERGY

`r- SOLAR ENERGY'

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

FUSION POWER

FISSION REACTORS

NUCLEAR-FUEL CYCLE &
SAFEGUARDS R&D

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

SUPPORTING'RESEARCH

PERCENT INCREASE
OV 1976

:
INCREASES FOR ENERGY R, D&D PROGRAMSj.

.
(6496) .

.

(33%)

I

(35%)

(4%)
(57%) W TH LOAN

-GUARANTEE .

(3696) .

.6,

(36%)
..,.

(24%). -

(8%)

,

10 20 40 050 60 70

Figure IA-1 Energy/ Research and Development AdMinistration FY 1977 Budget

4 3

90 100

k
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Table 1112 Federal Energy IV.D Budget Exclusive of.ERDA
(Authority In Winona) .

FY 75 FY 76' FY 77

Energy RD&D Programs

Nuclear Fuel Cycle
and Safeguards 6.6 14.4 26.0

Conservation 4.1 5.7 14
Gtothermal 10.9 12.2 .9
Fusion -0- , -0L
Fission 57.6 78.7
Solar 0,8 1.7

(
-0-

Foisil
-^ tnvironthental

69.6
. ,

80.0 .7

Contiol Tech. 80.8 57.3 555

'Subtotal 230.4 . 250.0 257.7

Supporting Research

Basic Energy
Scientes , 84.6 95.8 163.6

Environmental
ReSearch .107.3 130.6 '133.5

Subiotal 191.9 226.4 237.1

Total Non-ERDA, . .

Energy RD&D 422.3 476.4 494.8

.Tabie1114 ERDA Energy Related Budget FY 75-7647
(Authority in. millions)/ FY76te

ry 77
percent

IrY'75 FY 76t FY 77 ' change*

Energy RO.&D Programs

Nbclear Fuel Cycle
and Safeguards $ 118 $ 173

O'cniservation 36 75
5Geottiermal .. 28 31

Fusion . 183 , 250
Fission 567 602
Solar ' ,i ": ; 42 115

,. .

Fossil ' , s335 398
,

Environmental : :;- *.

$ 7 101
12 60 -100s

e 223
392 -67
823 37
160 39
477 20

Control Tech.'4 ,'' ..."r)411.3 13 16 23

Subtoial '24 0 $1sr7, $1.657 $2.435
i

Supporting Rematch

Basic Energy
Sciences

Environmental 2,
Rellearch

191 210

171

Subtotal 362

Total ERDA
Energy RD&D $1,679

193

227

203 5

...411
4.7*6 dollars do not include transitiOn quarter.

1 76 dollars do not include
Percentage change calculated
Includes $50 Papillon kr

transition quarter.
prior to rounding authority.

Geothermal Loan Guarantee Program.
I .

Table lll.3 . 'Federal Energy R&D BUdget EXclusive of ERDA
: (Odtisys In millions)

, .'
FY 75, . FY 76t FY 77

Table 1115 ERDA Entay R&D Budget
(Outlays In millions)

FY
FY

FY 75 FY 76t FY 77 change*

76 to
1977

percent

Direct Energy R&D - Direct Energy R&D

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Nuclear Fuel cyan
and Safeguards 63 13.7 23.9 an §afeguirdi $ $ 163 $ 282 73

Cohservation 1.3 7.0 - ' 1.9 Con rvatiOn . 21 55 91 64
Geothermal 10.7 10.1- ' 5.8 Getithemial 21 32 50- 57
Fusion ...0... ...0... -0- Fusion 151 224 304 36
Fission . 50.5 68.7 80.2 Fissidh 538 522 . 709 36

. Solar 0.8 1.0 0.8 Solar .. 15 86 116. 35'
Fossil 37.0 , 70.2 82.2

.

'Fosell 138 33 442 33'
Environmehfal EnvironmentilTr - - , . .

Control Tech. 18.2 77.1 77.1 Control Tetit 7 12 15 24

Subtotal 124.9 247.8 271.9 Subtotal $1,011 $1,427 $2,009

SupportIng Research Supporting Research

Basic Energy
Sciences 55.5 62.8 89.7

. Basic Energy
Sciences 165,- $ 188 $

Environmental Environmental
,205

Research 48.4 120.6 130.8 Research 148 185 199

Subtotal 103.9 183.4 220.5 ,Subtotal $ 813 $ 37.3 $ 404

Total Non-ERDA Total EtiDA
Energy RD&D 228.8 431.2 492.4 Energy MAD $1,324 $1000

seel=cee
$2.41 .4..MINIM

t Funds for FY 76 Transitional Quarter are not Included.
t Funds for FY 76 TronSItIon wirier are net InelUied.

Percentage change salculeted pd. te rounding evil

'144
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In FY 1977, as compared nih FY 1976, Fect.`
eral outlays kir all energy actIvitjs combined have
increased about 30 percent to a net-Jevel of $6 billion.
Similarly, the energy RD&D portion of. this total has
also increased over 30 percent, to a level of over $2.9
billion. Table III-1 and III-1A summarize this infor-
mation as adaptol.rfwm the January. 21, 19,76 docu-
ment, SerntlzilrsrFittel Year 1977 Budget, pre-
pared -.4 the: Care, ccsfAManagement and Budget.
Tab1 ep:IH-2'and 111-8PArta breakdown of the energy
RD*? ...portion of 6# Federal energy budget by
agent Table 11141nd 111-5 and Figure III-1.are a
breakdOwp.oflheERDA energy RD&D budget by
technolod showing percentage changes for
FY 1977 of selected major programs..

Althqtrgh the year-to-year percentage changes
reflect pregram 'priority, they also' reflect program
status. Thus- a new program, such as Conservation,
may receive a lower absolute level of funding, but a .

level significantly higher than the preceding year or
years. On the other hand, older programs may re-
quire very expensive technology and large demon-
stration plants, which entail large. absolute expendi-
tures bUt not necessarily a level of expenditure
significantly higher than the preceding year. Budget
decisions are designed also to encourage cost-sharing
with privinte industry (e.g., coal liquefaction demon-
strationPand to avoid undertaking shorter term
RD&D that is hiore appropriately the responsibility
of, the private sector (e.g., in areas of conservation6
technology). The extent to wfiich the current budget
has been successful in sharing the cost of programs
with non-Federal organizations is shown in quantita-
tive form .in Table 111-6. Specifically, of the total ex-
pected costs over $5 billion for ERDA cost-shared

"programs, non-Federal otganizations are prepared to
bear about ,30 percent of the funding burden. This
11144 :will.-fadllitate a broad range of activities, in-

dernonstration of a fissionwer breeder. . . :.po. .

reactoCelectrid energy systemi,- 'solat` heating and

Table 111-6ERDA Cost-Shared Progtein Ansi
with.Non-Federal Organizations\

(In $ millions)

Non.
ENDA Federal

Estimated Organize. TONI!
invest. Dons Estimated
mint Investment Cost,ITEC) Q

Non.
Federal
Cost as
Percent
of TEC

Fossil* 1967 1257 3224 39
Geothermal*

,

7 5 12 42
Conservation 94 116 210 55
Fusion (Only
Fiskir*

Laser) 15
1967

33
.283

, 48
1981..

69
14

, Total ..- 3786 :1694 5470 31

Does not include demonstration plants
Funding of most plants yet to be determined

. Primarily Clinch Riveritreeder Reactor

A .rt

cooling of buildings, conservation techniques in op-
eiating commercial restaurants, and coal liquefaction.

The major thrusi o ERDA's Energy RD&D
budgei for FY 1977, discussecl.in the order of pro-
gram priority ranking laid out in Chapter II, can be
sunimarized ag follows:
Cons&vation received a substantial funding in-.

crease from FY 1976 amounting to 64 percent.
- Conservation togethg: with gradual deregulation

of oil prices was an important element cif the
Energy Policy and Conservation Act. This fund-
ing supports a greatly eipanded program io im-
prove technology and encourage conservation of
energy in buildings, industry and trah'sportation.

Light Water Reactor Fuel Cycle, funding vas in-
creased. by 73 percent from th previOus)r.ear to
assist the private sectOr in-"closinOe fuel'Ocle"
Le., reprocessing and refabricatiOn Of nuclear
fuel; developing acceptable technidal arid environ-
mental approaches for the long-term storage of
commercial reactor wastes; kand insuriv safe-
guards of nuclear materials.

.Coal Direct Utilization program funding was in-,
creased from past levels to supPOrt the continuing
program and to permit construction of additional
demonstration plants.

Enhanced Oil and Gas Recovery prOgr.UM
; provides for continuation of
'ind additional field demonstratiory Ovpartriers'hip
with industry.

Synthetic Fuels program funcflim.will tQ riques
in a supplemental FY 1916 hudter.:Figiesi:".,10:
provide financial incentives todeVelop
fuels industry. -

Essentially Inexhaustible Energy Technologies,
i.e., breeder reactor, fusion, and solar electric
all had their funding increased upwards of 30
percent reflecting 'the critical long-term 'need for
these programs.
As can he seen; the ERDA FY 1977 Energy

RD&D budget reflects the major objectives Set forth
in the President's 1976 Energy Message; the national
priorities in the Natiwl Plan for Energy RD&D;
the applicittion of critd1116 for determining the appro-
priate Federal role as set forth_ in Chapter II; and
the Principles set forth directlY- ibov9 to arrive at
appropriate budget levels for the Federal Program.

The overall Federal budget strategy is best cap-
tured by quoting selected portions relating to energy
RD&D directly from the OMB 'clocurnent Sevinty
Issues:

"The Nation hX undeveloped reserves of coal,
oil, 'gas and uranium. There are also many oppor-
tUnities to conserve energy, . A solution to the depen-
dence problem curl. be acIffeved with a longer term
effort directed toward increasing domestic energy
supplies and achieving greaier conservation. The
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Presidents national energy . program is a compre-
hensive approach designed to achieve a capability
for energy independence by 1985. The program in-
cludes both short-term and longer term initiatives but
plades basic reliance on the private sector to carry. .
out expanded domestic energy supply production and
conservition, and by developing a strategic storage
petroleum system that will, be capable of easing the:
impadt of any embargo. 41

"The 1977 budget outlay estimates reflect the .
President's strong emphasis on domestic energy pro-
duction, conservation and petroleum storage pro-
gratns hnd massive R&D efforts to develop new en-
ergy technologies.

Domestic Energy Resource Development,
Conservation and Storage..

'Development and conservation of energy re-
sources are essential to achieving greater inde-
pendence from foreign petroleum supplies. These

-,fprograms encourage the development of oil, gas,
coal and tignium reserves, energy production, stra-
tegic petroleum storage, and more energy efficient
process. Highlights contained in the FY 1977 budget
include:

"Energy Resource Development, Production, Con-
servation
"Energy I9dependence Authurity-7Proposed

establishment of an Enda Independence
Authority With $100 billion igtquityi and fund-
ing authdrity to provide assistance (mainly
loans and loan guarantees) o the private sector
to encourage the devopzçnt of energy projects
using.conventional teeh o egy (e.g., fossil and
nuclear power plants) hid emerging technol-
ogies (coal to gas plants, o l4hale to oil)., The
Authority will also work to s 1iorten the time
required for energy projects to. obtain clear.
ances and 'permits from Federal regulatory
agencies.'

' . .

"Uranium EndchmentUraniuni eniictiMent,y
one of the piocess'es required,to:.donvert tifaniuM,
ore into usable fuel for nueleaf power plalits..1
At the present time, this actliiity is wribtl'O.W.;
in three Government-owned productiiiik:
ities originally built for defense purposes.

"In order to relieve the taxpayer of the financial
burden Of fnuding the construction of addi-
tional uranium enrichment facilities and to as-
sure the availability of fuel for nuclear _power
plants, the President has proposed legislation
required to foster the creation of a private com-
petitive uranium enrichment industry in the U.S.

"To produce a large enough stockpile to meet
potential future needs, the FY 1977 budget will
provide a substantial increase for (a) the pro-
duction of enriched uranium and (b) the con-

tinuation of' the previously approved expansion
of the capacity Of the current ERDA plants.
However, the Administration believes that
future expansion of enrichment capacity should
be financed by the private sector with necessary.
Government cooperation and temporary assur-,
ance under the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assur-

. ante Act.

"Energy ConservationConservation proposals
to: provide $55 million in financial assistance to
low-income homeowners for insulation, -estab-
lish thermal efficiency standards for new' resi-
dential and commertial buildings, encourage
appliance manufacturers to improve energy effi-
ciency and to label appliances; and encourage
anti) manufacturers to increase.fuel etonomy.
The Energy Policy & Conservation Act makes
the appliance labeling and auto fuel economy'
standards mandatory.

"Energy/ Eavirosurrit Amendments.: tcv, tbs. -
Clean Air Ad., to proyide a,n0ded.balatice be-
tween environmental. ancilerieigie gols

"Ener/IY Tit1 .:ExPenditige*144 exPenditures
to encourage.* 401.101Fini mid':Production
of energy anci, *Merit ksarcit. Exploration
and develoitnent expenses (mostly for oil and
gas) may be treatecfas current costs rather than
as capital investments, which are depreciated
over a number of years. This provision is ex-
pected..to provide a $1 billion incentive to
develOp energy resources in 1E07. Another tax
provision:allows the use of percentage deple-
tion rather than actual cost depletion. Although
sltniplg CUrtailed for oil and gas in 1975 legis-
latiOn, it is still expected to offer a $1.6 billion
tax incentive for mineral production in 1977;
with Most of that amount for fossil fuel produc
tion. The Administration has proPosed a pack-
age of tax aids for electric utilities that will
especially help generating facilities not using
oil or gas as fuels. It is estimated to provide
$0.8 billion of tax relief in 1977.- '

.

.1.knerig Research, Development and Demonstration
, - "The Energy Research and Development Ad-
Ministration, proposed by the, Administration was
established in January 1975 to be the major Federal
agency for the conduct of energy research; and! devel-
opment. In FY 1977 ERDA will provide' 83% of
the total Federal funding [outlaysj for energy R&D.
It also provides a central Federal agency for the
planning and coordination of Federally sponsored
energy research and development.

"Overall Energy R&D, Budget Strategy
"Accelerate energy research and development

A' a
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programs directed at achieving greateclong-
term energy independence.
"Expand efforts to assure the safety, reliabil-

ity, and availability of coMmercial 'nuclear
power plants by increasing R&D On the long-
term storage of radioactive wastes, fuel re-
processing, and safeguards against theft of
nuclear materials. ,

"Place greatest funding on technologies with
the highest potential payoff in terms Of re-
coverable resources (i.e., nuclear and fossil):

"Continue to,, expand lie investigation of
pther technolOgies where,they can make sig-
nificant corifribUtions to meeting the long-
terin energy requirements of the U.S.
solar, geothermal, and conservation R&D)t

"Encourage cost-shiring with private industry
0(e.g., coal liquefaction demonstrations) and
avoid undertaking shorter term R&D more
appropriately tile responsibility Of the priVate
sector (e.g., in areas of conservation technology)...

"Support the commercial deMOnstration of syn-
.. thetic fuel production from coal, oil shale, and

other domestic resources by providing loan
, 4.guarai*e4. during FY 1976. (upon enactment

of the: f.h6rd. Independence Aithority legisla-
: OPii.111 PY: 1971, :transfer th se .projects to

'
Energy R&D

-i.,.;,,Ititlointi. 'between nuclear and non-nuclear en-
.ergylii&DThe table of direct ERDA spend-

: *.ingindicates ore 'effort on nuclear than non-
. '*uclear ,energy R&D. However, direct ERDA
. spending is not true measure of the total na-

tional effort on n '-nuclear energy R&D and
'," greatly understat the effort being made to

develop and co mercialize non-nuclear energy
technologies.

1,0-7:--"Although specific data is not ir4ilable, pri-
. -

yite induStry is known to be spending much'
more on non-nuclear energy R&D than on
nuclear energy R&D (which has higher tech-
nical 'and regulatory uncertainties).

"The Administration plans to support legis-
lation which is eXpected to provide about $6
billion of loan guarantees in FY 1976-1978
to enable industry to construct facilitiei for
producing synthetic fuels.

"About $50 million per year will also be
provided for loan guarantees for geothermal
production projects.

"Fossil energy developmeqtAccelerate c`.' the
development and demonstration of technology
to (a) enable plentiful domestic coal resources
to be substituted for increasingly scarce sup-
plies of oil and natural gas; (b) increase the
efficiency of the use of fossil fuels through

,
advanced power conversion systems; slid (c)
inciease the recovery of Oil aud natural'. gas
fro], fields in the U.S.
"Solar energy developmentIncrease the de-
velopment an&demonstration of solar energy
applications, including 226 [awards involving
325 to 480]' units to demonstrate bolar jleating
and cooling in_ residential and commercial
buildings and aCceleration of technology for the-
conversion of solar energy to electricity.
"Geoffiermal energy develOpment --- Expand
R&D required for the utilizatiOn of U.S. geo-
thermal resources including improving the cap-'
abilitk for 'defining the extent and 'availability
of sMW resources, developing advanced engi-
neeping techmques and building pilot plants:
Provide $50 million in FY 1977'for loan guar-

j antees to enable industry to proceed with geo-
/ thernial productiOuprojects which would other-
/ 'wise not le undertaken 15egause' of current

technical and economic upPeFtelpties.
"Co rvadon R&DProvide i, an expanded

co rvation of energy' ip.. ,1Afildings, industry,
pr am to improve tecilinOlOgyand encoUrage

and transpo ation.
"Nuclear Energ R&D
"Fusion--Continue research to determine the

' scientific feasibility of obtaining virtually un-
lithiled power for the long-term (beyond. the
year 2000) from the controlled thermonuclear
fusion reaction. In FY 1971 Continue construc-
tion on the $215 MilliOn Tokamak Fusion
Test Reactor at' Princeton, N.J., which mill
represent a major milestone.

"Fuel Cycle and SafeguardsImprove the use
.of cdrrent commercial nuclear reactors.
"CoMmercial waste managementGreatly

accelerate the condutt of R&D to provide
the technology for the terminal storage of
radioactive wastes from commercial power
plants by demonstrating this technology at
several sites. ,.

--"Nuclear fuel reprocessingAssist industry
by conducting R&D on the technology for
reprocessing and reusing spent nuclear fuel
discharged from commercial nuclear power
plants.

"Sat Demonstrate techniques for
safeüarding nuclear materials- against theft.

:"Uranium enrichment R&D ,, Develop and
demonstrate improved techniques for uranium
enrichment which offer the promise of more-
efficient production and cheaper electricity for
coniumers. ..

"Other Direct Eneigz R&D
"Significantly increase outlays for the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's safety research pro-

471
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.
gram and the Department of Interioes mining
R&D .program.'

"Reduce outlays for the :Environmental Pro-
.

tection Administration's' development cif en-

vironinental control technology because of the'
completion of portions of Mijor cOntracts.and
.the increasing responsibility of other agencies
in this area.

$Supporting Energy R&D
"Continte the FY1976 level of .effort'on pro-

grams to (a) determine the biothedical and
environmental effects of nuclear _and non-

" nuclear energy 'sources to aSSUre development
of safe energy,t&hnologies and (b) solve funda-
mental 'sCientific and engineering prObleMi that
constrain the development of energy lechnolo-
lies.

"Synthetic Fdels
"Support legislation to provide 82-billion in

loan guarantees for indusfry ($500 million of
Budget Authority) during 4976- for the com.,
mercial demonstration of synthetic fuel pro-
duction from coal,oil 'shale, and other domes-
tie resources. A total of 86 billion in loin
guarantees is expeged to be necessary over the
1976-1978 'period in order to .reach the 1985
objectives of 350,000 barrels per dpy of syn-
thetic. fuel production capacity... . .

* * * C.

"NodestirRegulationFunding for the Nuclear
Regulatoiy ' Commission will increase -15% be-
cause otPthe idiportant role NRC plays in ensur-
ing that.maplear pOWer continues to be a safe and
envircilielfitally acceptable' means of generating
electricity. The United States needs additional

n f
nuclear y plants in order to achieve more
energy ii ndence from foreign suppliers and o
piovi,de consumers with cheaper electricity than

Alternhtive. urcei can provide. The additional.
resour NRC will help enable the U.S. to

effis Of nuclear power by assuring
tntion lo'vsefie problems of safety,
tar effects, and safeguarding nuclear.

,,,,ogoinst. theft.
007 Mee:mingA legislative proposal- to-

strathline clhe.;-NRC procedures for licensing
"Oicleal$Ar.,10.et..'plants to reduce the .amount of

reiptroci: to prOsess applications while main-.
.tiOnittg.lsofetY:grtdenironmental standards.

Develop Dom est IC 4.

Resoirces- .
",.;

.:psieopiktibikt the Nation nitike ;promptly
doMestic energy .resOurces' to assure that

...tcpded. AA:10114C: 146:-Iitikileb}e in the long run to
:aVoicPat-grpwibg de"Pindence on foreign energy sup-

;Nlitioli?i;energy. situation continues tri".

deterioxati.i..
0- ,;,,

Presidential Prerposal for Energy
Independence Authority

"To encoirage needed domestic energy de-
velopMent and conservation, the Presto hai
proposed the establishment of a governmen rpcs.

ration, the Energy Independence Authority (EIA)
with $100 billion in financial .resources to help
achieve greater energy independence.

*' * *
"Specific typei of Projects which EIA could

provide financial and regulatory assistance would
be limited to commercialization of:

"Emerging energy technologies, such as syn-
thetic fuels, not yet in Widespread dothestic
commercial operation.

"Technologies eisential to .production of nu-
clear power.

"Conventional or emerging technologies for
production and transmission of electric power
generated by sources other than oil and gas.

"Conyentional energy technologies for the, pro-
duction or transportation of energy that 'lite of
such size or scdpe that they .would not olAer-
Wise be financed-by the private 'odor.
* * * s

1977 Budget
ERDA Synthetic Fuels Commercial Demonstration Program

($ millions) .

1976 , 1977
Budget Budget

Authority Outlays Authority Outlays

Loan Guarantee Fund 500
Administrative Expenses 3 3

Total 503 : . 3

The loan guarantee fund will cover $.7- pillion .1144 rartus to,-c,.,
initiate the program In 1976. Telp.stierantee program-1011 be
transferred to -the Energy Independent ill'AUthorIty'EW 1071 Upon-
its enactment. it . .

.

Need for the Program
.3,..+1

"U.S. dependence on foreign sources ó Oil,:anki
gas continues to grow isith AbmesUc
having fallen in the last severalcioiatz,
"Even using advanced oil aXedilai-recovery teh-
niques, extensive production from the cluAer Con-
tinental Shelf. and Alaska, inickoved pAdifft.:«14.;
servation, expansion of nuclear po4ier facilities,
and greater direct burning of coal, oil imports Will

continue to rise substantially if syntheticluel pro-
duction capacity is not available by the middle
1990's. Synthetic gas and liquid fuels' can be
obtained from the processing of. coal, oil shale,
biological waste, and other domestic resources
not now being fully utilized.
"Initiating a synthetic fuels industry capable of '

4.1&
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providing about 5 million barrels/day of produc-
tion capacity (i.e., about 100 major plants) by
1995 will require early resolution of a number of
uncertainties related to regulation, environment,

Summary Tablefinancing, labor and transportatidn. The lead tispe _ Research and Development , I changeto initiate such in industry requires the construc-' 'Am, Programs 1976 1977 1976-1977tion and operation, over the'next 5 to 10 years, OfFT. Nuclear power Plant safety' 60 89 49%a variety of synthetic fuel plants to obtain the , t Safeguarding nuclear
materials 15 27 80%

Nuclear fuel reuse 13 30 131%.
Management of

commercial wastes. , 12 63 425%

FY 1977 Budget (ERDA)-
R&D To Improve Commercial Use of Nuclear Powei

(.0utleys$ Millions)

needed data and information.

'The President's Proposal

"In his 1975 State-of-the-Union message, the
President proposed the first important step toward
the development of a synthetic fuels industrya
federally sponsored Synthetic Fuel Commercial
Demonstration Program. An extensive interagency
study concluded that the synthetic fuels program
should proceed in two phases, the first of which
would involve the construation and operation of
about 12-15 commercial-size plants and would
result ill total synthetic oil and gas production
equivalent to 350,000 barrels per day of oil. The
second phase might begin in 1978 or 1979 anct,
raise production to 1 million barrels per dal, but
this depends on the results of R&D efforts, addl-
tional information on environmentakimpacti, and

. the private sector's response to the first phase.
"Although a $6 billion program of loan guarantees
to implement aspects of the President's proposal
was passed by the Senate during the last session, it
failed to pass the II9use of Representatives.

.
Support for the. prOgram in the 1977 Budget

b. . ,
"The President is again supporting immediate
creation, in 1976, of a synthetic fuels commercial
demonstration program in the Energy Research
and Development Adniinistration. This program
will be carried forward in ERDA. until such time
as the Energy. Independence Authority is enacted

, and the iirogre.m can be incorporated under that
Aithority: i

a fir step in iniplementing this program,
the. 1977 udget provides for FY 1976 supple-.... ...

p. .,--atentelt. unding of $503 million in budget.,au-
'thatify to cove $2 billion in loan guarantees
for the remainder of 1976. c

, "Additional budget authority to cover the full
$6 billion loan patentee prograni for Syn-
thetic 'Fuels, which the Administration sup-
ported in 105, is included in the 1977 Budget
under the Energy Independence Authority.

Need for the Program .

"The U.S. needs more nuclear power.
"Although domestic coal supplies Ire exteti-

-

4

Total 100 209 109%.
,

Most of these funds are lnoluded in the budget of ihe Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC).

. #
1,4

sive and accessible; the' As. severelf-
limited by environment
spread use of coal With4u9.-e1aiting.e.hrirbliii,
mental standarrls will 'resquire `neW.
conversion technologies' (4; V.ditfic,atisart;f.' ;
.fiquefaCtion of coal) or those ?ernittintdirice
'Use of coal .(e.g., sulphni removal from ex-
hatist gases).
"Recovery of potentially signikabt solar and
geothermal 'resources is currenllyiliiitited by ,

technological and economic uneertainties.
Their economical use will .require develop- ..;
ment of new ot improved technologies.
"The U.S.'s most plentiful domestic resources
are coal and nuclear: Neitherone alone could
be sufficiently developed to meet all Our en
ergy needs over the neit few decades due to
.limitations on required transportation. and
irither supporting facilities and equipment
manufacturing capacity, both coal and nu-
clear mist .be exploited to achieve energy .

independence from loreign suppliers.
"Furthermore, compared to: coal-fired power

. plants; -the price for electricity generated by
nuclear power plants is significantly Cheaper
for the consumer in most parts of the.counfry...

"But nuclear piants and their associated ieiliice;:
facilities also have problems -;:tiud.
addressed .

!Nucleer plants must be carefullYcdesigneit-,:
cobitrlicted, and Operated so.:thif.iiOne:::Ol-the,
radioactive materials contiiine.d.deiji'inside

.,Pie;.pint cad ever be released 6,16 environ-

'"An independent Government agency. (the'
Nuclear Regulatory',Conlmission) regulates
the safety Of nuclear. 'power plants at 'every
stage.
"A recent report by group. of safety experts
has concluded that nuclear power plants are
very safe (the chance of any Member of the':

4

.



public being killed in a nuclear plant related
accident is one in 5 billion Which is slightly
less likely than the chance of being, struck by
a meteor. And' over 2000 times less likely
than being struck by lightning).
"The nuclear materials that serve as fuel for
the power plant must be prOtected against
theft.

,

.

...."Nuclear',fuel discharged from power plants
must be reused or recycled and radioactive
waste material must be safely managed and
disposed of. 29

Chief Programmatic Thrusts,
Because VoItime II of the Plan is designed to

- present programniatic effores in .considerable detail,
. the remaillikgection of this chapter concentrates on'

those Wind ;alias critical to achievin nergy goals.
, For mitst' °Olin? high-priority programs be pur-

sued inthe:near- and mid-term, thesdcrit1çal areas
involve:.qlracOelerating the market penet tion of
-energy4nPply, And conservation technologies in or
'entering'cohirnercial status; and (2) ensuring the
environmental acceptability of these technologies
(including health, safety, social, and aesthetic factors).
For high-priority programs* in the longer terrn,

Ipc chiefly those:for the essentially inexhaustible energy
NI sources, the critical area is identifying and over-

coming technical and environmental problems in the
earlier research, development, and demonstration
program phases.

. In each of these tvo groups, the Plait -considers:
The critical problems of each technology that pre-
vent market penetration and environmental accept-
ability for the trar4erm and technologiAsuccels
for the longer term programs. The fornwaspects
of technology development tehd tO"be the ones*,
that have received the least attimtion in the past,
are likery to l5ose the.greatestAtnrdles to be over-
come, and will require tht.:chisest coorainatiorr
between ,Ahe .government itedrte private' sector.'

s Conseqneptly, ,theiectii.v0126're -extended treat-.
:,...)iteht in the 6ChnolOgy discussions.

The strutegic -approach to be taken by the:govern.-
mentwithin the context of the Planand the ',-

larger,' complementary role the plivate:Sector is
expected to Play. Each` technology requires Niro-
gram designed to meet its paiticular develOpment
needs. As *discussed in Chapter I, a governnient,.
role is justified under selected Condifyi : 4-

, whena low or uncertain level of private re
investmenfbars private:adion. even tho
cant Social (public) benefits cl-foe ac
where the rate of imple
sector would- desirably

43

,

Islistance in addressing key uncertainties and/Or`
institutional obstacles. %If the Nation's overall
efforts are to mesh effective0, each Seam needs to
understand the current approach tikigitioducing the
technologies and the roles expected of each. -

lite spetifiC programmatic efforts' behrg tonsidered
or already under way to implement the strategic
approach. In some- areas, current efforts are ex- '
tensiare; in others, they are minimal.in the expec-
tation that normal market forces will cause the
implementation of the technologies; . and, ,in still
°titers, efforts are contingent on interim results,
further analysis; or negotiations between ithe
government anti private firms.

In the diicussion that follows, the seven gigh-
.priority technologies becomilig available inAte near-
and mid-termite' addressed before the direeslOtger
term teclinolOes. The order of.presentatiOnis-

1.1tCbnervation
2. Light Water reactors .

3. Enhanced oil and gas recovery
4. Direct coal utilization
5. Synthetic fuels
6. Geothermal
7 . Solar heAting and cooling
8. Breedeqett-ctors.

.p. FusiOn.,J
t :AO. Solar electric

:

Additional detail on these and other Federal
Technology efforts is presented in Volume II of this
Plan being published separately.

COniervation Technplo.gies
1In the aggregate, conservation technolOgies

ose permittifiatore ifficient Use bl'enerfly
contribute Ititistantially': to balancing thedo-
.energy supply anit.deinand. ERDA-48 esti-

m that full implententition of .more efficient
tec ologies would Permit "continued _ economic
gro without increasedlevetsfit-iMports thrpugh
I by. the year 2000, stich "teChtiblOgies would

consumption td-be -25 percent .
be- without their adoption'Oce!

*9ioreover, many ofr these.
a 'Moro 'immediatei.e.,

'thin those discussed later,
recognized that conservation

tec tential*St-effective
-n

alter-
e to de* '14pT supPly,tichnologies---; .

i. 'in; mihy: i it Bost less to save a
f more allergy efficient home

than* it tlevelop anew barrel ot sup-
Thik 'suggested by the conserva-
sceriatibsig 8 (see Appendix B), which
ate& tiat Aiati nergy needs could be met at

cost by cii4 g improved efficiencies in
*
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end-use. Although these scenarios were .notable to
reflect the costVof modifying end-use installationt,
the large differbnce in total costs among scenarios
indicated that ample financial margin exists toever
these additional costs and still provide a 10-cost
,solution. Moreover, the barrel saved will maie more
of the finite resource available for future needs.

Finally, 'these technologies geneialii will help
meet energy,needsAyi4the least adverse impact on
the enviromnent. SP-6c cally, is Conservation actions
r uce energy consumption levels, pollutant.bmissions
a disruptions-will be d6crease4 because of reduced
en rgy extraction and transportaiionaCtivity, reduced
fo il-fuel combustion, and jute lessened need for
dis al of waste-heat and other materials. In addi-
tion, reduced energy contumptien will extend the
availability of fossil energy resources and allow time

-24o develop technologie's that -use inexhaustible en-
ergy,sources (e.g., solar, fusion, breeder reactors).

The advantages of conservation tednologies
are bXpfessed generally above. The rate of applica-
tion and introduction of conservation technologies
in specific insiances wilt be determined by the com-
parative econoinics and social acceptabAlity of the
available alternatives. --
.. 'Many ofo, these advantages were reCOgnized in
the recent enactment;of the Energy Policy and Con-
servation Act. The, ttated purpose of the Act is to
"reduce domestiC energy consumption through the _

operation of speCiL'Voluntary and mandatory con-
servation programs."

The key- conservation technologies under con-
sideration differ significantly from supply techno1O-
gies '§cussed laterin this cliapter. Specifically, their
n A their divertity; .ilid the relatively small

gy contribution of 'altypitp preclude a single ap-
prOack rather, a broadly-,conceived strategy' is
needed. The nature of thd conservation technologies
ready for market penetration, the problems to be-
surmounted to gain adoption, and the broad-based
strategy for facilitating their penetratiOn of 'the :mar-
ket follow.

.The Opportunities -;.,
The Nation hai manifold opportunities for

greakr efficiency in the use of energy: Many .are
sufficiently developed to -permit their. rapid Market
penetration. They fall intO four groups: . ---

'. .1. Industry.conservation. The industrial sector cur--;
rittly consuines 40 percent of the Nation's en-
ergy. Reduction of this level of-energy consump-
tion will require a systethatic evaluation of the
industrial processes involved and a determination
of those' processes in which increases in thermO-.
dynamic efficiency.can be achieved. Industry has
made substantial - progrest in this regard, but

, more remains to.be done...A host of more effi-

cknt technologiessome' specific to individual
industries and others applicable to many indus-
triesis known. Many of these proinise efficiency
improvements, of moie than 30 percent. By
implemeniing the successful' 'results of, RD&D,
projected Mditstrial- energy contumptinn can-be
decreased by'up to 17 percent per unit of output
(equivalent to 1.8 to 2.7- million aggregate-bar-
rels of petroleum equivalents per day (BPDE)

:by 1985).
Some of these more.efficient technologies:

Intermediate teifperature heat pump§ to mini-
mize primarffile1.-consumption

,BraytOri cycle ,ftirbine generators . to prOduce
electricity from the thermal discharge of furT
naces (e.g., aluminum smelter or glass kiln)

-.-Heat transfer/thermal storage techniques to
cascade energy flow within process industries

High temperature insulation/refractories
WAste heat recuperators and regenerators.

2. Buildiags! conservation. Commercial establish-
ments and' residential housing:: witich consume
29 percent of all energy in thelLS., present a
number of opportunities to improve energy effi-
ciency. Full understanding of these opportunities
requiies a systematic evaluation of essential fac-
tors associated with meeting i community energy.'
needs. Three areas seem to holdAarge promise.
First, a 'timber of specific technologies eiist
notably in insulation, shell design and heating,

:ventilating, and, air conditioningthat need to
be integrated and may require innovative mar-.
keting by industry to motivate consunters to ac-
cept and install them. aecond, watte energy can -.."

be 'Used more effectiVely in comfrinnity systems.
Third, sonic ,itew technOlogiei, such as. the
Annual Cycle Energy System,' appear promising
but require further testing and/or development.

Ittiplementation of the resUlts, f' these RIAIS
effortt- could save 2.0 to .21gf 0*-BPDE by
the yeaK 1985.

3. TranspOrtation energy conserva064'. The trans;
portation sector, which consUmes 31 percent of
total.U.S. energy, can reduce its petroleum con-

. suMption by using proven technologies and by -
implementing well-stu4rfsl,operatiorial Changes,

Retrofitted aerodfig reduction devipes on
longlhaul trucks

c-

.

Annual Cycle Energy Systems (ACES) for Ridlillago. A
system potentially applicable to the residential and small
-commercial buildings market MI' ipace heating in winter
and-cooling in summer. Properly-pized water storage tanks
are incorporated in new building designs, including use of
heat pumps. Heat is extracted from storage ,valter in the
wintet; ice or 'chilled water in storage is used to cool in
tts simmer.

I

M '
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Reduced * horsepower losses on accessory
drive for autos and trucks

Use of drag reduction devices between freight
cars on trains

New, energy-efficient engines, for autos.
Tbge improvements are expected to achieve

savings of about 0.5-0.7 million BPDE by
1985.** . .

-4. Electric energy systems. The electric utility, sec-
tor presently uses about 27 perfent*** of all U:S.

- energy consumed:This percentage is expected to
increase substantially in the years ahead. 'Sig-
nificant energy savingsexpected to be 1.0-1.5
million BPDE by 1985can be achieved by
using improved equipment, and by altering con-
sumption patterns, system structures,and opera-
tions. Substantial vapitarand land saving's mid

'.stavings .of oir can also he achieved. There are a
.- number of opportunities for near-term savings,

suet; as electric load manatement, application of
energy storage, and removal of constraint& to
more efficient higher voltage transmission lines.
A reliable electric energy system is also the cri-
tical link between advanced source technologies

., and end-use. ,

In addition to these opportunities, a continuing
stream of new ideas and projects flows from the
scientific community, individual inventors, and entre-
preneurs. For° example, recent private e arts have
produced more efficient light southes and thermally
activated heat pumps. Moreover, technol gical op-
portnnities need to', be., onsidered in the light of
alternative socio-ethnomic-régulatory actions such

o as standards and innovative financing. k

In addition to the economic barriers there are
several other kinds that must be considered:in map-
ping implementation strategies. Specifically, end-
users may be reluctant to invest in new technologies
because they do not know whether the technologies
will perform as designed, or whether: they will be

c. reliable; developers and manufacturers are some-
times reluctant _to create new technologies becadke
they do not know whether they tan, in an acceptable
tiMe frame, meet the irisiitutional tests posed by state
and local governments, lending institutions, uniona,
and other key groups yoe support is required to
implement new approatheocin literally every segment
of societ!7. For example: _

1. Most individuali and some industries are unac-
customed to using life-cycle costing est; basit for
purchase decisions, and tend to make decisions
on the basis of lowest initial cost. If. companies
cOntinue to make' investment decisions solely on
the. basis of initial that, some new tethno ogles
(e.g., lOng-Iife, light sources, and integrat p-
pliances for mobile homes) will'fail td re
pote ntial.

2. Personal taste and value are often 'wedded to
existing technologies. Forpexample, the changes
in home appearance caused by %the installation df
solar heating may be an important deterrent to
schne prospective buyers, and the "look" of low
drag automobiles and truclis may impede their
acceptance by potential operators.

3. Vendors may be deterred from marketing a
device because new and unexpected environ-
mental standards might inhibit the use of a tech-
nology before the investment for 'development
and marketing can be recovered.
Esien though a basic technology is _available,
manufacturers imay have to overcome, numerous
other technological hurdiEst an4 some institu-
tional hurdles to .adapt t1 technology to par-
ticular markets. This effort may greatlY coni-
pound the economic uncertainties: ;

5. Potential users may be unsure whether the first
generation of a technology will perforni as adver-
tised. The problem is accentuated -*here the
available technologies have not been sufficiently
demonstrated. Potential consumers cannot afford
operating-fuel-saving products at a loss, especially
when no significant gain results from being the
first operator of a new technology.

4Market Barriers'

By and large, most of these conservation tech-
nologies will 'have to overcome problems of eco-
nomic, 'uncertainties, and norinal resistance to the
acceptanie of new "products." Economic -barriers
will diminish -as fuel prices rise and as more econom-
ical conservation technologies become available. For
example, as fuel becomes relatiyely more expensive,
end-users will be increasingly likely to invest in
initially more expensive new technologies in the
.knowledge that bverall (i.e., life-cycle) costs will be'
competitive for a given level of output. This "conver-
sion" process will occur naturally but slowly within
the market. In some instances the large, potential
benefits May justify government action in the form
of economic incentives Or RD&D assistance.

**The savings envisioned. are in addition to awe cur-
rently being pursued by Detroit (e.g., lighter weight
ears), but may be included by manufacturers in the effi-
gluey Improvements. recently mandated by legislation.

*** This 27 Ramat is included the rreceding three end-
use sectors and is theretore nonadditive.

Finally, market penetration of cqnservittion
technologies may be impeded by 'a mitt of valid
environmental, human health, and safety considera-
tions. All new or modified energy refitted teqhnol-
ogies must, of course, meet any existing pollution
control requirements and many are required to meet
new source performance standards. In improving en-
ergy efficiencirin commercial establishments and
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residential housing through improved insulation or
reduced yentilation, for example, the -potential haz-
ards of increased exposure to, fine particulates Odin
insulation or the effects on human health of reduced
ventilation Must be evaluated.

In addiiiOn, eiotic technologies and/or:fuels
vroduicing electricity may produce softie 'negative
enviionmental impacts. For example, higher temper-
ature combustion will substantially increase certain
types of emissibri (expecially NO.), higher tempera-
turemastewater, and increase material deterioration.
The use of certain fuels (e.g., nitrogen-,and sulphur-
bearing oils) in conjunction with high-temperature
cycles fll likely adversely affect air emissions.

the positive side, quantification of the en-
virqrImentai benefits resulting froni reduCed energy
con mption may help overcome institutional And
social ar 'ers impeding large-scale cOnserVation.

.

Strategic Approach
In recognition of the need to addresi'ffiese gen,

eril cOrnmercial and sociOecopomic factors, the stra
tegic approach to bringing' alarge number of con-
servation technologies into use in the.-near terin
incorporates five main elements:.
1. A national policy comincive to the adoption of

energypefficient technologies. An element of this
policy is the enactment of the Energy Policy,and
Conservation Act* which, in part, provides,for:
.A graduall remoVal of oil price controls, to en-

couragt. normal workings of the marketplace
i.e.; to increase supply and to reduce
demand"

Insuring the continuing progress in the im-
provement of automotWe energy efficiencies,
to ensure consumer adoptioh of more energy
efficient ihtornotitre technologies

The idintitication'ofiareas for improving the
energy efficiency of 'Major' household
ances, to encourageS consume make the
most energy-efficient choi

-='Wnrlang with energy-intensive industries, to
eh-courage the adoption of existing conserVa,
don technologies

Federal conservation efforts,. to be carried out
through procurement policies and through a
10-year .plan relative' 0Y-federally owned or
leased buildings.

.

2. A. b.. to 5-year planniug horizon. In addition to
the near- (1985), mid" (1985-2000), and long-
ternt" (post 2000) planning hctrizims established
by ERDA's enabling legislation, a new planning
horizon-0 to 5 yearswill _be included in the
annual energy RD&D Plan. Opportunities in
nuclear, fossil,_solar, and. other technical areas
will be included, although the predominant o

Public Law 94-103.

3.

4.

portuilities will probably be in the conservation'
rogratii:Fuel subititutionopportunities also will

be .kmght because of the benefiCial*pact on oil
imports and 'relief of gas, shOrtagea, This 5-year
foeus is intended to roll foiwiWe:ach year. The

-process will be institutionalized and monitored
for successes and failures. -Mit results of the
initial ERDA review wilt, be coordinated with
other "Interested, agenciei, particularly FEA, to
erisure a proper overall goveihmental apProach
is being designed and the best opportunities are
being identified. Industry views _will alsO be
sought in thit- design ithase :to ensure 'that any
government action assists and provides Incentives
to industry father than reiult in preempthe, un-
needed, or irrelevant government action

Although smile of these technological iMprove-
ments will begin US appear in the marketplace:
between now and 1980 it mai be co& effectiVe
for government to 45sist industry in aCcelerating
their introduction and acceptance by the Ameri-
caplublic.
Accelerated .identifici1l6n of-promisIng *his*
ogiet (Particularly withii.the S-year holizon) and
dissemination of bffoniiation about their applies-
tion in poteidial end6urt* For some' time, YEA
has had a program to identify conservatioh op
poruinities in industry, buildings, and tiansporta-
don. Other involved agencies include the Cooper-
ative Eitension Service, Department of Com-
merlitand Housing and Urban...Development.
Integration of market and inititutional barriers
into the plans for develophig the mod attractive

conservatlim technologies and for facilitating their
implementation. A general 'approach is being de-
'velopWo consider iMplenientation barriers at
the hiception and throughout the RD&D planning

apter V.)
to work. out the imple-
complex technological

ills most likely be
building indus-

ch programs
stem, inte- .

systems.
tech-

5. Demonstration
mentatiod details of mo
approaches. Such efforts
needed in ttre hitg freemen
try.. Leading c idites for
include the Annual Cycle Energy
grated housing, and community ene
Similarly, demonstrations of contervatio
,nologies with broad industrial applicability
be justified. The appropriate government role

--skis area will be determined bY further analysiso
promising technologies and by socioeconomic \
research that diagnose bafflers and the colt
effectiveness of alternative approaches to over-
coming them.

ay

Action Program
- The principal elements of a Federal progranr to

carry out the strategy outlined above include:
Carrying out the provisions of the Energy Policy
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donservation AeAt within Federal Energy Adminis-
tration, and the Departnient of Commerce

..Encouraging the priyate sector to implement con- eut oa
servation and fuel-substitution technologies within

.".the'5-year planning horizon
'Establishing a joint FEA and ERDA planning and ,

implementation capability
Developing a capability for: ,

-7Identifying the energy-savings technologies that
are attractive front ,the point of view of cost and

..implementation
.-4.Developing efiergytcon(tumption standards

1

--Identifying envirotimental cosis and benefits
tectinology capabilities

--Informing encl.-user's about 'new technblogies
-.Identifying 'and assisting in removing institu-

tional obstacles
.

Carrying out demonstration programs as appro:
*priate.:

; Light Water ReaCtors
Adthough forecasts .vary, most show nuelear

power as a major factor in meeting U.S,.energy
needs by the end of this century. A typical forecast

js for an installe d. nuclear capacity building from
the present level of 39.6 millions of kilowatts 'of
capacity (gigawatts-7,-GWe) to 70-76 GWe by 1980,
incieasing to 160-185 GWe by 1985, 265-340
GWe by 1990, and 450-800 GWe by 2000.*

- Industry and GOVenupent, in cooperation, have
bronght light water poWe'i reactors to their current
status of safety and economic viability. As a resuli,
this energy source presently supplies some 8 per-.
cent of U.S. electricity demand. Althoggh several
problems impede rapid market penetration (e.g.,
long lgad times; evolving regulatory require n ;

less thin desired plant reliability an .avail bility,
a feature also shared with blip coal pl nts, and high
capital cosi **), over 200 nuclear po Lrlants have
now, been committed or ordered. .

To bring the ,technology of light xater reactors
to full econoniic fruition severafipirts of the fuel
cycle must be validatedtechnicilly, commercially
and. environmentally. In brief, the areas requiring
increased emphasis are: 4

Better definition (i.e., in terms of location, grade,
extent, economics and availability) of .tecoverable
domestic uranium resources

,

Includes up to 60-80 GW6 of breeders,assurning succesi-,
ful completion of the breeder development 'program.
Despite higher capital costs, nuclear energy's !miter fuel
costs (compared with foga fuels) allow power to be pro-
.,duced at a lower totgl cost in most of the-Nation. Only
in those areas of the West where abundant, low sulphur
cog' reserves can be mined cheaply is nuclear power not

, currently competitive. ,Of course suqb.iestimates depend
on the accuracy of future eitim,tvglof both nuclear and
coal costs. A

A.'

, Table 111-7

Itesereee Potential Total

10 345,000 4,000,000 1,315,000
15 420,000 1,620,000 2,040,000
30 600,000 2,9b0,000 3,500,000

itecovery cost per pound.
Tin addition. 90,000 tons of by-prod-act is expected through 2000.

SticCess in the transfer of responsibility for urea.
iunt enrichment to private ,indUstry and progress
in initiating new U.S. capacity to meet future U.S.
and overseas demand for enrichinent services
A commercial fuel reprocessing 'and jecycling
capacity
Demonstrated safe and environmentally acceptable
waste treatment and sterap and disposal processes
and facilities :
Improved LWR technology
Strengthehed safeguards.

Uraniuin Resources

If tbe use of light water reactors uiing domestic
uranium resources is to expand as pryjected,-..an
increase in the domertic uranium reso4m-, must
also take place. Although uncertainties about the
extent of uranium and the economics of its recovery
exist, ERDA's present assessment (see Table III-7,
above) is that the reserve base is adequate to pro-
vide for all offerating and planned power reactors
(235,000 MWe) and to permit further growth even
without ihe recycling of plutonium and uranium.
However, currently identified economic-grade: ($30
or less per pound prOduction cost) uranium re-.
sdurces mai be inadequate to support the postulated
long-term expansion of light water reactors beyond
1990 for their lifetime. Thusodclitional major quan-
tities of uranium resources of ill grades must be iden-
tified and developed into reserves.

_Uranium ResourcesTons of
Uranium Oxide (U304)

The necessary indUstrial commitment to ex-
/Aeration and expansion 'of ptoduction capaciiy to
ensure adequate development of resonrces has been
retarded. To identify areas faverable for uranium
eiplontion, 40 assess more completely _the resource
base, and to improve exPloration and extraction tech-
nology, a coniprehinsive garernMent program, Na-
tional Uranium- Resource 'Evaluation (NURE) has
been in progress for about:2 Under ERDA's
direction, it is designed to P
eitensive saivey of the. conte
by FY 1981. NURE -is,
ties that appesiliiirorlide for

/**

systematic and
U.S. and Aliska

'to identify Iota-
exploration
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4." figure III-2 Annual Demand for U.S. Separative Wiik

and to provide an initial estimate Of the resources in
such localities. Such information will support private
industry toploration and willeprovide a more .com-
prehenSive basis for estimating the poteptial uranium-
resources Tat may be available inglititu ears.
ris expected that the uransium production duslry

will continue tot take responsibility for assuOg the
trans@ral offidentified uranium resources toisioduc-
tgn capacity an,cl for the establishment of relation-

between buyers and sellers that will guarantee
.1.hat aranIum demands Will be met tlIDA will also

cOntinUe io analyze the industrial capability to pro-
t, duce uraniuth at needed rates.

tlianium Enrichment
Light water reactor technblogy depends on

separating the small fraction (0.7 percent) of natural
-araninm that is fissile (i.e., will fission ?hen struck

3 ,

36

27

18

by a- neutron) from the much larger mass of non-
fissile natural uranium:Uranium used as a fuel must

6 be enriched by increasing the concentration of
uraniunk235, the fissile isotope.

During ind subsequent fo World War II, the
government built three Jarge -enrichment, plants that
use thb gaseous diffusion process .to enrich uranium.
Theie plants will produce about 15 million separa-
tive work units (SWUs)* this .year for both foreign
and domestic use, which would be sufficient for
about 150 nuclear power plants of 1000 MWe eaah.
The enpacity of the existing ERDA gaseous diffusion

4Tlants will be improved and electrically uprated to
a capacity of approximately 28 million SWUs by
1981, wfiich should meet the longterm enrich/944

Separative work units are a 'measure \of the effort requited
to enrich the uranium fed to the enrichment plant.
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sexvices requirements for reactors plawd through
about 1984: However, by 2000, projected domestic
and foreign nuclear power expansion could require
as many as 15 additional 9 million SWU enriching
plants depending on the tails assay, the introduction
date of Pu recycle, and the level of enriching services
sales to foreign markets. (See Figure III-2,)

ERDA believes that expansion of uranium en-
richment is a business operation best carried out id
the private sector. To this end, over the past few
years, ERDA has been transferring uranium edich:
ment technology to a number of 4ualified domestic

, industrial firms. But several factors have 'inhibited
the private sector's moving ahead quickly in this

'area. First, enrichment plants requireienormous in-
vestmentsabout $3 billion for each full-scale
plantand long, return-on-investment lead times.
Swond, the technological competition between the
diffusion process anethe centrifuge method cieates

lement of technical and- financial uncertainty..s
gaseous diffusion is an established tech-

nology :with a demonstrated reliability greater than'
99 percent, gas zentrifugation might prove to be
more economical. In, addition, there is another
process, laser isotope, ,separation, whose technology
has yet to be demonstrated.

To enable and encourage the private sector to
begin the necessary investment to expand enrichment
capacity, the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act, was pro-
posed to Congress in June.1975. This Act will pro-
vide ERDA necessary authority to negotiate cooperit-
live agreements with private firms,:which; after
Congressional approval, would frovide- temporary
financial assurances to these private firms. Specific-
ally, ERDA is seeking aUthority to enter into, con-,

, tracts for cooperative igreements up to the atnoue
of $8 billion to assure that in the unlikely event the
propqae4 Oivate "ventures do not succeed, the gov-
ernnit0Ould still take actions to en§ure that the

fplants'Wcalld be brought bri-line in lime to supply
domestic and foreign customers with uranium en-
richment services when neededAtis expected that
node of these funds 740uld have to be expended for,
the assumption of private ventures. In addition, the
legislation provides for a backup plan fpr a new gov-
ernment-owned facility at its Portsmouth, Ohio, site
as a contingency measure in the event that private
ventures are unable to proceed. When private indus-
try efforts have made sufficient progress, the backup
plan will be dropped.

Reprocessing and Recycling Capacity o

Fuel elements diicharged from light water reac-
tors contain about half the fissile material present- in

0 new fuel elements. From economic and conservation
points of view, recovery and reuse of the materials
appear desirable, but no domestic or foreign com-
mercial facilities currently protess inient fuel from

commercial reactors. 41te first 'domestic commercial
plant expirienced some,:operatiral and maintenance
difficulties and was shut doWn,for modifieation and-
'expansion; restart before 1982-1983 A notforeseen.
A second plant has not reachedand may nev&
reachthe operational stage. 'A third Commercial '
reprocess)ng plant was expected to crimence`Opera-
tion in i976, but will beldelayedxending constroc-
tion of facilities to satisfy new "criteria for Avaste
treatment and plutonium shipment. It would `appear',
that, before any nsw commercial, ktiel reffibrication

. plant that depenth on larte-scale uhlization of Ott= _f

..tonium can be0 fully -licensed, a deoisigi on the
General Environmental Statthient on Mired' Oxide
Fuel (GESMO) must be forthcoining.:A final state-
ment by the Nuclear Rlegulatory Commission (4BC)
is expected in 1977._ 4'
J- From a resourCe itanikeit the development of
a commerie reprocessing and recycling capacity is ,
highly destl%ble :for the continued growth of nuclear
power. The continued absence of a reprocessing and
recycling capability will materially increase the de-
mands for uranium, increase enrichment capacitY
requirements, and necessitate interini storage of large -

volumes of spent-tuel elements.
ERDA is proceeding with a program to assiit

industry to resolve ontstanding problems associated
with LWR fuel reprocessing and recycling.. Initial
program efforts (i.e., thoie to be completed during
1976-1977) include:

"-`-s-NSolicitarion of expressions of interest and infonna-
tiomfrom the nuclear industry on impediments to
commercialization faced by industry ,and sugges-
tions on 'what steps by industry or actions by
ERDA could overcome these impediments.

% Based On industry response, other studies and
evaluations, and discussions with industry and

. other government agencies; a. specific plan of
action will be formulated. If necessary, legislation

-for any requited assistance would be trafted and
submitted for Congressional approval4.'
A broadlY based program of research and devel-
opment of the chemical processes, systems, and
coMponents aiplicable tc4the finil phases of the.
LWR fuel cycle will be_ pursued concurrently.
Areas requiring additiOnal development include
the piocess technology, systems operations and
maintenance, design congpts and understanding
of environmental impaets7

Radioactive Was0 Management

A safe and , environmentally 'acceptable pro-
gram foal% the management and control of radio-

. active wastes is essential. Central to this waste man-
agement program* is ERDA's accepeance of the
rewonsibility for the custody of those radioactive
wastes that have been identified by the NRC as

56
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requiring long-term federal control for reasons of
human health and.safety. The realizatibn of nuclear
power's full potential can Only occur if environ-
mentally sa4ç waste disposal methods are developed.
* Of the various radioactive wastes produced,
most of the radioactivity is concentrated in one of
the waste streams from the chemical processing of
spent nuclear reactor fuel to recoyer its residual,
potential energy sources. This bigh-level liquid radio-
active waste, as defined in NRC regulations, may be
stored net more than 5- years after the processing of

. the parent fuel; and the stable, solidified product,
sealed in high-integrity containers, must be delivered
tey-ERbA no more than 10 years after processing the
fuel The very- long-term potential hazard of high-
1401 waste is frOm its content of plUtonium-239' and
related materials.(known collectively' as transuranium

0 nuclides). Transuranium waste will also be geneiated..
4, in plutonium recycle facilities and a proposed NRC

fegulation would require that trktisuraniutcontini-
(7 nated waste, converted to solid form if ne , beANY

transferred to ERDA no more than 5 Years After its,
generatiot

These wastes need to be isolated from 'man's
environment for extremely long periods of time. The
preferred solution appears to yie in entplacing _the'
relatively small volumes of these potentially hazard-
ous radioactive wastes within deep, stable ,geologic
formations. (Some geological formations have been
stable for hundreds of millions of years, tmd there is
every reason to believe they will continue to be so for
further geological periods. Studies to date of a pie:-
historic underground matural nuclear criticality in

.., ,what is now Gabon indicate the radioactive residues
.

dfifthe phenomenonnatural high-level wastehave
remaiped essentially at the generation site for well
over 1 billion years.)

Lab-Oratory and theoretical studies of geologic
ilation.of waste have been in progress for 20 years,
*la site investigations are now being conducted in
Southeastern New Mexico. A pbtential application for
this location, beyond its use as a pilot plans, would
be storaguruf transuranium waste generated. by
ERDA in' its military production operations. In
addition, it would also provide a facility for limited
experiments with commercial high-level waste., begti-
niug in the mid-1980's. However, denionstration
of geologic emplacement or storage of high-level
waste on a much larger scale is essential. The timing
is propitious to undertake a major program to de-

, velop sites in several sections of. the Nation in several
different types of geological formations. This ex-
panded effort wouldt facilitate waste management on

'a regional basis, including the involvement of knowl-
edgeable state government and university scientists.

In geologic isolation of waste, tbe geological
In;dium itselfRrovides one of the primary. safety-

'

f ctors. The form of the waste and its container pro-
vi additional safety factors. In earlier stages, when
the waste is still in retrievable storage or in transit,
the physiCal and chemical forms of the waste may
affect the margin of, safety -available in case of con-
tainei rupture, however unlikely that might be. A
development program aimed at less soluble, more
nionolithic waste forms has been underway for some
time. Primary emphasis has been given to the silicate
glass form.

Another program, begun in 1972, concerns re-
trievable surface storage of commercial, solidified,
high-level waste at a central, federal site. The draft
environnlental impact statement published by the
former AEC inSeptember 1974*' which was a key
ste roceeding to the location, detailed design,
Ian struction of such a repoSitory, was, criticized
'Tor ack of detail,. in its discussion of the follow-on
ultimate disposal of waste, and Jor failure ,to discuss
regulatory issues. Pending issue of one or more
generic, environmental impact statements to replace
the previous draft, retrievable surface repository
,work is being deferred. In view of the delays in gen-
erating commercial high-level waste and the planned
acceleration of the geologic site development pro-
grampERDA now believes that the eventual need for
a surface storage facility will be much less than was
thotight when developm nt started. ERDA's present
,plans are to begin de onstration of the terminal
(geologic) storage of c mercial high-level waste by
the early to' mid-1 O's. Since criteria for waste
forms and packaging will affect processes, facilities,
and economics of the commercial fuel cycle, ERDA
has a . goal of establishing (or recommending to
NRC) such criteria by the end of 1978.

LWR Technology

In addition to the critical need to establish a
complete fuel cycle, a number of lesser problems
impede full development of nuclear power. These
include less-than-desired plant availability and relia- ;

bility,long construction and licensing lead time, and
evolving regulatory requirements.

If the level of availability and-lise of nuclear
plants improved, it would translate directly intoaav-
ings of fossil fuele.g., the daily output of a 1000-
MWe is equivalent to approximately nom
barrels of oil. Cost savings from realistically attain-
able con'struction time and design 'Standardization/
modulgrization could be on the order of $143
billion auring 1480-1985. .

Although the solutions to these problems lie in
the industrial/utility sectoethe amount of effort
being devoted to them by ifidustry is not yet coin-
Mensurate with the potential economic benefit to
'the public or reduction- in oilaconsumption. Govern-
mental analysis and planning could identify ap-

.
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proaches to stimulating private investMent in this
area. \

Specifically, ERDA is undertaking a program
to stimulate greater industrial involvement in im-
proving existing LWR technology and techhiques.
This program will include component testing and
support in the basic technologies required by indus7
try ,to increase the availability and productivity oU
existing, plant§, Determination of the underlying

°causes of plant deritings will be Spuglit. These
,efforts should resultein improved contopent reliability

in a reduction of scheduled and unscheduled
time. The program will also seek to reduce.the
and cost of new plant construction through

loich efforts as engineering standard support, stand-
ardization/niodularization design studiesNimproved
construetion technology development, ana special
siting studies. The efforts will be conducted with

'industry and utility groups, and will be closely co-
ordinated with other idierested government agencies,
including NRC and FEA.

Safeguards

The potential for sabotaging qacilities or steal-
ng and diverting fissile materials raises a fundamen-
tal safety issue. Unless the public fears concerning
these issues can be allayed, future expansion of the
nuclear power industpr is likely to be curtailed.

The question of the degree of protection to be
afforded nuclear facilities to prevent criminal diver.:
sion of materials or other criminal acts that could
constitute a public safetjr threat continues to receixe
substantial government attention. In Addition to
NRC's establishing appropriate safeguards criteria
for commercial nucleaf facilities, ERDA is support-
ing a prograM of research and development on more
effective safeguard .? systems and physical protection
measures..

All facilities to be constructed and oper ed
under cooperative demonstration progranis will i
dude the demonstration of. appropriate safeguards
systems and measures. To implement this policy,
ERDA, for example, i currently supporting thV
development of i conceptual design that will identify
performance requirements for the various parts of
the physical protection system, the accoantability
system, and the materials control systems. Such in-
formation can then be integrated into the detailed
design of future fuel cycle facilities.

Enhanced Oil and Gas
Recovery Techniques

From past ezploration, apprOximately 290 bil-
lion barrels of conyentional oil, 130 billion barrels of
.heavy oil and bitumen, and ,600 trillion cubic feet
of natural gas al§ known to exist but cannot be re-
covered with present commercial recovery tech-

niques. Enhanced oil and gas recovery techniques
might eventually recoker 40 billion barrels of this
oil and 250 trillion cibic feet of the natural gas, or
the equivalent of 10 to 12 times current anonal
production levels.* If costs of the recovered oil Ind
gas' were competitive with,aliernative fuel sources,
elMaticed-recovery techniques could postpone the
expected domestic oil and gas production decline by
a decade or more. .

Enhanced recovery is a generic term for a
yariety of techniques for increasing the flow of oil
and gas from their natural, locations in permeable
rock to producing wells and for increasing recover-
ability of the resources. The individual techniques,
which have different applications in different reser-
voir formations, are at various stages of develop-
ment; if proven successful and marketed, they would
permit greater recovery not only from existing de-
clining fields but also from new fields under develop-
ment. Present high priority areas'are inland.

Imptmentation Barriers

A number of techniques for enbincing
4

the
recovery of oil and gas are being researched ,and
tested by private oil and gas companies, and, even-
tually, industrx would undoubtedly develop and im-
plement these ctechno1ogies on its own. However,

_because of current, economic circumstances, private
industry might pursue alternative investment oppor-
tunities, thus postpening development and marketing
of enhancement techniques.

Indeed, enhanced recovery techniques require
significantly larger capital investments than conven-
tional secondary recovery. Specifically, the estimated
cost of oil using several of the enhanced-oil recovery
methods now being tested exceeds current -domestic
oil prices; however, this situation may become more ,

favorable .as- oil prices are decontrolled over the
, .

coming years. .

Not only is industry hampered by uncertainty
oversuch institutional barriers- as price regulations
and tax requirements, but the possibility of antitrust
action has tended to limit cooperaive ventures that
could spread the risk and increase the support base.

Environmental problems are principally the
. same as those associated with primary production.

However, tertiary oil rec ry techniques may affect
geological substructures d erently. Secondary and
tertiary methods, which will be used to stimulate
existing wells, could cause contamination of ground
water through pipe casing leaksa problem simi-
lar tO that which now exists for primary drilling

* The estimate of potential oil recovery is ERDA's, based
on a range of industry estimates.. Ile gas recovery esti-
mate is based on the Natural Gas Survey, Volume II,
U.5 Federal Power Commission, 1973.

N
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as well as through geologic faults. Biological con-
cerns include what impacts waste heat and dissolved
and suspended solids may have on aquifers. In addi-
fion, enhancement techniques for oil recovery 'may
resuft in gaseous emissions of H25..

Strategic Approach
The Plan anticipates that the enhanced recov-

ery techhiques will be developed primarily and ap-
plied commercially by industry as its ability to pre-
dict returns on a project improves ind in4 response
ip rising domestic and international oil prices. This
process may be accelerated by complementary Fed-
eral efforts to .address production, Market, and en-
vironmental uncertainties. The Fedeaal program is'
intended to provide more quickly an .understanding
of the magnitude of the recoverable resources; eval-
uation of the real potential of alternative technol-
ogies; understanding of the environmental impacts;
and, ultimately, more complete recovery of the re-
serves.

The earlier various enhanced recovery tech-
niques are researched and developed, the faster ,
reasonable estimates of actual additional recoverable
resources can be developed as input to substantive
planning, development of national energy strategy,
and the setting of 'priorities.

Development and commercial' application of
enhanced recovery techniques requires several years
for evaluating the necessary technology, the potential

r°..- environmental impacts, and the attendant economics.
For example, 5-6 years may elapse between project
initiation and resultant production; several more
years may pass before profitability and extent of
environmental impact can be demonstrated. Thus,
research on resolving the uncertainties associated
with advanced technologies needs to be intensified.

The availability of economical enhanced re-
covery techniques might result in more complete,
ultimate recoveiy of reserves. More complete re-
covery might result from changes in the current
production cycle from primary recovery to the vari-
oils phases of enhanced recovery. For example, fur-
ther research might obviate the need for the tradi-
tional primarysecondarytertiary cycle indicating
that in certain instances water flooding (secondary°
recovery) should be omitted and replaced by rnicellari
polymer flooding (tertiary recovery), and thq water
flooding should' be done concurrently with primary

.-production. Such advanced technology application
might replace the "last ditch" applications that often
have marginal economic returns.

The costs and benefits of various enhanced
recovery techniques are being analyzed by .ERDA
to determine the appropriate mix and level of Fed-
eral R&D expenditures.

Action Program

The Government is developing an approach
to accelerate the development and application of.
enhanced-recovery techniques:

ERDA is co-funding research, development, and
demonstration projects with industrial firms.
ERDA is analyzing and interpreting field test re-
sults to understand the potential for the profitable
use of certain enhanced-recovery techniques.
FEA is reviewing price regulations, tax require-

- ments, and other institutional barriers relative to
enhanced-recovery. t

Under jointly funded Federal RD&D projects,
private firms provide an average of 60 percent of
the funds. However, as the risks become lower the
Federal role should be reduced. Each of the pro-
jects involves a field demonstration, which is ex-
pected to produce technical, economic, and environ-
mental results that will be transferred to other firnis
hi the industry to obtain maximum benefit.- Pres-
ently, 15 major enhanced-recovery demonstrationk
are under way. These demonstrations are split be-
tween enhanced oil recovery (approximately 55 per-
cent) and enhanced gas recovery (45 percent). Addi-
tional demonstrations are anticipated for FY 1976,
with abouc the same split between oil and gas re-
covery efforts. Environmental factors are cOnsidered
in developing and executing this demonstration pro-
gram.

The legal and institutional4 qUestioris are being
investigated by the FEA, which implements the
price regulations. FEA is also evaluating applicable
tax laws to determine if reasonable changes can be
made to encourage enhancement projects. Reduction
of uncertainty over 'oil price legislation might speed
industrial activity since the economics of the various
advanced technologies for enhanced recovery are
very sensitive to price. A clear-cut explanation of
how.putput from enhanced recovery techniques will
be priced and how the large aecompanying research
and development expenses wilk be treated for ,tax
purposes could serve as an'ointentive:for initiating
major projects.

Direct Utilization of Coal
Although the Nation's coal resources are not

inexhaustible, they do represent one of the Nation's
most abundant fuel resources. At present, coal is
supply* Only 17 percent of domestic energy. At
that r*O of 'consumption, known reserves economic-
ally retoyerable in a 1970s.tompetitive environment

would,last more than 300 years. As prices of alter-.
nate fuels escalates in the future, less accessible
coal reserves will become increasingly attractive.
Thus, coal's economic usefulness should continue
well into the 21st Century and perhaps beyond.
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Production of 'coal is now beginning to grow
again and reached 640 million tons in 1975, exceed-
ing the 400- t6 tens-per-year range that

:had persisted since World War II. Indeed, several
forecasts project a tripling of domestic demand by
the year 2000, provide barriers to such high levels
of use can be overcome. Currently, about 65 per-
cent of the coal is used in central station electricity
generation; about- 15 per cent, as coke; and most of
the remaining .2(1 percent, in industrial plants for
power or process heat..Consequently, in cons.jdaing
how to increase the Ilse of coal, interest centers first
on application in central station 'power plants and
second, in industry.

Implementation Barriers

Immediate ekpansion in the use of coal is
limited by the high costs and uncertainties associated
with the environmental acceptability of this energy
source. The critical environmental concerns are two-
fold.

First, much of the coal can best be extracted
through,strip mining. This Will require restoring the
land to original productivity and recontouring. The
necessary revegetation would consume substantial
amounts of water, a, commodity in short supply in
western regions where much 9f the strip mining
would occur. Moreover, if Stripping were indiscrim-
inate; trupted habitats , could endanger wildlife
species a d upset ecological balances. In some areas,
coal extraction threatens aquifers which lie above
or in a coal seam.

Given these problems, research must be con-
tinued on restoration orproductivity. The reclama-
tion effort itself-will have some impact on water
quality and quantity. Acid and alkaline leaching into
ground and surface waters will occur before strip-
mined land can be fully reclaimed. Wind/water
erosion can also deteriorate water quality by increas-
ing sediment loads. Thus, prompt reclamation efforts,
even as mining continues elsewhere at the extraction
site, needs to be instituted to reduce this potential
for erosion, soil loss, and water contamination.

The second environmental concern is the prob-
lem associated with stack effluents. Central station_
operations generate such atmospheric pollutants as
noncornbustible residuals (ash), and noxious gases,
Existing technology can remove the ash satisfactorily,
and the cost of the necessary equipment to do so
has been incorporated fully in utility rate bases. Fly
ash systems developed for ,the utilities by industry
during the last several decades are now standard
equipment on new power plants.

The discharge of noxious gases (oxides of nitro-
gen and sulfur) has become a concern only in the
relatively recent past' and, as a consequence, control
of this pollutant is not as well in hand. Nitrogen

oxide emissions can be controlled by controlling
combustion temperatures through techniques such as
staged combustion, or flue gas recirculation. More-
over, this technique can achieve EPA discharge
levels 'of 0.7 pounds of NO. per 100 Btu at a cost
close to that of conventional combustion systems.
It is expected that industries will adopt this tech-
nique.

Nitrogen and sulfdr pxide emissions may de-
grade air Quality in the Vicinity of the emission source
beyond alliiwable levels. In addition, sulfate trans-
port over long distances is a concern. An EPA
regulation forbids more than 1.2 pounds of sulfur
dioxide per 10" Btus, which is achievable by burning
low-sulfur fuels. However, because supplies of low-
sulfur fuels are limited, it will be necessary to

_employ sulfur-removal systems to permit use of
fuels with a higher sulfur content.

In addition to the environmental problems,
rapid development 6f extraction sites in the Northern
'Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains will bring
large outside populations ,to remote and sparsely
populated regions. This influx thay create a sudden,
heavy demand for such necessities as housing, schools
and health care facilities, needs which small com-
munities may have neither the capability nor the
money to retpond to. On the other hand, many
regions might profit from the increased activity.

Strategic Approach

Private corporations, government and industry
organizations, such as Electric Power Research In-
stitute (EPRI) have been involved in developing
approaches to improve technologies for the direct
utilization of coal. Major private sector R&D efforts
are ongoing with regard to coal utilization technolo-
gies. It is expected that industry will have a con-
tinued high interest in developing and implementing
these technologies. The government role is to iden-
tify those aspects of coal utilization that have high
potential payoffs to society, but are not receiving
adequate attention or funding. Furthermore, the
government has a role in, disseminating information
and providing financial incentives (where necessary),
in order to facilitate market penetration of near
conimercial technologies.

The strategic approach to be undertaken ad-
dresses mining and air pollution problems separately.
In the 'extraction area, improvements in mining tech-
niques and equipment are under investigation to in-
crease both the recoverable fraction (leaving less
unmined coal in the ground) and the efficiency of
extraction so that fewer man-hours and less energy
is expended per ton of coal mined.

Environmentally acceptable methods of 'land
reclamation, are also being developed to reitore
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mined areas to an acceptable condition with equal or
superior productivity. Simultaneously, improved
miner health and safety are being sought, especially
in underground coal mines.

. To deal with the problem of complying with air
pollution standards, coal can be cleaned in advance
of combustion, sulfur can be removed duringrcom-
bustion, or sulfur can be removed from stack gases.

Removing sulfur from coal with various mechani-
cal or chemical sepatation techniques in advance of
combuition or conversion reduces, problems of on-
site waste disposar; allows use of existing coal,com-
bustion systems;, and may improve the economici
of use and transportation (compared to Jaw coal):
Coal cleaned in this manner can be further enhanced
by crushing and blending to uniform size and Btu,
value, in order to improve its operability and' reli-
ability. One disadvantage of this process is the loss
Of... some of the coal due to imperfect.separation.
Government and industry groups such as EPRI have
been developing such improved benefication meth-
ods. ERDA is monitoring and utilizing results of
these efforts to perform economic trade-off studies
and analyses in order to promote their use and
adoption by private industry.

Substantial effort is being devoted to removing
sulfur pollutants during combustion. One promising
process is the fluid bed combustion system in which
the coal is burned in a solid/air mixture, with the
solid including a substantial quantity of limestone.
Combustion temperatures are hoer, which aids in
controlling -nitrogen oxide emigions. The sulfur is
converted to a dry calcium sulphate. The cost has
been estimated (but not yet demonstrated) as being
comparable to that of scrubbers. In addition, fluid
bed combustion systems do not have the plant-
efficiency penalty of scrubbers.

Other advanced technologies with potentially
attractive environmental features in terms of air
pollution include coal gasification in combined cycle
systems and MHD. Direct use of coal in industry (as
opposed to use in an electric utility that generates
electrical power _used by industry) faces a more
complex set of problems. Frequently, scrubbers, the
most immediately available air pollution control
solution for large central stations, are uneconomical
for smaller scale industrial applications. It is princi-
pally the operating and maintenanee costs of the
add-on scrubber systems that discourage such appli-
cation. Consequently, fluidized beds, whic1)._ elimi-
nate the need for add-on systems, appear to be the
more attractive solution.

In addition, large, central power stations could
use low-sulphur coal in conjunction with stack gas
scrubbing systems, which have reached the stage of
litnled commercial, application. However, even
thoIgh these systems meet immediate requirements,

their commercial reliability has not yet been fully
demonstrated. Furthermore, the sludge-Rice gypsum
fcaned in the process is difficult to dispose of and
neffrly doubles the bulk of the waste from a power
Mation. ,Scrubbers may increase the cost of central
stations by about 20 percent and reduce station effi-
ciency. Consequently, the Plan provides for develop-
ing alternative air pollution control means that reduce
the total disposal problem and increase the pollutant
removal capacity-of the central stations.

In addition to therabove technologies for using
coal directly, it_may be possible to substitute to some
extent coal for oil in oil-burning equipment used by
utilities. Finely pulverized coal-suspended in fuel oil
can possibly be accommodated by minor modifica-
tions of existing burner and fuel-handling equipment.
For a given heat rate, the fuel oil demand may be
reduced as much as 30 percent. As might be ex-
pected, the air pollution problems for both fuels ate
NO, anil SO, and particulates. Because of the util-
ity industry's large investment in existing oil-burning-
equipment, retrofitting to permit an oil-coal slurry
could simultaneously result in lowering petroleum
demand and increasing coal consumption. The eco-
nomics and practicality of this approach are being
investigated.

Action Program
By 1985, the Department of the Interior's

Bureau of Mines (BOM) will have completed major
demonstrations in the eastern, central, and south-
western sections of the country to establish:the eco-
nomic efficacy of integrated extraction-reclamation
systetfis. The Department also has a health and safety
program to address related issues: In addition the
BOM and the EPA** developing improved coal
treatment technology to upgrade the quality of coal'
by reducing the amount of ash, sulfur, and other
constituents.

The cleaning of flue gases ,from coal-fired utility
and industrial boilersi.e., scrubbinghas been
assigned highest priority within the EPA-coordinated
Fedellal Interagency Environmental, Control ;Tech-
nology R&D Program. To this end, EPA is develop-
ing second-generation Flue Gas Desulphurization
(FGD) systems that offer improved economics and
reliability and reduce the amount of by-products that
must be disposed of. A comprehensive sludge dis-
posal technology program supplements the second
generation work. In a parallel program, EPA is pur-
suing flue gas, treatment to develop a cost-effective
process for full-scale control of nitrOgen oxide. Fuel
additives, which will serve the same purpose as sul-
fur in enhancing electrostatic precipitator perform-
ance, are under study and development. And ad-
vanced particulate control technology is undergoing
development tO broaden applicability and effective-
ness.
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cial size plantsLe., those with a daily capacity of
20,000 to 50,000 barrels of oil or up to 250wmillion
cubic feet of gasare complex alfd expensive, cost-
ing 'up to $1 billion or more each. Such investments
are beyond the capability of all but the largest in-
dustrial firms. The products of these plants must
compete in the marketplace with all other siMilar, ,
products, the prices of which are oftem.controlled by
nonmarket forces. For example the world price of
'Oil is controlled by an internatjonal cartel, and the
domestic price has been strictly regulated. These im-
pacts on the natural market forces affecting com-
peting fuels, coupled with uncertainties in the costs
of synthetic fuel production, create a pricing risk
that is, at present, unacceptable to virtually all pri-
vate investors.

Possible escalation in project cost and other
risks rising from environmental and regulatory de-
lays i construction or start-up add to the uncer-
taintie surrounding synthetic fuel product costs and
prices competing fuels, thereby further reducing
the attractiveness of investment in synthetic fuel
plants. Project delays resulting from environthental,
regulatory, technical, or other causes could severely
strain the financial resources Of any firm. Indeed, an
industry survey conducted in 1975 indicated that
there is unlikely to be significant private investment
in production of synthetic fuels from coal and shale
before 1985 without some form of government incen-
tives or substantial changes in federal regulation.

In addition to technical and economic barriers,
implementation barriers also include a range of
unsolved social and environinental problems. The
principal social problems are community inipacts of
rapid growth, while the most important environ-
mental problems relate to: (a) coal and shale extrac-
tion; (b) use of water in the conversion process; and
(c) contaminating effluents from the synthetic fuel
plants.

With regard to extraction, in addition to the
problems cited for the extraction of coal; the major
unique problems of oil shale processing include fugi-
tive dust and the disposal of spent shale. The laige
quantities of spent shale resulting from commercial
operations will reguire significant-land areas for dis-
posal, which may be affected by erosion, fugitiVe
dust, leaclling, and productivity reduction. Disposal

of spent shale can cause high salinity add sediment.
problems. Other environmental problems may occur
as a result of heavy metals and carcinogens in shale
as well as lana-use changes. And Ole mining itself
could affect subsurfate Water flows.

In addition, synthetic !fuel processes require
) large quantities of water and 'thousands of acre feet,

per commercial facility. In some areas the acquiSi-
tion of the necessary p water will be difficylt.
Further, process wate sed consumptively may
be degraded in qualit s'Av point it is unsuitable
for other uses.

%Finally, there is e potential for gaseous and
liquid releases from sYnthetic fuel conversion facil-
ities, which may contain polycyclic aromatic hydro- -

carbons. These hydrocrabon releases could include
known and suspected carcinogens,'

Strategic Approach

These implementation barriers, especially the
economic ones,,,are serious ,impediments to private-
sector development of a synthetic fuel industry in
the near term.

Therefore, the strategic approach of the gov-
ernment would be to provide Federal financial assist-
ance in carrying out critical technology RD&D while
taking action that would mitigate against the uncer-
tainties associated with developing an industry.

The strategy for implementing the first initiative
is embodied in ERDA's coal RD&D program. This
program is based on the assumption that for the
private sector to eventually make widespread use of
newer, lower cost synthetic fuel technologies, they
must participate with ERDA in their development.
Therefore, the strategy is keyed to producing con-
cepts, processes and equipment that -will meet the
needs of the private sector. Specifically, the strategy
aims at producing a commercially viable technology
for each key stage of extracting, refining, and use,
while closely involving the private sector. This stre
tegy has led to a cost-sharing philosophy used in the
demonstration projecfs.

But industry is involved throughout the typical
development sequence .which is shown in Figure
111-4. The cost-sharing, for example, is concentrated
in the pilot plant and demonstrapol plant phases but
also occurs to some extent in whet phases.

15 TO 20 YEARS

5-8 YEARS1-4 YEARS 4..6 YEARS

OP.

8-12 YEARS

4a.

uiij

EXPLORATORY
RESEARCH

PROCESS
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-COMMERCIAL,

-P440.1.T.

Figure III-4 Typical Process Development Sequence
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.
'The development phases. tnk ength over the'next 10 years. HoWever,7the analy-

of time depending on the coMplexu t p ' Sis did not inclucli other, nonmiandable benefits that
.and froject, the seope of the effort,: and the 're- . might accrue tØ,he U.S. as a result of Undertaking a
sources applied: (See Figure III-4.) Total deVeloP- program such.; I (a) the international leverage im-
ment time from laboratory tO completion of 'demon- proved barga $ position associated with positive
stration plant operation is typically 15 to 20 ior. .4. US. leadership in developing alternative fuel sources.;

.,, The technical feasibility oi the concejiy,tm 4 9 (b) the impactir.4 !industry of government suppoit
developed is evaluated in each phase to detkOne. ..;...for synthetic .fijels divelopment; (c) the political as
tIte advisability of carrying the project toilie:next ...'. well as' ,economio value 6f a decrease in world oil
'base. Tentative economic and environmental eyalti-,0 ',`,:lifices ,Paid by importin 'nations; and (d) 'possible
ations start in the early stages of proCess development weakening of the cartel strength (this was assesseii as
and continue through pilot plant and demonstration negligilile): . . - -

. ,,,
plant phases;, More extensive evaluatidns are made , The-Interagency Task Foree concluded that the
with demonstration plants. In addition, before proj- value of these four nonnuantifiable benefits makes II
ects reach the stage of major construction, environ- limited synthetic fuels program worthwhile. Further-
mental analyses and r'vi,ater resource availability as- more, the ,Program to be discussed later has .posi-
sessinents are made; :envirOnmental impact state- Ove benefits greater than those calculated by the .
ments are developed ai required. 'Disk Force because of the elimination of sYnthetic :

rude from 'coal from the plant mix analyzed. This\To have an industrial infrastructure in place t 9 c
draw rapidly on these new 'technologies when they . technology is the least cost efficient of all the prOc7 ...t

. will be needed in the 199*appears tosequire exten- esses examined in the analysis. Currently, the recom-,,:
sive 'commercial effort in the near:16mi. ;' ,! .'-''. Mended first phase of the program-does not 'include;' .

By and large, even if nOrmal economic. incen this technology until the results Of current R&D :: ;4_,,,

,tives were developed after 1985, it .woUld;he, too late
, crop on coal technologies are known.

.r.l,to establish the scale of industry (5 tO:10 million
bairels of oil equivalent per day) needed by the end Action Program
of the centUry to hold oil imports at current levels .

since each plant needed wouldtake'5 to 10 years to . With the clear need to move ahead in laying
plan, design; site, and build..FOr the neeesiary num- , ' the foundation of a synthetic fuels industry,:the Ad-
ber of plants to be operliting in the mid-1990s, an 1rilinistration supported a formal market penetration
industrial base on the order of 1 million bairelsper: program in 1975. The major objectives of this Syn-
day may have to exist by. 1985., But fincertaintiei:::*;.; thetic Fuels Commercialization Program are to:
about regulations; environmental impa :,. finandirii: 'Lay ihe groundwork for developing an industry

. -, ,. . .
labor,' product pricing,. and. transPoartati. muit , be infrastructure by:
resolved before these decisionS can be made, and Investigating and acquiring information on en-
resolving these questions:requires .the constructton
and operation of a 'limited numlOs .and range of
enthetic fuels plants in the next $ to 10 years.

To deterrnine the viability of initiating alimited
number of synthetic fuels plan& the,SynthetfcTuels .

Interagency Task Force* carriIoüt preliminary eco-
nomic analysis. In that analy ,.it'wk found t t the
net, econoniic benefit of sucji plants depen. the
ongoing strength of the OPEC dattel, the5e tual
price competitiveness of synthetic fuels, the Trifliie.#0e
of technology and economickpf scale in reduCing
the coseof synthetic fuels, and the U.S. etiergy posi- '

tion in 1995. The results of that analysis shOwed,
that,' on average, a slight ($1.65 billion) net negathi
benefit would accrue from the first phase Of in acticin
program to develop a synthetic fuel .capac4 .Of 350,
000 barrels per dlY equiValent, compar0. Witho, .

program. Moreover, this benefit,becarne More negi-
tive as the program:grew to 1.0 and '1:7
rels per day equivalent, assuming:a 50-50 probability
that the OPEC cartel woUld not retain its kesent H

, .

Published in November 1975. . .

vironmental, economic, institutiOnal, technical,
,and other potential problems

-,--Oathering and reviewing information On *lip
vate sector's experience in the sYnthetic7
field .......

. Develop an energy supplement tO..iiistiog and'
Planned domeatic energy production
IMprove the, Nation's internatiOnal
position in energy development. by .demonstrating
our ability to tap our vast resources.

TheAtogram would entaillwo phases. In the .

first, or Int:pp:nation Program phaSe3,50,000 barrels ,

per day), ,i(pPioximately I4-71.9 V*Inmercia1-sized
demonitration'plants4voulg be COstrUcted, including

Jacilitids for high-Btd:roal gasifidition, oil shale con-
version, jubstitute utilitOf induttrial.Euels,.and con-

:ver06n of waste matefiqlto . liquids and gas. 'This
:firiepliase Of the program wOld demonstrate and ob- ,

tàifl Informiuion on the techni41, economic, and
environnicncal.. feakibility .of sYnthetie. fuel 'plants,'
uSing.:.-"differeittailable energy resources and tech-
P9I9giCs. :

. 7
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Type °Plant

High.Btu Coal Gasification

Oil ,Shaltt Corvitht

SUbstitute,p38101,11: /industrial

Biomass eitilierlOri.(Gal/Liould)

Totals

.?6
.

T le 111-8 Illustrative Plant Mix
,

P battle
,.Number

Est. Production
CapecItyEach Plant

3

;

6-7

4. 3-5

40,000 BPDE

10,000 to 50,000 BPDE

5,000 to 25,000 BPDE

1,200 to,;6,000 BPDE

14-19 350,000

'Affecting
IndustrY

....17bline Gas

Petroleum ks ,

Utilities/Industrial Users

Various

,
.

. .
To illustrate, one p6ssible 'plant" technology/

resources is shown in Table III-8.* .

. :,. In' carryihg out the first phase of the synthetic
fuels program, the Federal Government would reduce
financial uncertainties by providing limited economic
incentives to the private sector to construct and oper-
ate Ilk commercial demonstration plants. The Gov-
ernment would also provide limited guarantees or, if
necessary, assistance to localities for needed socio-
economic infrastructure planning, and development.
Finally,. the Government would help expedite the
construction of the `planti by facilitating the neCes-
sary federal regulatory permits and clearances.

The program might be expanded to 1 million
barrels' of oil equivalent per day during the second
phase,. if the energy situation warranted and if the
environmental, social, technological, and prodtiction
cost problems were sufficiently. tractable. However,
this decision is not anticipated unti1.1078-1979 and
would depend on oierall enirky RD&D results, in-
dustry response,to like program's fitst phase, and the
results of information on environmental and other
impacts. . .

In addition to laying the groundwork for a
viable synthetic fuelstindustry, Important RD&D will
be carried out-oh advanced synthetic fuel technol-
ogies. These efforts woul4 support deVelopment of a
number of synthetic fuel processes in parallel, mov-
ing from basic `R&D in the laboratory, through
process development units (PDUs) and pilot and
demonstration 'plants, to market pehetration. A sig-
nificant number of liquefaction and gasification'
PDUs and pilot plants are currently operating; addi-
tional PDUs and pilett plants are being designed Or
are under construction...Finally, a contract for a
clean boiler fuel demonstration plants (COALCON)
has been let, and the plant is being designed. Addi-

. tional contractsfor high-Btu and low-Btu.demon-
stration plantswill be initiated shortly.

In parallel with these legislative, budgetthy, and
administrative actions, ERDA is carrying out a pro-

The, actual plant number and sizes may vary from this
°estimate, depending on the proposals received from inter-
ested firms and final environmental impact statements.

;

grim, still beink formulated, will include A.number of
efforts, such as Measurement of water quality at test
sites and the prediction of degradation resulting from r
commercial operations; investigation of options that
minimize he need for water; development of im-
proved rec ling and effluent treatment techniques;
'and evaluaUón of process and by-product pollutants
and associated health effects. in addition, assessments
of the potential health impacts would require enviiL;:.
onmenral and health information which invOlve botiv
short-term and long-term studies. Data' from these
studies are necessary for setting' appropriate regtila-
gram to address environmental concerns. This pro-
tory standards an& for the design of effectivetontrol
technologies, including incineration, collection-dis-
posal, and chemical absorption techniques.

Investigations into revegetation dynamics and
Plant species seleetion are continuing. In situ proc-
essing of both coaf and oil shale is being given con-
siderable attention. However, the in. .situ approach
would leave most of the solid waste products in
place. In addition, there could still he problems of
land subsidence, hydrocarbon and particulate etnis-
sions, througyhe fractures, and contamination of
aquifers.Wudies-.of oil shale formation and kerogen
content ind the characteristics of pollutants, seam
size, and' associated underground aquifers are being
conducted.

Efforts also are under way to establish air pol-
lution control requirements to preyent ,or minimize
environmental pollution from production and use of

v`Synthetic fuels. Initial 'efforts in the 4rogram are.
concentrate& pn assessing the potenSal . environ-
mental 'effects of . the coal-conversion' processes.
Control teqinology aimed at controlling sulfur and
particulate emissions from hot, acidic gas streams is
also Under development.

Specific Steps in Action PrOgram

Moving ahead with the first phase of the market
penetration program requires a series of legislative,
budgetary, and administrative actions, including'.

Lekislative authorization of the limited financial
incentives to be awarded to the private sector for
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Table III-9 Geothertnal Resources7-Estimated Recoverable ROM with
Present' or' Near-Term Technology wlttrtReg.rd to Costt; (In Quids)*

RESODRCE TYPi

is; ..ti.

4., 1

KNO7,;t
'

.

TEDHNOLOGY. . .

.° HYDROTHERMAL CONVECTIV.E"
VAPOR DOMI NATED (>150° C)
LIOUID.DOMINATED

HIGH TEMPERATURE (>159°C)'-'
'.LOW TEMPERATURE (90°. -150°0 .±

. .

GEOPRE$SURED -

TILIZATIONELECTRICAL U
METHANE:PRODUCTION 4

.

HOT DRY ROCK '

MAGMA ++
..

.

TOTAL
-

.

2 i.
. .7114'

20
80

,

100
500

.80

sp

-900

2
, O

, 110
250

.4,__,.,.
23M,

1500

240 ,

240
.

-2500

,

CcNMERCIAL

TEST PHASE
.. TEST PHASE

.

EXPERIMENTAL
,

.

EXPERIMENTAL

UNEXPLORED

, Q

.."

I

4!!
GRAND=TOTAt (KNOWN PLUS INFERRED)

- l

.- 3400 .

: OUAD

NORMAL GRAOIENTS ARE NOT INCLUOE0 AT THIS TIME AS THEY ARE NOT
PRESENTLY CONSIOEREO RECOVERABLE. 1 CIUA01015 Btu's.
DOES NOT INCLUOE LESS THAN 900C SYSTEMS, ALTHOUGH SUCH SYSTEMS MAY
BE ECONOMICALLY EXPLOITABLE ESPECIALLY FOR NON-ELECTRIC APPLICATIONS.

`- +ASSUMING 2% EXTRACTION RECOVERY, 8% CONVERSION EFFICIENCY.
++MAGMA RESOURCES MAY BE RENEWEO BY NATURAL RESUPPLY F ROM THE INTERIOR

OF TME EARTH; THEREFORE, THIS ESTIMATE MAY BE CONSERVATIVE.

.

SOURIAE: DEFINITION
REPORT: GEOTHERMAL
ENERGY RESEARCH,
OEVELOPMENT AND
DEMONSTRATION
PRO'GRAK(ERDA-86),
OCTOBER 1975.

demonstration plants. Although loa 'arantees-
are essential, price guarantees and grant authority
may also be needed to enSure all nfjor synthetic
fuel technologies and the important types of re-
sources are included in ,the prograni. If needed,
price guarantees and. grant 'authority would be
sought under the authority of the Nonnuclear Act.
Legislative authorization of thf limited financial
guarantees to localities for needed sócioeconotnic
infrastructure as well as assistance for planning
and development. This. &mild be in 'theAorm of
guarantees of local government debts incurred to
provide the necessary infrastructure.
Continue the necessary environmental studies that
will ensure environmental acceptability of a com-
nierical synthetic fuels industry.
Evaluate mechanisms to expedite, federal, regula-
tory permits and-clearances.
Administrative aetion to ensure the technolop
demonstrated by .ihe program will befavailable to
all interested firms at a reasonoble cost. ,

z

Geothernial
The Nation's geothermal resource base is one

-1,f the largest potential domestic energy sources. As
estimated by the U.S.G.S., ERDA-86,* reported the
total heat content of the accessible geothermal Je-
iource base (depth less than 10 km) to be about
600,000 q'uadt, excluding the highly diffuse "Normal
gradient" resource. Ho*ever, only a small fraction of
this base 'is recoverable in ustitle form with presently
foreseeable technology. On the basis of conservative
assumptions of extraction and conversion efficiencies
the total recoverable energy from this base, with
near-term technology but without regard to cost, was
estimated to be only about 3400'quads, which is still
about 45 times the total U.S. energy consumption in
1974,** as shoiorin Table III-9. However, is esti-

* Definition Report Geothermal Enirgy Research, Devel-
opment ind Demonstration Program, ERDA-86.
However.a iignificant proportion of these resources exist"
away froth', Population centers and thua may not be fully
exploitabie.

v



00 .,
'Se.mated in" ERDA-4 , onlysra small fraction of this4

resource (reaching a ual level Of approximately
5 quads by the e f the' century) is estimated to be
extractable over th neXt 25, years. EConomic ex-
ploitation of thisAS urce will require the ;reduction
of technological and 1nanil fisks, the reduction or
removal'of a nulanber of institutional barriets, and the ,

..development of ' technology to 'provide adceptable
control of possible nvironmentil problems"; The lat-

, ter, often site:. or ype-speelfic,Aaclote subsistence,
brine disposal, an the en kon n&xious or toxic .
substances, such ; as hydrogen sidfide, in varying
amounts. () . /

Only the .ilyapbr-domittated hydrothermal re-
source (The Geyse in California) has been e&pe.'
nomically exploited i the U.S. This type of resource
is rare and amounts to only_ a few percent of the
known or inferred total geothermal resources. The
more extensive liquiddominated hYdrothermal .re-
sources have not been( exploited to, any degree for'.

powers production ,in the U.S. (although there has
been sbme foreign experience, using techniques cur-
rently not environnient lly acceptable in this coun-
try). A few hydrotherm development efforts in the
U.S. are in the technology verification or pre-pilot
stage, but the teChnolo0 for tapping the larger geo-
pressured resources along the Gulf Coast is .in the
stage of engineering feasihility studies. Commerciali-
zation of geopressur a xasources will probably follow
that of hydrotherm :,hus, the liquid-dominated
hydrothermal resourdet repksent the principal near-
term opportunity for exploitation. It awaits the de-
velopment of improved versions of existing reservoir
assessment, extraction, and utilization technologies,

. and the solution or abatement of a number of en-
.vironmental and institutional problems, as discussed
below.

Implementation Barriers

°

Bçcause the costs of extracting energy and of
controlling environmental . impacts vary greatly
among the different types of hydrothermal reservoirs,
mature technology will be directed initially at the-
development of the most favorable, known hydro-
thermal reservoirs. For some sites; based on an
extension of foreign technology, the cost of elec-
tric power generated by geothermal resources has
been estimated at well below the Cost of power
produced in conventilatal Coal or nuclear .plants.
However, uncertainties about the actual power pro-
duction costs and reservoir lifetime associated with
an untrieci geothermal site, as well as the tiasic
uncertainties of a new technology, have discouraged
met-utilities &Om proceeding with geothermal en-
ergy development. And the few utilities that have
taken an interest have'had,little.succest in attracting
support from public utility commissions, lenders, or_2,.
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The reasons impeding the commercial develop-
ment are prfncipally threefold:
1. Lack of relhaik, detailed, resource information,

e.g., on the changes in the characteristics of a
*. reservoir resulting from energy extraction
2. Lack of proven domestic technology for use

with all but one type of ,recciverable resource,
the vapoi-dominated hydrothermal ,

3. Legal and' re sgulatory complexities involving lea-
ing, resouke.ownership,, water. ,rights; takes, and
the, , . - .

IA addition, insufficient knowledge of poSsible
environmental impacts ahd the lack of proVen
tiol teChniques for all but the vappr-dominatcd,
hydrOthermal resources iithibit riPid commercrid
development. The environmental isSues fall into
three areas. .

FirA geothermal deVelopment may prod
seismic distnrbances and subsidence. Remova
i jection of massive, quantitieS of water may result
n seismic activity, with effects varying from site to

site. Withdrawal of water may also cause subsidence
as reservoir pressure is decreased, unless appropriate. s

control.measures. are taken, such as brine reinjection.
Data required to predict subsidence rates and

seismic' activity are currently UrraVailable. Potential
ieismic activity at each site must be assessed and the,
potential effects of withdrawal or injection of large
quantities a water analyzed and monitorl. Ground .
levels must be monitored and base linerestablished
with prediCtive modeling prior to develOpMent. Re-.
injection technologies must be exhlored as important
environmental control measures. ,

Secondly, ,quantities of air pollutanti released
'from hydrothermal activities. are not known. Hydro-
gen sulfide, emitted in large quantities is a significant

'pollutant because of its toxicity and disagreeable
odor. Methods of dewing large .gas volumes With
low }LS concentratiorr must be developed.

Third, 'where a fresh water aquifer occurs above
a geothermal reservoir the fresh water Could be con-
taminated by tapping' the geothermal strata. Saline
waste waters cannot be dikharged into . sUrface
waters without treatment. Subsurface reinjection of
brine-liquid effluents may represent a significant
control measure not only for brine disposal but also
for .subsidchee; although it may be accomplinied. by

-other environmental problems such is sOnic dis-
turbances (see above).

When such ,reinjec$ion .is not feasible Or desir-
ables surface treatment and disposal Mit ,be con-
sidered. Because it_ may also introdude, trace, con-.
tatninants, removal of toxicants must. be effeeted 'and

: enviconmental impacts of effluents',On fauna and
,ficipr must 'be detethlined. Unless adequate .controls

investors. =ate devised and illemented, the associated water
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pollution problemsemay inhibit4development of geo- take .the 'development of the other forina- of. .

thermal energy. geothermal resources, such as the, still, larger geo-
.

ERDA-8614 estimated that; without Federal 'pressured and hot dry rock types. (The "Inomen-
.

involvement only about 1,500 MW of geotherihal- um approach is based on the current judgment
power would be on lineby ,1985. Most of this would
result from the* planned expansion of ,vapor-domi-
nated geyser fiVs with linqted additions of
liquicklominated hydrothermal rpources in south-
em California and scattered small-scale, nOnelectric
applitatiOnS in the western U.S.

that breakthroughs in an already generally under- ,
stood technology are not probable; rather, as
additiOnal experience is ac4uired, sustained and sys-

Itematic performance and cost improvements irt ex7
' traction and utililation wilLaccrue.) However, to taP
these resourées,, the necessary technology; which is

' improvin and ii Elosely, related to that already in
'..;.*rategic Approach , Q , , :: operatijwith,vapor-dominated resources, must he

,

.fr ' .

" Although the7neeessati detailed analyses or the ,,, 'brought to fruition. Parallel tq,efforts to accelerate
variOus typei'Of gedtherma fesoiiices have not been '' market penetration, Government ltD8Awould assist
completed, it appeigsithat the developthent of geo-; in bringing the' technology for the advanced geo-
thermal energy maY have an attractive positive pregaured and hot dry *rock sources to comparable
rate of return. However, 'as perc'eived by private iii-' maturity. .,

vestors, who make conservative estimates of tech- Thiid, the 'Federal Government can act aa a
nical and other risks, this rate of return seems mar- catalyst, or "broker" in fornillga consortia of insti-
gine'. Government-sponsored studies of the more, tutions needed to commercial geothermal resources--
economically attractive hydrothermal resources iuk s, i.e., electric utilities, resource development coin-
gest.thal these could, where available, provide elecr panics', specialiied equipmint manufacturers, and
tricity at coMpetitive prices. Equally important, .. local government. I. . .

capital coSts of installed hydrothermal capacity a . Although 'electric utilities 'are not suited to
expected to be competitive. As in any unproven cting the exploration drilling, and production

. technological area, significant uncertainties exist in
the economic analyses dnd sufficient analysis has not

, been done to derive predictions.of expected rates of-
return that will, be accepted by _utility decision-
"makeis'and private investors..

Nonetheless, it is ERDA's current judgment that
the geothermal, resource will prove to±Oefa corn er-
cially attractive source of energy. However, the
vete sector has not utilized the geothermal resou
beyond the limited dry-steam type because of existing
barriers. Both' Utilities and resource companies will

operations becaust Of regulatory constraints, they
are necessary consortia participants because they
form the largest single market that can be immedi-
ately identified. Other possible userindustries, such
as 'those requiring process heat or, those that Odd
use geothermal heat for space heating and coolIng,-1
are more diffused and less readily identifiable,,hin

. form an important future m4et for gcothertnak:
energy and should be included.

The oil and gas industry is the moSt prominent
candidate among the resource developers because it

: have' to cooperate in indiilictual projects. .` haS basic cOmmitment to energy supply, expertise in
To address this impasse a limited and targpted the technologies ef resourde discovery and extrae-

governMental program could help cliedglineindus- tion, the equipmeht (or ready access to the equip-
try overAhe initial barriers-aial permit the Nation;14. ment) necessary for 4lisPovery and extraction, and,
as a oote,"to realize geotherniar s full potential. :The:, access to the capital required tb support the effort .
strategit, approach governinP cOmmerpialization .::ijitier possible resoUrce developers, whose- probleins
efforts WOuld encompass four pleiPal elements. ° ;,aiSO will be considerea, include the minerals industry

First, the Government would assist -the private and the speCialized exploration industry' beginning ;44
sector in identifying and verifying the extent an& to forM arqu.nd'geothermal energy. .*

lifetime of usable geothermat.rAour0§. This aisist- Unlike most other energy resources, geothe
ance, consisting of.,the -U.S. Geologial,Survey's re- energy is nontranspiortable.rftis aspect littera tll
gional and national assessment of 'tgeothermal , traditional perspective of trit Virket. The develope
resourcei, the development and, testing of improved no longer has /4 large eilainfty*-11ike el et
exploration techniques, and an accelerated leasing his, resource;- "iather, he mistsio Oil' it AO
program to improVe the availability of Federal land,- cific users able to 'exploiLQt pPecific.;d1farap
would lessen the uncertainties and risks now con- ',of the resources aria '4lVig *top Jocatet aCt it& ,"°*.l.

specific ° site :of the resource. The uset ho longer s.

,fias a lasge 'Market f.rOm which to' draw his energy; .
rather, he must, aCcept tlie specific resource:0nd its
finite limititiOds' and deal With a:sin e deVeloper .

dustry to gain the momentum necessary to under- ;He 'also nuistjaccept the speciffc'siite, Thereby losg
, .

fronting:investors.
Second, GovernMent would :assist industry in

utiliting the sizable hydr3thermal resources. Greater
'utilization of hydrothermal resources will enable in-

-co
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all flexibility in location; availability of services such
as transportation, transmission line location, and the
public services; and. proximity to markets. (This
situation is comparable to that for, hydroelectric
pOwer.) The community, in permitting the develop-
ment of the resource, must accept the impacts not
only of the extraction of the resource, which can be
relatively easily foreseen, but, also of its use, which
are not so easily foreseen and can be major. Thus,
three partiesthe dreloper, the user', and the com-
munitymust have individual perceptions of prat-
ability before degelopment can proceed.

The Federal Government would play this bro-
ler role in two vlays. ,A planning and program up-
dating effort would acquire information and develop
potential geothermal utilization growth scenarios for
high-payoff regions. The regional cost/benefit and
socioeconomic analyses performed as input to this
planning Would ipul action in the specific cases and
help..determine Whether Federal assistance would be
beneficial. In addition, and growing out of the plan-,
ning, Federal assistance may be provided for high--
leverage cases in one or inore of four formi: (a)
direct contracts with indutry; (b) cost-sharing bf-
RD&D or demonstraiion projects with indUstry; (c)
loan guarantees to obtain necessary capital; and
(d) accelerated leasing of public lands.

The fourth, element of the Government's stra-
tegic approach is "seeding." Specifically, the Gov-
ernntent may provide the ,above forms of assistance
to develop the prototype plant (i.e., the first of
many) in resource-rich fields. Given the nature of
geothermal technology that makes nuMerous mod-
erate-sized plants (e.g., 50 MWe) more appropriate
than a few Parge plants, the experience gained from,
developing a prototype may be transferred quickly
and 'economically to construction of the remaining
plants in the field. In this way, limited. Government
assistance could help inchistry acquire first-hand ex-
perience and facilitate the development of theindus-
trial4ianking-user infrastructure.

Action Program

The action program necessary to effect this.
strategic approach will consist of five steps:

DOI will evaluate Federal lands for geothermal
0 leasing, isSue leases, and administer and supervise

leases. The role of the Bureau of Land Manage-
'ment is to encourage the utilization of geothermal
reservoirs by designing and implementing an eco-
n cally at
E
tec
ity

' Regi nal analysis will be undertaken to determine
the mat between geothermal resources and
needs within

active leas1d program.
will arry, out programs to establish the

ec rjomic, and environmental aCceptabil-
.

geolfitrmal technologies.

gion.

The geothermal loan guaranty program is being
developed to facilitate the availability of risk
capital to the geothermal industry; alternative
economic incentives will be analyzed and recom-
mended when in.the national interest.
Studies to determine the environMental and socio-
economic implications' of the .applidation of geo-
thermal technologies mill be carried out, and
appropriate control technologies, standards, regu-
latory policies' and planning methodologies will
be developed.

Solar Heating and ling in Buildings'
,

°-Solar energy is a very large, nondepletable,
domestically available reSources for the United
States and is now virtury untapped. Among the
numerous possible techno ogies for applying solar en-
ergy for U.S. energy reqUirements, direct,heating apd
cooling of buildings 'offers the best opportunity for
eady large-scale application and commercialization. A
substantial market potential is present because about
one-fourth of the total national need is for building
operational requirement( and 80 percent of that
usage is for space temperature control and heating
water. Since most of these requirements are now
dependent on the use of depletable fossil fuels, either
directly or through generation of electricity, wide-
spread use of solar energy to heat and cool buildings
can substantially reduce such dependence. Specific-
ally, the installation of 'solar heating and cooling
systems in ahout 1 percent of the present buildings
in the United States would save the equivaledt of
about 80,006 barrels of oil per day. If 1,0 percent
of the then-existing buildings were solar equ,ipped
by the year 2000, oil-equivalent savings of about
1 million barrels of oil per dayor about 2 quads
may be realized.

The likasic technol9p.for using solar 'energy-at
low temperatures is reasonably well- understood.
Significant numbers of different types of system; for
space heating and water heating are being rapidly
developed, tested, and installed. For example, more
than 300 solar-heated buildings are, completed or
under construction in the U.S. The total production
of solar collectors in 1975 was in excess of 700,000
square feet. .The cost of the installed systems in
1975 is estimated at abdut $10 million.

Results of economic analysis indicate that, for
fuel costs in the $10-per-million-litu 'range (equiva-
lent to about 3 cents per KWhwhich is near the
average electricity coit fn the U.S.), solar heating
system ,costs must be below about $15, per square
foot of instilled collector.

Although little long-term performance data
exist and only 'general interim standards have been
implemented, recent studies indicate that some sys-
tems are beginning to be marketed at costs well under
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$15 per square foot pf installed collector areekbased
upon _prices bei%quoted by at least one manufac-
turer). However, other recently Completed buildings
show system costs ranging fiom $10 to $20 or more
per square foot of installed collector And costs of
some experimentli, high perforrnarfee heating And
cooling systems appear to be on the order of $20 to
$51per square foot of installed collector area. Sig-
nificant ;questions, of coursf); remain concerning the
reliability, operating effectiveness and maintenance
of these systems over their plojected lifetimes.

Presen0Systems, then, Ere commerciallgy corn-
petittve in only a limited range of applicattotts and
geogaphic regions. If the use of such systems is to
grolK it will tle' necessary for the private sector and,
in some instances, the Federal govern nt:to con-
tinue new-technology research, but als ,fierefine the

cpresent technology and to demonstrate -its practi-
'cality.

While solar heating and coolig is conidered
an environmentally beneficial teclmology, a Sys-
tematie asseisment has not-yet been completed of
direct and indirect environMental issues of the solar
product' life cycle. The production ot economic?,
componentv..for solar heating and cooling systems
may be preceded by the development of nes,/ ma-
terials and equipment. Emissions and materis use
related to fossil fuel consumption must be Manced
against increased ,(and new) environmental iMpacts
and materials requireinents from the solar inFlustry.

7,f1

Implementation Barriers ,

The pAncipal barrier o successful commertiali-
zation of 'solar systems is their ,lack of economic
competitiveness with available, coiiyentional systems
and fuels. Except in special cases, present solar heat-
ing,And cooling systems must be used in conjunction
with normal-sized conviptional systems lo daure
that continuous -hot water and space conditioning
are provided dujing extended per.iods of reduced
sunshine. Thus, over the near term, solar .systems
will generally require substantially larger invest-
ments. than conventional systems, The extent of
such additional investment and the speed and method
of payback (by operational fuel savings and in poten-
tial property value -enhancement) are crucial to suc-
cessful market development. Competitive hse asolar
systeins is contingent urvn many factors, including the
unit costigor purchaseind installation of available
solar equipment, the climate and average available
sun flue the initial and operational cost of conven-'

al heating and*oling systems, the cost' of the
, adStional conventiobal energy, 'and the availability

Of capital funds.,
jf solar heating and cooling technology should

.becollte economically advantageous '(through either
cost-effective improvements in solar technology or

-4 40 41
.

cost increases in alternative energies), it will be con-
strained by other barriers including two that are in-
herent in any technology innovation i yi*e construcl
tion industry. First,, home or building guyers show a
niarked preference for lower initial ebsts. Therefore,
'because solar heating and cooling systeins typically s

iequire higher initial eVenditures, the average.h6me-
owner must* convineed the syainin provides mita,
ciently rapid'<weratIonal.rekurnOtir enhancement of
property values to justify di additional investment.
Seeohd, ,there generally is a strong reluctance by
speculative builders, developers; lending institutions,
.and other major components of the construction in-
dustry to accept the risk of introducing 'a nefry tech-
nology to an already high risk industry. TholprOblem
is intensified by the curient 'absence of consensus
standards on.,construction and performance, modifi-
cations in current construction practiceS, and lack of,
information on systems reliability and maintenance
requirements.

Other institutional,' social and legal barriers
that must be overeome include "the definition of
appropriate land use regulatians; air and sun rights,
and 'building codes, 0we1l as acceptance Fof the
unfamiliar solar technology by mortgage lenders

'apd insurance group'S.

'1
Strategic Approach

.:..
The 'overall goal' of the Federal programr:ter

sola0eating and cooling is to stimulate the advance-
ment-of an industry to produce, distribute and serV-
Oe solar hardware for hot Water heAting and space
.heating and cooling for residentialnmd 'commetaid
buildings. The Government will Conduct its pro-

. earns to encourage thetprticipation- of industry
organizations, consumer groups, and state and local
go ernmenur The program is ,structureci to demon-
stfite the practical use of solar heating technology
by the end of 1977, and to demonstrate the practi- 4
cal use of combined heating and cooling technology
by the end of 1979. This will be accomplishid by 4
series of cyclical eemonstration projects applicable
to new and existing buildings, and by research and
development to advance solar 'technology. The first,
two cycles of ,demonstration, projects will concen-

." trate on space heating and hot water supply for
both residential and- nonresidential buildings, abd
sutisequent cycles will emphasize combined space
heating and cooling 'apd hot v4iter supply. Th
RD&D prosram i§ designed to yield components-
having lower cost, treater durability and improved
performance, as. well as a significant advance in the
ability to predict the performance of solar systems.
Improved systenis sh ab e to reduce, and
perhaps ejiminate th need for conventional-backup ,
systems. If program objectives are met, the market

70.- 4,
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could. be increased to 10 percent of the new build-
ing starts in 1985: A 1
4.

;.(11. Action Program

itgche major elements of the Federal program in-
clude:

.

Residential Demonstrations .,

COmmercial Demonkrations
_

Development in Support of the Demonstrations
Research and Advanced Systems Development
Collection and Dissemination of Information
Additional Policy Measures Required to Achieve

,.... Rapid andVides read Utilization.
4- e program elements is the,z Chief among

demonstration or working systems to be carried-t,out
in close conjunction with private industry. Solar
heating and cooling systems are planned to be in-
stalled and gperated in several cycles through 1979
in a number of commercial buildings' and residential
family units to test specific systems in specific build-
ing types and under various climatic conditions in
the U.S. Both new co5struction and retrofit systems
are Planned to be demonstrated, including many

"types of passive systems.
A heavy emphasis will be placed upon the in-

volvement of small business in the demonstration of
solar heating and cooling and in research and devel-
opment to produce improved 'iystems. Involvement of'
smWbusiness is wIl above 5'0 percent in most areas
ordie yederal program. The unique capabilities of
small business organizations are recognized in their
high innovation rate, lower organizational inertia,

and flexibility in meeting local and regional needs.
This multicycle demonstration program, in

wbicif.HUD will manage the residential applications
Wtiile ERDA manages the demonstrations on com-
mercial byildings and provide the necessary experi-"

'ence wi&viable applications. This, in turn, will pro-
*de information necessary to improve solar heating
and cooling systems for use under a variety of con-
ditions. Tlie later phases will demonstrate cooling as
Tell as lieating systems. Efforts are intended to
Produce a substantial reduction in the installed Heat-
ing cost. The demonstration program will also pro-
vide infdrmation% on system- reability and mainten- .

ance, arid help to establish needed construction and
operating standards. An additional requitlitient for
early commercialization is the freed for consensus

'standards. EIZDA is working ,y/ith professional and
trade organizationsr suCh as A§HRAE4_and ANSI"
to develop 'such standards. _The demonstrations will,.
also provide. substantive experience for identifying
and resolVing legal and regulator-Yr problems, and%

ASHRAE-4merican Society of Heating, Refrigeration -
and Air Conditioning Eggineers. ,

ANSIAmerican National Standards Institute..

'lk

will exhibit the ,nature of applied solar technology
to potential users and lenders. Also, they will provide
an opportunity to identify and resolve operational
and jurisdictional problems .within the construction'
industry.

A comprehensfm,socioenvironmental assess-
ment for the national solar energy program, including
heating and cooling, is 'under peparation and is due
in September 1976. This study will help verify behe-
fits and identify any possible deleterious impacts of
solar space heating.

In parallel with the commercial and residential
demonstration programs, a Federal Buildings Pro-
gram is being developed by FEA and ERDA. The
basic aim is to encourage all Federal agencies to use
solar heating (and potentially solar cooling) in their
buildings if a life-cycle cost analysis. indicates eco-
nomic viability. ERDA is working with FEA to im-
plement the project, wherein EITA can provide
additional eiperience by solar heating and cooling
demonsttations on Federal buildings and increase the
early market for solar equipment. This, in turn,
should accelerate industrial interest in
solar equipment and stimulate solar appli ns in
the commercial and consumeri sectors of the
economy.

Breeder Reactor
The capability.Of the Nation to draw on nuclear

energy to mee(the electric and other enere require-
merits of this Country beyond this century will de-
pend on having available a proven, environmentally
safe,commercial breeder system by the 1990's that
can effectively use total uranium resourcesi.e.
U-238 as 'well as U-235,,

The Liquid "Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
,(LMFBIt) concept, a technology that has been
demonstrated to be technically feasible 'is the chief
candidate for meeting this need. Eight breeder reac-
tors are in operation around the world. However,
the LMFBR is not now a c?mmercially viable option
that utilities can purchase to gitisfy their electrical
energy generation requirements. Specifically, several'
technological areas must be investigated and the total

. systerii concept must be demonstrated to be eco-
nomically competitive and socially acceptable to the
Nation.

Market Barriers'.
The specific technical', eConomic, and psycholog-

ical barriers to Currently marketing a breeder reactor
are:

An insuflkent gigineering base, which prohibits
-ihe nuclear mandfacturing industry from designijfg
and ctinstructirfg safe, "reliable LMFAR power
plants find fuel cycle facilities in commercial sizes
at competitive costs4,
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The lack of advanced fuel and core materials and
the technical basis for producing reliable and ecd-
nomic fuel, systenis, which prohibits LMFBR
power plants from generating new fissionable ma-
terial at a rate commensu9te with the national
growth in electric power derOnd.
Lack of utility operating experienee to demon-
strate that LMFBR sYstems will perform safely,
economically, and reliably in a power generation
network. . . '
Lack of- public acceptance in LMFBR power
plants and fuel cycle facilities for safety, economic,
and environmentalreasons.
UnVnown capital costs which make the breeder
system economically noncompetitive with other
commercial power generation systems.

,

,The development of a resmnsive overall pro-
Firn was addressed fin the Final Mironmental State-
mentLiquid Metal Fast-Breeder Reactor Program.*
In his review of this document, the Administrator
of ERDA stated:

"The- FES shows that the major areas ..of uncer-
tainty lie in plant operation, fuel cycle perform-
ance, reactor safety, safeguards, health effect,s,
'waste management, and uranium resource avaic
bility.-,I find that the availability of sufficient infor-
mation. to resolve these areas of uncertainty is
crucial before ERDArender a meaningful de-
cision on the commercillfiation of that technology,
i.e., the environmental acceptability, technical
feasibility and economic competitiveness of
LMFBR technology for widespread commercial de-1,41,
ployment. ERDA has programs in plabe in each of
these areas. The,LMFBR Program has focused on
plant operation through the development of experi-
ence in LMFBR dem'onstration plants, on fuel
reilef,performance through its base programs of

cycle development, and on reactor safety
. which is an ihtegral part a both the plant demon-

stration program and.the base program. The other
areas of uncertaiptysafeguards, health effects,
waste management and uranium resource avail-
abilityare not unique to the LMFBR, and are
being addressed generically by other programs.".

To achieve this, eight specific areas of investiga-
tion are now underway:

I. Components. Developing engineering compo-
nent options with demonstrate'd capability for
meeting the safety, reliability and performance
requirements Offlarge LMFBRs operating on
utility systems, with demonstrated capability of
being reproducible, economical, and manufac-

, tured within cost and schedule.
2. Materials. Developing structural Materials and

''design methods permitting economictsign and

ERDA-1535 of December 1975.
P

operation of components at acceptable levels
of plant availability and at up to 40-year life-
time for inaccessible components.

3. Physics. DeAlopinedesign data and confirm
computational, methods with an accuracy suffi-
cient to enible specification of core loading,
shielding requirements and control requirement

( for large LMFBRs factors of conservatism con-
sistent with low design cost, low plant costs,
improved plant Performance and competitive
power costs.

4.- Chemistry. Des;eloping instrumentation and
methods for monitoring and controlling corro-
.sion processes and system impurities to levels
that preclude'degradation of component and
system performance oyer the pkantt fife, and
develop processeWi :removing sodium and
radiofactIve' contathifiation from components
being repaired without affecting service life.

5. Safety. Developing and confirming analytical
methods that will permit design flexibility rela-
tive to current practice, allow greater design
confidence, improve efficiency and reduce costs
and schedules, and to demonstrate the inherent
safety of LMFBRs prior to a large-scale utility
commitment to LMFBRs in the 1990's:

6. Plant Experience-FFIF, CRBRP and PLBR.
Designing, constructing, licensing, operating,
and maintaining LMFBR power plants on an
electric utility power generation network,
thereby demonstrating the economio, safety and
environmental advantages of the LMFBR con-
cept and establishing the industry capability to
offer a salable plant in a competitive market.

7. Fuels. Developing fuels system oPtions with
performance characteristics that will ensure the
commercial viability of early LMFBR kower
plants and. that will enable -achievemerituof
doubling times of 10 to 15 years as determined
by energy growth after 1990.

8. Fuel Recycle. Developing and demonstrating
fuel reprocessing systems that accommodate all
fuel system options and allow for ,the rapid fuel
recovery and turnaround times necessary to
ensure doubling times of 10 to 15 years.

However, to ensure the plants are accident-proof
add environmentally acceptable, expensive design
add-ons 'May be mecessary. Therefore, several impor-
tant.issues ar.e under investigation whrch, when satis-
Iaciorily 'resolved, will permit freedom to produce
more econeimical plant designs.

`In-his findings on the Final Environmental State- ,
Ant,ithe Administrator stated further:

"On the basis of the rrukterial set forth in the FES,
I find that if the referena plan and'i& supporting
progilmmatic efforts are vigorously pursued,' Ind-
fioient infoithation would be available as early as

72
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1986 to resolve the major uncertainties
widespread LMFBR technology deploy
therefore to permit an ERDA decision
mercialization of that technology."

Action Program,
As positive results are obtained, from these in-

vestigations, a series of reactor plants will be de-
signed, built, and operated to confirm ,the results and
provide experience on a tota reactor plant system.
The Experimental Breedet Reactor-II has been op-,
erating since 1963 and the Fast Flux Test Facility is
under construction, with operation due to begin in
1979.

In design is the Clinch,River Breeder Reactor
Plant, (with a Start-up date nf 1983), a cooperative
venture with industry and the utilities. Target plant
designs tfiat will serve as a bagis for further coopera-
tive projects are being developed. This will lead to a
Prototype Large Breeder Reactor that will provide
emerience with a commercial-size LMFBR.

4-41° These programs and supporting efforts are
aimed at permitting a decision by 1986, as.to whether
commercial deployment of the technology is accept-
able.

Fusion

Drawing on plentiful deuterium and tritium
found in the oceans as fuels resources, fusion tech-
nology, if practically developed, could provide essen-
tially limitless amounts of energy. Accordingly, the

- technology was designated as one of the three high-
priority longer term energy supply technologies.

With this technology. energy is produced when
nuclei of light atoMs are joined or fused into larger
nuclei, with an attendant release of energy. For such
to occur, light elemental nuclei in the form a a
plasma Must be confined at high densities and tem.-
peiatures for adequate perlopds of time.

. The development andVmonstration Of this is
being pursued along tWo diirerent lines.. The first is
an.investigation of several magnetic confinement sys-
tems; the second is research into inertial confinement
by means oLenergy lasers or electron beams.

Magnetic Cdn mement Fusion
. a

*The primary emphasis in the magnetic confine- ,
meat program at this time is th deyelopment of a
sufficient understanding of pla behavior andmag-
rietic donfinement- syslems 4*. a ain simultaneously .

the required plaSma densities, temperatures, and con7
finement times. Engineering aCtiyities parallel tO and
coordinated withrthe scientific studies of plasma pro-

. duction, Containment, and heating proyide theiteah,. ,

nological base for near-term .experi tation 'an
tltimately, for development of fusion e,r read,"

The Magnetic Confinement.triMm is orga-
nized into fout subprograms that emphasize the dif-
ferent aspects of the program's, major goals. The
Confinement Systems Subprdgram conducts the major
experiments to achieve the necessary conditions for
practical fusion power. The Development and Tech-
nology Subprograni provides the engineering support
and techhology base for the major magnetic confine-
ment experiments, and conducts fusion test facility
and engineering experiments and studies related to
reactor design. All theoretical and computational ac-
tivities in support 'of the Magnetic Confinement pro-
gram as well as small-scale experimental Audies are
carried out in Vie Applied Plasma Physics Subpro-
graM. The Reactor Projects Subprogram is respon-
4ible far the construction phase of the tokomac
Fusion Test Reactor and other large projects.

The most promising magnetic confinement con-
cept at this time is the Tokarriak. The Tokamak
Fusion Test Reactor, on which construction began in
FY 1976, is expected to be the first experiment to
produce sizable quantities of fusion energy. In addi-
tion, backup approaches to the Tokamak are being
pursued. The principal alternatives are the theta pinch
and magnetic mirror concepts, which involve alterna-
tive magnetic configurations.

The magnetic confinement approach has recently
achieved ignition-level temperatures and a .ten fold
increase in plasma confinement conditions in a .mag-
netic mirror. device. A similar advance has been
achieved in a Tokamak device with confinement con:
ditions five times better than any previously reported
and only a factor of ten below the value needed for
fusion break even. During FY 1977, the program
will use the knowledge gained by these accomplish-
ments' to accelerate attainment of net fusion power
and improve the performance requirements of the
next generation of machines.

The major, Vanned milestones of this program
are: (I) the production 'and understanding of igni-
tion-level hydrogen plasmas in 1978-1980; (2) the
production of substantial quantities of thermal energy
in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor by 1982; (3)
the production of substantial quantities of electrical
energy in Experimental Power Reactors in the late
1980's; and (4) the operation of a commercial-scale
Demonstration Power Reactor by the late 1990's.

Inertial Confinement Fusion

The Inertial Confinement Program seeks to de-
termine the scientific featibilltly pf laser- and electron-.
beam-initiated thermonuclear burn, usingprinciphipof
inertial confinement mid applyihg it to such areas as
nuclear weapons effects slmulation, nuclear weapons
physics modeling, military power systems,'and com-
mercial power production.
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Program strategy involves the maintenance of a
research, development, and applicatipn core research
program within the ERDA laboratllIkes. At the same
time, full use will be made of unique university and
industrial capabilities in support of the core program.
Broadly based efforts in universities and industry
will complement and extend the national laser fusion
program base.

Studies of laser-matter interaction phenomena
and advances in laser technology permitted the
achievement of the first major program milestone of
pellet cornpression_in FY 1974. As more powerful
laser systems become available, the next major Mile-
stone 6f significant fusion yield is expected to be
achieved in FY 1978-1979;*followed by scientific
break even in FY -1981-1982 and net energy gain by
the mid-1980's. Based on the success in achieving
these milestones, an operational test system could be
operational by the late 1980's and a demonstration
commercial power plant, by the mid-1990's.

'

Solar Electric

As indicated earlier, solar energy is a very large,
nondepletable, domestically available resource. If a
small percent of the incident energy could be eco-
nomically harnessed, a significant fraction of pro-
jected U.S. energy needs could begin to be met by
the year 2000.

To tap this energy, four technologies appear
most promising:

Solar thermal electric generation involves the
concentration Of solar energy to create the high
temperatures needed to heat water or other fluids
to' power turbines which, in turn, drive electrical
generators. Total energy systems, based on solar
thermal electric system concepts, can also sup-
ply industrial"process heat or space heating and
cooling needs.

Solar photovoltaie conversion invOlves the direct
conversion of sunlight to electricity through use
of arrays of photovoltaic cells.

Wind energy conversion sysiems commenly con-
vert wind to meciianical epergy, which may pe;*
used directly ,to drive energy -Storage devices
(e.g., pumped hydrostorige, flywheels, or com-
pressed gases) or electric generators.'

Ocean thennal energy conversion uses the lenit
pegature differential occurring between the solar-

!. heated oceanb suitace and /the aeeper, colder
water as a heat souree to driN'T a working fluid
in a thermodynamic cycle ',AM powers turbines
to produae electricity. Other renewable ocean
resource options such as tides, waves, salinity
gradients, and currents are also being explored.

Market Barriers

Although solar energy can be tapped with these
technologies, by and large, it cannot tow be tapped
economically. For example, for photovoltaic elec-
tricity to be .competitive with alarnative sources
(e.g., coal), the cost per watt of solar collector arrays
must be reduced by a factor of 50 to 100. Similarly,
wind energy can now only be used for some limited
applications (e.g., inremote areas or in a fuel saver
mode), but the regional and intermittent nature of the
source and the absence of economic methods of en-,
ergy storage rnake it uneconomical for meeting gen-
eral energy needs.

Strategic Approach

Give these market barriers, the general thrust
of the 1112 program is to develop the technology,
and systeliii and gain the experience that will result
in substantial reductions in the cost of using solar
energy. However, since the specific problems with
each of the four technologies are distinct, their re-
spective Rb&D program strategies are different.

In wind energy conversion, tli$ program strategy
is to stimulate industrial efforts to design more effi-
cient rotor systems and to lower capital costs through
prefabrication and more efficient production tech-
niques, and through demonstrations of reliatile, ecd-
nomically viable wind energy systems,

The program strategy for solar photovoltaic con-
version is to lower the cost per watt of collector
arrays by a factor of 50 to 100 from present levels
by: (1) producing low-a/ost photovoltaic materials
through large-area crystal growth, high-volUme sheet
production, modified array 'encapsulation, and im-
proved cell and array designs; and (2) encouraging
industry to, achieve volume production so that they
may gain manufacturing experience and develop eco-
nomies of scale.

In solar thermal electric, the program strategy
is to focus on small-scale models, large-scale experi-
ments, and pilot plants to improve. performance-to-
cost ratios, reduce technical4and economiceisks, and
verify operating characteristics. The critical areas of
cost will be identified as a basis for subsequent pro-
grams that will concentrate on those alternatives with
die greatest promise of lower cqsts.

Ociv4hermal gradient conversion, tiv.ble theo-
,
....Nippily economical, has not yet been demonstrated

as ,a practical energy source. Using curreht technol-
ogies to scale to large' sizes requites major coinpon-
.ent development. For' "Raillple, the lmProved, heat
exchanger technology needed to use the .smali 'tem,
perature differentials and ttr overcome th& poten-
tial problems assOciated with biofouling has not yet
been developed and is critical to the overall potential

7 4
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of the technology. Once such technologies have been
demonstrated, it will be possible to develop large-
scale components, subsystems, and full-scale ocean
thermal systrns.

Action Program
An action program has been -designed for each .

technology area to carry out the approaches de- ,

scribed above.

Solar thermal conversion. Completion -mega-
watt solar thermal testfadlityiñJY 1978 will
permit testing and evaluation o the major sub-
systent concepts 'under develo hunt jot. Central
receiver approach to solar thehia.1 etectrical cott
Version. In addition, theCon ptnal design of C.
10-megawatt electric solar thermal pilot .plant is so
scheduled for Completion- in. FY 1977, with,con-'
struction of the pilot plant scheduled for iditiafion
in PY1978. Finally, initial operation of the total
energy test lad is scheduled for'comPletion in FY, ,

1077.

P Solar photovoltaic_ conversion. Attractiye
iions that will adyance the widespread use of lotar
photovoltaic conversion systems will be identi-
fied by'. 'the end 'of FY 1977: .1n addition, a*
major series.,of experiments .op multikilowati pho-

' voltaic. energy conVersion syStems will be int-t4,.

',""-'- .alable brferational experience and will stimu
. 'ated in kify 1976; theSeCiperinients will prm

it
the developnieht- of the indUstrialjtase...!Thir
RP&D On materials and 'fabrication techni
will be carried.out*ith a goal-of achieVin

- of lestAhan $2,000 pFr peaic ItilOwattfdi
i .

1

trated photovoltaic systems by,FY 1979 and for
planar solar cell arrays by 1982.

Wind enemy conversion.44 anticipated that, in
cooperation with utilitiesrthe design, fabricaticin,
and installation (at two climatically different sites)
of two multi-hundred kilowatt wind energy systems
will be completed in FY 1977, with the coopera-
tion of Ufilities.,In addition, completion okthe de-
sign and fabrication of a megawatt-scate4ind en-
er Syitemis, scheduled for FY 1977. This system
wi e nf Ifost-onlimum design for high-wind-
Cooley FY 1977 the initiation of
field*testing et several innovative and advanced
wind entgy conversion Concepts, and 0/ &number
of wihd"tnergy conversion systeins Suitable for
small-scale applicatiOns will be unctertaken.

*enn . thanks' enerp_ tionv'erSkri. During :FY
1977; sttidies of programmigit planning aIterna
iives and cost-benefit-risk. dildeoffs . be corn-

apleted and R&D on' heat eachangerteaborogy and -, .

biolouling will be conducted. Criteria will be de-
veloped 'Tor a possible future -test".facility: In
parallel with the test Prograin, áriti1cornponents
andiUbsyktems will be developed and pretcreened
so tt the most promising candeates can be de-' -

velopecktor figure large-scale testing.

,* * . *, ,

launik these multiple tgehnology. IrijtiatWi
'in "fflischapter, a nuinber.:of -inipOrtant..

latioaship, have to. be inh*itee'd afivor 4evel-
These elloris are laid. 'out in the

N )
7 14
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Chapter 11/ Im
Interrelation

RD&
-

Introduction of new energy technol
,developmeht of new energy 'rekources w
affect the lives of all Americans and will
the concerted action of all Private:and pub
tions. Cooperative 'efforts are required arnb
Congress, Federal GovOiment agencies, st
local governments, region& organizationsAel
:gional governors' crferences), lheetigvate
(e.g. dustry, universities, and Other, nonpro4A-

4.4
ens), and de public..In addition, because,.

.4. corn/non energy', interests and problems, .beoinue
thmieed to copperaW orithe resolution of th

and because of the impact that
teMnology syill have throughout .the
nations will need to' interact with the
is executed.

menting lithe Plan:
mong, Energy

iCP ts
;fltental r6tec on', and economic regulation. Fourth,

,.17he' F Government will seek to- involve state
and4 goirernments, regional energy organizations,

ublic at large in the planning efforts aeces-
idate and implement the Plan.

ate and local governments and regional orga-
ns are in'V..olved in the energy problem because
tion is regional as well as national..Specifically,
s localities and regions are affected differently
ergy, Shortages, by large energy projects, and

y environmental discharges or conditions. While in-
dividual states and regional grnups of states are
affected differently, in terms of cost and benefits, by

new energy programs, none can take precipi-
: tous action without affecting other regjons. Moreover,

to the extent thatstate and local governments perform
energy planning, they have the primary responsi-
bilities in the related areas of environmental control
and Aurnan health; resource extractiOn; plant siting;
promiilgittibn 14 construction and building codes to
acCommodate: innovative technologies; and industrial

.. regulation.
Thua,qine of the roles'of state and local govern-

! merits and regional organizations is to reflect these.
:regional and localperspectives in the development of
coordinated:energy RD&D po,licy and planning.

°she, inyolimment and understanding of the pub-
lie are necessary to achieve the objectives of the Plan.
Since the public is the ultimate consumer of energy,

its cOnceins, for the environinent, human health, and
safety Must be considered RS" carefully, as t

; and erainomic concerns. In addition, the pu as
a major role since it must reaoh literally milli() of

decision.s 'to implement a truly ,eff

r . The :role of the private sectorris punt. 4n-
, one of the: basic principles upon ch the Plan

(ormulB is that. the private se d 'market
fnrces represe4the mfigt efficient means of. achieVing
the Nattim's entigy. goals.

. Th ederalp main
and assistaneSe in verarwa

*pall :climate and develop
), needed. to .achieve national ener

rovide leadership
elp create the
'fig incentives
"First, it will

'aicourage maXimung pryate 'Sector . interaction and
volvement inenergy MUD. Seco* will initiate
ergy RD&D. :eff ts where ihe p sector is
able to athieVe riational-energrgo it will aQt1.

anage or tund, i!erogram hat the, p 'vete sector:
an pursue profitably on its own.4MOreover, the,
igher risk'plogra`ins ,mantig the Federal goy-
rnment will be broUght to e point ,of

,rapidly as possible, but will not,
proceed ufileiS the private settor becomes increas-

r ingly involved as 'the programs approach eceirinier-',
w cial feasibility. Third; the Federal Government will 7

work to ;establish a consistent developthental and-

- regulatory framework that balances the early lie,YeloP-;
ment of alternative technologies with other legitimate:,

k public needs such as bunied head, safetY, enyiron,s

-

conservation program as well as Other elemefits .of'
- national energy,RD&D policy. .

; Fittally international agreements are necessary
tos.00rdinate the energy efforts of countries conduct.- ,1

ajor efforts In RD&D. Benefits can be derived e-1

rdinated international energy RD&D plan-
'and the sharing of capabilities. ThiSRD&Dap-
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proach will complement broader efforts of interna-
tional cooperation in tenergy policy and planning.

In view of the sptglic, important roles that gov-
ernment, the privatetsector, and the public at large
must play in achie 9Ws of theNatioal Plan
for Energy RD8i. the benefits'provided by
international a ar that an important as-
pect of implenf 4Jan must be the de.velop-
ment of appropri anisms to ensure the par-
ticipation bf and interaction among these entities. To
this end, actions are being taken to:

Develop international agreements
Improve Federal agency interaction
Strengthen the Private interlace
Expand interaction with state and local govern-
ments
Establish a regional interface.

'Developing International Agreements
The United States is not alone in dealini) with,

the continuing problem of a secure and economical ;
energy supply.. Many countries in the world have the
same problem but, in most instances, are not blessed
with natural resources as abundant and diverse as
those of the United 'States. Thus, they, too, have
recognized the need for and value of effective con-
servation programs and the necessity of developing
new technologiea...

Because olhe obvious economic benefits that
would accrue, it is clearly in the -best interests of all
the nations who share the problem to cooperate in
finding its `soltition. The U.S. policy is to promote
such cooperation and interaction wherever appro-
priate.

To this end; ERDA, the Department of State,
and other FedFral agencies arc fostering international
research, development, and demonstration ijoitiatives
in many, energy areas. Several Courses of action are
being pursued, including: (1) entering into bilateral
RD8cp and nuclear supply agreehients; (2) partici- '.
pating in the International Energy .Agency (IEA); (3) ,0

providing assistance to developing -cotintries; and (4)
participating in the Safeguards Prbgram.

Entering..into Bilaterpi Agreements

More than 30:bilateral agreements are in effect
that permit tecleical data exchanges as well as ,the
supplying of nuclear reactors and" uranium enrich-

, ment ,services.

Specific energy RD&D agreements exist between
the p.s. and the U.S.§.R., and between the U.S. and
Japan. Specifically, the U.S. currenry exchanges in-
formation on breeder .reactors with Japan, and in the
fields of fdsion and breeder reactors with the U.S.S.R.

4 ' . 7

A numbe'r of agreements in the nonnuclear area are
pending with Japan. The U.S. has entered into sep-,,
arate agreements with Iceland and Italy in the geo-
thermal field, and has agreements with Poland on
wal research. Energy RD&D cooperation also forms
an important,part of numerous other generai Science
and Technology Agreements with other countries.
Finally, the U.S. has recently executed memoranda
of understanding (MOUs) with eight countries calling
for information exchange on solar heating and cool-
ing of buildings.

Participating in the International Energy Agency
As a result of mernbership in the International

Energy Agency (IEA), the U.S. is participating in a
number of energy RD&D programs. For example,
active efforts have been under way during the past
year to identify areas of interest for cooperation, to
prepare a framework of principles governing joint
support of energy RD&D projectA, and to draw up
cooperative implementation agreements. In the com-
ing year, work will proceed on producing an overall
IEA strategy by thesnd of 1976.

In addition to these policy and administrative
activities, the lEA has launched a number of specific,
important energy technology RD&D projects. Orig-
inally, nine areas were identified for multilateral co-
operation: coal technology, nuclear reactor safety,
radioactive waste management, controlled thermonu7
clear fusion, conservation R&D, solar energy, hydro-
gen, municipal and industrial waste, and waste heat
utilization. At special meetings on research and de-
velopment on November 20-21, 1975, the IEA Gov-
erning Board. recommended seven new areas: high
temperature reactorS for process heats geothermal
energy, solar po%Or systeins, wave power, wind
energy,, ocean thermal energy, and bioniass conver-
sion. The IEA also approved an energy systems
analysis effort, which will be a major activity in 1976,
to identify and evaluate energy technology options,
their lotential energy contributions to the various
member countries; and their commercial implementa-
tion time frame; and to advise the member nations
individually and collectiVely on RD&D priorities.
This systems analysis work will be undertaken by
national experts and by two international groups, one
located. at the Brookhaven National LaboKatoly in
the U.S. and the other itt the Julich LabOratory in
Germany. In the course of these Studies, data on
energy and interfuel substitution possibilities .will be
collected and-made available to allinember nations.

Similarly, .cooperative ventures ammig Smaller
groups of participating countries can be twanged un-
der the auspices of _the IEA. For example, in Novem-
ber, 1975, the U.S. signed the five agreements as part
of an Overall '1EA coal technology cooperative effort.
.0ne of these was an agreement among the United
States, the Federal RePublic of West. Germany, and
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the United Kingdom to research more efficient and gaps in energy RD&D planning andimplementation;
cleaner ways, to burn coal. A fluidized bed combus- (c) accelerate the. RD&D process and the market
tion test facility, designed to burn coal more effi- , penetration of new energy technologies and systems
ciently, will be built in Britain at a shared cost of by.minimizing procedural delays and integrating tasks
$15-20 million.

Assisting Developing Countries

performed by different agencies; (d) Optimize Federal
resources (money and manpower) and thereby im-

. prove RD&D productivity in the Federal sector; and:

U.S. 'participates in a number of interna,. (e) fulfill legislative and adniinistrOtive requirements
expressed in Congressional mandates and joint

tional, energy-related activitieS:that)nvolve' develop- agency agreenients. Of these objectivei, the two thlit
ing countries. For eXample, there ate U.Sf Joint Co- Must be vigorously pursued first are the: (1) integra-

¶
operative Commissions,with Israel, Iran, and Egypt non of energy RD&D programs into the broader con--
that allow for assistance in nonnuclear 'nog:rams..

On Septemberl, 1975, during theesspeeial meet-
text of Rational energy policy, and .(2) elimination of

ing of the U.N. General Assembly, tha.S. p d unintended sedundancies or gaps in energy RD&D

annInternational Energy Institute (mirth planning and implementationassist 0-
veldping countries in applying available. enittp-,W''' .r lhlegrating Emir/ RE1/11D Programs into
nology to their energy needL:This Concept was , National Energy Policy
comed by other Members of the 11N, and is noviin--
the process of being developed in more delail. In the Energy RD&D goals and objectives must, be.

'31 integrated jfito the broader context of a national
energy pOltcy. This necessitates interaction and co-
ordinated program planning not only among the Fed-
eral agencies, that are charged with RIAD: but also
among all Federal,, state, or local agendei as well as -

legislatiyi bodies that will implement national energy
policy. ;111`i Energy Resources Cduncil (ERC) is- the
primark instrument for this coordination. The ERC
ensure* comMunication and coordination among the
several agencio involved in developing and..imple-
menting energy policy or in managing energy re-
sources.

nuclear area,. the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAE4) provides an excellent forum for co-
operation and mutual reward among developed and
developing nations. Two notable programs in this
format are the IAEA's technical assistance program
and its Safeguards Program.

Participating in the Safeguards Program
The International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA) is responsible for the implementation ,of
safeguards portions of the Nonproliferation Treaty
relating to the peacefuf uses of nuclear materials. In
the Safeguards Program, the United States and other
countries supplying nuclear material, equipment, and
technologies require assurances'that: (a) exported nu-
clearmaterial is not diverted by the reCeivingtountry
for explosive use; 0) receiving facilities have adequate
safeguards and physical protection against domestic
nuclear threats; and (c) any nuclear, assistance,wifl
not be used .by the receiving country to further any
military purpose.

ERDA, the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency (ACDA),. and the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission (NRC) assistlfie IAEA in developing effec-
tive safeguards procedures and improving measure-
ment techniques. ERDA is responsible for reviewing
fatilities that receive U.S. nuclear materials to ensure
adequate physical protection before NRC grants the
exkiort license. \These ongoing reviews have proved
effective in encouraging adoption of these measures
by other countrie

Among all the Aral agency Interactions id- '
feeding energy RD&D_Lperhaps the most important b
that between ERDA ind the Federal Eitiegy Admht-
Whitton. It is heret.that a strong tie it established at
the working level between.national-energy Hu mid.
national energy RDfcD policY. ERI5A's ns is the
technological character of the energy tem, while
FEA's focus is the' economic (price regulatory) and
operational 'aspects of the energy sy5em. The activ-
ites of the two agencies do, of c.,. overlap and
complement each other. .

In addressing Aechnological problems', ERDA
must recognize the pOssible institutional and social
6arriers to implementation of both existing and new
technologies and, hence, muit interact strongly with
FEA as the compa'nion agenty that can 'mount at-
tacks on such- problems. in modifying the present' .
e4rgy system; FEA shoWcf recognize the existenct....
of technological. issyes and, hen* must interact
`stroigly with ERDA, the .agency that can mount .
attacks on such problems.

The nature and importance of these interactions
Improving Federal Agency Interaction have been more and more stiongly recognidd by

° Effective Federal agency interactloh e%ergy FEA and ERDA.over the past year. As, a result, the
RD&D is essential to: (a) integrate the goals and ob-
jectives of RD&D into the broader context of na-
tional energy policy; (b) eliminate redundancies or

two agewles have agreed to increase their emphasis
on jOint program planning activities. Mutual involve-
ment in the ear& phases of program planning will

74'
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help ensure development ot fully coherent national-
programs. Responsibility for impleinenting the pro-
grams will follow both the legiilative direction pro;
vided the agencies and the capabilities in place In
each agency to direct and integrate such activities
with its related activities. ERDA and FEA are pres-
ently developing a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) that Will embody these principles ind pro-
vide an overall frameivork for More detailed coordi-
nation on specific programs.

Otsimilar impartance is a strong and inteiadive
relationship betirrrea ERDA and the EnvirOnmental
'Protection Agency (EPA). This relationship is needed
td assist ERDA in effectively integrating its approach,
to environmental consideration into technology . de-
sign and to ensure a coordinatedT deral aPproach to
key environmental issues.

Eliminating Redundancies in Energy RD&D
Planning and Implementation 8.

Because of its Scope, ,complexity, and nuMber
1.of participants, the Nation's energi RD&D program,

40has"the potential for significant redundancies and
"gaps if interaction and coordinated program plan-

ning and managetnent are neglected. To avoid energy
47-:,MD&D program redundancies and gaps and to ensure

the coordinated implementation of tpe National Plan
'for Energy RD&D, three kinds of acrions are being
taken: .

Obtaining input to Volume Ii of this Plan from
other agencies involved in energy RD&D. In as-
sembling Volume II of _the Plan %which describes,
in detail implementation plans for the total Fed-

i. eial energiRD&D effOrt),each year, ERDA inter-
qicts with the .various primary agencies involved in
energy RD&D..Specifically, other agencies' review
relevant Sections of Volume IF, examine the inte-
grated program for orhissions -41nd overlaps; and
provide feedbacic lo ERDA_ on the results of their

Entering iiitO formal agreements alth other Fed- ,

.eral agencies. Some of the formal-agreements that
-.have been reached in the past year or will belm-
plemented in the near future are 9f ioarrieular

,importince:
-A memorandigm of anderstinding (MOO)

tween ERDA and the National Aeronautics
Space Administration (NASA) to perform basic .

' 1 and apinled risearth aflelected NASA centers'
in specifi ed disZip.lirtes. aid technologies' (ef.
photovoltaic systems; gir' bine ;technologies,
fuel cFll technologY, hydrogen techEology, wind-
energy systiths). .

An MOU: between ERDA tind the National .
I' Bureau of Standards (NBS) tro .cooperate in,

identifying and evaluating specific programs.re-'
z lated to measurementi and standards in 'fossil

-

energy, environment' and safety, solar energy,
geotherinal, advanced energy systems;- national
security, conservation, and other RD&D pro-
grams. Under a separate agreement, NBS will
conduct an independent evaluation for ERDA
Of energyyrelated inventions to provide informa-
tion on promisinv ideas that have been ex-
amined for their technical feasibility and
worthiness for consideration for further support.

haminent agreement between EADA gad
the SthQl Business 'Administradon (SBA) to
ensure sti business concerns are provided a
reasonable o rtunitY to participate fairly, and.

equitably ind:Federal grants, contracts, pur,
chaaes, and other :activities related to enerky

.-
Agreements. between ERDA and the Depart-

ment of Defense (DOD) to perform RASED and
, support EkDA progress in areas such as

heating and cooling, °solar electhc, ocean er-
°mat bioconversion, geothermal, and synfuel
evaluation. A joint ERDA/DOD effort hi
planned to, identify additional areas in' which
jifint effbrts will 'be mutually, beneficiat A gen-.
eral MOU -between ERDA and DOWis being
prepared.

,

Four impending MOUs between the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) and ERDA tb
provide for coordination between the tvio agen: -
cies on the Safeguards Program operational pol-
icy, Contingehcy 'plans, and international re- ,

sponsibilities;" Safeguards RD&D and testing
activities; Emergency Preparedness response
resources; and the sharing of nuclear materials
information.

An hnminent -MEW bglween tbe Depar1nnt of
Housing and Urban tleielopment ) and
ERDA to coordinate activities pertaining to
energy-related housing and 'urban programs.
An MOU between the Water Resileces Council

RDA to assess water resource re- .

supply #vailability fnr
are,the subjecrof Fed-

The ragibbRient calls for the
establishniehtt wateaor-energy :base: pro-
gram at the. WRC;.:Participation in ERDA's
enVonmental and water 'resniaccatseSsments;
and ochangeof datilbefinen EWA andtthe&
WRC; Initial inyoryement ell em.phtsize 1,1

grams in iynthetio ffiels; gedintrtnal enerit, abd
coal conversion -demrstinon plants. r.

.
v.sj.

ERDA is also supporting a symposium in Washingtthi,
D.C., on March 24-25, 1976. under the:auspicea of tlfe,
American Association of Small R Companksez
titie4 "Opportunities 'rat ERDA

all,
quirements',

.- energy tech
Cral R.D&D eff

,
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Participating in the Federal Energy Managelnent
Program (FEMP). The Federal Government iu4alf is

a significant energy consumer, representing pirer 2
percent of total national energy consumption. The
Federal .Government is also the largest single pur-
chaser of energy in ihe Nation, thus providing a
significant opportunity for direct saving* and lead-
ershipin energy conservation. .

The Federal-Energy Management Program was
established in:1973 to achieve major rcductions in
Federal departMent and agency'senergY consump
don. In 1974 and 1975, annual energy savings of

. approximately 25 percent mere acitieved, primarily
through curtailment measures such as adjusting
thermdstats and lighting in Federal facilities and

..4", eliminating wasteful practices in the operation of
ships, planes; and automobiles.

This program has now been extended for 10
years to reduce energy use in the Federal Govern-
ment through adoption of cost-effective technologi-

- cal improvements in Federal facilities. It is also
expected* to have the "spin-off': benefit of demon-
strating lite-cycle cost-effectiveness of conservation

technologies not now in the marketplace. Devel-
oped under the policy guidance of 'the Energy
Resources Cotincil (ERC),* the program will be
_undertaken by:
FEA, ;which is . respons, for management

leadership .

ERDA, which oversees the technological'. as-.
pects of the program

GSA, which is charged with ensuring approfiri...
ate program -implementation. ,. el

;#.
Strengthening the private Interface

Decisions on energy RD&D program's wilt' affect
,the life of every citizen and every institution in the
country. Thus, all-citizens sliould 'have the oppor-
tunity to influeliée thoie decisions. However, there
are many "publics': who have interestsoftenw ccin-
flicting interesis--:--in,energy RDe4.13. Other difficulties,
include the technical nature of the subject of energY;
,the lopg lead times involved in planning; the com-
plexity of ihe energyrfield participations and mission;
and .the proprietary nature of kome of the informa-

,
tion. .

including 'background materials op the problems, ,

needs, and concerns of energy -RD&D programs and
planning; possible solu(i.ous to the problems; and
possible effects (social, environmental, economic,
technological) of the programs, problems, and solu-
tions. The informed citizens must be pmvided with
and take advantage o various communications
forums, including thos listed in Table IV-I. Among
the most important of these avenues of communica-
tion are:

Advisory committee. ERDA has a nuniber of ad:
visory groups made up of individuals who repre
sent a broad spectrum of technical expertise and
citizen, interest:The General Advisory Committee
maintains a broad overview of ERDA's programs;
ieven other advisory coinmittees deal with spe-
cialized areas: Advisory Committee on Geothermal
Energy, General Technical Advisory Panel (Fossil),

Table

Interests Affected

Forums tor I nteractIon

Printery Forum for
Soliciting Review and ComMants

The general public,
industry, state and 5
regional energy
representatives, special
interest groups, and the
academic community

The Congress A

nsuring that pulilic .opinonis represented in
ener .RD8cD planning and obtaining stipport for
mwj lation of its reSults *quire a twoWay dia7
lo een informed citizens and receptive deei-

ers.tovernment decision-makers MuSt pro-
file kflic with timely. and complete information,

.14Subsequent NI. this action, the Energy. Policy and Con-
servation Ac( (P.L. 94-163).mandated a 10-year cOn*rva-
don program for buildings owned or leased by the Felderal
Go'Vernment. A part of the FEMP program will address
this requirement.
r

Advisory Committees
Consumer representation..
pia n
Public hearings and
meetings
Meetings with ERDA
officials
Federal. Register requests
for comment
Publications and speeches
Environmental impish
statement

Legislative hearings on
ERDArelated programs-and
budgets
General Accounthil Office
reviews and other special
studi requests.
Formal review of the.
National Plan for Energy .

RD&D by OTA and Cfp.. I

Other Federal agencies th. Joint Nanning activitOis,
; 'throughout the yeei

Review of the Plakp'Fi
publication iridirsispo
a formal ERDA refitiesti#r:4.
programmatic
informations,'
Envirpnreental impact
staterent '

. As ;Bead, IrV the nabling ERDA -legislation; Mil council.
pn Environmental Quality (CEO) is required to undertake
an ongoing .aisessment of the adequacy of attention. to,
envirotimeptal protection and energy- conservation in'the
energy RD&D progrim. The Office. df Technology Assess-
ment (OTA) has filso been utquested by 'Congress to unaltir-

,taka a review of the annual report
S ERDA 764, :Volume .2=Prograni linpliMentatIon, for
other agency deeds on spicific programs. .

-0
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Historical Advisory Committee, Senior.' Utility
Steering Committee, High Energy Phisics Advisory
Panel, Lignite Advisory Committee, and Atomic-
Energy Labor-Management Ad visoit Committee.
Meetings of these groups are amlbtinced in ad-
vance and are open to the public.
:Public bearings and meetings. ERDA holds and
participates .in many public hearings, meetings,
and conferences. For example, ERDA has initiated
a series of regional public mvtings:to solicit com-
ments on the National Plan for Energy RD&D in
general 'and on the jmplementation of the Plan
for the regions in which the meetings are held in
peffeblar. From these, important relationships
are developed with concerned interest groupS and.
state and regional policy makers. As a result of one
of the:early public meetings, ERDA will be sup-
plied with a continuous flow of information and
viewpoints frolii 16 southero states on the National
Plan for Energy RD&D.

Primary responsibility for conducting these meet-.
ings ls,being assigned to the regional- ERDA
ganization, with the aim of establishing these of-
fices as accessible contact centers. Public meetings
wfll continue after the "publication of the Plan to
discuss its contents and its impact on the Nation
from a regional and local perspestive. Meetings,
have already been held in Atlanta and Seattle,
and are beOg Planned for Denver, Chicago, San.
Fiancisco, and Boston.

.

Environmental impact statements. Programs to up-
priSe the Public and Organized interest groups of
the estimated environmental characteilitid of al-
ternative prospective, energy systems and to pro-
yide open channels for reponding to specific
pUblic concexns in the decision grocess are avail-
able.; This communicatiorN basiCally irnplencented
through publication of envirdimental impact state-
mes and throligh their associated-public hearings..-

Enviioninental RD&D activities Are directed
(.1 Pfrough a sequentiaP process; tailoreefor. eath
*nergY, alternative, At milestones iii this process,
where actions mazy be proposed that would signifi-
.cantly affect: the qUality of the enyirontheillt, en-
vironmental nimpact statements are prepared. En-
vironmental iinpact statern may be zeneric.
(program),or site-speCifis ( etY in nature, de-
pending ton the state of tellIhnology development
am:Li/saltness' 'to; dernoniirition. TheY explore
sociological, aestheiic, and Other publiec:oncerns
and provide a basis for public revieW and discus-

- sions to ensure public input tOlhe energy develop-
. thent process... . ,

Consmber representation plans. Interaction with =
the public at large can be Ithe most difficult
dillogue to' establish but can also be the most re-
warding as the public's concern fOr human heal*,
safety, the environment, st34e and 4ua1ity of life,

. ..

and economic climate are paramount in a demo-
cratic rciety. Comprehensive consumer represen-
tation plans are being developed by all -major
Federal agencies to provide specific channels for
consumer participation in major Federal-agency
policy and prbgrarnA decisions. This effort is in re-
sponse to the Pitsident's call for an examination of
present and new proceduretbY which all consumers
can.receive 41i eqUal opportunitwof bei ,
Preliminary consumer representation plans

ibeen published* and, after comments have beense;
ceiVed in wilting and' at g serie0of:public meet-
iugs,,,thfill be made final in 1976.

A's COnsumeeRepresentation Plan isbeiUg
°del d to ensure ERDA takes intO consideration
the effects of its programs on a multitPde of con:
sumers. Participation of energy consumers and
producemin--thellecision-making of the agency' is

, both necessary and desirable. ERDA'slob is' to
assist pril'#te indusiry in the development of new
or improved technologies that can be Made com-
mercially attractive. This implies, the'teebnologies
must Meet the requifernents of the-- private
marketplace in ternis of needs, institutional corn-

'. patibility, eConomies,,and the requirements of tbe
general welfareCi.e., edvirofimental and social act
ceptability). Neither ERDA' nor the Pederal Gov-
ernment as a whole controls the marketplace_ or

, the Nation's environmental and social standards;
in the filial analysis, it is-the consul.* 'who does,
through buying practices and the political process.
For the consumer to participate in this decision-
making probess, he must kndw: , -

'What debiSions ak planned, when they will bp
made, and who will.make them

. The technical, .eCOnOrnie, environmental, and
institutional .facts and assumptions available to

decisiOnlhaker
The ahernatiVes' tuiddr cOnsidiration bay...the,. , ., . ,

analytical fools, inethoils, and results' that
hAfig used to assiSt'in the'.clicisiOn-makin

. .

procets/ -

An informed publielan izffience th Federal44e
prcieess if it crap Inipg 4o.listht'new

Or ditional frats.or vsumptians, raiie worlaible .

ne r differetealternatives, and, pjavidç .riew or
additional analytkal results. The BIWA onsurner
RepresentatioMap isdesigPsibtiensure.tfits fiiAte

fri of opinicm and infwatiOn.
'. Although these Erminunication fdruins aregeh-

,erally available tpt all Citizens and'il1Ai1stituti9ns,
.

specifik aVenues 40 being ekplgired ;and iMportint
policy initifttives are.being taken to-eitablish sped& .

interaction With' industry Oki. universitiae

*Federal RegkOrt, .Volume 40, November 26.
1975. .
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*able Illustrative Joinily Funded Programs With Industry

V.
a

Program Area

A. Fossil

1.

1. High-BTU Gasification
a. Bi-Gas Pilot Plant

Steam-lron Pilot Plant
2. Gas and Oil Extraction

a. Miellar Polymer Flooding .

b. Thermal Recovery and Solvent

B. Conservation
1. Electric Energy Systems

a. Battery,Energy Storage Test Facility
b. Forced CoOling Test

6 ,`

2: End-Use Conservation
. ; Stirling Engine-100 H.P.

C. Fission
ClinCh River Breeder Reactor

D., Geothermal
Thermal Loop

Industry Participant

American Gal Aiiocietioa
American Gas Association

Oil' companies
Oil companies

- -
Utility companies
Electric Power Research Institute (and a

*manufacturer of underground
* electrical equipment)

-
Automobile manufacturingcomPany

Utility companies (and some reactor. .
manufacturers) .

Experiment with Hot Brines Utility company,'

See Table for the-estimated total cost-sharing with non-Federal organization's.,

Percent of Total Esti:'
mated Cost Contributed

by industry

65
52

54
76

50

Interaction with Indtistri
The ERDA mission is' uni4tie: Unlike MI6. gov-

ernment agencies involved in RD&D, ERDA's mis-, .-

sion is tdrresearch and develop neW technologies and
to assist the priyaie!seetOrAn- penetrating the market

.S.To this end ERDA pro-
61,qe induetiy al the earliest7.,-
VPrOcess,:

The tradi Oh(tOsniitcrf technolOgy research and
developMent is ItO basic an,d, applied researeh
laboratories andtindivid ual inventors through engi-
neermg facilitieS t4thei)roducers of koods.. .

-ices for use by all coAsuming levels. le.isobykious
that industry, both largeand small, is crucial -to this
process as the developer, Producer, and. Marketer.
Thus, the 'Federal Governmeni/industry, interface is
as.'broathas industry itself. . .17-

Vaxious ibrums .are used 'to comMunicate with!
Ameri&In'. indlistry..; (Ste: TahOOV21.) in. additioN

° as stiown in .Table is .seeking jointly
funded of -jointlieplarinedtprogfaMS -with industry
and induktriai organizations!' to establish ....working
relationships. at 'the earliest possible develOpMental
stage of new'energy technologies.

I'or exareple,ha triemni;i1dUtp Of understaaing is imtni-
nent between the Electric'. Power Research institute and

''ERDA to jointly review prograM plans, coordinate future
aCtivities, identifY projeCts apprdpriate for. coordinated
parallel 'or sequential contractingi and,,identify efforts:ap-
-Propriata for pint funding., .

With their ne0.14:44
. :trams are clqs"

possible paint

, f.

ERDA, along With other ioVerruneht agencies,
r is alsO conducting a study to deiermine hoi,the elriit;
ing patent and licensing policy can be appfied, mOst
effectiyely to. enhance .the private secto41ncentive
to engage_ in energy RD&D. public .,i'llegtings haite
been held at whichi nuich helpfUl critidIsnilies been
received from varems industry representatteek and', ?

public interest groups. An interim report was reCently
submitted to Cpngress, and it is ERDA s hgeptIon to
complete tha,patedt policy dudy and to, deliver a
final report to congress 1.1976." , ,:. .

The financial ccimmunIty 4iaak critical. role 'in'. . .,

the Market pene,tratioh of new entity techntgies . .

since it is from this sector that MU ot.the lun s for

backing of 4he batiking.and ii*es mai : iiIstitutidm, :
RD&D inve9tments w4ll tibme NY. ui, the financial

veryfew ifiw energy teehnblogie5will cOme into gen-
eral ust. But- before *Making the necessary loans,

,finp.nCial comMunity must be ttssured,of 'the tedmi417,..
succest. rotpthe energy opti4, its ability tO-capture-

. largeenbugh'ifiare of theAti,c0iiii'tritome'prafit-
able, 'and a. goveirimebt regitatc0- climate ihat -will
not tmpede or pre veni market'penetratinn of the
nologY. It is, therefore, imperatiVe that ERDA ma4n;R4,
tain close liaison with the finanaial eommunity, to
communicate the status of the energy,Rb&D pro-
'grams' and.of goliernment attitudes and, in . turn, to
understand the concerns, and attitudes of the inves-

, Durins 'this Year, ERDA-will initiate such a mho..
tionship.

*
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No sumnwy otefforts to strengthen the relation-
ships withindustry would be complete without Men-
tion of the government's commitment to small busi-
ness. Specifically,' all government energy RD&D
program manalers aggressively seek out sr911 busi-
ness participatioit and small companies ape mide
aware of the existing project opportunities. In 'addi-
tion, an eRDA task force has been established to

, coordiiiireand monitor small businessParticipation,
and a cooperative agreement with the 'Small Business
Administration is being readied for signature. Like-
wise, individual inventors will be asstired full evalua-
tion of their energy-related projects through a joint
program of ERDA and the National Bureau of
Standards.

Liaison with industry is also being furthered
through the use of technology utilization representa,

. '-;4'ii:Ve4,..lbctiteci-lii eight of the Nationa
the country. These represen

l'Ocal and regional points of contact wi h private
, .induitry.'..on the availability of technologies, partic:

. .ulirly,those eVolving from energy programs but hay- 1.i
i4trtg'hortenergy- agphcations.

Ftnally,T.the Office of InduStry. State and Local
9,0T Ike

atories
s serve '

3

contributor to the development of adequate man-
power resources.

During FY 1975, contracts approximating $135
million** were signed with universities. ERDA ex-
pects' this figure to climb to about $140 million**
during FY 1976 and $170 million** in FY 1977. :

ERDA ibuilding on this base to establish
broad 'and, effEctive. partnership with universities in
conducting research, training and developing skilled
manpower, ensuring local concerns incorporated
in the National Plan, atid strengtheni the traditional
role of univeriities in research arid ,teailling4,To this
end, ERDA is in the process of developi 'ver-
shy program..i The specific policy cone 'for
the effort are:

Universities and colleges through
will be encouiaged to participate
energy research programs to the m
of their capabilities and interest.
University activities supported by ERDA VII' be
relevant to ERDA's mission and compatible with
the interest, strengths, and acbvities of the univer-
sity.

atipioso advises ERDA programmatic and .
orporate" management on better ways eto obtain '

and use industrial views in the ERDA decision-mak=
ing prbcess. To this end, the ISL staff is in freqUent
communication witk all segments of industry, with
ERDA energy RD&D progra,m offices, and with state
and local' governments. Since representatives of these
groups frequently share common interests in energy
resource development itnplications, this .centralized
organizational unit represents the interest of these
gro in planning and policy formulation. Also,

Alltently established an Office of Commercial-
tibfithat is responsible for:

-Continuing the analyses atdinitiatin- g*Ogram im-
plementation efforts related to the synthetic fuels

' commercial dembnstration program
Identifying tpajor constraints to commercialization
of other selected energy technologies and analyzing

o the effectivesness of..various incentives (such as, in
the Nonnuclear Act) in overcoming these con-
straints

, Examining'mechanisms for speeding the introduc-
tiolvin the near-term, of available energy technol-
ogies into theinarketplace.

4 .

Jnteractiory'with Universities*
. * * .

the Nation's academic community represents
inoimportant resource needed for the conduct-of sup-
porting research and technology deVelopment-across
the spectrum of energy RD&D, as well as, a thajor

ERDA will encourage participation iesupported
research by young faculty memberiland by stu-
dents, as well as senior investigators, in ways that
enhance and strengthen the universities' traditional Ito
educational and research mission.
Team research of both an interdisciplinary and a
multi:disciplinary nature on the part of faculty and
students will be encouraged on appropriate sci-
entific and technical related subjects, an& on the
broader social assessment of .energy development
and utilization. .

ERDA recognizes and will prolide support to the
extent practicable-to the universitiee primary edu-
cational role of training professional manpower to
meet current and long-range energyneeds.
ERDA wilI encourage the submi.44M frOm univer-
sity investigators -of unsolicited reaearch prbposals
that are consister with the specific mission and
objectives of the prcigram.
Cooperative efforts among the universities, industry,
an4 ERDA's National Laboratiiies. and Energy
Researeh Centers will be encouraga

An ERDA University Conferenee Was held in
early November 1975 to acquaint universities with
ERDA's programs and plans and to enconfage opefl"
dialogue and feedback. Followup meetings are con-
templated, as is the establishment of a University Ad-
visory Committee to provide inpitt on, matters related
to the EROA/university ijaterface.

.41

t A

All nonprofit insfitittions of higher leaining and educa- :' **Excludes funds (e.g., about $756 million for' opeiatine 44°'
'tional nonprofit' organization that are operationally exp6ses in FY 1976) paid ip.finiversities and university
affiliated or integrated with such institutiOns. 0,7j consortia that operate E,RPSficilitio. .

e. .
,e
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Expanding teetiCtion wifir State and
Local Gove

gib

State and local gOvtrnments and,regional groupkt.
are well aware of the Nation's'entrgy prghtems and:,
have major responsibilitrfor finding their solutiOns.
Their perceptions of 5theprobleths, the gandidate so-
lutions,, and the possible local anckregional impacts
must become an integrar part of the, planninejAhceig
for the energy RD&D program.

State and local governments can contribute- sig-
nificantly. to energy RD&D projects by providing the
general public with the information necessary, to ob-
tain sociopoliti&l consensus on energy matters and
by encouraging the conservation ethic not only for
energy but also for other 'natural resources..They fre-,
quently have the toolstaxatjon and siting authority
to ameliorate some of the inequitieZ brought about
by new technologies. These goverinnenqhnits can "
make signifitant contribution in other ways as well;
for,exaMple, 38,000 units of local governMent utilize
enormous numbers of buildings, vehicles, ahd equip-
ment anceare among the largest energy consumers in
the Nation. They can take the lead in implementing
technology impiovenient and conservation' methodk.
In addition, numerous municipalities are producers as
iwell as consumers of electrical power, thus they have
an immediate and direct intereS the execution and '
eVentual implementation of projects.

Among,tke roles these orga ization have are:
Identifying the environmental, social, and eco-
nomic impacts of energy projects within their geo-
graphical jurisdictions
'Developing and promulgating; when appropriate, ,
revised local standards, taking policy, ahd other
incentives (such as construction and land-use plan-
ning) that facilit te and encourage .energy conser-
vation, t*use o new fuel sources, and the expan-
sion of the suPpl of existing sources -:
Defining questiorjs, problems, and alternatile
tions,with repet to resource:extraction, transpor-.. V

tation, and, diaribution
9

Helping provide information and ilata to assist the
Public in arriving at an informed sociopolitical con-,.

sensus on energy matters
Participating in national energy RD&D plan4ing

90: Conserving energY in providing services.and in
operating government facilities within theirinris-
diction. lft

Technical assistance is being provided ro *ny
, state governments through the techhology utifizailon

program mentioned earlier. Technical repreSentatiees
located in eight.of ERDA's`National Laboratories at-
temet to matchitate needs with technology available
at the faboratories. The NationarLaboratories are

I* working on relional assessment studies thtit will pre-.,
diet and evalu te the socioeconomic, environmental,

A& social impacts -Of energy resource developments.
State governments are activelY cooperating in these
studies. .'..',' ir-,.

A regional studies program is beini conducted
-to predict and evaluate 'the socioeconOmic, human
health, environmental, and institutional impacts re-
ated to th develOPment of all on-line ad prospec-
'live ene sOurces. 8ix ERDA laboratories are coor-.
dinatin is prograon a regional basis and have
direct contact with state governments. This program
providee not only information fd.ERDA on potential
environmental issues but also feedback to the states
for use in energy policy decision-makirig.

Thd4tates are already Naively engaged inexam-
ihing energy RD&D and broader energy rnaters. For
example, under the Notional Governors' Conftrence,
five subcommittees have been formed to deal with
nstional, coal poliey. These iubcommittees and their
chairmen are: Surface Mine ReclamatiOLObverhor
ArchAoore (Weit Virginia); Water Requirements for
Coal, Governor RichardKneip (South DakotatCoal
Gasification/Liquefaction, Governor Dan Walker
(Illinois); Coal Transportation Problems, Governoff:-'
Julian Carroll (Kentucky); and Boom/Ghost Towns
and Financial. Problems, Governor tRichard Lamm
(Colorado). This work is being coordinated with the
newly created-Intergovernmental Coordinating Com-
mittee 'formed under the auspices of the Energy Re-
sources Council. This committee, will serve as a cen-
ter fOr interattion among Federal, state, and local
government' officials in developing national energy
policy, and is already working on synthetic fuels
policy and coal policy. Specifically, the new commit-

.) tee witl facilitate Federal interagency coordination
for national energy, programs. It will alsdkprovide a
Vehicle wherein sthte and local governmers and
their regional and national associations can be in-
formed and consulted as policy plans are develops'
to ensure adopted policies will have the flexibility th-
fit vailous gectriphical situations. . . 4

Beyond participating, in energy RD&D policy
formulation and technical information activities,
states.' and icAlities are carryingout specific energy
RD&D projects4or example Owe states of Texas
ance Louisiana are. studying the characteristics and
d elopment potential of geothermal energy algng
th Gulf Ceast. The City of Albuquerque, New
Me*Th is inyolved ,,in research' on a pilot plant for
thertnor diation -of sewage-sludge, while the City of
Notts, New Mexico,, is working on a community-

- wide energy managenient plan in cooperation
the University 40klahoma.

The strenlihening 'of Federal ties, to regio
states, and localities is essential to the aChievement
of natiOnalenergy RD&D goals. To this end, ERDA
is actively building new relationships with regional
bodies and with state energy offices. Workshops cov-
ering specific technology areas are now being

vi
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planned. Information packets are being distributed
regularly to all 50 states to keep state officials ap-
prised of national enargy RIMD policy and pro-
grams. Several technOlogy transfer programs that
would bring the Federal Govdrnment and the state
together in a vfiriety of cooperative activities are now
under consideration. This increasing interchange will

-clearly result in greater input to,and 'consensus on
the National Plan for Energy RD&D.

Establishing the Regional Interface

The danestic energy problem and its solution
are national, regional, and local in nature. The prob-
lem extends beyond traditional RD&D efforts and
includes, as an essential ingredient, the market pene-

dation of near-term technologies. Suécess oefailute
in meeting. the Nation's energy,n,eeds will depend as
much on the ability. to resolve Complex economic,
social, political, and ecological-issues at the regional
and local levels as on 'the technical quality of the
specific energy RD&D programs. The Federal Gov-
ernment must therefore be sensitive to local and
reiional needs....lt must also reach public and private
groups at these levels to provide ihformation to them;
to develop effective, productive communication links
with regional, state, local, university, financial, and
industrial representatives; and to receive feedback
from. than on the prOblems, progfess, liublic accept-.
ability, and overalt effectiveness of 8RDA's -pro=
grams-and ,the National Plan.for Enerd &MD. To
assist in achipving ,ERDA's, overall energy mission .

and in carrying out its specific .assigned energy pro-
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gram' respediibilities, an enhanced regional eapaktility
' may be desirable.

ERDA is a nationwide organi2ation (see,Figure
IV-1) created by the Energy Reorganization Act of
1974 from a combination f Federal energy

to assist the private sector in introducing new tech-
O RD&D

units formerly res. mg with the Atomic Energy Com-
nologies to the marketplace, among other things.,

mission, Depa ent,of the Interior, National Scien
. necessitated a manageinent assessment of field se-;

cle

Foundation, and the Environmental Protectirod source utilization. .

As a first step in this assessment, ERDA estab-4gency. These diverse elements brought with them
considerable headquarters and field resources and a

fished an ad hoc group of expenenced R&D man-

variety of management practices.
agers from ingnstry, academia, and the ERDA field

. : .

If ERDA is composed of a headquarters facility, . structure to e Ficinduct a eld and Laboratory Utiliza-
, i rec-
,. , . consisting of approximately 3,000 people, and a tion Study.* Based in part on the study group's

ommendations and on other management considera=
nationwide ,field 'organization consisting of approxi- .

,tions ERDA is studin' sible organizatiOnal and'. miitely 95,000, of which more than 90,000 are op-
yg pos

erating contractor employees, This field organization
management actions, including:

I.
. I ,

responsibilities and, in a few casei, fulfill program
management and execution functions.

The diversity of this interface, and ERDA's role

Delegating project execution authority to the field, ,

consists of: on a case by case basis55 laboratories and production facilities, with the Assigning specific mission responsibilities, to sei.
major.operating contractors including universities, Iected laboratories and Operations Offices
university consortia, nonprofit organizations, and O Developing." a coordinated approach °to marshal
private industry. These facilities, most of which the various technical resources in eadi region to
emanated from the former& AEC or the. DOI's help ERDA attain its energy research, develop-
Bureau of Mines, include 8/ major mUltiprogram merit and demonstration objectives
laboratories, 5 Energy Research Centers, 6 engi- Several task forces are now under way and will
neering labFatories, .7 specialized physical Ire- be reporting their findings and recommendations to
search labofatories, and 13 speci@ized biomediCal ERDA 'management. These task forces must con-
research laboratories;*There are also 9 nuclear sider both the benefits and the consequences of such
material Ncessiiii. plants ana 7 weapons' produc- attions. In addition, alternative approaches, staffing
t ion and testing facilities engaged in carrying out and oth ier resource niplications, and possible dis-
ERDA's importarit national security responsibil- .

ities :
. . ruptions during a transition period must:be defined

8 governmetit7staffed field' Plietatiiins Offices
and evaluated. ERDA is taking initial actions, Where
theiPappear. appropriate, to increase field fesponsi-

from, the ,former .A£6,, Thew Opeiations. Offices
. bilities, but the scope and timing of these and possi-

. are .responsible priparily for conffaCt administra-
tion, mapagenient,',--K;revieW:!- ;This . inclUdes

ble future g q'chan es re uire and will rec iv f
,

e e cart ul

responsibility for.admitVering theolieiating con-
review.

8 ,

operated (GOCO) faCilitieS in their region. Some
Operations Offices also haVe direct operational :

'tracts for the overnrnent-owned 6ontracfOr- * The results of this indePendent ptudy are contained in
ERDA-100, Report of the Field and Lahorator? Utiliza-
tion Study Group, December 1975. ,

0
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Chapter V=Impementing.The Plan:
ERDA Planning System

Under the Enerk Reorganization Act of 19174*,
, the Federal Nonnualear Energy Research and De-

velopment Act**, and.several other statutes,
is assigned planning ,responsibilities that eXtend be-
yond those necessary tlformulate the pipers that
the agency. conducts dire01/.. One of ERDA s major
responsibilities is to update its National Pl4an for*
Energy RD&D annually. Recognizing that its plan-.
ning responsibilities have impaCt on other Federal.°
agenciesi, indirstry, andlthe public, ERD4 Believes,
it 'is important to .document the P1anning,13rogrirn-
ruinaBUdgeting,:1nd Review (0 F PEW) System ifis
developing to flischarge its statutory ,maffdates.

The overall objective of ElieDAVPBR systeM
isAO provide an idtegrated, and disciplined approach
to analy4ng the Nation's$future energY technblogy
nerds; forinulatinf the Federal_lrole in addressing
those needs; designing targeled rrogramsito conduct
ERDA's portion or the Plan;..allocating resourCes
consistent the Planl'and program design; and
(wanting' that ERIAk's 'programs 'are effectively man-
aged. Accordingly, the PPBR systeni will addrps
major itues suth as:

Iv

What new energy technologies should be pursued
natipnallyjo meet energy goals?

.

To.vhat *tent will the private sector ,develop im-
portant technologies without Federal assistance?
IT Federal assistance i5 involved, what is the''.'iole

RD&E, in comparison to regulatory, fiscal, ot'
institutional solutions?

If Federal RD&D is inVoived, what specific pro-
gram goals are appropriate, who should manage
the program, and' at what Cost?
if ERDA is responsible for RD&D, what is the
most 'cost-effective -program plan and related
budget?

Sections 2(b). 103(1), and 103(4), among others, of Public
Law 93-438. , .

.:. Sections 4(b),- and 4(c), and 6(a), among others, of Public
Law 937577.

..

PPBR Syitem Structuiea
4

.k The general features of ERDA's PPBR system
are illustrated ig Figure V-1. The system cornprises
analytical, plartning;. resource allocation, program
implementation, and program evaluation activities.
The analytical actkities, provide support for the plan-
ning activities, which focus ern normative, strategic,
and program planning. Strategic and program plan-
ning* turn help guide the resource allocation and
program implementation activities. Program evalua-
tion activities,serve to check, actual progress against
planned prdiress and provide a basis for updating
and changing planning goals.

, Environmental planning is a key part of the
ERDA PPBR system; environniental issues (idelud-
ing occupatioual and human health, safety and wel-
fare, and ecology), are thoroughly -considered and
weighed throughout the analysis and decision-making
process. Accordingly, environmental planning is

being embodied in a :formal structure within the
PPBR to ensure that- appropriate environmental
RD&D priorities are-maintained and that ERDA re-
sources are alio-dated-to produce environmentally ac-
ceptable energy technology options.

.Planning Activities

PPBR activities focus on three types of plan-
.ning,normative, strategic, and programaimed at
determining what .ought to be done, how it can be
done most effeetively, and what will be done. En-
vironmental planning is an integral component of
these .three major planning phases. Accordingly, this
5ection discusses each of the planning phases and
then describes ERDA's environmental planning pro-
cess as it relates to norniative, strategic,- and program

Normative 21anning.,
Norniat,1ve planning 'identifies preferred solutions

toithe national energy problem; thatis, what ought to
be done. the identified s'Olutions are based on a num-
ber of analytic inputs and pOlicy assumptions. As a
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ANALYSIS °

fli!,,

STRATEGIC
PLANNING

4

.

Figure vr- Ggnetal,f res' of PPB gystein
.4 . , ,tr",# '

.- ..,,, 7 44 > .._ . !
,,, .,(

.
, 13/4,- g ,I. . - . . . , - 0. 0: ' f

first 'step, reference projectignx that indicate: 00,4; resource, maripOwer, in* ciallreqpirements, reg- ..
-. . f , . , ,

al restrictions,, institutkhal barriers, Prevailnig
,

itict(1 moods
ce 'itonseqtre ces '0 'alternative cases ha*k

Second, riormativ,e analys' `itivolVeS theAevell, bop. assessed*dic ,gan be_made' and action di4:

future state of the energy system based on existing4..;11 'ul ory procesSet, natiorija Iffierests and security2
trends must be established. - ese prbjections erve
primarily to define fullikre sirk ms and indicate the
need for action.

opment of alternative casei .nse of mode* wected. toward the .e

system. A series of cases.,`AftSt span' ange 'of prediction, but *ye! tp, arikoteittring,
future ilikely co ns is 4teloped, ,by . . 7 . r5t,
reaionable var Strategic anning , -,4 schan *se in. iaTheier iup

at inch 'choices dictate.
that replicate the dynamic ertergy *Thus nonnative &Italy le Imet" dh4ted tow

_

resource avaif techno Ogina ;004)10proents; afr ° ' : Str
,.. . . .

Planning.,Cle nes ho ,Oe
.., .4 . .. Ye 4

. -, . 4

solute and rel s of v us fuels and technol- lined in . normativ. Plaik .0hasian'
ogies?,environ tandards, tus of contiol,tech- ' ichieved Most-, effective -At .:tbiAtrntegie. 4evel,o
lio ogies, popu 4t h distribOtiOn.ind makeup, -GNP Nanning.bOth the specific en ''. systernopti' ons aid

d 'its ,compOOnts, capital 'arailability, _indukifal oie coniteht,§ to their'mar 1 nepatiorf must bec'S\t
process, _labor productivity and life styl he 4tazed inrmut greatee$,V1 11 than FtheY were in
asei developed will suggest alternative direCtions fo'r Ormative ji se. ,4k

.1. .N,0.th`e evolution of current energy afstem thretUgh time , 7, The teyipone of st s it, the replica- .

Sio
detentruie ail opriate ph ate an is stior roles.
To the m'a um extent possible?, Abe analysis .is,,P
based,en,a ntitative assessment:of *refits, costs,
and fiiks. hermore, the alialysis niust employ ,;

decisiontriteria 410 rol0 trproiriate, for the market 7
sector in which'the energy tern *ill* will be
introduced: AV,..';'; .kik;.; t ir

The fundamental logtc tarn riles strategic
Planning is illustrattd in E,igire 1/-2. The private
sector is the keVIUrument for achieving, market

:.N.

and define objectives toWar4° veribh new 'Is ategic lion' of the ,prte sect; &process to
approachei and policy developmerit could be oflented .

Examination and comparisA .of the cases can.
provide insights into policies, technologies,, or other
factors that are important regardless of the Natiows
future direction., Normative analysis also idetitifiei

, problems common to potential futures, defides com7
mon needs, and intlicites 'the probable Market 'size
and likely timing range for new technologies. The
reasonableness of these cases can be: tested ana the

'impact compare-0 of any inhibiting constraints (e.g., v.

Y
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Figure V=.-2 Strategic glaitni# Logic

.1,94",jveift"..penetratiod of new energy technoldgies. GoVerturient osti Cole

RD&D invoNement will be restricted to those,4Erg f publi te-of; t ,high; it.
technologies for which (1) prtvate returns are toololv, must 'Ithen detekinin type f goVrinmentai,
or market b'arriers too high tb induce private seCtor ifivolveme'rv is appropriate. The Fede 1 Governthebt
activity, and (2) public returns are sufficiently hig1 cj usik vari incentiVes arafiteed loans,
to justify a government role. -1e. , clapital gra price supports, reseärcb ana divIelopnwa

If ,the private rate-of-return and other figures- vie unding) to induce the priV inno-
of-merit for an energy ,system option, dO not: meet, ,.i/at to accelerate tigaite ol iq oduction of new
requirements, the venture will not'be considered for "pr ctS in tI mailFiTli ace. The_ mpst effective
private funding If the venture does meet the require.- ince tive(s) cane0 determined 133Wrepeating the
men% and it seems likely that the privra* sector will private 'sector. de Oh aalysis id determining
ft*a;the V,enture, then the government wjll perform OhiclvAncenues result inIhe venture meeting the a-
oillycits legislated regulatory functions. private sectoWinvestmel,t criteria'. those incentivei

If factors that preclude sponsorship of the yen- most likely to induce apvate, seceor participation al
ture in the private sector are , identified (e.g., bigh the least.cest to the evernsnint can then serve. to
risk, high exposure, market fragmentation), it will define the priniarytov,prnment role.
oecessM, to determine ifr the public rate-of-retur4 ' Outputs' Of :the .strafigic planning process in-

, 10.1k .
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dude. a listing of energy- system optioni: ranked ac-
coiding 'to their relative importaned within .the
ERDA programs and a definition of ERI5A activities
anilite§ource levels required to asSi3t.the:Priyate sec-
tor, in- the market PenetratiOn:phas&of ihe various
energy systems. TheSe Ontputi provide .the basis for

.lon:tfrin (e:g.; five-year),reSouree allocation arnong
tfitarious strategic alternatives.

Prograni Planning

Program planning describes the detailed means
'thy whiCh the ERDA pi-6gram ilefined in the strategic
planning 'phase will -be implertnented. Decisions are
made concerning what done by ERDA to
satisfy,the natiorfal "oughts" ipecified in the norma..*
tive p1annin phasohrough the "hows" described irr
the strategic lapping phase. The key outputs of this
phase are thib program plans,(e.g., fossil, geo-
thertnal) that set forth in detail what will be accom-,
plished; .these plans serve as a key input to the re-
source allocation, program implementtion, and
program evaluation activities.

if -8
Environmentt Planning

, .

ERDA recognizes the need to ensure that en-
-10 nmental planning and.performance are reviewed

the highest lrvels of decision-making. Environmen-
Aidaltrioals are addressed at each aecision'.

cept, research, pilot plant, dernonstra-
,

and re ated to the technological and economic
goalS for energy production alternatives. In this way,
energy. RD&D alternatives are designed to have mini-
mal `environmental impacts and energy development
decisions can be approached withfull cognizance of
their environmental implications.

The environmental ptanning process results, in
several major outputs an Environmental Develop-
ment Plan, a Balanced Program Plan, and an 'As-
sessment. of Environmental Impacts. The keystone
of the process is the Environmental Development
Plan (EDp); which is prepared 'to accompany the
prograntplan for each majdr technology thrust. The

_program plan and the EbP- for a given technology
guide the, research that ERDA must coordinate to
ensure that the technology is environmentally accept;
atide. The purpose of the EDP is to ensure consid-
eration of ,(1) the health, environmental, safety, and
control technology requirements that Inns be niet for
the technology to become acceptable, and (2) the
asocial and institutional implications of the technology.
;These issues are often ineglected until the, technology
is well- advanced, leading to costly delays at a time

a when the technology may seem most proMising.
The EDP documents the planning, budgeting,

management, and review processes for the environ-
mental aspects of each energy technology, and also:

Assesses the current status of understanding with

(14>t

respect to environmental and institutional prob-
lems
Identifies major problem areas and topics reqiiir-
ing research
Designatessignificant miteStones
Specifies requirements for perfOrinarre monitoring
abd supporting research.

, Definition of the EDP requires close interaction
between those responsible for developing the energy
technologies and those responsible for ensuring their
environmental acceptability. This close coordination
will provide the necessary visibility to ensure ihat all
.components are compatible.

The Balanced Program Plan (BPP)* is, in effect,
the program plan for ERI?A's environmental re-
seirch. Environmental researdh must/ normally be
conducted along disciplinary (as opposed.totienergy
technology) lines. Using the,information collected in
the EDPs, the BPP defines the, disdiplinary research
that must be performed to meet the needs of aff
energy technology development.

The remaining cOmponent of the enyironmental
plannint process is t,he Assessment of Environmental
Impact, which culminates in the preparation of en-
vironmental impact statements at major decision
points in a technology's development. This process
provides the primary, means for identifying and doen-
menting the envirtinmental, technological, economic,
and other factors considered in decitiOn-Making. As
public communication is an essential part of this
proces`s, actiirities are strucfured to inform the public
and organized interest groups of estimated impacts
and to provide open channels for ERDA to respond
to specific public concerns in the decision process.

Resource Allocation Activities

Resource allocationactivities are based on:
1 Federal role and objectives defined through stra-

tegic planning ,

Relative program priorities and long-term resource
requirements based +on strategic planning and an
estimate of future budget constraints
Status .of thdtturrent prograin (e.g.:, study phase,
pilot *rations, demonstrateon plant) including
the work ttpe done, as deicribed, through program
,planning, and _the degree of private-sector cost-
"shad* being achirved
Size and celatilie priorities of the Federal bu
as determined by the President and Congress
otr,total. fiudget constraints and competing de, .

for-Federal funds.
On the basis Of this informat4 trade-cas

. .

aimed at allocating ERDAresources to.the most- im-
portant activities can betlearly defined.

A

* ERDA-116, Balanced Progaam Plan Analysis orBlomed-:.
ical Mod Environmental Researa.
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Program. Implementation Activities
program implementation activities foeus on.,

development of an operating plan. that delinea
specific activities to be accomplisiied within ap
budgets. Through program implementation,
management:

Approves program execution, including annual op-
eratingplans for specific prograins
Establishes the controls that goNierif implementa-
tionby the operating elements
Establishes the imilestones or other means for
management review considered essential to control
the program
Prescribes the --framework for timely repordng
against these milestones.

Program Evaluation Activitiet

40' grant strategy for the market penetration of energy
syster9 options sehted, 'and the. Major goals
arle 'milestones fo rograms necessary to imple-
ment that Strategy are established.
Prpgram Plan. The program plan charts the de-,

Jailed course of the prograni over a period of sev-
eral'years, including major programmatic decisions
(e.g., should a demonstration phase be udder- ,

The overall PPBR process is dynamic'and adap-
tive. Managerial action is initiated' in response to
specific problems, defined as an identified difference
between an eiisting situation and a desired situation
(e.g., perceived actual progress versus scheduled
progress on an RD&D program).

. The program evaluation process produces ex-
ception reports that identify differences between 'the
desired conditions specified in the operating plan end
the current actual conditions. Actions to eliminate or

-,reduçe serious differences are then defined. The pro-
': gram evalutation process is conducted monthly.

Annually, a summary review is conducted to
evaluate program progress vis-a-vis program objec-
tives and approved milestones specified in the opera-
tion plan. In addition, in-depth evaluation of selected
key programs are conducted each year, with'all major
programs 'receiving an in-depth revie* evethree to
four years. Program eyaluation feeds back to progrdim
design and resource allocation decisions..

PPBR System Outputs
The PPB11:* system -generatestseven key dom.-,

menti, the first of which is the National Plan
Energy RD&Vhe Plan documeits the normati
planning work performed by ERDA. For example,
Chapter II summarizes the goals and priorities th
help define what ought to be done if the energy prob
lem is to be resolved through technology develop-
ment, and Chaixer VI . describes some of the initial
adalytical work undertaken to support normatiye

. planning:
. The ERDA Builget the other important com-

prehensive document. ThPbudget presents near-term
priorities and the annual allocation orxesources.

The five remainies.' dofuments are developed
for each technology programs.

Program Strateily. Is document'explores the
need for a FederaF role and the effectiveness of
RD&D apd other progranainatic solutions. A pro-

.: .

it

taken?). ,

The plan specifies elements such a ma e-
ment structure and roles of other ageqs, Bnd
definiek the most cost-effective _Federal; program
for achieving the agreed-upon objectivei.: . -

Environmental Development Plan (EDP). A com-
panion docuMent to the program plan;ithe EDP
outlines the program of environmental research.
that ,must parallel technology development, and; ,

details a program for resolving those issues in a
time period consistent with the rate of technology
RD&D. .

Program Approval Document. The PAD is a pri-
marily internal ERDA document that functions as,
an operation plan. A one-year slice of the program'
plan, the PAD's purpose is to.provide a baselibe
for monitorineprogram operations during a given.
fiscal year. The PAD also contains some summary
program plan materbn to' provide a cOnteZt for

. fiscal year operatibns. .

Environmental Impact Statement lEIS). Within
the struCture of the National Environmental Policy
Act, ERDA intends to use the EIS as a major
input to decision processes. Where required, an
EIS describing major program decisions is pre-
pared. TM EIS contains a summary of the infor-:
ntation developed by the EDP and addresses en-

' WironmentaLand other issues raised in the EDP.4In
-tihs w*,envOnmental issues are identified atihe

"nnigg- of.';ari appropriate program phase and
eWically addressed throughout the platting

O'Cess.

A variety of analyses link the National Plan and
the' individual prograin.,planning documents. Eco- .

nomic corWerations, for example, help establish the
relative costs and benefits of .te hnological change.
Net energy analyses, energy sy m studies, and
energy,envirohmental- trade-off studTs help distin-
guish the relative priorities of discret technologies
within a class of technologies. The statu of ERDA's
ongoing lefforts in the areas is discussed Chapter
VI of this report. -

ERDA believes Thai its overall plannin rocess
will Mnefittrom'Comment and consultation by others.
To facilitate this interchange, the- key steps in
ERDA'a planning must be understood'. Accordingly,
ERDA intends .to puhlisk descriptions of its PPBR

.systern as they becbme available.

9 1
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Chapter VI. 'Factors Infltiencipg, the
Evolution:of the Plan.

The 14ational Energy. RD&D Plan must be
responsive 'to continuous changes in the world, both ments.
with regard to eneigy and non-energy events and
policies. For example, changes in private investment
and technology development, in oil and gas reserves, International and Domestic Events
in energy demand levels, in economic conditions, in.; of this Plan is tos
environmental considerations, and in life styles The fundamental trategy

affect the basis on which the Plan is drawn. broaden the domestic energy resource base through
-.the jntroduction of pew energy lechtiologies in the

I -a t thi i i f th Pl Bn rr ving a s rev s on o c an; 4DA

cohtinue to make and report on similar asser,s-

has examined a number of factors, falling into three
principal areas:

An assessment of the basis on which the earlier
version of.lthe Plan was predicated, incliiding:
domestic-and. world energy resources;.and energy,
economic, environmental, legislative, and other'
developments, .

'An assessineheof the.comments and c
-ERDA-48 by:yndustry; the general
'gional, state, and local interests; othe
,agencies;', and Congress. These useful comm
have materially influenced the Plan.
An assepment de recent energy syStern analysis
studies. aimed
between ener
mental impa

cisms of .

lic; re-
era!

ts -

private sector. This strategy is based on -the -obser-
vations that worldwide supplies of oil and gas are
finite, that domestic production of oil and gas has
entered a stable or declining phase, and that nther
domestic enerd resclurces are available in significant
quantities. Events of ihe past six months, which a're
reviewed below, support this appraisal. Moreover,
clarification of U.S. enerd policy by the President
and tongress, although very 'important kik the vein.
term, 66 not alter the fundamental problem of km;
balance in the Nation's Use of energy resources.

. .

Geographical Concentration of World Ewa
Resources 'and Reserves' t

- AlthOUgli world energy fossil fuel reserves are
very large, their geographical.,concentration is an
impdrtant consideration 'in assessing- eailability.

new energy t chn*gies and other energy policy Petroleum ankpatural gas reserves are largely con-
cethrated in the.eastern Hemisphere, with oVer halfinitiatives; caldulating the net energy aspects of'4

energy technologies; and supporting market pene-
of.the world's -,total in the Middle East, and North

r
tration initiatives' through specific market studies:- Africa, and Most of the remain in the Soviet

:Although most of ttsc studies havnoi.get been Union. The U
.in spite of thhas

the next lare
large

g

completed, it appea that they wilrbe 'extremely and gas. nut
.S

useful in: selecting,: the most piomising from Venezuelan producing industries, the o

among the large nuMber of individual ehergy tech-
nologies being proposed; ankmaterially assisting
An clarifying tho degree of Federal participation,
if any, required to develop and introduce, ndw
technologies. They do_not_yet suggest the needfnr
a shafp revision in the basic goals and strategies

: "Unddr+ding the 'relationships
, 6conomie 'growth, an,d envirgni-
as- a result of 'the inti6duction of

reserves of oil
adian and

And gas
reserves of "the WesteriV Hemisphere represent only.
13 percent of the wOrld total..

Reieives are essentially the proveneinvenkry
that producers must have..on hand to colitintie op-
erations: Based on world fates ofarodnetion io
1974; the total reserves of petrolehin would last for

of this Plan. .
another 35 years and th world coa: reserves would

D

. : lasto foi. about 175 'yea 'Of course, these global. .
Subsequent sectionpf this chapter review each averages are dgceiving se not all ',producers

of the above 'assessments's' and describe their implica- , have equal call on die existi stock, and, furtfier,
dons for this Plan. ln ftisture Plan revisionS, ERDA demand can be expected to increase in the future.

r
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The level of reserves is not static and it is gen-
erally expected t.4at additional resources will be
loCated and ;moved Into the :reserve category in the
established*rodueing areas. Resource .estimatey
(usually several times as large as the reserve esti

. mates), include eXtrapolations not only of additions
in exicestinr proven areas, but speculations about
potential new discoveries elsewhere. In' the Middle
East, some estimates suggest that the presently pub-

,

lished petroleum reserves may ultimately be at least
twice as large. The U.S. Geological Survey estimates' that ultimately.there maybe from two to fcr times ;

the,lurrent :4eMonstrated U:S. reserves ol liquid
fuels. Even. there speculative, but of great current

.... interest, ith.9 growing potential of offshore pro-
' duction of 444kne.gas, particularly in the U,S., the .

*nth Sea,`and the :Canadian offshore (including'
thi Arctic).

Unkts . properly interpreted, however, data onlrestur& eglifnates. can be isleading, These re-
sOurces are nol ensured sourc of supply, since in

. many cases, technological advances are. required to
locate, develop, and 'use them in economically- and
enuironmentally acceptable 'ways. APpendix A pro-

, vides a more detailed disenksion (4, the world energy
resburce picture, including data on the geographical

:concentration 'of reserves and on the ntagnitude ofo
total rerrves and resources.

It ;seems reasonable to;Conclude that the gee,-
.graphical 'distribution of fossil'energy resources will
not be radically different from the distribution of'
today's reserves. In thiS regard, the U.S. ha,s abont
8 percent of the world's recoverable oil and gas re-
serves and about 35 percent of the rtcoverable coal
reserves. Discovcry of new reserves can stretch the
world's finite fossile resources, and that is desirable;
but, new discoveries are unlikely to result in changes
in the location of new reserves. To.the extent that a
nation Wishes to draw on domestic energy resources,
the lopg-term problem remains. .-

..Continuing Worldwide Dependence
on Oil and Gas

In spite 'of riiing ,fosts, the worldWide trend
toward greater dependence on oil and gas has con-
tinued since the original National Man. This trend is
expected to continue'unless affirthative action is taken
to increase the._use le al and deVelop alternative

'Developed countri,.., bother than thy centrally
planned -(Communist). econothies, and kss de-

, 4adelopeeciitintrics rely on ias and , partienTarly;
inverted dil; tor three-fourths oNfleir OengYPneeds;
Reliancepii coal is minimal in the less developed re!

,gionS, except in a few countries such' as India. and
Korea. The centra4 planned economies, however,
rely:4n coal for Over half of their tocal energy supPly
and'on oil and ga:s for most of the remainder.

41

In Many coUntries, there are, few alternhtives to
imported oil. The.prospects.for Co.al are not enconr- ,

aging in some countries since incentives and advan-
tages will continue to favor rapid development of oil
and gas 'until new crkrgy sources tre available: The
less developed. countries .voulfI benefit gr,eatly from
new technologies to use sola and other renewable
retouves. ,Developed countrie an undoubtedly be
of assistance in transferring and applying such tech;
nolO"s.

. hus. the Inertia of an infrastructure devoted to
oil and ps, the difficult; of converting to other re-

- source bases, and the absence of alternative domestic
energy resoinces in some countries (e.g., Japan) will
all contribute to a continuing or increased worldwide
dependence on oil and gas. Short-term, variations in
petroleum supplies should not obscure the fact that
in the long run a finite resource will, in the'absence
of action to the contrary, be subjected`to increasing .
demand. ;;

Continuing U.S. Dependence on . Oil an& Gas
The problem of continued heavy reliance on tkie

least abundant resources' remains. The current reli-
ance on.oil and gas in the U.S. is reflected in recent--
statistics on energy .conSumption. As shown in Table
VI-I, theseqwo sources accounted for.approximately
75 percent of total consumption jn 1974. Basqd on
early estimates, these .fuels accounted for about the
salt° percentage of total consumption in 1975.

Dependence on imparted oil has pot deireased
significantly, even ,though U.S. oil demand hak ref'
mained well below the level of just two years agor
The decline in energy demand in the U.S. has been
about 2 percent In each of the last two ,years, while
the level Of imported petroleum has also fallervslightly
and is not greatly INlow the level of 1973. In spite of'

increased sopc prices, the import dependence. on
OPECcountrie's in general and the 'Arab countries
in partieular has grown during the past year.. IinPotti
now aecount for about 37 percent of total cid. con-
surnptión, with OPEC countries accounting for about .

' two-thirds bf all imports.
L,The normal ,economik expectations plat higher

prices would. bring forth parginal supply and Add.
diversi.ty-ambrig eiport govIrces have hot Materialiged,
at least in the short!. term. Recent increases in do es-,
tic drilling and:explciation activity sbonld, how ytr,
lead to new fields and additional ,production,in' he ;
futnre. .

Intpart dependence.'on 'OPEC production*:
likely to decline' in the nest, ternl. *Stern, tretni-
sphei:d sources have not 'proven reliable offsets to
Middle,EaSt and' otber Eastern Heiniskhere produc-
tion. Canadian crude oil extooris toliw U.S. are':
sCheduled to be out by one-third in 1976as coMpared
to 1975, and to be phased Out entirely. in 1981,,
,Venezuela, which hail lOng,been 'regarded as a favor-

z,

. sources.'
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Energy Source

p. Tablni/I-1

. ,

. ,

Household and '

ComMercial Industrial

,

U.S. Gross CoLurnption Of Energy (101513:fU)*

1974

Utility
Trans. Electricity

ppitation Generation

Coal 0.314 4.406 0.002.
Natural Gas (Dry) 7.518 10.018 0.685
Petroleum" . 61061 . 5.907 17.720
HydropoWere : , 0.037, --
Nucfear Power ,

'TOTAL . 13.893 20.368 18.-t7

8.520
3.512
3.480
3.253

, 1.202
19.967

, .

Source: U.S..Bureau of Mines .

04a may not add to.total because of independent rounding.
including natural gas litluigs ond refinery gases.'

a

Estimated for 1975

Total
Energy
.1nputs

13.241

Parc ntage
of Total ,

N,Energy ,

inputs °
Percentage

of Total.

18.2% 13.394 i8.ig%= ' 21.733 29.8% 20.173 28.4% '!

0.246 33.414 32:701 46.0%
' 3.290 3.158 4.4%

1.202 1.6% 1.652 2.170

71.08 100.VA0.246 72.880 100.0%

":
able source of oil supplies forthe U.S., plans to' hold.
its long-term production ti about 2 'million 4arre4/
per day although its current daily producing capacity
is in excess of 3 million barrels. .0ther Western

4 Hemisphere source's have little export potential and
the U.S. expects no sizable additions to domestic
production Until NOrth Slope oil start§ to flow in
1977.-Consequently, U.S. dependenCe on the Middle
Ea§t and other Eastern Hemisphere 'sources, may irF
crease even more in the near term..

In the hear term, it is physically possible for
. foreign.sources to supply our ne&is. Spare producing

capacity in OPEC countries was, recently estiMated
'at 10 million barrels per day. OPEC production had
fallen from a quarterly peak of 32million barrels per
day prior to the Ar,ab oil embargo toiI. low of 26 mil-:
lion barrels per day in the spring

'01:4975.
Higher.

levels of production and'exports in the third quarter
prior tO tile October 1 increase in OPEC prices, were

, followed _Ely sharp cutbacks afte the 10 percent in-
crease took effect. At the same ewith economic
recoKery under way4n, the major mPorting countries,
it i's likely that entm demand will increase and the
decline in OPEC piOduction %Via be halted.

. As econornii."and energy giowth'resunfes in the
1.J.S., there is'a 4rger of slipping back into the.same
pattern of *eting incremental soOpl4kteeds-Withim-

; ported oil. The edrrent upturn 51 etodomi,c activity
in the face of, declining domestic!,oil and gas produc:-
tion .14111- prol;ably Jeati to higher imports 'initially.
D4mestic ,crude oil prtaduciion was :at a rate' of 8.4

, 'Million barrel's, per ay in 1975L-mori: than a 10
percent decline from the level yriOr t6 the embargo,
;in 1972. pbmestic próductiOn spf natural gas Peaked
iti 197, at,22:6 trilli6n cubic ,ket; in 1975,,;produc-
! tion was aroUnd 20Arillion cubie feet.

National determination to cOnsere in energy,
. 4.1 ..trAe, to develop new sources of enekify kipply, and to

,6hift deman& from oil and gas td sitipre abundant
-,energy. forms Will bd testeid as ecoVnic growth re-

/
e Asii )

.

sutnes.A measureof this difficulty is available frOm
the'recent experience.during the recession,' when the
decline in total energy use was comparable to the
decline in economic 4ctivity. It appears That in addi-
tion to a general slowdowrrin economic growth, Con-
servation also contributed to the decline in energy
use. FEA has estiMated that, in 1975, 3 million bar-
iters of oil .per day less were consumed as compared
to historic expected projection§ of detnand, and; that
consavation efforts,.accounteci for a substantial por-
tion of the feductioh. yet the proportion of imported
oil Ghanged very little.

The ,short-ternr reliance on oil and gas is com-
pounded by the obstacles to using those resources
which could be expended relatively quicklycoal and
nticlear power. Technical, environmental; and institu-
tional factors coMe together to inhibit increased util-
vatiorf of these resources,The prospect of incKeased
reliance on:imported energy to meet domestic energy
needs argues strongly for technology developments in

ev general, and for near-terp conservation and fueLsub-
stitution initiative in particular. In addition, it is im-
portant .that the efforts cif indiVidual nations be co:-
tirdinated through mutually, roinforcing internitional
cooperative programs, as discussed in Chapter IV.,

New Assessments of Domestic Resources

90
. . .

The, has both the doniestic res6urces,and
the technical capability to proNide alternatives to.oil,
and gas. Periodivssessments have indicated the ex-
tent of., these resources. Resource assessInents in the
U.S. are much more thörough and soundl, based
thap ,in most of the reOlti the world. The frequency
of #esource survey's, formalized documentation proce-
duits, and, the use ol high-technology exploration
equipment all eolkance'the reliability of the resoutce
estimates.

Nonethelessl new assessments are Made periodi-
cally and significant changes in estimates of the
resource base d6 appear. As a result of,new assess-

,"
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0..

ReijourC'e...

table VI-2- Recoverable Energy Resources of the United States
. (In Thermal Equivalents)

Data from Recent Official &portsData In
ERDA-48 Demonstrated 'Additional

Units Report Reserves Resources Total

Coal Quads 12,000 4,900 '4 .16,500

tiatural Gas ,Quads 775° *44 ,706

Petroleum* Quads .° ,,800° 246 704

Shale Oil - Quads 1200, 727. 473

Uranium*** Quads 1,800 'sob 900

Geothermal kuads '400 102 :3,332

Source and Explanation

21,400- ERDA-48 excluded hypothetical' reiourees .
and those in 'areas likelkto be cicSed to '
min(ng .

.950 Estimates based on ."Mean Values'!of USGS
- range of. undiscovered resources

950 EstiMaSes baisd on "Mean Values" Of. USGS
range of tinCTI%covered resourcet

1,200 Western-and Alaskan shalet yielding.25-1.00 4-

gal/ton

1,800 Utilized in LWR,
p

3,434 . Recoeerabre heat with preseet
1% . technology

.... ERDA748 data baiedon the USGS ''High flibba,bility" estimates but excluding resources that may
. niqües to enhance realvery rates. . ...... .

**Crude oil and natural gas liquids. .' . -. '-* ,
°.The use of uranium in breeder reaCtors cld expand the resource base to about 130,000 quads.
Note: See,discusilons in text arid bibliogtaphy for detped references_ ,

.
.

inents reported since ERDA-48, the estimated do-
ntestic resource 'base hai..risr significantly for -coal
and more thorough appraiSals have been made of
geothermal and other resOuices. These new assess-

..ments are priMarily -the reItat of different interpeta-
tions ofpreyffinslY'presented data and, in the case of

- coif, of major additions to- the.More speculative re-
seurces. Nonetheless, thex tend to confirni the belief
that/ the U.S. has signipcant domestic energy le-

.arsources that coutd Nosed to reduce dependence on
roff and gas. Table shows the new estirhates as

compared to those in EgibA-48. :

In a new. U.S. Geolo'gistil Survey study,* the
total coal res,ource base was increased 25 percent
from 3.2 trillioirshort tons to nearly 4.0 trillion short

* tons! The' bulk of the increase was hyfothetical
resdurces (587 billion tons), while identified resources
were increased by 11 percent (171 billion tons). Coal
resoucces- currently considered. recoverable account

. for less 'than one-third of2the nearly' 4 trillion tons,
reflecting quantities in seams toO thin to be mitred
'economically and providhig for a ,recoVeri rate of
50 peroent:.z... thetical, resources and those in areas
likely to to mining operations 'were not in-

uded i A-48 analysis.
,SindheY.S. Geological Survey had completed

a new study** of oil and natural gas resources prior
f

*USGS Bulletin 1413 (Averitt), "Coal Resources' orths,
United States January 1, 1974," Washingforr, GPO?:
1975/

**USGS Bulletin 725 (Miller ei al.), ':GeolOcal_Estimates

;he Uhitzd States,"
of ,Undiscovered Oil and Gas Resources in

a

'

,prOdliced

or nearterm

througri tich-

to the preparation of ERDA-48, it wa§' possible to
use these neW USGS estiMates in that analySiS. A fol-
low-on study planned for completiori in mid-1976.will -
reappraise oil and gas estimates in light of the,recent,
changes in price-cost relationships that were not taken 1

into acebunt in the 1975 study: These important
_price cffectsCould change tke outlook in several ways:
(1)' some resource's fortherly uneconornrc ti) recover,
niay now be recovered; ,(2) tho percentage rates Of :
recoyery may improye, and' (3) reservei may be Pio-
duccd at a moie rapid rate.. .

The rate at which the existing and newly,estab- .
'fished reserVes bf pil and gas will be produced is the
moit crnelal short-terM variable. If produters' prices
arOhigh ancrexpcctalions for further price inereases
are loseneti, there cOttld beta strong inceritivelo de-
plee:reserNeLyuCh more quickly than previdusly
estimated., -1-10Wever, Unless the ,haSie reSOurce esti-
mates are in ,erfOR the: sult may be simply to.ease
the short-*and ifig4e prbblems andaggravate the'
,problem in the roFg thin. Expanding the apPlication .

of enhanced oil and gaiq'ecoVery techigyesris a.key
program initiative for achieVng the golcvrt hi Na-
tional'ilau for Energy 11138cD: Theie ksistets of thi§.
initiative werd dilcusseil in greater detaillITC1thpter.
HI. ' ..- .

.. . . , , - al

AI .1
, An exttnstue evaluation of; Uranium resources,

iS now under way,that wiltlie :ba§ed on detailed pa-
lipnwii:le geological,,,geophyskal, iitid geoeliemiial
. Studies and stirveysq The'evaluaiion will,take several'.

years to complete; but ififoimation will be made avail;
able as: it accuMulates:. 'A .prplirniñary= repoit pub:, 7

'fished "in Jauuary 1976 indiclated. a 50 peOent in-.
A ,

,

,f79.
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crease ' over earlier estimates, but the 'ERDA-48
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analysis had bees based on the later estimates, which
were then unpublished.

A Wm assessment of geothermal resources Was
recently-completed by the USGS in cooperatiOn with
EkDA.* For each identified geothermal system,_the

- parameters usedoin calculating volUmes, heat content,
and recoverabilities are listed. The preliminary esti,
mates disregard costs, and they will be 'revised as
%ore data 'and better methods of evaluation become
mlilable: The geothermal potential that will even-

, tually be realized is dependent uimmt the development--
of new technologies for exploiting the varioussystems
in economie and environmentally acceptable wlys.
Estimates of the total potential would vary witonhe
combination of resource sYstems employed and with

,! variations in, the technologies to be used and the rate
of exploitation within each of the foiur major cate-
gories. For .example, the estimates for hot dry rock
and magma are based on assumptions of rplatively
low heat extraction ana conversion efficiencies.
Higher efficiency assumptions would increase these
several times. The estimated resources are shown in
Table VI-3, on a heat equivalent basis.

In the long term, thorium resources could also
be important, but they do not seem likely to represent
a significant alternative energy source in the near
term. Thorium is a relatively abundant element (6

' parts per million in 'the earth's.crust vs. 2 parts per
million for uranium), and resources are more than
adequate to meet any foreseeable needs. No new esti-
mates of thoriunrlave been prePared in recent years.

Other Events and Developments
There are many legislative and environmental

developments which potentially will affect the Na-
tional Plan and- program implementation. Recent
legislative initiatives address automotive, consumer,

. and industrial coriservation; the development of fuel
Supplies from_ lands subject to federally controlled
mVneral rights; strategic storage of petroleum fuels;
changes in the pricing structure for oil; and Federal
encouragement of new technologies. Environmental
initiatives, particularly at the state and local level:
must be taken into account in fostering the develop-
ment of nuclear power and the extraction of foisil
fuels.

The Energy Policy and Conseriation Act,**
recently signed and passed_ into law, has mai& impli-
cations for the Plan. This is especially true in the con-
servation area, as discussed in Chapter III. In gen-

, the Act stresses conservation and the use 9f
coalpolicies which are entirely consistent with the
Plan,

Table VI-3 Geothermal Resources,EstImattl Recover-
able Heat with Present or NearTerm Tec nology

(In Quads)

Resource Type Known infeked Total

Hydrothermal Convection
iVapor Dominated (>150 degrees C) 2 2 4
:Liquid Dominated .

High Temp. (>150 degrees:C) 20 11Q- 130
Low Temp. (90.150 degrbes C) 80. 250 330

Geopressurbd
Electrical Utilizatiort
Methane Produetion

"Hot Dry Rock .' .

Magma

100
. 500

80
80

, 230
1,500

340
240

330
2,000

320.
320

, Total 862 2,572 3,434

NOTE: -Does not include (1) normal gradients of; heat In the
earth, or '(2) hydrothermal convection systerns less than
90 degrees C... '

Source: Definition Report; Geotherrrial Energy Reseirch. Develop-
ment and Demonstration Program. (ERDA-0), October
1975. pp. 1-7.

The legislation also establishes a framework fon
the gradual, but complett, remoyal of oil Price con-
trols. This partial resolution of uncertainties concern-
ing price should allow the private sector to plan more
meaningfully for additional dorneitic energy produc-
lion. The exploration for and deVelopment of not

, only petroleum but all competing energy sources can
proceed More smoothly, including the enhanced oil
and gas, recovery, and. synfuel initiatiles discussed
earlier.

Other developments have- more effect on broad
aspects of energy policY. These developments are
important, nonetheless, to the extent that they in-.
fluence the choice of new energy techncllogy'options
at some future time period. Expanded oil and gas
supplies from areaS where the mineral rights are con-
trolled by the Federal Government and theeproposed
deregulation of Otatural gas are examples.

Environm*d developments are, critical to the
evolving Plan. Several current ,environmental initia-
tives are generic in nature (e.g., nondegradation legis-
lation, state implementation plans for meeting na-
tiOnal ambient air qualitY standards), with potential
effects on all energy implementation plans. Other
initiatives are program-specific (e.g., water rights for
use in coal slurrr pipelines, statewide 'moratoria zton
ne ear power plants).

ithplipations of these developinents op the
Plan re ate primarily ta the need to.identify the major
environmental and other issues in, the context of spe-

. cific programs, and to incorporate the resolution- of
these technical and non-technical issues into .tech-' USGS Circular 726 (White and Williams), "Assessment nology develTment plans. This implies a strong re-

of Geothermal Resources of the United States-1975," quirement for jnter-agency cooperation (discussed in
**Public Law 94-163 Chapter IV) as entronmentalistaticlards and techni-

9
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cal Rp&D programs are modified to meet panging
requireihents.r.
Assessment O't the Plan by Others

. The importande oNhe review of the National
I Plan by others is expressed in Congressiopal require-

ments. In 1975 Congress requested die Office of Tech-
nology Assessment to' conduct a formal review of the
National Plan.* Also, The Non-Nuclear Energy Re-
search and Development Act directs the Council on
Environmental Quality to undertake an ongoing as-
sessment of the adequacy of attention to environ-
mental protection .and energy- conservatia in the
energy R&D progranis. In conducting this assessment
CEQ is to hold annual public hearings, which in
1975 focused on a number of aspects of the National
Plan.** In, addition, the external review of the PIan
includes the solicitation of coMMents from state apd
regional energy representatives, public and special in-
terest groups, industry, the general public, and other
government agencies. This section summarizes the,..,
most important comments and discusses how they in-
fluenced the; Plan: Other government agencies pro-

)ided initial input to the first National Plan in the-
area of program implementation. (Summaries of their
energy RD&D programs were contained in Volume 2
of ERDA-48.) In the current Plan, other agency
input and review io.Volume 1 (The Plan) and Volunie
2 (Program Itiiplemerktation) were solicited.

Review by OM and ;Public Hearings
Held- by CEQ

1 inadequate emphasis on commercialization; liar
of 'established goals tor the basic research pro-
gram; lack of importance given to enviro,omental
control and. prOtection; and management..Polidies
that appear inadequate to achieve goali.`
The degree of cooperation and coordination iiith 2
others should be increased. ;Criticisrlis included:
insufficient proVision forcoordination and.codpera-
tion with' intenxational concerns, Federal agencies,
state and local goVernments, and the general pub,.
lic in energy planning and polio making.
The anitlysif.supporting the gimp shonhi be more
.comprefiensive. ShoricOmings Were -noted in: eco-
nomic and socioedonomic .analysis; coat/benefit
analysis; resource nssesstnent; foreip frlicy op-
tions; physicalif:environMentak..initituticipal, anti
social conat*ffit.analYsis; and nei'errergy analysis.

The: Current Plan reflects -the- 'OTA comments
,Criticisms, and comments expressed to CEO at i,ts
rings, particularly tin the sections dealing with k ,

-lerm iniiiatiyes; the conservation program prior-ajor.envirotimental issues; increased coordifia- .
don With Oth-ers; "analysis of ener y pnd economic , .
relationships, including constrai and net energy
analysis; and the role of basic esearch. However, '.
many of the issues,raised are complex, and have not
been resolved in this document. ERDA wiH continue
to incorporate Aese coinments in Mime revisions of
the Plbn. , ..

Other comments Obtained from the OTA review
and the CEQ puthic hearings indicated4hat the Fed-
eral mission, as expressed ity the goald:of the Plan;
was too narrow. A related issue was tlfe'need for an

, expanded national energy RD&D prograth reflecting
circumstances following the Arab _oil embarr. A
significantly higher budget was suggksted .to accom- ,
modate the adOption, of a broader mission and the

4upgent need for energy solupons. These issues were
underscored in the OTA review:

i
.

ERDA's Plan in many instances acknowledges the
need fut. such a broad perspective and program. .

In fact, ,tht problems are not so much within the
Plan itielfze-which is a serious and praiseworthy
initial effokbut in10 lack of a broad commit-
ment and cbordination when the Plan, Program
and Budget are copsiderid together.***
Chapter III snmmarized the ERDA Portion Of

The national enety RD&P budget and program inf.,.
plemenstation. The fundingleVels in this, program im-.
plementation'- plan reflect the, Administration and
Congressional assessments,of the current energY situ-,
ation subject to the effective utilization of manpoWer;
facility, and budget resources.

Certain issues highlighted in the OTA revieW
and CEQ hearings (e.g., the desirability of greater .

The OTA review and CEQ hearings on the
National Plan for Encrgy,RD&D produced the most
comprehensive and. wide ranging comments on the
Plan. In general, the'review and comments were most
useful ill highlighting those areas where the Plan
could beinade more reSponsive to the energy prob-
lems faci4,1Ae cOdtitry:.. The comments can be
grouped d.W-ding tc; three Primary issues:

The basis for planning put program execution and

s included: exc 'veNreliance on a hardware-
tht resulting be reexamined. Criti-
thin
ioriente approach; inadequate .emphasis on con-
servatk; too little: 'attention to . nonteehnical
impacts resulting from ctnology development;
too little focus on neae oihergy problems; im-
balance between en ply and demand
RlD&D; overemPhasis on h techholOgy, capital-
intensive energy supply 'alternatives such 'as elec-
trifipatiod; ihadeqllate emphasis On solar energy;

* United- States Congress, Office of,it echnology Assess7
Ault, An Analysis of the ERDA Plan At Progrant
October 1975'.

** Council on Environmental Quahty, Summary Report on
1975 Publicalleasings: Environmental Effects and Energy
Conservation Aspects of the Nonnuclear Energy RD&D
Programs, Ianuary 1976.
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*** United States Congress, Office of Technology Asse01:..
ment,.. An AnalYsis of the ERDA Plan and Prograni,.
October 1975, p. 4.
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eneAr ependence as an energy policy geal) re- , interaclion betweaLi industrial representatives, -traded
-qiiire broad, yubilc policy discussiOn sinCe they affect associations,: state energy -offices, ,public ;inteiest

,

large segmento of U.S. sOcietk. DecisienIt on these grOups, And Federal program planners. These grilups
issues :clannot'he made singularly by government wereasked (by letter from ERDA**) to proVide their
agencies or by Arrow segments of 'society. The Plan views on energy RD&D. As a result of this solicitaif
can, howeyer, help Mcus on, thete istues by pioviding, liOn and thetregionat review process, ERDA'prograrn
supportitig analysis anct aforurns 'f' discussion. Fort managers and their ,staffs met with representatives .

. examplb,. preliminary cdnclusions regarding the im- from industry, public interest grodps, and state and
pact of yergy policy.on other secto of the economy 'regional energy groups.
are ive nt41 )ater in this chapter'. in a separate dis- The comments, elicited from the public review.
ettssion on energy sistenis analysis studies. process have been carefully-examined and evaluated.

. A ...- . 0 These coMmeisfs have helped shape the current Na:
ERDA Regibnal Public 'Review °

.. ', tibial Mon,. most notably in tire areas of -program
"The implic revieW of te Plan provided- im- priorities (e:g., the new emphasis an conservation)

I.dportant intighti Into peci1Iregional energy issues and coordinating actiiities with state, regional, and
In the two public meetjngs' that were held,*.igional local groups (e.g., ths emphaiis on establWdng ti na-

o coticerns" were;;expressed about die 'future potential (lonal energy organizational infrastricture). In addi-
' of-vagous- energy sdurces. These comments, reflected don), energy analysis conducted at the state and re- ,

the uniqueness of regional environments and were ..gidnal level Will ..be useful in f ocusing the energy
. tied to local per4eptions of the nature and importance systems analysis 'eftisrts whiCk influence the Plan.

Of problems, assotiatid With development.of energy . J - . ., ..t. : .

alternatives. ,,. Epergy, Szstems Aoalysit'sStudiet
.4 the other main issues addressed by the partici-

panti: in the public nietings Were: i
Subtecitient to the development ERDA-48;

,seveml studies were undertaken to address issues
.The goals of. the Plan s ould. be more realistie and '. raised by \the Plan and related townie* For exam-
should Conyer suth regional constraints as. re- . pIe, it was clear that more analysis of :e'conomic

tsbürcei, capitaVAnd Manpowex. . : effects, arazt energy-enyirqnmental. trade-offs Wits re-
.

r the .degree of 000rdination between the Federal qUired. Sithilarly, ERDA belie-Ved that the turnula-
tiVe-imgact of technologithange in the utility indus.,
tfy 'deserved More study, as did the situalion pOsed

other tountries that Sustained a high economic
wth wtth relatively low energy consuMptfon:

These sttilia ard'nearing completion,.,will be
ublishad for elteinal review and comment, and

e%pected tO provIde. impdikurt insights fo
plannint. At this Point, the study results

:1.

Government and state; lotal, and regional Concerns
should be improved to ensure ,sucaessful and\.'atsi`

4.ceptable energy polities And progeanis. f

Crkteria for ranking technolbgy priorities sho'
topsider the iMpact of technology develoPtant
economic, envirOnMental, social; and.political sy
ferns, The hudgetshould reflect.these.priorities.
The nuciear. alternative should 'be .assessed
carefully terms -of environinent, nary, buX.appear consistent with the Pla.

safety..
Government incentives should he availible to.en-
sure commercializafion of-new technoingies. .
Conflicts of water use' between energy and non-
energy uses shoukl he resolved.
In view of finitejesources, an ever-increasing rate
of tnergy growth shipuld not b'e encouraged

_ Economic and nevenergy anafyses should be, used
in assessing alternative 'energy Sources and tech-
nologies.
The importance of short-term energy planning,
'should be emphasized. Conservation and odier
alternftives such as. solar, geothermal, biomass

nversion, and hydrogen should -receive ,higlier
kpnorities. ,.-

*
'Another form of Public reyiew way-Provided by,

2

,o.The first #teeting was held. in Mianta (October
and ond' in Seattle IDeceither 1975). The Ilittli-
krigr die publicatiens for these meetinp.

The new emphasis on =serval,
ance on technological sokiti
energy goalS'are reinforced
from a stut of the relati
and econon.growth.
The chpiee of energy
forced by a study wh
nologies invêstiga
on theibasis of a

e
tire-

elimi.
ifically:

d the reli-
to achieving

results ohtained
p between energy
. ,

technologies is rein-
dicatés that, of the tech-

da4,e, till are supPortable
PeniY anidylds ..

The daculty f a uickly changing. the Natiota
consumption atternslo show 00-ov-eat energy-

ç.

'
econctmic e )incyta highlighted in a study of ,

foreign en,* 'consuniptiob patterns.
, Finally, ho importance of emPhasizting the coal

, ant, ligh ater regtor nuclear initiatives, dis-
'diear ier in Chapters II and III, is highlighted

ritet study of the electric utility lodusky.

*4.! V* letters from the Astfistant -Administrator for Plan-
%\ning %nil Analysis to representatives of these groups in

,

tdarek and July 1975.
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fn addition to the four study areas *abOve-,-,1
conceptualiiation of energy, economic, an nVirrint,
mental trade-off analysis and the.'7.analysis ei .er.0-'.:
nomic codstraints to energy growth are being *00'

.gated. .

, The study of energy systems is dynamid; 1,As
, more islearned aboOf the role of energrin'sotti,,

both the problems being addressed andlii06' 'pis a!hd
*fechniques bf analysis are subjecrtO 44ngc. ThiS
'tection presents selected preliminarOttiliii:Ad cim-
elusions from ongoing energy syttels, siiidlie.

The puripse of the anal sit': highlights of

mner-I' detailed reports are prese ;fur the energy
emerging conclusions, and refere :. itao eZfsting flli

studiesv-'"
i'EaCli study is -surniriarIzed in the balance ofAis

-Section. The dpnclusionS anCresUlts die based on ,a
series of independent 1 ahalises. The supporting
,studies are only, indirectly r,Clated to 'each other,
primarily throUgh the common input assumptions
related to Possible energy futures (i.e., the ERDA48
scenarios). New and Continuing studies are, however,
a keY ingredient of the ERDA planning system; as
chschsse4 previously in Chapter V. .t

Relationthip Between _Energy and -

Economic Growth

The effects of alternative future energy scenarios
on the U.S. economic system must be better under-
stood. This need is, underscored by concerns over the
impact of -rising energy prices on overall economic
growth, energy demand, inflation, and employment.
Other. areas Of interest include the impact orndw
technology introduction on the economic system and
on the cost of providing energy.

The relationship between energy and economic
. growth are complex but mustbe 'addressed to ensure

the compatibility of energy policy goais with other::
societal goals. Accordingly, the main purposes of
analysis efforts in this area are to:

Develop methods for measurini the interrelation-
ships between energy production and consumption
and dconomiC growth. The interrefationships in-
elude those among; energy demands, prices, and
income; energy supplies, prices, and domestic eco-
nomic output; and energy RD&D impacts, infla-
tion, labor requirements, and,capital requirements.
Provid*information on the -economic impacts of
energy techndlogy introduction. Impacts such as
changes in material, labor 'and capital require-
ments, aggregate GNP and its distribution to con-
sumptibn, investment, and foreign trade are impOr-
tant to permit evaluation Of alternative energy
polieies.
Differentiate between the energy-economic effects
of energy RD&D policies and those of otber pol-
icies. For example, it is important to proxide' infor-
mation on the effects associated with policies

NATIoNAL PL4N PO ENERGY. RD&D

aihtecLf'at increasing endgy supplies such as
through expenditures op new teehnologies) as 1

-compared to ttiose associated With policies a'med
at curtailing demand, (such as demand reduc iUns
through price increases).

New technologies designed to exploit the Na-
=>

tion's abundantdomesticyesource base are expecled
to be available at difPerent.times and In varYing quan-
tities over the next two decades: Contributions to
energy supplies are excti'd- from oil, shale, coal
liquefactionsand gaiificatibn, geotheimal energy, and
solar electric and kilted solar applications. To _the
extent that these technologies can compete,With egistr
ing energy sources, including inipcap, they can Fe-
duce the Nation's dependence On forbign energy sap-
plies. Therefore, one strategy for meeting the Nation's
energy policy goali relies on increased domestic sup-
plies. Another strategy involves reductions in energy
consumplion:

Four 'models were utilized to decribe the inter-F'
reactions existing between factors of energy supply
and' demand and economic activity. These models,
discussed at the end of this section, were used to test
alternative supply and demand policies against a base
or reference case. This caie assumed the continuance

-of present econoinic and energy practices and condi-
tions; the only exception ,was the assumed decontrol
of oil and gas prices.* The alternative policies were
evaluated in terms of their effects on economie growth
and on the achievement .Of prespecifled . import tar-
gets.,These policies were based on the following:

A ,supply policy was based on the introduction of
the new technologies mentioned above. The esti-
mates orthe maximum energy flbws that could be
expected from the new technologies were based on
the technical cakulations (scenarios) contained in
ERDA-4t. Import %Eget levels were set as a de-
clining percentage d*tal domestic energy use.
A demand policy was based pn rising energy prices
(via taxes and tariffs only). *Demand measures
(rising energy priCeS) were used to eliminate any
supply/demand gap still remaining after the ihtro-
duction of new technologies. The procedure 'used
was to increase the prices of energy supplies grad-

.

o

*During the condect of these evaluations. ERDA and FEA
cbllaborated closely on the energy projections generated"
by FEA through.it; Project Independence Evaluation Sys-
tem (PIES) model. RDA lieves that the FEA modeling
efforts provide a very lo cal and detailed approach to
evaluating economic inter ions for the 1975-1985 time.
frames. Thus, ERDA ha dosen not to duplicate these
efforts, preferring Instead to rk with FEA to produce
a rnutualIy agreed upon set of 'projections for the next
I1ecac1e. Conversely, ERDA has taken the lead role for
exami ing the energy-economic interactions for the .19.85
2000 t me frame, with FEA providing itidvice and Aview.
The evluations.in this section cover only tile 19
period and were closely calibrated to the FAA: e
1985 to provide the initial pointhof deparA
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ually '(which iesiilted in lower demands) until the
specified 'import target leVels were reached. 'Tlie

19851mport t get level was 10 percem of total
energy*cons tion and the 2000 target level was
5 percen .

The preliminary results' obtained to date relative
do the base case bave seine important implications
fOr itsearch. and deve*Ment activities'ind for the
implemeritatiorOf new techialogy in the market place:

i . ,
.... qThe introduction', of new !energy-producing tech- '

. . nology his a 'significant% tositive effent on the level
of GNP and ói the ,Jeconoinic wollebeing of .the

. country. The di ()anted value offuture GNP re-
stored by adding t. supplies (through' technology '

introduction), instead/ of increasing prices to reduee .

demand, is several-kfid larger than the discomited
value of accurvlated expenditure§ on RD&D.

.

Higher prices (30 percent above thqse otherwise, ,

expected in 2000) could be required to Achieve the ...
specified, energy demand reductioni, and this ap-
pears to be an undesiraliik cost t'o the Nation. Im-
plementation of more efficient energy usirieand
producing devicesAvould be the preferable Way to
achieve the import reduction. The price increases
needed to achieve a sufficient demand reduction are
half as large when new supply technology is avail;
able as when it is not availabl;. Energy demands -

, are rather inelastic, with a10 percent increase in
price required to produce a 2.5 percent demand re-
duction in 1985 and a 4.5 percent demand'reduc- :
tion in 2000. .

Increases in the inflation rate occur as a result of
- energy price changes. In addition to the introduc-
*ion of new technology, high taxes and tariffs(over
150 percent qn oil 'and 20 percent on gas) are re-
quired to achieve the specified elower deman
leads to a long-term increase in the gener
tion rate of about 0.3 percentage point.
The effects of higher prices and new t
rult in a slowing of the rate

GNP decli

increase e

al nes; eting inr.s ,a small
output:of the domestic econom The rate of in-
crease in

in the level of .real 6NP (about Z percent
lower in 1990 and 3 percent lower in 2000).
Changes in labor requirements result in 'an increase
in unemplolyment. A -lower real GNP produces a

di lower demand for labor inputs .to the economy.
The reetructuring of the economy to reduce'energy
use offsets this somefhat through increased cje-'
mands for labor as, a substitute for energy inputs.
The overalPTesult is a long-term increage In, the
unemployment rate (for both policy alternative's)
of from one-half to one percentage point higher
than for the base case.
New technologies are only marginally compeddye
with existing technology in the short-run but cum-

N

pete,iliccessfully by the end of the, century: New'
technolOgies (primarily oil shale, geothermal, and,
direct solar) may account for 16, percenit'of total
energy in 2000 as compared to only 4 pereein..
1985.
There is. an improvement in enewy-econoinie
ciency (as measured by the energy/GNP :"
Prelimigary results indicate a to 3 perced
point iticprovemerii for each 10'pertent1change m
'energy. prices.

The sei of analytibal tools applied to these'prolz-
lems represents an advancement in the state-oPthe-
art forniodels of this type. It is the first time a Macro-
economic growth model hks been-linked to an inter-
industry sectoral model* an subiequently linked to ,

an energy te logy óriente'tI resOurce allocation
:model.** ese orts are being jointly purosued
through coniracts th ERDA.*** It also represents
the first time thdt changes inenergy technologies and
Patterns were introduced ',lido the ecsmomic models
to determine the ne%4 configuration of economic
activity .and indicators. The relationshik among the
sepirate modetg7is expressed in the \logic diagram
sOwn in Figure VI-E.Each of thb four models have
lbeen preViously exaniined and:tritiqUed:;',G,ertiin ad-.
lustments -have been made tor.ifevelet4ompatiblet
definitions Of paiimeters. The inibiali*4.1tir" cif
ongoingt_ studys.,tire tb,, be published b kha
National, Laboiatory and Data Res
ratec* and 'Will be ditseminateitfor
Mem at approximaiely the same 11
is pubiished. - *

These eff9its are an integrat plirt'of theman- '7-?!

es, Xncorlib
eview and tom-
e that thtiviPlan

ningi urogram, and budSet review!process raiw being
4rustuted within ERDA. The ttreatment of Other
areasof energy-economic analysissesVal
tiesi/regionat considerations, and the seqsitivities Of
individual technologleshakYet to be worked Out.
Other policy variations (e.g., non-price induced con-
servation) will be investigatet. Additional restilts,and
stUdies will be forthcoming as they are completed.

Net Ener Analysis: The Energy Required to .

Produce,* istribute, and Conserve Entiriff
.

ergy analysis is the-term cdrhinonly,used
to signify t energy. e9enditures required to pro-

* For adaitional details see "U.S. Energy Policy ind a

Economic Growth, 1975-2000," Edward i4.4 Hudson
.,and Dale W. Jorgenson, The Belt Journal of Econoinks
and Management Science, Volume 5, Number:2, Au-

' Aumn l974Np. 461-514.
1* For additional details sec- "A Methodology of Technical

'Analysis with Applicationto Energy Assessment," K. C.
Hoffman, ASME Paper 75-WA/TS-13,'American Society
of Mechanical Engineer% New York, 1975.

*** With Data Resources, Incorporated (macroeconomic
and tinte (ifldiiitry seetoral models) and Brookhaven
National 3aboratory (input-output and resource alloca-
tion Mod ls).
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Figure VI-1 Integration of Economii Growth, Industry Interaction and Energy Systems Models

duce and distribute energy in various formsor to're-
duce energy consumption, in a particular, demand
process. It is the difference :hetwekn energy output
and the sum of direct and inOct energy inputs. Net
nergy is a subset of the broader area of energy

analysis which seeks to identify and interpret ihe
tenergy flows in societyboth direct and indirect
which are required for the production and distribu-
tion of various goods and services. Net energy analysis
is an aid to program planning, as it supplements exist-
ing economic and technical analysis and`providei ad-
ditional information Iiii evaluating technical pro-
grams and project prioritio. .

Net energy analysis ' of individual technology
options is important for several reasons: ,

To determine 'how much energy must be invested
,to develop construct, and Operate new technol-

ogies , .

To supplement economic studies aimed at evgduat-
ing the energy resource base and analyzing the
cost of new, technologies .
To provide a better understanding of the relation-
ships of energy-producing sectors of the economy
to each other, to othei economic sectors, and to the

,

lenvironment

To identify significant indirect, economic benefits'
limn careful energy management, such as preser-

- vation ,c)f the environment and conservation of
energy resources for future generations.

Net energy analysis is still in an early stage of
development and lacks a well-established set of rules
and conventions. Substahtiye questidns arise as to:

Which energy expenditu s or resource commit-
ments should be incjud in'the analysis, and what
system of ine,asuremen should be used
How endrgy of different forms (and with different
econoMic values) Or energy ()Pike form expended
at different tithes should be aggregated

".' : Whether- a single quantitative value (ana if so;
which one) can adequately express the significant
results of the analysis.

EN-en if there were no uncertainty in the magn i-
tudes Of the various energy inputs, very large appar-
ent discrepanciei in reported total energy. inputs per
unit of nit output would still result from different
responses. tO the above, queationf. These questions
Can be answeitiOnly after additional studies in net
energy 4nalysii have been conducted.

.102
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Recbgnizing these difficulties, ERDA used two
studies* to prefiare conclusions:on the net energy of
seven basic technologies for producihg.electricity and
nine technologies for producing non-electrical
ehergy. Based on the results to date, the conelusions
are as follows: -

With the exception of very low-grade energy re-
sources, no technologies appear to be ,"losers",
from. a net energy standpoint. These low-grade de-
posits have not been included in the assessment of -

. , the resource base presented earlier. Sk.

Most technologies return from 4 to 10 limey the
external energy (i.e., the direct plus indirect energy
inputs) expended for energy p ro uction.** That is,
the external energy inputs amo to 10-25- per-
cent of the energy output. However, for some con-
ventional fuel supply systems the externak enerigy
required is less than .5percent, ,ivhile for com-
binations of pr ses it., oil from shale used to
produce electricit the requireMent can, be 40 per-

: cent or higher.
Nuclear electric power rettirn s about 4 times the
extermd energy required. A *detailed stuclii of the
nuclear option is summarizeit in Appendix B.
Net energy anakvsis is a supplement to, not a rg-
placeMent for, -other more widelused tools of ,

analysis. Considering the current state-of-the-art,
ranking of technologies on the basis of net energy
calculatiors is not as instructive as performing the .

analysis, on specific technologies: The use of ques-
ijonable assumptions an4 the lack of comprehen- ,

sive data preclude extensive reliance on.the com-
parison of results.

I .

Sweden, Deemark, Switzerland, West Germany) have,
these charabteristics.

Studies on foreigiv energy. use and econopic
growth are needed to:

Evaluate 'the level and mix of energy consumption
within different_seclors ind gain, understanding of
tile basic relationship between foreign energy con-
sumption and economic growth -
Identify Oppoitunities for conservati- which are,
applicable to the U.S., and. evaluate e extent to .
which, life style changes may be :required to
achieVe lower per capita energy consumption rates,
Form a basis for determining both' efficient and
wasteful energy consumPtion practices in the U.S.

Sweden was selected for the .fifist -study.*** be-
cause it has a similar -economiepeilormance to the
U.S., as measured by per Capita gross natiqnal prod-
uct (GNP) and-per capita income, and a significantlY
lower per capita energy consumption. rate. .4 "

The risulti Of this study plus research by others .

indicate that major structural ihanges and eflidency
improvementi would be required to promote, a sig-
nificant. transfer of Swedish eller& consumption pat- ,
terns to *the U.S. The major differeqes are

Makeup of ti'ib EconOmy andjndustrial Efficiency:
Sweden imports a significant qu4ntity of enerty-
intensive products (e.g., :refined) petroleum and
agricultural goods), which the U.S. produces in-
ternally. The atrninum and petrochemical in-
dustries, w/o iinportant pnergyintensive U.S. in-

' dustries, constitute, a taller Proportion of. She
, Swedish induArial n the other hand, Sweden

producef significantly higher !quantities of paper
. and pulp than the U.S. and exportsolarge quantities
of metal, machinery andiransportationequipment.

, In addition, the energy efficiency of many indus-
'al processes appears to betigher in Sweden than
the U.S.
ansportation Efficiency: The SSejedish auto.

mobile tieet,lor examplflo averageS'Ov r 60 percent
better fueImileage than the U.S. counterpart.. Sim
ilarly; the Swedish people make greatet use of-
mass transportation. 7

Housing Patterns and P.,fficieney: -Sviedish homes
are much bptter inkiilated than in the resulting
in greater efficiency of energy use. Also; little or
no air cO4i4içidningis requireli in Sweden. More-
over, one. out ef.five hOuscs, in Sweden is heated
by hot water distributed from fossil electric power

t plants; in, the U.S.-, this heat is discharged into the. '
environment and lost., yo

GeographY and DeMography; Urban density is ap-
. preciably higher in "Sweden and prochiction centers

are closer to markets. '

Other major technologies will be analyzed and
reported on during the year. In addition, futuft
efforts will consider energy demand options and com-
Plete supply-to-demand pathways, including the
transformation process efficiencies at each step alone
the pathways.

Foreign Energy Consumption .Patterns..
Guidamie for !slomestic energy policy %yill alsO

come 'from exp4rienges of other nati s. Moit in-
structive will be those countrits.whic4iave achieved
a high standard of living with lower ratei of per
capita energy consumption than those in the U,S.
Most notably, several; European _countries

*T;io studies have dealt With a wide range of energy
technoIogies: "Transition," sponsored by the 'State nf
Oregon, cfBoe of EnergfResearch and :filanning, Office

the-Governor, 1L975. ; and ,"A Study to Develop Energy
Estimates of MeAs for Selected Fuel+. Tephnologies,"
Develcipmeqt Sciences,. Inc., September 1975. Originally
sponsored by the Dqpar ent of the Interior, this latter j.
study was subsequenirncluded in ERDA's, program
Several other studiere referenced ui the Bibliography.

4* See Appendix,13 f a further disussion of the 'terms
used in net energy a lysis.

a.

1

'0** A. Doernberg, "Comparative Analisis of Energy Use
in Si/Oen and the.Uniled States," Brookhaxen National
Laboratory, September 1975.

1'03.
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Some changes are under .way in the U.S. that
proinise improvements in per capita energy consump-
tion along the lines suggested by the Swolish experi-
enCe. For example, efficiency improvementk in the
U.S. transportation fleet will be' forthcoming as a
result of the lecently signed, Energy Policy and Con-
servation Aet. *kecifically, autos mandfactyrers are
required to bring their.fleet average 'up to 20, miles
per gallon (mpg) by 1980 llind 2745 mpg by 1985.
For comparison, the ,U.S. average of all autos was
13.5 mpg in 1972 while the Swedish average was in
the low 20's. In addition to auto efficiency; the Act
also" proVides impetus to future improvenients in in-
dustrial energy efficiency., .

On the other side, however, it is possible that '
eneigy consuinption patterns jn -Sweden have not

'stabilized. The afitount of energy used to support and
produce economic actiVity, as measured by "the
lenergy/GNY ratio, has increased in Swedeq during
the last ten years. The U.S., which uses more energy
per unit of GNP, has experiencedi flatter tfend over
the., same period. Thnsi pver,time and under favor-
able supply conditions, Swedish patterns in energy

ma'y approach Present U.S. patterns. The current
pllasis Of Swedish energy policy, however, appears

to be toward even greater efficiency yirprovements
an slower growth rates fin the 'future. In addition,
the gap between the, American and the wedigh
standard of living maS, be different than indicitted by
the per capita GNP figures, due to The inteLpretation
given GNP' as a measure of economic wealth.

. Another study, prepared for FEA reinforces the
conclusion that 'structural changes and efficiency im'-
provements in the U.S. economy, would be required

. to obtain1 the lower energy consumption patterns
achieved, by some foreign countries. 'Differences' in
per capiia energy consumption between 'West Ger-
many.and the U.S. are greatest in tile household and'

. cqmmercial secto , and the transportation sector.
For example, significantly 'smaller 'houses, negligible
use of air conditioning:point-of-use hot wan* heat-
ing, and othr differences result. in lower per capita

. consumption in the West 'Germany household sector
(i.e., about 48 percent of the U.S. level in 1972).

In the automotive sector,.per capitii energy use
per passenger-mile and 'per capita miles driven are

* both around 50 percent of the U.S. levels. These .
factors account for a large portion of the lower per
capita consUmption in the transportation sector (i.e.,'
about 27 percent of the U.S. level in 1972).

Lower energy consumption in the West Ger.r.
many and Sweden transportation sectors must, to
'some extent, reflect the high retail price of fuel. In
West Germany, for example, the average retail price,

*Richard L. Goen and Ronald K. Mute, "
Energy Consumption. Between West many and the
United States," Stanford Research sutut , June 1915,
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of gdsoling was more than twicb that in the U.S. in '
1973. 2

Additional stOdies of other countries are
planned fOr the future. These, efforts will Iv under-
taken in' cooperation wiji the selected foreign coun-
tries-and with the International Energy. Agency.

Erierrg Market Analyiis

Analysis of the marketplace is necessary to un-
derstand how new technologies can have a reasonable
chance of competing with other, more established
technologies. Successful competition.Xas two main
components that are investigated by-market analysis:

'first, the economics associated with energy recovery
transformation, and distribution; and, second,, the
timingpf mark'et introduttion and the pegree of man:
ket diffusion. These, studies are patterned after pri-

ed when .necessary
and regional analyses.

udy, started in. the sum,
example of a specific ,

ay. This study is the
ea the Plan's oyerall

rogram priorities from'
stry most directly affected

vate sector practices,-suppleni
by other supporting patio

The Electric. Utility
mer Of 1975 by EFt.DA, is
market study currently under
'first of several that seek to
READ objectives, goals, a
the viewpoint of th
by implementation of new energy techdology.

A four-step approackis used in the utility study.
first, a range of electric growth futures is 4stablished
on a regional basis. Proviiion is made, kip both high
and low total growth rates in electric energy demand.
'Second, the technical Options available to utilities are
documented, 'along with estimates Of time schedules
and aeonomics. Third, thb likely market peneiration'
and reqting benefits of each technology are assessed
through an analysis of economic', attractiveness from
the industry's perspective. this asseisinent may,be
repeated for several energy policy Scenarios.tFourthi
the applicable governmeitt RD 'programs are eval-

.uated in light of the 'market tudy results fo deter-
mine whether the program prioritiespawl,goals.are
appropriate.

Tentative findings in the first stage of the
studybased primarily on comparisoni of technol-
ogy econonfics and environmental- characteristics
suggest_ that:

I.

Conventionarcoal plants with scrubbers-and light
water reactors will continue to provide the bulk df
base generated power for the rest of the century;
gas turbinei will provide some power during peak
periods.
The existing and newer technologies will have to /
compete against these technologiesalthough few
can now b,e said to offer clear-cut ecOnomic ad-
vantages (even considering the large uncertainties
in cOst projections) over coal and nuclearalterna-
tives. .
Three aspects of new technologies make them at- .

'tractive to pursue: first, potential for imProved
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--,
economicsgve smAl improvements hi technol-

. o'gy economics c n make a large difference When'
viewed from a iational perspective (in light of
very large proj ted markets under all likely,.
growth scenarios); second, the capability of new
technologies to . meet 'future, potentially more
stringent environmental standards; and third, the
ability of some new technologies to shift genera-
tion aisvraifrom oil and gas.
The D on new technologiei now being pur=
sued by the Nation prvides more comPetitorq in
each area than are pkely to be developed by
vendors or implementel by fitifities,
One objective of the ducktfill be to lay out an
RD&D strategy that providdistifficient techn ogy
alternatives in critical areas, but that inini izes
investments beyond basic research stages in the '
less crucial areas. This strategy should Provide
juffi nrit alternatives tb meet potential future con-
stradits sucb is, the possibility of 'a nuclear mora-
torium, major ir.strictions on.western coal mining, .

or severe cOnstrictions .on current enviro, gnental end-use deman speci

-relative magnitude and interdependence of the int-
paths associated with criers/ futures:
Provide iriforniation to paogram Managers4 and
energy planners, responsible for developing tech-
nological options to achifle enere goals. The ern:
phasis here should be . roviding information
(such as a set of tr -off curves) that depicts the
available options; the sensitivity of options .to
changes if techhology mix, demand levels, and
other vjafables; and the extent to which RD&D
can provide solutions to enerw, economic, -and
environmental issues.

The trade-off analysis undertaken by ERDA so
far incorporates five factors ,. associated with ' energy
activity: ,toral annual energy costs, including amor-
tized investment, fuel, and operafipg costs; resources
.consumed; domestic rind importA crude oil require-
ments; environmental effects; and capital require- .
ments. The jalysis is based on varictuacombinations
of techn gtes which coulci be utilized to satisfy the

ed in the ERDA-48 scenas-
standards. In so doi,fig, the strategy sho d also ,
provide for treayng substanial cost uncertainties.

, The report on the &it stageind' at g prelim-
inary conclusionswill be imblished i p
the final report a Ye& later.

The resuiti:of tile utility study are generally ii-
plicable to &het, energy technology areas as well.
They serve, to yeinfOrce the copmitment to assess all
aspects of technolop andthe barriers( to 'market
penetration, as highlighted in fhis National Plan. In
addition, whil an adequate set of oPtions must be
available to me iii nnarket needs, , priorities
within program a shonlci be established,- with N
emphasis on those options with the higliest chanCeof
achieving `market, success.

ios for 2000.
Defining approp

the four non-envir
straightforw

ate quantitative measures for
ental factors above is fairly

even though there are uncertainties
in .the values. Developing information needed to
measure environmental impact is significantly more
difficult for several reasons: the multiple. types and-
aluantities of environmental damage resulting .from
particular technologies, the spatial patterns of re-
leases in conjunction with vaiiable natural dilution
effects, and, the uncertainty coneernIng the level and
costs otspecific 'environmental residuals.

Environmental information' with' the lequired
degree of precision is not currently a ailable. In addi- ,

tion, damage functions defining the sts to the publie
tin tho various evels of the pollutants resul g from e

pH range of different technologies are got available.
Pkor this reason, the analysis works with total =Ls j
of delivered energy o'nly, rathet than with total publie
cost (with.the latter incorporating the Oternal effects
of different levels of emissiorr, as discussed in Chap-,
ter II). The results of the trade-off ar3lysis presented
here highlight the energy'and economic factors.

Energy, Economic, and Environmental..TradeOfn

The econOinic and environmental Impacts asso-
, ciated with the national energy system and the inter-
relationships among economic and environniental
factors need to be considered jointly. The addition of

: new erfergy and stippiortfilg systems will mid
'Changes these impacts,lbased largely on the mix' of
iechno "es that constitute the' /energy system in
future. ears.

The purposes of fly analysis of these trade-offs
,3 0 IPare to;

Subject alternative enerd scenarios, 'such ai those
. contained in ERDA-48, to further teSting 'and

.. evaluation. .
Establish a frame of-Merence 'for understanding
choices among envirompental values, energy ust,a *and 'economic growth subject- to conditions of
uncertainty.
Provide, information for public discussion on the

1

. .The fist step in the analysis was to determine .
the kiwest possible value for each of the, factors :

, giien various technology options. In each case,
combinatibn of energy supplids was chosen (stibject
to the imPlementation constraints associated with an
assumed scenario) which minimized each 'factor in
succession. This analysis is based on meeting a ed
set of end-use demands thrOugh variations in el
substilutions from a given set of energy. technologies.

Table VI-4 shows the restilts of this min' -
i -

tion step. The various technç1ogiissed to sa
use demands produced significant variations in the
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Table VP-4 Sor4Prellmlnary Traili-Off An !pis
Resutts-Effect of Independently .MInImIzIni Ea h Factor

Value of MI Factors When Each'Facto MInInI4ed

.4

Friar Unit
Angie!

Cost Capital
IMptirted

011

( Total- Annual Cost,
$ 109 296 388 304

Capital c"
Requirements,
$ 109

imported, Oil,
Inu.X 1015

1343

0

735 1197

Domestic Plus'
Imported
Oilit Btu x 10i5 20 70 20

Resources Used,
.131Btu x 1015 215 , 113

tie PI
Inv-

port
011

3

147

330

'-325
49

-On 320
Re-

sources >
cc

340 .

al 310J
1364'

Z 365

.J

315

4...< 300
Ai

'
.),,ci$ 295

-.4 0 115

.!

_

117.5 120 -122.5 . 125 127.5
12 114*

' RESOURCE USE, BTU x 1 015
..year 2000. BASIS: ERDA-413 SCENARIOS. THE SHAPE'OF THEabsolute

factod CURVE REFLECTS THE SUBSTITUTION OF
OtF-PEAK ELkCTRICITY FOR OIL IN VARIOUS -
INO-USE SECTORS. ELECTRICITY GENERATED
OFF-PEAK IS LESS COSTLY THAN OIL BUT .

CAUSES HIGHER TOTAL RESOURCE
DONSUMPTION. -

Basis for Calculations: ERDA-48 Scenarios for th'e
1 Underlined values are th

minimum values for each,
val9es ofi'some faâtorVand fewer variation

1

doctors. Fo; example, annual cost 'has a
value of "30 percefit above its niinimum .v
'capital requirements exhibit a wo percent
and resources consumed only a, 15 percelit

1. In the trade-off ,inalysisjases comple
total annual costs were minimized subjec
Straints on other, factors. This protess c
illustrated by considering, for example, the
between the desire o achieve minimum
subject to limits on the omount of reso
*This relationship is illustratedeiry Fivre
trade ff presented is typical of those co
date,
value
slight
cons

sii
I!, In

job as o
t li left t ugh technology advances. On
is e achievement of a more disirab
le el of resource consumption for-lower

.- out sacrificing the high standard of living
*. The interrelationships \ en

quality,. energy costs, and ublic costs
examined in much greeter detail. There
subjective views on what constitutes an
level of environmental quality0 what add
vironmental improvements should be
whal the total public cost will be at van
of energy production and environmen

each relitionihip containing a
Where small reductions in the cons
cost increases and further fightem

aint eauses a more significant cost ri
he trade-off curves plus the underl

int up several important conclusions:
g out its eveiill mission, ERD

of tryini to shift the tradelo

130

in other
aximum

ue while
vatietion
ariation.

so far,_
to cod-
best be

trade-off'
ual costs

s used.
1-2. The
pleted to
range of
nt cause"
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g analy-

vieNts its
curve to
example
(lowei)
st with-

Figure Vl-2 Relationship Between Resource
Use and Total Annual Cosf

. . .
tion. Much more inform/ion needs to be de-.
veloped on .environnientayenr)rgyieconbmic inter-

.

actions, and trade-off curyes may be *a useful
approach for this purpose.

a/ Z.--rade-off studies with a more tiarrow focus are
equ ly impoitani in' the context of individal tech-
nology_ /*Aram's. Within each program, dumerous
technical options influence .the aniotirit of energy pro-
duced pr conserved, the associated costs, anti the
amount of enVironMedtal impact. Trade-off studies
will be useful in narrowing the list of options to be
pursued in the energy RD&D pitogiam.

..
, .

Capital,' Manpower, and Industrial *Constraints
to .Enerfrp Growth

The most critical impact of technoloiej intro-
ddction on energy and supporting ifidustriet will bea certain economic reiources (e.g., capital, labor,

_Naterial, anil equipment) associated with facility con-
nmental struction and operation. Constraint analysis ad-

to be 'dresses the pkysical. constraints associated with these
are many reiources and how these resources might influence

and be influenced by energy growth and the introduc-
.ional en- tion of new technology. Both technical and noniech-
ght,Ind nical barriers to technology introduction are impor-
us levels tent 'in this analysis. A constraint analysis is being

protec- conducted to:
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,

Islentify future changes in economic resource con-.
sumption Tatterns likely to arise from changes in
the energy system, especially those likely to require
changes in industry infrastructure
Identity ptntially severe disruptions, 1such- as
markedly inc eased needs for skilled craftsmen, to
sectors of the economic-system, .

Provide for a systematic' way of analyzing resource
requirements (e.g., steel, labor, and money) from
energy and non-energy sectors-of the economy.

, The current effort examines the capital, man-
.)pouter; iateria1, equipment, and construction re-

quiremeñtscassociaed with the ahernate supply and
demand policies discussed previously in the energy/
economic growth section. The required respurce
levels_ weie obtained from a model devOoped by the
Bechtel' Corporation.**

The constraint analysis effort is just beginning.
Based on the pVtialcalculations, it appears that:

he 'ratio of energy capital iniestment to total busi-
, ness investment (historically between 25 and 30

percent) would remain _relatively constant over a
broad range of near-term (to.1985) energy futures.,
In one scenario examined, heavy investments in
synthetic fuel facilities were offset by declining
transportation investments (e.g., tankers) for im-
ported oil and gas.
A tight labor market will continue for certain con-
struction tradesnamely, 'pip-afters, wgIders,

'boilermakers, atcl electricians/ However, overall
manpower demands bvenergy industries should
.not have severe .effects on the tsltal manpower
market.

M. Carassot J. M. Gallagher, K. J. Stiarma,'J. R. Gayle,
R. Barany, 'The Eller* Supply Planning Model," Bech-.
tel Corporation, Stin;Iratancisco, California, August 1975,
Volumes 1 and H.'

4

.

-The .current ability of industry, to modify 'existing
manufacturing and other production facilities to
reflect the requitements associated 4ith new energy,
technologies is sot lear and mus be mgre thor-
oughly investigate . Foe' example w technology
places large demands op special fkodticts such as
heavy steel plates, but this appears td regUnfe rela- .
tively small.additional capital investments in the .

4energy sector. -

Tbe results of this constraint analysis will 'high-
light areas where more detailed and narrowly focused
studies are appropriate; fpr example, studies tlprt ad7-
dress specific industries, products, or skills. Planned-
ERDA efforts include the development of an overall .
manpower:data base for energy-telated activities .and
sources,-and the analysis of manpower requirethents
for future energy tectinoldgies: These. effortscwill be .

coordinated with bther -Federal agencies' having on-
going prOyam's in 'manpower-relatel areas.r
Need for ContinuYng Studiot

- The zesults of all of these continuing stpdies
and analyses simultaneously provide a perspective for
planning,.an opportunity to test or to make concrete
some of the, underlying assumitiOhs of the Plan, and
a mbans for extending the understanding of the at-
tributes. of differencapproaChes and (pitmans through
time to deaj witiOhe energy problem.. Missing in-

: formation ,an /uneertainties highlight the nqed to
acquire414 ,ific data or to define the'speci relar
tictOri P,$ I0.s- throughout the Fedeial struc e,.inPt

s, In the private sector, and in other un7uniye
tries all 'contribute to this process. As wits
analyses, these 'approaches' need external diacussion

1%Ili
and th tscipline of tlfe peer review process. e ..
desired en results are greater knowleOge and a de .
to effective uture action.

(,

.
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:Chapter VII uture Evolutiin of the:Plan ;

The National Plan for Erwrgy ,RD&D is de.7,
signed to provide theN frameworik for carryin.g out
governmentarp6ficy th.in e de coiceqopment of nser-
vation mill energy supply' technologies. ERDA-48
et forth the fundamentals of..the 'Plan, including a ,

diagnosialof th6 national 'energy problem, the five
Major natiaal, goils related to energy, and the
energy technology gbals. Further, the Plan presented
a strategy 'for achieying these goals,,along with
broad program objectives. Finally, the Plan cluded
the judgmental priorit4 for developing the ajor
sourcei of energy. it 't -,,i

. . In ERDA-76-1, th4 Plan 11 s been expanded in
scoie and in depth of c verryge. e basic goals:and' :.
strategy have been refined somewhat, but remain '

essentially iniact. ERDA-76-1 emeasizei the opera-
tional aspects of implementing the .Plan, particularly
in the areas of market penetration of new technolci-
gies, Federal intvaction with other institutions Of
the national economy; aocl 'ad overall approach to
detailed analyses and planning of Federal RD&D
programs. . . .

But no one document ean,Arover all the areas'
that make up the complex4iiergiRD&b spectrum;
not eveA in the aggreg1rn; the two _documents
(ERDA-48 and ERI3A- .:4144aim completeness.
Ths, f4nre planning effoilis -*ill build on these

, efforts, adding new information as it becomes avail-
able and gradually incorporating ore of the ele-

Plan. Although ii.ispo early o state with certainty,
ments that must bg considered creating a unrfied .

what will be included in future reportsohree activi-
ties are essential to ERDA's own planning and will

Jikely be included in .the next Plan update: ,(1) de-
veloping energy RD&D costs and benefits; (2)
establishing priorities for component programs; and
(3) analyzing ehergy RD&D activities in the prir.. a

The major energy technologies have not bee .
subjected to it detailed revieiv of costs and benefits,
althotA_ cost-benefit studies ,of some options have
beenidone. Such assessments are complicated by the ,

.... .

fact that alternativel. technologies cannot easily be
compared with each otheresince eaeh tendp to inter-.
act simultaneously with many others. The MA-48
scenarios exemplifr thig problemi;However, tools

'! for overcoming these complexities---toOli sucii as -
venture analysis, economieimriact. analysis trade-off
studres, net.energy analysis, and constraint studOs--.-
are becoming available. It is ERDA's goal to apply
these tools during 1976 to achieve a more systemifie .
approach to quantification of the costs and beqefits
of selected energy technologlet, and .to report the
reSults of this work,in the next Plan.,

A _

Establishing Priorities for
Compenent Progremi

The 'Program Plamzing, Budge g, and getew
(PPBR) system discussed in Chap r V is blftg de-
signed to ,iiicree Le relevance andqect1venêss of
ERDA's pro . :One or the, keY Isults of this,
process is ttie ability tO establish' more definitiv
priorities for energy system technOlogY Opfions. Cur-, ,

..1....rently,..anly..the-major categories of energy- conser-
vatiOn and suppI5 teciineTeteillave-been,,.ranked.
Future. efforts will,focus on ranking, in order 01

riority, component programs -ahned at the sabie or
similar markets. For exath.le, the electric .utility
study currently in progress : is. is marized in thsp- .

ter VI is aimed at ranking tethnoto .e.:s that compete
for the electijc utility market; future. analysii will
antlyze other Market sectors. For example,2there are
a number of technological approaches to producing
low-Attu, gas.from 'coal; these and other technologies
need tct be evaluated fuzther, to identify their relative -

mrits for . the garoutility secter. ilowever, bee:arise
of the MilltiPle uncertainties existing in many. of the
prograin:areas, a comprehensive iankinj cannot be
achieved within the next year. ERDA is initiating
the task and will pursue the assessments ai rapidly
as possible. It is ERDA'S goal In 1976 to /take be
first Stepmore definkivi Allay* -coaposeill
programs in a maker Of key 'areas alined at tbe.
same or similar markets. 4...

.
.

reiolts of dlis: 84ydysis also viill .enable
ERDA. to Specify. More aCcurately The. objectives of
each compolf.pie prggram and of the .ovefalf tech.,

vate sector,
-

,Developing. Energy RD&D Costi
and , Benefit& -) ,

0.
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nologies.! These refined Objectives Or be more spe-
.

cific .with resplict .to achieving ,CoittrOl of environ-
Mental: releaks, cbsts -of energy prodfiction, andoim-

'proving efficiency... These gsessments
will _applyh to all .inergy RD&D projects, whether
they ;are- being deeloped primarily in the private

. sector, in EWA, ,.or; in °that-government agencies;
consequently,. tbey allould help in deciding the extent
and timing oI priwiti and/or public" assistance neces-
sary for te ddelopment of energy technologies.
Nevertheless, the Market will ultimately determine the
attractiienew of implementing ,any one technology.

Analyzing Energy. RD&D Activities
in the Private Sector

Pdvate sector RD&D activities are critical to
the development and the ultimate market penetra-
tion.pf eneigy technologres. However; because gov-
ernment `may need to reinfore and asiist these pri-
vate adtivities, those who design government policies .

and "programs must understand where die private
. sectoi is using its own MAD funds.

This objective necessitates an ongoing analysis'
, of 'private sector energy RDF.D activities. The results

,of this analysii, coupled with federally de'tived in-
formation, will be a factor in planning the optimal

-"ocation of resourpes required to finance the Poj-
ects and progrkms that will meet national energy
RD&D goals and objectives.

Present data collet:don and analysii methods
need to be supplemented to provide more meaningful
analysis of the.pri4ate sector RD&D effOrt j.n energy.
An appropriate framework will be designed for col-
lecting additional data. Among the important elements
of the friunework are, the probleins the effort ad-
dressei; tile_toals of tha research effort; its relation-
ship to the broader plan' and to other research efforts'
Under way; broad project characteristics and descrip-
tions;' funding and cost estimates; tiMe period over
which success is sought; and plans for futhre efforts.

ERDA will initiate a dialogue with and solicit
. de voluntary cooperation of industry and industrial

organizations to develop factual information that
will provide ERDA with needed insights, yet protect
sensitive or proprietary information' of private colfa-
parties. EIRDA "vielcomes private sector views on
appropriate mechanisms for collecting this informa-

',lion. ,
It is ERDA's goal tO initiate in 1976 a more

intensive effort to acquire knowledge of private sec-
tor RD&D efforts in energy; to apply the knowledge I
to Federal 'RD&D -planning and to provide anIF
!Salm report in the Plan hand next year. . .



Appendix A
perspective on.World Resources

Following the events of October 1,973, the
world energy crisis was viewed as'a prOblim of im-
mediate shortage: Attention soon thifted, however,
first to the issues of pricing and other terms of avail-
ability, and then to the broader issues of interna-
tional economic relations and world monetary prob-
'lems. Although these issues have not yet bees ,
resolved, energy problems are beginning to be
viewed from a longer term perspective. Triggeied by
less specific events, the oil crisis is also being inter-
preted as symptomatic*-of changes long in the mak-

ing. Attention is finally being redirected to the more
fundamental issues pqsed by a growing wqrld popu-
lation demanding ever-increasing amounts of energy.

One element of the energy problem is the geor
graphical- location of energy resources and their
availabiliiy for development and worldwide distri-'
bution. The importance of regional availability to
the consuming countries was made manifest by the
assertion 'of control over energy operations by pro-
ducing and eiporting countries. Table A-1 sum,
marizes the present situation with respect to w9141a

Table

Raskin

Estimated Recoverable Reserves of Coal, Pitroleum. and Natural Gas

Coal

United States
Other North America
South knerica -
Subtotal, Western

Hemisphere

4,900
142

50

5,092

Middle East 35
North Africa neg.
Middle Africa 69
South Africa 292
Western Etirone 1,374
Eastern Europe 1,073
U.S.S.R. 3,325
China 2,222
South & East Asia 351
Oceania 460

1 Subtotal, Easteiv
-Hemisphere 9,201

World Total 14,293

Percentage of Total 68.7%

Percent
of Total

Coal Petroieum

(In Quads)
Natural Total ,

Gas 011 & Iles

Percent
of Total

011 & Gas
Total Coal,
Cahalan

Percent
of Total

Cook OM
It O

34.3% 246 244 490 . 7.6% 5,390 ^ 25.9%
1.0% 71' 80 151 2.3% 293 1.4%
03% 157 65 222 3.4% 272 1.3%

(35.6% , 474 389 . 863 13.3% 5,955 28.6%

0,2% 2,343 700 3,043 46.8% 3,078 14.8%
0.0% 2271 260 487 7.5% 487 2.4%
0.5% 169. 65 234 . 3.6% 303 1.5%
2.0% neg. neg. 0.0% 292 1.4%
9.6% 150 210 360 5.5% 1,734 8.3%
7.5% 17 20 ',037 0.6% 1,110 5.3%

23.3% 480 580 1,060 16.34%; 4,385 21.1%
15.6% ' 145 25 170 2.6% . 2,392 11.5%
2.5%
3.2%

110,
13

75
45

185
58

2.9%
0.9%

536
518 .

2.6%
2.5%

64Acy_46 3,654 1,980 5,634 86.7% 14,835 71.4%

4,128 2,369 6,497 100.0% 20,790 logo%100.0%

19.9% 11.4% 100.0%

Includes natural gee Squids when data were availlsble.
Tabular data derived from the following sources:

(1) All data for the United States are from the U.S. Geological Survey.
GO World Energy Conference, 1974..

t'Changes Restructuring Mad .011," The 011 abd Gas Journal. December 30.
(4) "Productive Capacity Grows as World Demand Falters," World OR. August 15.

Note: Data generally Include measured and Indicated reserves as of January 1, 197 , although_ in some melons data are not suffi-
ciently well defined to assure the intended comparability. Coal data are reported In energy units. Where other resolve data were
not reported- In anew units, conversion from physical units wbs based on itandard conversion factors per barrel of oil or cubic

- foot of gas.
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recoverable energy- reserves of conventional fossil
ftiels by type and by geographical locatiOn. These
data refer to known or already discovered quanti-
ties that can be economically recovered with exist-
ing technology.

The outstanding "feature of world fossil fuel
reserves is their pattern of geographical concentra-
tion. For example, ,petroleum and natural gas re-
serves are largely concentrated in the Eastern
Hemisphere, with over half of the world's total in
the Middle East and Notlb Africa, and most of the
remainder in :the -Soviet Union. The U.S. has, the
next largest resenves of oil and gas. However, despite
the large canadian and Venzuelan producing indus-.
tries, the oil and gas seserves of the Western Hemi-
sphere represent only 13 percent of the world total.

Energy Consumption Patterns
The most important aspects of the world energy

situation ars - the depencience. of most of the
world on pe:goleum, and (2) the concentration of ,

both oil and other fossil fuel resources in relatively
few countries. Developed countries, other than the
centrally planned (Communist) economies, rely on
oil and gas for three-fourths of their needs. The
same is true of the less developed-countries, but Nith
their limited access to natural gas, oil:alone accounts
for over 60 percent of their total commercial energy
supplies.

al SCoal is still a princip igy source in the
centrally planned economies, where it supplies about
one-half of the total energy consumed. At the same
time, the use of oil and gas has been increasing
rapidly, rising from about one-fourth of total energy
use in Communist countries, in the early 1960's to
almost one-half of the total currently.

In spite of rising costs, the worldwide trend
toward greater dependence on Oil and gas is likely
to continue unless affirmative action is taken to in-
crease the use of coal and development of alterna-
tive sources. The prospects for coal are not encour-
aging in many countries since the incentives and
advantages continue to favor rapid development of
oil and gas *resources. Many other countries 'without
coal or other fuel resources have no tenable alterna-
tive to imported oil due to their limited capability
to develop other sources or the new technologies
needed to use renewable resources such as solar
energy.

, .

Problems 'of Trade .and DistribUtion
World consumption patterns reflect the geo-,`,

graphical locatión of energy resources and the sys-
tem of trade or distribution that has served to link
consuming. and producing areas. The highly inte-
grated and efficient global systems of transport,
processing, and distribution of petrOleum that devel-

oped after World War It were, in many ways, more
remarkable than the development and expansion of
the oil-producing operations. If this distribution sys-
tem were to break down or become a less effective
means of linking producers and consumers, global

tproblems of balancing supply and demand would
appear as segmented regional problems, with per-
sistent shortages in some areas and surpluses in
otherespecially producingareas.

This was apparent in the situation in 1975,
when widespread oil surpluses were a result of
higher costs to countries with payment difficulties
and the world-wide slowdown in economic growth.
'the rapid introduction, of supplies from new pro-
ducing areas, such as the Alaskan North Slope and
the British and Norwegian sectors of the North
Seaeach scheduled to deliver about 2 million
barrels daily by 1980could reinforce and extend
the surplus situation. While such a surplus situation
is likely to be of limited duration, it may lead to
improper interpretationt of basic .energy supply
prospects for the longer term. All of the underlying
difficulties and elements for futute crises will remain
unlesi there are continuing efforts to reduce the
heavy dependence upon relatively scarce world
petroleum resources.

As Dr. V. E. McKelvey, Director of the U.S.
Geological Survey, recendy pointed out, one of the
wide-ranging effects. of the oil crisis:

. : . has been to convey an appreciation of the fact
that a steadily expanding petroleum supply is not
something to be taken for granted. . . . Whatever
else it may have done, the Organization of Petra
leum Exporting Countries' action served as a
timely reminder that even the- fabulously produc-
tive fields of the Middle East are exhaustible, and
that plans must be made for an orderly transition
to other sources of energy as the inevitable process
of depletion makes oil progressively more scarce
and, nnelly. The tinting and course of the transition
depend heavily upon the relative availability of
the various energy sources, including petroleum.
(McKelvey, 1975, p. 27)

Obligations of the Industrial Countries
While the majority Of the less develoPed coun-

tries of the world must import the bulk of their
energy (mainly oil), the industrialized countries of
Western Europe, the U.S., and Japan account for
about 75 percent of the total intercontinental trade
(imports) of petroleum. If oil and natural gas re-
serves are to be extended through either conserva-
tion'in use or the development of alternativip sources,
this extension must be effected in the highly devel-
oped industrialized countries, In the U.S. and to a
lesser extent in Europe, coal is available as an alter-
native fuel. Neither Japan nor most of the less in-
dustrialized world has this alternative.

The prospects fpr imported coal becoming; a
practical alternative to oil seem very unlikely for
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countries lacking their own domestic coal sources.
Aside from the problems inherent in the geographical
location of the surplus reserves, extraordinary diffi-
culties are involved in moving and using coal in most
of the resciurce-deficient countries. While Japan im-
ports a sizable 'quantity of coal, it is mainly for spe-
cial use in the steel industry and not as a basic

general-use fuel.
Most energy-deficient countries have found no

readily available alternative to continued imports of
oil, and no alternative is likely unless initiatives are
taken through vigorous R&D programs in the, most
technologjcally adianced countries. Successful de-
velopment of. alternatives could ease the world
energy situation in,several ,ways:

Fust, if conservation and new technologies vore
vigorously applied in the industrial countries, the
total world demand on the reserves of the Middle
East and other export areas could be decreased
significantly.
Second, technologies developed in the inaustrial
countries, especially those using renewable re-
sources such as solar energy, wind, and water
power, might be adapted for use elsewhere.
Third, some of the lower quality energy sources
still undeveloped, such as oil shale and tar sands,
might be exploited with the assistance of those
countries that are technological leaders.

Finally, improved methods of exploration and de-
velopment of conventional fossil fuel resources
could expand the world's reserves and improve

distribution.

It is possible that extensive resources of the
conventional fuels can be found outside of the estab-
lished. producing areas. Estimates of undiscovered
recoverable resources indicate that the ultimate pro-
duction of oil, gas, and coal will be far beyond that
implied in the estimates of reserves in Table A-1.

Estimates of World Resoufces
Reserves are essentially the proven inventory

that producers must have on hand to continue op-
erations. Therefore, the most surprising characteris-
tic of existing world reserves is not how small bdt
how large they are. Based on world rates of produc-
tiob in 1974, the total reserves of petroleum wohld

* last for another 35 years and the world coal reserves
shown in Table A-1 would lastofor about 175 years.
Yet, these global averages are deceiving,because not
all producers have equal call on the esisting stock,
ahd, further, demand can be expected to increase
in the future:

It is generally expected, however, that addi-
tional resources" will be located and moved into the
reserve category in the established producing areas.

For example, in the Middle East,
-0

where the potential -'
producing areas are generally well bdefined, Some
estimates suggest that the presently published petro-
leum reserves of some 400 billion barrels may ulti-
mately be at least twice as large ("Middle East ow
Reserves," 1975, pp. 369-371). The U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey estimates that in addition to the 45 billion
barrels of US. proven reserves of liquid fuel's there
may be some 30 billioh barrels of inferred, reserves
and another 60 tO 150 billion barrels of undiscov-
ered resources. Similarly, estimates Of the undiscov-
ered South American potential are about double the
current reserves. ,

There is great current interest in the growing

U.S. Geological Survey estimates at offshbre
potential of offshore production of oil gas. Th

th
e

recoverable oil resources yet to be discovered may
range from 10 to 50 billion barrVs.* In the North
Sea, where published oil reseries are generally
shown to be 20 to 25 -billion barrels, ultimate re-
coverable resources are being placed at 45 to 78
billion barrels (Turner, 1975, p. 158). Estimates of
ultimate recoverable oil resources for the Canadian
offshore, including the Arctic, are many times their
current reserve estimate. There is also considerable
interest in developing the offshore resources in other
parts of the world.

. Total resources If coal are much more easily
authenticated than oil or gas resources. The total
world coal resources have been estimated at more
than seven times the world reserves. Table A-2 sum-
marizes some of the available resofirce estimates and
compares them to reserve estimates. In a compre-
hensive survey of world energy resources (Worjd
Energy Conference, 1974), world coal resources
were estimated at 12 trillion short. tons, perhaps
one-half of which would be recoverable. Others
(Averitt, 1975) have indicated that the world total,
including "hypothetical resources," eould exceed 16
trillion tons, with some 4 trillion tons loCated in the
U.S. Coal resources occur mainly in areas above 30
degrees N. latitude, with more than one-half of the
total in the Soviet Union and China% North America,
Europe, and Australia account for most of the
remainder. ,

As Table A-2 indicates, total resources of each'
mineral fuel are estiinated to be a Multiple of (usu-
ally several times) the volume of reserves. This is
to be expected since resource agnates include ex-
trapolations of amounts in existing provet areas and
speCulations about other potential discoveries. Un-
less properly interpreted, however, data on resource
estimates can be misleading. For example, not only
is the existence of these resources uncertain but,"'in
many cases, great advances in technologies ere re-
quired before .the resources cin bq located, devel-

* Included' in the 60 to 150 billion barçkls of undiscovered
recoverable resources noted above.
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technology, be committed to the more chall6nging-
tasks of finding, waYs for efficient and 'ecdnomic use

. of renewable apd essentially inexhaustibfe resources.
4

Table A-2 and tierintes of Mineral Feliis:.:t

Recovereblk
Reseprtres

6.0044
1.300Y, A

3,0004.060
1,125-16.00&
1,000-2.50b
5.000.6.500
2,500-3.450

Cala

Natio& Gas
oil Male

A Qitumen RoCki
ilranlinii(1330e)
Thorlurn (Tb02)''

. .

: c;oomarikona;bitween and an'iong.theAlsource. catelgorlei on a common-Unit 'basis such as quads are not advisable because ofthetWichol* varying methods oflastnif*vind reporting data-and the 'fundamental differences. as to the technical feasibility of
#1210hing end asing the seiwarvninkall lugs.

c-71

forruedrilit:.7:19sUriS. , q.

Units'

109 ions
109- bbls.

' 1gi2 cu. ft,.
,1 9 bp's.,
#.109 bblc

103 tons
J03. ions,

'gots,

;gg
?AO°.
,500
360

4;>3.500

.'-; 1'ic rld Energy Conferin4e, Burvey'r.of
f ..,.. (12)...B.varitt, U:11.(1.1e.; Bulletin 141.2.

*( ) '.!Changri.Restrholuring Mild 011."'Th -Olt 'and 'Gas Journal,- December 39, 1974.
f, 'Proilive Capar,ity' Grows na Vorld 1) nd faliantk World 011, Atigust 15, 147S.

, wriik and Farrer,`1975,,p. 611; .. 4 , ,t '! . ,i.
..., Insti(ute tof go TachnOlogy, 1975. '' - ' .: 1

's-1(7) IWb.rtson and ,Plimatt.',(1.B..O.S.,Professianal Paper;1120:.
(8) hiltKelvity, "Worrdtne '.Rawniits".and Restildilies,"- PUNIC 'Utility Fortnightly. September' 25, 75.

, (9) 'Eneray.Research and DlSlopm.nt ..Affrnbilstratlon estimartes.

,ElwreY Itis;ltr, 19* '
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Appendix B
Net Energy Analysis tif Nuclear

Powei Production
The puqose o this' appendix is to Present the

first of a seri4 of net energy analyses on the major
nnergy techno ogies being pursued by ERDA. Nu-
War power hs been the subject of much recent dis-

n and wis chosen foil the first study. The anal-
esses the amount of electricity generated by

plant relative4to the amount Of external
required to construct, fuel, and operite the

t.
Xhis appendix briefly discusses the underlying

concepts of net energy analysis; presents th6 analysis
ofelectrical- poWer.from a light water nuclear reactor;
and reports the results' of studies by the , State of
Oregon, the Center for Advanced Computation of the
University of Illinois (Pilati and Richard), Develop-
ment"- kianees, Inc4 and the Institute for Energy
Analysis.(

The present analysis d:aws from these studies
, and arrive at the Same general conclusionthat a
nuclear power plint produces substantially morq
energy than is-required to con struct, fe1, and operate°
the plant. Ttie majorebnclusions are:

The direct an# indirect external enew inputs are
about 26 percent of the energy Output. This value
is within the range of values for electrical generat-
ing facilities fueled with conventional fossil fuels.
Uranium enrichment, using the diffusion process,
accounts for. about 91.percent of all direct energy
inputs and for )12 percent of all direct and,indirect
energy inputs. Use of the gas centrifuge process
now, being developed would significantly redUce
the.energy required for enrichment. The conStrUc-
tion and operation of the pOwer plant account for

. Another 16 percent.
The internal energy loss due to the thermodynaptic
efficiency of a nuckar plant is about 68 percent.

'This means that the nuclear fuel must generate
3,000 Btu of eneigy in:order to prOuce 1,000
Btu of optput as electricity. :

Accotding to two 197g studies (Development Sci-
ences, Inc., and 'Oregon)i. 6,00016 7,000 Btn' Of

-
See the bibliography for detailed references:
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urce base must he available in order to haire
3,000 Btu energy input to the reactor. This
tional resource base is necessary to allow, for

uranium not recovered during mining or lost during
processing, and the fissionable uranium left in the
tails during the enrichment procetl. However, all
the '3,000 to 4,000 Btu of energy remaining art
not irrevocably lost or coniumed; much of the
energy may be utilized in the future if the eco-
nbmics of processffig these resources become stit-
tractive. 'V",;.44-, .

General INICtl: logy
In net energy analysis, selection of the appro-

priate boundaries for the analysis is difficult.** A sim-
plified boundkry categorization cuts the issue 4nto
horizontal and vertical sets. The horizontal set en-
compasses the energy production (transformation)
.processes from resource extraction to Point of dis-
fribution. The boundary of this set can be extended.
at the point of extraction to include the,resource base
that was not recovered during .extraction. At the
other end, the boundary can be extended to incorpo-
rate the local distribution of energy and the energy-
losses in the end-use devices.

The venial set centers around the direct energy
inputs, either electrical or thermal, externally *** re-

In addition, the analysis may he either astir or dynamic
with eespect to the time-Phased aspects of the energy-
expenditures and outputs.

* External energy is the energy required from sources oil-
side the transformation process being Investigated. For
electric Power plants (the Anal production tiansformadon
process in a sequence AO starts with mining the fuel re-
source), the external °edgy reqttiredincludes the endrgy
used to build, equip, and operate the plant, but does not' ..
include the internal energy lost (as waste heat) in the con-,
version' of thermal energy to gloriesl energy. net is.
the energy,content of the burned fuel is not ,counted as an
'external energy input. The energy, content of the fuel is'
counted, however, in calculations 'on .the amount of re-

. lounge base required to.provide a certain' level of energY
in the &slug form- (la the example here, elect:WI

stern). '
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lENERGY CONTENT
OF THE
RESOURCE BASE

A

OTHER ENERGy INPUTS (LABOR,
ECOSYSTEM, ORGANIZATION)

INDI RECT ENERGY INPUTS (ENERGY USED
IN FACILITY CONSTRUCTION PLUS ENERGY
CONTENT OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED IN EACH TRANSFORMATION PROCESS)

DIRECT ENERGY INPUTS (THERMAL
PLUS ELECTRICAL ENERGY'
REQUIRED FOR PROCESSES)

-

TRANS- TRANS-
FORMATION I FORMATION
PROCESS PROCESS

2

TRANS-
FORMATION
PROCEts

x

PRODUCTION
1.117-PROCESSES

,

Figure B-1 Conceptual ElOunilarieslor Net Eneeff Analysis
7,

LLcorisuMPTIoN___,
PROCESSES ENERGY ,

CONSUMED

quired to :execute a step inthe -horizontal set. the
boundaries of the veil' al set can be extended to in-

.: dude the indirect mit rnal energy required for fa-
cility córiiitiuctiOn he eqergy required to produce
materiitIS directly em oyed in the proCesses.. These

/ items inclUde the ener used, in producingequipment
Ind materials (e.g:, 1 eel, paper, sulfuric ,acid) that

;are then used to bulls and operate an energy pro-
ducing plant; 61 energy lost during process
stages (ezg., scrap fue 'thermal cotiversion, transmis-
iion). The vertical bo dary can also be extended to
inelude the energy e bodied in the labor, the eco..-

and the organ zational infrastructure Nast was
necessary to support t e energy production pi..ess at
each Stage. Figure 1 shows the . boundary possi-
biOties.

Multiple deiiniti ns -of energy systems bound-
aries, combined with gitimate differences in assump-
tiOns and concerns . bout, the addition: of different
energy, forms (with d erent 'Preference values), cause
net energy results to vary. Several studies have at-

,: tempted to define a v "ety of ratios, net suMmations,
or othet trieitatites-:th Care closel related to a pat-
dollar question about energy"effiCtenCY: However, too
heavy reliance on a glenumber, or ratio, to define,
the net energy of a cular techdology misses the»,
most important point f het energy analysisto pro4
v10:iiifeintatIon on hnOlogy,options as a supple.

ment to other important econoMic and teChnical data
And analYsis.

Specific Methodology for Nucletr Pow
For .the example case Onfilluclear power;

energy calculations include tiie first-order eff of..
direct fuel inputi and the seCond-order effects of
energy losses and energy inputs into equipment 'and
materials. These are the external direct and ii4rect
energy inputC:..The diredt effecti ire caleul
through the tie of procesii analysis, where the .q
tide's of energy Used for eaCh activity in the. produe:::

Orocess are detennined. In some instances, these
figures gave been 'determined' Whig in' engineering;L
flow Sheet of the grocesti; in other cases, an estimate
is obtained by measuring the expenditures for energy
during a period of time and dividing by the average.
price for energy during the same time period.

'The indirect energy requirements-are computed
through the use Of a 357-sector Input-Output,modpr
that relates'enCh fuel-producing and fuel-consuining
sector to each other.one: The MOdetein bemanipu6
lated mathematically to account for energY require-

; otents Irom the many sector that coatribute to the

C Ind R.' Herendiea,' itmereCos,01 Gcodu
and Services, ISO d 1N7. Doeument.14CCenteetti
Advanced Computation,. Univemiti of Math. Urbana,
.61801, March .19*
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equipment and materials used in the nuclear fuel
process. This tool saves the effort that would be ex-
pended to conduct a process analysis for every pro-
duction sector of the economy.

The energy embodied in labor, ecosystems, and
organizational infrastructure is not included in this .*
example.- Early results (see University of Oklahoma,
1975, Appendix B to Chapter Al) from an analysis
of the ecosystem energy inputs on another technology
tend to show that the ecosystem energy contribution
is of klower magnitude than the-Other energy inputs.
Also, labor and infrastructure energy inputs are not
well documented.

The steps of the. nuclear power production proc-
ess included in the case example are: mining, milling,
conversion, enrichment, fuel fabrication, power plant
constructiOn,,and operation, fuel storage, waste stor-

and transportation for each stage of process.
The energy requliements for e h of tile nine

process stages are shown in Table -1 in aims of
th9 three compoifnts of external e rgy inputs: di-
rent els, energy for construction, and energy for?
materials. This' ffisaggregated presentation serves two
purposes: (1) to penult the determination -of the
quantitatively important items as compared to items
that are less significant and (2) to begin focusing at-
tention on those processes where efficiency improve-

-ments can be m
,

4

The.nergy content Of the uranium left in the
ground relative to the amount recovered' under pres--
ent extraction techniques is not included in this ex-
ample. Most uranium mining is open pit and almost,
all of the uranium 'is captured in the mining pmcess.
For deep mining, significant uranium resources would
remain in the ground, but it is not clear whether this
'value should be added to the other values. This ura-
nium reseource has not been lost or used up and can
be recbvered, at some higher cost, in the future. Fur:
ther discussion of this point is presented later in this
Appendix'. In addition, the analysis does not consider
the , net energy implications of electricity usage be-:
yond the electric' generating station. Thus, tranimis-
sion lesses and the, efficiency of' end-use devices are
not included. However, for 'the- purpose of compar-
ing various fuels for supplying electricity these losses
would be identical, and therefore, would not affect.*
any donclusions based oil these analyses. The
analysis also does not include plant decommissioning
requirements, but they are thought to be small. Also
not included is the residual energy still available in
the plant and fuel ant 30 years of Operation.

Detailed Calculations
The energy requçed for each step inthe fuel cycle

(Table B-1) has bee determined for a 30:year life,
.

'Table 13.4 Energy Requirements for a Large Nuclear Power Plant
1000 MM. Pressurized Water Reattor-No Recycle-0.20% Enrichment Tails Amy.

30 `leer Life-61% Average Capacity Facto 160,300,000 MWh Output ,(547 Trillion NM*
,

.Electri inputs, In MWh Thermal Inputs. In Millions Btu Total Inputs,

Quantity Direct MateristS Construction Direct Materials Constructlion mu

Miting 3909 MTU 47,760 22,050 6,210 1,005,000 621,500 441,500 2,935

Miihng 3%09.M.TU 67,430 16,140 2,780 1,310,000 621,500 121,200 3,037

Conversion 3909'MTU 39,8304 16,620 620 4,826,000 426,000 29,000 5,334

Enrichment" 3124 x 103 SWU 8,778,00018;120 24,050 1,048,000 42%000, 1,016,400 10$,037

Fuel Fabrication . .683, MTU 67,750 _137,200 600 147,900 11579,000 . 26,000 .4,096

Power Plant
Construction and

,
Operation 30 years 0 256,500 205,000 378,000 8,179,000 9,583,000 23,401

Fuel Storage. ,* ' 683 MTU 7,2110 2,430 3,880 4,560 64,300 174,300 240

Waste Storage 30 years 130 4,560 320
.

2,080 , 158,200 22,950 398

Transportation
-Natural 3909 MTU 0 .410 0 41,900 .24,470 61
-Fuel 693 MTU 0 , 1,546 0: 120,300 92,290 '..' 230

Totals 9,008,000 475,600. 243,460 8,874,000 12,195,000 11,414,000 142,769

'Electricity converted to thermal equivalent at 3413 Btu per kilowatt hour
Leland: NW-Metric tons uranium

SWU-Separativa work units (directly proportional to the energy required ln the enrichment process)
...Eleatileity gimp rted to verns'il equivalent at average heat rate of 11.400 Btu par kilowatt hqur

Note: Thcoinverslon Of Mat-tries! to therm:I units plus the addition of' thermal inputs from differnnt energy 'Nimes ignores the ,

quality aspect of preferred fuels. This is a serious shortcomingi '10.thers Is .no single factor thst is satisfactory, for con-
verting different energy sources to an equivalent base.

me:Institute:for Energy Analysis With edjustnients by ERDA.
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Table 13.2 Tt
Reacto

Energy Requirements for Light Water
Nuclear Fuel Cycie Elements

Omens

Equivalent
Thermal_
Energy

(Trillion Btu)
,Pereentage

of Total

Mining
Milling --
Conversion
Enrichment
Fuel Fabrication
Power Plant Operption
Fuel Storage.
Waste Storage
Transportdtion

Natural U
Fuel

Totals

......"

2.4135
3.037

. 5.334
. 103.037

4.096
23.401

0.398
0.240

0.061
0.230

0

2.1
2.1
3.9

72.1
2.9

16.4
0.3
0.2

0.1
0.2

143 "S00*

Rounded

1,000 Megawatt electric (MWe), pressurized water
plant utilizing conventional uranium ores and a 0.20
percent enrichment tails assay': It is assumed that the
spent fuel is not reprocessed to recover the- unused
uranium and plutonium. These energy requirements
include the -direct and indirect inputs 4 both elec-
tricky and thermal energy. IndireCt requirements
Cover the energy content of the materials required

. plus a prorata share of energy used to constiuct the
plants needed for the fuel cycle. Energy requirements
for third and higher orders of processes, obtained by
tracing the energy content of materials and equiP-

, ment back to the resource base', have been ftinnd to
be very small conipared to these first- and second-
order energy inputs, and have therefore been i0ored.
It is assumed that the plant nerates electricity on
the following capacity schedule:

1. Five-month, period prior to being cteclared
commercial-40 percent

2. 'First two years as a commercial plant-65
. percent

37- Years 3 through 15-70 Percent
-4. Last 15 years--decreases 2 percentage points

per year from 68 percent in year 16 to 40 per-
cent in year 30.

The lifetime output Of the plant while operating
according to the assumptions usedt .bei is 160,--
300,000 MVVh, or 547 trillion Btit: The external
energy: inputs required are 143 trillion Stilt, or 26
percent Of the, outPut.

Table 13-i showi that the uranium entichment
step is clearly the dominant energy consunner of all
the nuclear fuel cycle steps. It, consumes 97 percent
of direct electrical inputs and accounts for 91 per--
cent of total electrical requirements. ft all energy in-
puts are sumined by converting electrica0fiputs to
thernmJ.equivalents, the enrichment step 'id:found to

:
require 72 percent of all energy inputs. This is shown
in Table B-2. Construction' and operation of the
power plant account for 16 percent cif energy re-
quirements and all other steps combined account for
hbout .12 percent.'

Cinclusions
The nuclear ption clearly a net producer-of

energy. The res ts of thi analysis are for the case
where plutonium Idspent *um are storedTather
than recycled and with an averag capacity
factor of. 61 per - tw The .system as de 'bed; re-
quires 262 'units o . put to, provide 1,000 unitd *of
output to the bus .b Recycling spent fuel, improv-
ing plant utilization, d. oper.iting the enrichment
plant at. a tails assaY a e the assumed 0.20 percent
Would improve the ener efficiency.. For example, .

a capacity factor of 75 pe t inttead of 61 percent
reduces the energy input: req meth by 5 percent.
An enrichment tails assay assum 41 of 0.30 percent
instead of the 0.20 percent used ould lower energy
input, requirements by 15 percent.

The results of studies by- a rs are similar to
those reported this analysis an are summa4ed
in Table B-3.

fife most promising ate. for improving th net
'energy position of the light Water actor system 1, tx?
reduce the energy consumption of the enrichment
step. The data used.for...this exe se assume enrich-
ment by the current gaseous diff ion process. De-
Velopment is well along on the ntrifuge Processt,
which is expected to`Nreduce the .4ect requirement:
for electricity, by a factor of ten. Other More ad-i
vanced processes are in the con ptual stage. The
introduction of recycle would reduce energy in-
put requirements since less emu ent ;mould be re-
quired and smaller quantities of ore would need to
be mined.

The net energy discussion a ve has focused on
the quantity of external energy at must be invested
in extracting, processing, and porting fuelsi and
building and operating the inclus 'al plex used to

Table Comparison of flat

invesUffotse

Units of l Energy
Input Per
Units of

Development ,,Sciences, In
----State of Oregon Study

University of Illinois, Center for
Advanced Computation (Nati
and Richard)

Institute for Energy Anlysis
ERDA-76-1

Adjusted to comiarable basis

238
194*

210
248
262

,
117
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generate energy. Other analysis apiroaches alp also
.useful for understanding' energy transformation proc-
esses. Two approaches, dynamic.net energy analysis
and analysis of the resource base, are discussed be-
low. 1

' Dynamii Analysis.

A dynamic,analysis of the direct and indirect ex-
ternal energy expenditures and the energy output of
nuclear power plants as , a function of time has been
completed. This analySis indicateS that: '

The external energy expenditures required to build,
fuel, and operate each plant are recoUped early in
the second year of Commercial operatibn.

The net energy obtained from nuclear power front
1973 to 1985, under an assuined construction

.02( 1

0.015

0.010

ca 0.005
<
a
>-a -
cc

z
Lu

(A, -0.005

-0.015

altedttle based on ERDA-48 scenarios, is strongly.
PoSitive. .

, External energy expenditures start about 5 years
prior to plant pperitionk when major construction
activities begin. The expenditures accelerate in thec

cl year prior to icommercial operation- due to
g, milling, transPort, and conversion of uranium

needed for the initial reactor fuel core. Uranium en-
richrnent and fuel fabrication expenditures oecUr aur,
ing the secOnd year priot tp commercial operation.
During e first year prior to comme . operation,
a slight sitive flow of energy takes j41.ace as a result
óf the lettrical energy generated dôriñg pre-com-
merci operation testing. This energy '.exceeds
reqUi to complete construction, operate the plant
'for months, d proVide for mining, milling,

rt, 'and con ersion of the uranium needed for
t reload.

BASIS:
1000 MWe PWR
NO U OR Pu RECYCLE
CONV TIONAL.OltIES
0.20% ENT TAILS
CAPACITY f ORS

40%, 5 N,T14S PRIOR TO
COM ERCIAI: OPERATION

- 6596 IRST TWO YEARS OF
C ME RCIAL OPERATION

-yoy, AFTER SECOND YEAR

P.

-4

CONSTRUCTION TIP.-1-4- COMMERCIAL.OPERATOON -0-
.

O. OF YEARS

Agin* Dynamic met Energy Analysis of Nirclear Power
.
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From tbe time of comMerciil operation onward,
. the energy flow of the nuclear plant is strongly posi-
tive.fiarly in the second year of Operation: all energy
investments have been repaid and four units of energy
are returned/ for each energy ,unit required to oper-
ate theTlant and all asiociated fuel cycle steps.

',Figure B-'2 illustrates the net energy flows, as a
funCtion of tine, for a single 1,000 MWe plant. The
assumptions are thice as thOse contpied in
earlier discussions in ppendix. ,

..By the end of 1985, 1§5,000 megawatts of du-
clear power could be in conimercial operation (see
ERDA48 scenaricie),. At:the end of 1975, 52 nuclear
plants were in commercial operation with a com-
binerfiotential capacity of 37,000. megawatts. Thus,.
over the neXt 10 ye s an average of 15 plants per
year (of 1000 MW eaCh) must be brought on line
in:order to meet the 1 85,0O megawatt level.

The external ,energy ed,to build, fuel, and
operate these .new additios Jo the Nation's electric
system is substantial:* But
the plants, both during pre-commerdial.
commercial operation, is much
illustrates the net energy Refid
clear electric system from1973"0.
:on the curve represents the :difference
total nuelear system energy outpfil
the' total external energy inputs (e

e eiiergy produced by
ting and

B-3
nu- ,

point
een the

0-4 and
trical , plus

fhermal).for each year. The values for 1973, 1974,
and 1975 haVe been adjusted to reflect acsbal plant
oPerating experience. The capacity factor trend estab-
lished during this period is assued to continue for the
years 1976, 1977, and 1978. Thereafter, the calcala-
tions reflect the assumed capacity factot schedule
listed earlier in this appenaix.

Resource Base Analysis
This .analysis requires the- use of broader bound-

aries to include, as energy expenditures, the loss or
. non-use of uranium from point of extraction through

the remaining steps of the fuel cycle, and the thermo-
dynamic loss of useful energy in converting the
thermal energy to electiicity. The amount of initial
resource required to provide a given quantity of
energy refleets the ultimate potential of that re-
source to provide future energy, needs based on
current technological use patterns. For uranium,
the longest non-use of resource occurs in the &slob-
able materal which remains in the depleted uranium
after the enrichment process. In addition, smaller
amounts of uranium' are- lost in each stage of fuel
cycle mining and othef processing. Another major

The energy expended for plants constructed prior to 1985
but not going into commercial operation until after 1985
is also babied.

2.0

1.5

o.6

e

BASIS: ERDA 48 SCENARIOS .

CONVENTIONAL ORES
0.2% ENRICHMENT 1.8

,

1 a I

1975 1980 1985
/ YEAR

Figure 13-3 Net energy from Nucl PoWer:.
Annual Energy Outputs Minu .

Annual Energy Inputs
. loss of resource use occurs-in the n generating
plant where, like fossil electric plants, about*, one-
third of the thermal energy obtained tbe tita-
nium is converted into electrical en Arialyses
performed 'by Development Scienteri,. *and 'the-
State of Oregon indicate that from 6 tO, 7000
Btu of ,energy resouree input are ro. Pro-
duce 1,000 Btu of electricity.

, The net energy of nuclear' el 'power by
this measure could be substantiallY proved if..the
ecimonlics Of the transfoimation were More
favorable, such es by extracting of the. fission-
able uranium during the enrichme picceu oi,by
the more effiCient use of the e .ebergyfrom
the power plant (e.g., for process

4 1 9
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RDid) Technology Programs
.. ,

Breeder 'Reactors .

,The development, deslin% constructio
eratiot of components and systems tile u
fuels for Ptoducing power or process heat
fissionable material is produCed at a faste
it is cOnsumed. The program focuses on th
ment of a liquid metal fast breeder react
and is. also investigating .the concepts of
and light water breeder reactors.

,

CoalDirect ptifization in Utility/Indus
The deveiopment, design, constructio , and op-

'eration of advanced components, systems, and proc-
esses involVed in the combustion of various types of
coal; transfer of the heat produced to ste s or other
working fluids for process dr power use; nd reduc-
tion or control of the generation of pond nts during
combustion. The program includes the d elopnient
6f new combustion methods (e.g., fl idized-bed
.combustion), design of more efficient b ilers, and
use of additives during 'combustion. Stack gas
cleaning technology -is covered under Env ronmental
Control TeChnology.)

Consiniation in Buildings and
Consumer Products.

The development; design, conStru tion, and
Operation of buildings and-consumer p ducts that
minimize energy consumption. The t nology in-
cludO typei of insulation and fenestrati n and sys-
tems,-of control tri minimize 'energy re uirements,
as Well as consumer ,products Stich as ppliances,
-tele:italic:03i and heating, cooling and yen 'Iating sys-
ternithat use less energy. .

Glossary

, and op-
e nuclear
in which

'rate than
develop-
r system,

as-cooled,

ry

Eledrie Conversion Efficiency
The development, design, Constructi n, and op-

eration, of advanaed devices for conve ig hellt to
electricity. The program focuses 'on iiechanical,

. electrochemical, and thermodynamic devices (e.g.,
fuel dell, thermioiic, thermoelectric, magnetohydro-
dynamic, and turbine systems) that employ working

. A

duids other than steam and combustion 'gas,' fre-
quèntly in combination with conventionitl,cycles.

Electric PoVser Transmission and Distribution .

t74 The development, design, construction, and op-
eration of systems' to transport electrical energy
from the generation station to the eventual utiliza-
tion device. The technology ineludes extra-high-
voltage. AC, DC, underground, and cyrogenic
systems, as -well as system security aid lad manage7
ment.

'Electric Transport

The development, design,
eration of transportation meth
energy as the source of propulst
nology includes electric automo
transport skstems.

Enera Storage
The development, design, construction, and pp-

eration ot advanced devices foiNstoring energy until
needed. The technology includes devices sucli as
batteries, pumped storage for hydroelectric genera-
tion, flywheels, and compressed gas.

Fuels from Biomass
The development, design, construction, and op-

eration of systems and processes for 'the conversion
of biological materials Ito energy sources. The tech-
nology includes such *messes as the conversion of
wood or other plants to alcohol, and the fermenta-
tion or decomposition of organic by-product ma-
terials to produce methane or other fuels.

co d. op!.
'cal

tech:
iles and rail

Fusion

The development, design, construction, andop-
eration of systems and *ceases for combining or
fusing particles of the lighter elements into elements
of higher atomic weight as a means of producing
usable power. The programis currently investigating
several methods to induce fusion, including lasers
and magnetic confinement systems . *
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Gaseotis and Liquid Fuels from Coal 1
The development, design, construction, and op-

eration of components, systems, and processes that
will tonve various types and ranks of coal to other
Lel f v These forms include clean gases of
either It r low energy content; and oils and
other cl liquid fuels or solid fuels that have
higher heat content,, less ash, and fewer impurities
than natural coal. Gaseous fuels production includes
both above-ground and in situ 'processes.

Geot herm a I ..
The development, design, construction, and op-

eration of systems arid components to extract and
convert ,the heat energy contained in geological
formations to power. Geothermal resources include
hot rocks, dry or wet steam, hot brines with associ-
ated methane, and magma.

Hydrogen in EnergySystems

The development, design, construction, and op-
eration of systems, components, and processes for
producing, transporting, -storing, and .utilintng hydro-
gen as a substitute fuel. The technOlogy focuses on
the development of non-electrolysis processes .for
generating the hydrogen product from non-fossil
sources and on methods for storing and transport-
ing it.

Industry Enerv Efficiency

The development, design, construction, and op-
eration, of industrial processes and equipment to,.
minimize_ the energy requirements of fabricating,
forming, converting, or producing industrial or agri-
cultural products. . .

Nuclear Converter Reactors

The design, construction,, and operation of
components and systems which use nuclear fuels to
produce power or process heat and which consume
fissionable material at a faster rate than it is pro-

w duced. The program focuses on the high tempqature
gas cooled reactor (HTGR) and the continuEd de-
velopment and improvement of basic technajogies
associated with light water reactors (LWR). (See also
Support to Nuclear Fuel Cycle.)

are

Oil and Gas Enhanced Recovery

The 'application of improved techniques, proc-
esses, and methods that, permit extraction and re-,
covery of edditional arhOunts of oil or gas. These
aPplications include hydraulic fracturing methods,
the injection of solvents and heat to increase yield,

and other advanced methods to enhance recovery.

1 es -I
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13ii Shale,

(

.
v .

Me dtvelOpment, design, construction, and op-
eration of ystems compolents, and processes for

and
Is or

des
uct

extracting hydrocarbon ° products from 'shal
converting the procluct to liquid or gaseous f
other chemical commodities. The prograrn in
the development of in situ Inethods for pr
extraction,'

Solar Electric

The development, design, construction, and op-
eration of systems.to collect and tratvform the radi.;
ant. energy of sunlight itito electrical, power. The
technology includes the .use of various collector
(e.g., mirror .concentrators) and conversion systems
(e.g., 'photovoltaic devices) as well as solar-derived
energy (e.g., wind or ocean thermal gradients).

Solar Heating and Cooling

The development, design, construction, and op-
eration of systems that utilize and/or store the radi-
ant energy of sunlight to provide comfort control
and heated water for household, industrial, or agri-
cultural!, use.

01.

Transportation Efficiency

The development, desi construction, d op,
edition of -.more efficient tfrdpsport s ms. The
tech9ology focuses on sh. , 'planes, ttücks, 'autos,
trains, and pipelihes, as well as th power systems

Irgolved. -

Wqste-Heat Utilization

The development, desi cons on, and op-
eration of systems that the' waste oi rejected
heat incident to the, pr uction of electrical power
oi industrial products The technology focuses on
bottoming cycles. as ell as integrated total energy
systems employed residential, coinmercial, and
industrial comple

Waste Matel s Enerv
The development*sign, construetioni and op-

eration of systems gd processes for converting the
energy contained in sOaste or refuse into power or
heat., The tiehnology also includes processes for
recovering and recycling non-energ resources.

' Broad Supporting 17echnologles

Basic Emily SCience

or Programs

A broad-based program of scientific fiwestiga-
tion into' the fundamental nature of the universe to
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develop greater understanding vf the nature. and
behavior of matter. yhe program includes (research
in the molecular; material, nuclear, and biological
sciences.

Biombdical and ErWiron Research

The ieatific investig on of "the health4and
environmental effects ot radiatign api other pol-
lutants on the 'environment and itsinhabitants.
This program includei the study. of ecological rela-
tionships and the development of syitems and nivh-
ods to measure the release of noxious or harmful
sUbstaiwes,

-
tnformation Dissemination

The preparation and widespr ad distribution
of the technical information and data developed
through the eneity program to e courage broad'
-public knowledge, understanding, d 'application.

Manpower Developmeni

The training and education ./ of personnel to
ensure-an adequate pool of trained and knowledge
able manpower to design, construct, and operate
new -facilities and systems resulting from the devel-
opment ou commercialization of new energy tech-

extraction, or use. The technology includes suc s -
...

tans as scrubbers, filters, washers, and pacipitators
t9 remove noxiobs gases or particulateslroth com-
bbstion process methods to control or remove
radioactive gasei oppartichlates from nuclear .proc-
esses; converters to Modify exhaust from automobile
engines; and cooling towers and other means io per- ,
tnit the dfssipation of waste heat,with minimuni ad-
Virse environmental impact.

Exploration and Resource Assessment

The deyelopment and application of advanced
*technologies to locate, identify,X and assess the
=founts and types of energy reiources or other
useful material in geological formations. The tech- .
nologies include such Methods as magnetic and
gravimetric measurement, seismic and acoustic scan-
ning, aerial and space photoglphyi drilling, and
Sample analysis, as well as the compilation, analysis,
and rePOrting of resource data..

e

Fossil Fuel Transportation

The development;.design, constructio , and op-
eratioil of advancect systems and com nents to
transport fossil fuels from point of origii to point
of use. The technology focuses on such systems as

nology. unittrains, pipelines, and conveyor systenis.

SafetY
'The developmtat; design, donstruction,.and op-

eration of systems, components; and devices to pro-
tect The public and workers/from the health hazards
asiociated -with energy production and utilization,
.Theprogram focusei on the-development of devices
and desighs to prevent accidents or to mitigate the
consequences of potential accidents.

Systems Studies
The development and application' of methods

and techniques for analyTjng and assessing pro-
grams, aetivities, and projects to review and assess
efforts to date and to determine future courses and
directions. These studies include cost/benefit analy-
sis, environmental impact analysis, assessment of the
likelihbod of technical success, forecasts of possible
'futures resulting from specific aciions, and guidance
for energy program planning-and implementation.

Mihing and Benefic"

P

The design, con ction, and operaticia of sys-
tems and processes'6 extract useful resounies fikom
geological formations; and the_development
niqUes Ind methods to conceitrate or upgr4e ores
to a higher content of the desired mdterii. The
technology includes both underground and lurface
extraction techniques.

Nuclear Sefeguards .

° The deVelopment, aesign, construction, and op-' 4.
eration of systems, method*, and devices to account
for and control nuclear materials, and to prevent f
sabotage, theft,' or other uses that could threaten
life or property. .

SupOrt tO the Nuclear Fuel Cycle .

The develcipment, design; construction, 'and op-
eration of facilities, systems, coniponentit, and proc-
esses to recover fissionable material from the-chaini-

Specific Supporting Technologies cal processing of spent nuclear fuels-1mm power
,

Environmental Control Technology

The development, design, construction, and
deinonstration of processes and systems to control
the amouit and typ-e of polluthnts discharged into
the environment- as a result of energy conversion,

reactors, and to refabricate that material into fuels
for reinsegion into the reactOr systems. The tech-
nologf focuses on the management and control of
the radioactive waste ptoduced incident to the recov-,
ery fissionable material, and Is applied to light

. water reactors,* gas-cooled reactors, and breeder
. reactor systems,
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braninm Enrichment
4

The develoPmentoirake6nstruction, and op-
eratioit-or s)Items, processes, And comkonents to
permit isotopic separation and enrichment of the
ii6tppe U-23§ in uraniunAor use as nuclear fuel.
.The technology, includes snCh processes as gaseous
diffusinn, centrifugation, and advanced systems in-
volving lasers and aeronozzles.

Waste Management <

The development, deiign, construction, and op-
eration of systems and components to permit the
safe management, transport, storgge, and nVentual
disposal of radioactive wastes in an environmentally
acceptable, nonhazardous" manner. The technology
also includes the management of noxious wastes'
resülting from the use of other, energy rez.ources.
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